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Abstract

A great easiness to produce and publish information has influenced that users typically have to search numerous distributed sources while satisfying their needs. Besides, they exhibit great difficulties to formally represent their preferences, and thus many manually created filtering requests have weak chances to initiate a delivery of needed results. As a delay for providing the sought data becomes a more and more critical factor, underlying engines have also to carefully address a trade-off between result relevance and response time. The end users finally expect as good results as possible, and consequently a system should be able to always deliver them in spite of more or less severe internal failures.

Ignoring a necessity to address information retrieval in both distributed and dynamic enough manner is a major drawback for many existing search engines that try to survive an ongoing information explosion. These systems also process queries in a direct manner, and therefore the expertise from many excellent, and already fulfilled requests, remains unutilised. The resource availability is also often ignored, as developed filtering solutions are usually tested in protected conditions, where nothing unexpected can happen.

The essence of a proposed solution for performing distributed filtering is in installing communities around different databases, as well as setting cooperation mechanisms that are able to find the right sources for a given request. The deployed exploration techniques, which first identify the usable old requests, and then utilise them to adapt the actual one, guarantee that even wrongly formulated information needs will intelligently explore the potentially relevant areas of interest. The resource availability is taken into account by deploying different filtering agents, each knowing their own searching heuristics, inside communities, as well as coordinating them to alleviate a selection of those for which the needed resources are currently highly loaded. A coordination of multiple strategies can be also naturally used to increase robustness and provide self-healing functionalities, where an alternative agent is selected in a case of a failure of an initially selected one.

The cooperation, exploration and coordination schemes are realised in JIAC IV, being a framework for developing multi-agent systems. Every mechanism is developed as a set of components, which might be easily replaced with their improved versions, and which thus increase a flexibility of a given implementation. An applicability of these approaches is practically illustrated in a personal information assistant (PIA), whose filtering system critically depends on cooperation, exploration and coordination mechanisms.

Experimental results show that the given cooperation scheme manages to successfully locate the right communities for a given request in spite of the dynamic changes of their underlying content. The exploration approach also has superior performances, regarding a number of off-topic results, when being compared with pure collaborative filtering and mutation & crossover techniques. The proposed coordination approach finally scales well, and it can be applied even inside communities with thousands of agents. By estimating a load of resources before deciding which strategy will do filtering, it effectively eliminates long lasting jobs with duration over 1000 seconds, and thus reduces the average response time. It can finally improve itself during runtime by successfully using every single job, being shorter than 10 seconds.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Even very simple online services nowadays silently assume the underlying application of sophisticated filtering strategies in surviving the course of finding only relevant data in a great abundance of the electronically available information. The obvious examples are services for supporting activities such as booking a holiday, figuring out which streets are currently with a traffic jam, getting a weather forecast for the wanted place, finding the most appropriate house to rent, locating an open supermarket from a favourite chain in a neighbourhood, buying a book in an online book store, searching for the articles from the particular area of interest, and so on. Not only that all these services have to deliver as good results as possible, but what is even more important, they have to provide them in an extremely short response time. Users are impatient beings, and leaving them to wait too long might be very dangerous, especially in the modern online environments, where concurrent applications are only few clicks away [224].

The great seriousness of the mentioned application domains has resulted that there are already many more or less specific filtering strategies [127], which are generally quite successful in providing the reasonably good results after a short delay. Two well-known examples are indexing techniques for document retrieval [59] and collaborative filtering for finding similar users [131]. The former, being nowadays deployed in search engines [58][223], is capable of finding within only few seconds all documents which have the given keywords, even from the collection with the millions of articles. The latter, being successfully used in online shopping portals for increasing the selling rate [159][221], is able to quickly recommend additional interesting products by finding what users with similar buying patterns have liked. These two and many other strategies are obviously tailored to successfully work in completely different conditions [221], and unfortunately, a real challenge becomes finding out which one can provide, for a particular information request in a given runtime situation, the best ratio between a relevance of results and the response time.

According to the author’s point of view, a variety of strategies is naturally influenced since every single application domain has really many properties or constrains, which can be used in numerous ways in addressing this unavoidable trade-off between the relevance of results and the time needed for finding them. For example, booking a holiday can be seen as one very complex activity, having constrains such as location, price range, food
preferences, accommodation facilities, entertainment requirements, and so on [83][215][216]. In order to be able to quickly deliver holiday recommendations for impatient users, a particular strategy can first find a few candidate hotels based on a specified location and then further carefully examine them concerning other given requirements. This and many other sophisticated searching heuristics [181], which have made a foundation of each and every filtering strategy, can hopefully successfully both combine and efficiently exploit all available constraints to discover as good recommendations as possible in the permitted response time.

By reason of always being deployed on a real hardware, even a filtering strategy with a brilliant heuristic will definitely fail to quickly deliver the requested results when the needed system resources are not available as it has been expected. It is worth nothing the sophisticated processing that the used algorithm performs, in a case where the essential data cannot be efficiently loaded from the underlying collection, for example because of the overloaded database server. At the same time, the availability of system resources in a real environment is continuously changing, which certainly makes each and every system that is solely based only on a single filtering strategy to be very vulnerable. Much better robustness can be achieved by having a set of filtering strategies with different resource requirements, and by selecting the strategy for which the favourable resource situation exists.

In spite of being very careful while analysing the applicability of every strategy in the given situation, the unexpected behaviour and unavoidable mistakes are always possible. There are many novel and mysterious strategies about which not enough past experience is available. They certainly have to be tried by getting sometimes the requests to process, being a chance for them to prove their capabilities. The excellent results can be hopefully found, but it might happen that they are not able to deliver expected results, and therefore a recovery procedure is necessary. Although a useful experience about a chosen strategy has been acquired irrespective to the occurred failure, end users are much more important, and consequently they cannot be left without the requested results. A system should be obviously able to do self-healing and to efficiently compensate for the lost time, probably by selecting a well-known filtering strategy, being very fast and thus especially appealing in the time critical situations after failures.

The unavoidable implication of services for planning holidays, browsing bookstores or finding streets, also assumes that the underlying information is typically scattered in the vast number of distributed sources. While the one source contains the needed data about the currently top holiday offers, another one is the database with summaries about books that are available for sale. Since there are thousands of such distributed databases whose underlying content has besides a very chaotic global order, their individual inspection is at least impractical. Users have no time to look all around, and their attention has become a precious resource in modern and fast living world [276]. Without the autonomous tools for identifying where the potentially relevant documents are located, the information rich sources are almost useless.

These numerous distributed sources are also always more or less dynamic, where both the new information becomes available, as well as the old has changed or even has turned out to be outdated. It might happen that an online portal for giving the information about houses, which are available for renting, is no more maintaining the data about favourite
city areas. An unlucky user is therefore forced to discover the alternative sources either by querying search engines that hopefully know everything or by explaining its problem and asking friends for a useful advice. The big weaknesses of such reasoning are at least twofold. On the one hand, there is unfortunately an open doubt that the centralised search engines, such as Google [58], AltaVista, Yahoo, and numerous others [223], will not be able to adequately respond to the information explosion in the future. Even though they provide much more capabilities today than ever before, the information that is potentially available from a World Wide Web continues to grow exponentially [187]. It is therefore logical to expect that a relative ratio between indexed and un-indexed web pages is going to slowly decrease in the future, and consequently the search engines will be less and less competent. On the other hand, a wiseacre, who surely knows from where the necessary information can be currently retrieved, is usually difficult to be found. Although there is certainly such a person, every user knows only a tiny fraction of others, and consequently it is hard to believe that exactly one of its friends is capable to give a desperately needed advice. The new technologies for effectively managing more or less dynamic distributed sources are consequently becoming critical means for first locating, then retrieving, and finally processing the sought data [47]. The author’s point of view is that the distributed knowledge management, supported by multi-agent communities that mutually cooperate, can be exactly one instance of the necessary technology.

The existence of communities is also motivated by making applicable many filtering strategies [30][50][82][94][196][213][284] and data mining algorithms [105][127] that are always more or less scalable. The design and structure of many strategies may not be appropriate at all for a very large when for instance the run times behave exponentially to the size of the underlying collection. Two nice examples can be simultaneous clustering with dynamic keyword weighting [105] and self-organising maps [148]. The former gives the remarkably good results, but unfortunately only on the collection with two thousand documents. The latter is applied on seven million short abstracts, but it took 6 weeks on a six processor computer to train such a SOM. For these two and many other strategies, it is thus crucial to have the collections with desired properties, where they can give excellent results. While one strategy might have great difficulties with highly dynamic underlying collections due to the very expensive pre-processing activities, another one typically has problems when available documents are huge. Under an assumption that there are already numerous collections with the highly different properties, the installation of appropriate cooperative communities around them should provide the necessary advanced means for retrieving information in a distributed manner.

Although the multiple communities with intelligent agents have a necessary potential to handle the scattered information, they still have to communicate with users. Without clearly understanding what kind of information is searched for, the chances that the right recommendations will be offered are very weak. The precise specification of information needs is therefore imperative, but an imperfect nature of humans unfortunately introduces significant difficulties while creating compact and understandable queries. The problem is even more severe as not only that the users have to explicitly articulate their thoughts about their current interests, but also they should have a solid familiarity with sometimes difficult query syntax, as well as the generalised knowledge about which results might be potentially retrieved. On the one hand, a direct usage of online portals requires that a user is familiar with many advanced options, being usually essential for getting the best results.
On the other hand, to create a good query at least a global idea about the available data is needed. It makes for example no sense to search for authors’ family details in a database with books, where only bulk authors’ names are stored. The creation of a query, having reasonable chances to deliver expected results, is obviously a hard task, and consequently many of them will be wrongly formed. The straightforward treatment of these bad queries, being most often performed by the available search engines, is the main reason of having an extremely high percentage of queries without results [260]. The many provided results are also not related to the information needs that users had in mind while posting a query. Users at the same time do not typically believe that their wrong queries are main reasons for not getting the expected results, and consequently they will lose their confidence in a particular filtering engine, and even start to utilise another one that will better satisfy their information needs.

Since the users’ habits regarding a creation of the queries cannot be easily influenced, the intelligent processing techniques on the side of a filtering engine seem to be necessary. One such technique is a so-called intelligent query answering [127], where the underlying intent of a query is analysed in order not to provide only exactly what is being asked, but also to explore the potentially relevant information areas. The user, who is looking for the nice holiday destination, might also get the data about renting a car in spite of not being explicitly asked, mostly by reason of being the commonly requested extra information for a particular holiday offer. The provided results will be much more diverse, having better chances to satisfy not only the imposed information needs, but also the needs that were hidden from a user in the time of creating a query.

Even though the provision of the extra information seems to be very useful, too much additional data, being not explicitly requested, might have a negative effect. A user can find to be overloaded with something, being maybe irrelevant from its point of view, and therefore the level of exploration should be carefully controlled. Not thinking about the extent of exploration, being typical for very frequently used collaborative filtering, tends unfortunately to deliver results that do nothing with actual information needs. Although recommending the items that are liked by similar users sounds logical, these items will have a low usability when being far away from specified information interests. Offering for example the weather information about asked cities can help only when the explicitly asked sightseeing recommendations are also got. The deployed exploration mechanisms should be thus able to control the automatic changes of the specified information needs, in order to be able to alleviate situations where users are asking themselves which results really correspond to given preferences.

A very promising technique for performing such a controlled exploration happens to be automatic transformation of an actual query, being done under the guidance of already processed past requests. Many experts have already posted good queries while having in mind almost the same information interests as a novice user. It will be wonderful to first identify these sophisticated queries, and afterwards utilise the expertise from them to help an inexperienced user get surprisingly good results. A wrongly formed query for example about tools for designing the multi-agent systems might lack many important keywords, which might be hopefully found from other queries that have been created by the domain experts. A positive effect of a fulfilled exploration is the provision of results for example
about many very helpful editors and working environments, which should have remained undiscovered without the applied automatic query transformations.

The definite advantage of utilising query adaptation techniques to achieve exploration relates to getting the full transparency regarding the deployed filtering strategies. A query is simply modified before being delegated for example to a particular indexer, which does not know anything about performed changes. A motivation from the begging to combine different filtering strategies in order to more efficiently exploit available resources and to increase the overall robustness might be also realised by seeing searching algorithms as black boxes. Since cooperation between multiple agent communities as well does nothing directly with particular filtering techniques, the design of any concrete searching strategy will be out of the scope of this thesis, being structured as follows.

Chapter 2 is the longest part of this thesis, giving a state of the art regarding the other systems that address the information filtering and retrieval problems. The thirty presented systems evidently demonstrate on the first place that there is no best technique for solving all filtering challenges. Chosen systems might be globally seen from two points of view. On the one hand, many of them are aware of a necessity to combine multiple strategies to achieve better performances. Their presentation is thus mainly focused on identifying the potential weaknesses of the realised combination, and on pointing out on the promising enhancements. On the other hand, the potential of combining different strategies remains undiscovered for some systems in spite of usually testing really many algorithms, as well as almost always remarking that different approaches are the best solutions in the various situations. These systems are typically presented by stressing the necessity to establish a combination between available strategies.

The cooperation, exploration and coordination great challenges are deeply discussed in Chapter 3, mostly by giving the appropriate scenarios, which facilitate an identification of even very small difficulties that are worth attention. The cooperation scenario is therefore pointing out first on the database selection problem, and then on the information fusion. The cornerstone challenge for exploration is the identification of usable old requests, and afterwards their application for adapting the actual one. The coordination scenario finally gives problems while tending to successfully learn to combine filtering strategies in order to optimally exploit the available resources, give fair chances to everybody, and recover after failures.

The proposed approaches for addressing mentioned challenges are deeply analysed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The first of them gives cooperation mechanisms, being the initially responsible for the received request. It is shown how the most promising communities are first found in order to be used for responding to the actual request. A proposed approach for finding communities is also fully aware of a dynamic nature of underlying collections, being achieved by a compact solution for being informed about changes. The second part of cooperation approach handles information fusion by introducing an efficient technique for re-ranking results, being found by different communities.

Chapter 5 gives the exploration approach, which is clearly separated into the activities of first finding usable old requests, then mining them, and finally adapting the actual job based on the mined data. The big difficulties of efficiently comparing highly dimensional requests are specially addressed by making the synergy between Euclidean distance and
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Jaccard index. The major part of the exploration mechanisms is contained in performing the controlled adaptation of the actual request by both adding attributes that are missing, as well as modifying the already present ones in order to better represent the underlying information interests.

The most important coordination schemes are presented in Chapter 6. To make their presentation as clear as possible, the different aspects are gradually introduced. There are consequently resource aware, job aware, and self-healing coordination mechanisms that separately discuss about the optimal usage of available resources, the analyses of the job properties while selecting strategies, and a recovery after failures, respectively. Common to all coordination techniques is both the application of the proportional selection while deciding which agent will find results, as well as the adaptation of knowledge about the responsible strategies. These two activities are capable to intelligently handle a trade-off between exploiting the well known strategies and exploring the hidden capabilities of the novel ones.

The implementation details are, together with perspectives for further improvements, discussed in Chapter 7. The cooperation, exploration and coordination mechanisms are realised on a component basis mostly to provide the great flexibility while experimenting with different techniques. The presentation of every component, being currently available or planned for the future, always contains the ideas about the promising improvements of the supported functionalities.

Chapter 8 finally gives the performed evaluation of the realised approaches. The tests are made both in the simulated environment, where for example the small collection of requests is first manually generated and then used for comparing different approaches, as well as in the surrounding with real users, whose valuable relevance feedback points out on both applicability and usefulness of every approach.

The thesis is finished with Chapter 9, which briefly summarises its main contributions, regarding the proposed cooperation, exploration and coordination mechanisms.
Chapter 2
Related Work

The ability of efficiently locating the most relevant information at the right time [243] becomes an unavoidable ultimatum in a competitive information-oriented society [84]. In the direction of facilitating the access to the right information, many intelligent assistants have been invented to help users cope with the immense amount of data available on-line. Although they incorporate many sophisticated information filtering and machine learning techniques [127], finding the given document of interest can still amount to the Herculean task [59]. The underlying difficulties are certainly related to the amount of collected and accumulated data that keeps growing exponentially [187] across the wide variety of fields [98]. Internet and information overload are therefore still assumed to be synonyms [243] in spite of a dramatical increase of an efficiency of accessing the information [282], being a precious raw material of a digital age [82].

The following critical presentation of many existing systems aims at uncovering their inbuilt strengths and weaknesses, and thus motivates the realisation of the novel filtering solution that will try to provide better performances. The great difficulty for investigating other solutions, which tend to be a holy grail for the information filtering problems [235], is unfortunately concered with not having enough scientific publications describing them, being especially critical for the highly popular modern commercial systems. Probably the best example is currently the most widely used search engine Google, being presented in only one known, seven years old, scientific paper [58], which only describes the initial academic attempts towards exploiting the hyperlink structure of a Web. Such commercial systems are typically presented only through advertisement materials, and consequently they cannot contribute when the deployed algorithms are seriously taken into account.

One of the guidelines for deciding which systems are worth of being analysed relates to their scientific popularity, measured as the number of citations to them. The citations are found by CiteSeer (http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/), a system being able to determine how many other articles are putting a given scientific paper as a reference. Figure 2.1 presents thirty different systems, which are sorted based on a number of citations, and form groups of highly, medium and low cited articles. Since the older systems have better chances to be more cited, the time interval, in which papers about the particular system have been published, is also given. On the one hand, the first publication about a GroupLens system [213] for example appeared in 1994. This paper [213] has afterwards greatly contributed in making a GroupLens to be the system with 460 citations, being the greatest number of
citation on Figure 2.1. On the other hand, a single available publication about a DisCover [154] for example dated from 2004, being probably a main reason for putting this system almost at the end of a list.

Figure 2.1: The citation and timeline distribution of thirty analysed information retrieval systems, where the utilised acronym $nc$ should be associated with the number of citations.
The combination between the timeline and a number of citations on Figure 2.1 can be also very practical in figuring out not only when the particular ideas were born, but also in which extent they were accepted by a scientific community. To facilitate such analysis Figure 2.2 classifies the same systems based on applied techniques, and Figure 2.3 gives the information about a main task that is fulfilled. By reason of assuming that the number of citations is important, a colouring of systems on Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 is preserved to illustrate their popularity. Solely from Figure 2.2 for example can be concluded that systems that utilise the collaborative filtering are quite popular, mostly due to GroupLens, Ringo and Fab, whose colouring points out that they belong to the group of highly cited. Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 together can further uncover that these collaborative filtering systems appear relatively early (GroupLens and Ringo dated in 1994) and the last known publication about them happens to be from 2001 (GroupLens and PTV). A combination between Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 might be for example exploited when the application domain of browsing filtering results is taken into concern. From Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.3 can be for example seen that the most popular system is a ScatterGather, whose known publications dated from 1992 to 1996. Figure 2.2 also shows that with an exception of CREDO, every other system, which facilitates a browsing through filtering results, utilises clustering techniques. CREDO is at the same time not so popular in spite of having many publications from period 1996-2004, being shown on Figure 2.1, which further uncovers that younger Grouper, while serving the same purpose as CREDO does, has also much more citations. By knowing exactly what is behind these two systems, the last observation might lead to the conclusion that suffix tree clustering used by Grouper is probably more reasonable solution for browsing the filtering results than formal concept analysis that CREDO exploits.

Figure 2.2: The classification of analysed systems based on the mainly deployed strategy
Figure 2.3: The classification of analysed systems based on the intended application purpose

As far as a group of other applications on Figure 2.3 is concerned, Ringo is specialised for recommending music albums, Do-I-Care monitors given websites in order to send notifications when the relevant chances happen, PEA plays the role of a personal email assistant, WebMate is the expert for a query refinement, and PTV generates personal TV program guides. By additionally consulting Figure 2.2, it can be for example noted that only two systems Ringo and PTV, which do not work with pure text documents, actually utilise collaborative filtering, being known as excellent in supporting any type of objects.

The following sub-sections will separately present the main characteristics of every system, being introduced on Figure 2.1. Since the greatest attention will be given on the underlying algorithms, Figure 2.2 will be utilised to guide the structuring of the rest of this section. The motivation behind analysing deployed algorithms is mainly found in trying to identify at the level of every single system both which strategies are used and how they are eventually combined. The possible improvements of the presented systems are going to be carefully analysed, by sometimes making their cross-comparisons, saying that an element from one solution can find its application and improve yet another system.

2.1. Collaborative Filtering

The emerging understanding, saying that good recommendation accuracy alone does not always guarantee effective and satisfying users’ experiences [213], becomes a driving force for many filtering strategies which are capable of offering not only accurate but also novel and serendipitous results. One of such strategies is collaborative or social filtering, which aims to recommend the items that are liked by similar users, and which is therefore usually very successful in finding surprisingly interesting results that might not have been otherwise discovered. As supported novelty and serendipity are opposite to high accuracy,
collaborative filtering is commonly combined with other strategies, such as content-based one, which can provide better guaranties towards finding accurate results. The remainder of this sub-section is going to show that with an exception of Ringo, which recommends music albums, every other system somehow improve the quality of results by making the synergy among content-based and collaborative filtering. The Usenet news recommender GroupLens is integrating content-based filtering as filter-bots that augment real users and therefore help overcome both sparsity and early rater problems. Fab aims to recommend web documents by exploiting content-based analysis to first build accurate users’ profiles that are afterwards used for finding similar users by collaborative filtering. News articles are selected in P-Tango through benefiting from both filtering strategies by establishing a weighted sum based combination among them. PTV utilises collaborative filtering, being able to easily recommend any type of objects, together with content-based analysis while generating personalised TV program guides.

2.1.1. GroupLens

To help people focus their valuable attention solely on interesting content in the huge stream of available Usenet news articles, a GroupLens system [54][117][132][150][184][213][214][222] uses the collaborative filtering technique, assuming that users having the similar past subjective evaluations are also likely to agree again in future. The selection of articles based on users’ judgments has an important advantage, allowing that other dimensions, such as quality, authoritativeness, and respectfulness [213], are used in spite of being hardly analysable by any machine. The inbuilt property of not considering the content of items makes collaborative filtering to be also universally applicable in any domain. By using only the reactions and opinions of users, who have already seen a piece of information, to make predictions for others, a lacking of serendipity, being typical for a content-based filtering whose recommendations have to be always similar to already seen items, is practically overcome [54]. The problems, which are unfortunately brought together with a collaborative filtering, are mainly known as early-rater and sparsity ones. Since the GroupLens system is fully aware of all these problems, the remainder of this presentation will primarily discuss possible solutions with filter-bots [117][222], being nothing else than more or less sophisticated content-based filters. A short notice, about boosting the usability of collaborative filtering by giving the sought explanations, ends this subsection.

Not only that the typical users read merely a tiny fraction of Usenet news articles, but also they prefer not to have to do any extra work to enter needed ratings [150]. There are consequently on average only 0.01% of all available ratings that are possible [184], and rating matrix is sparse. The unavoidable consequence of this sparseness is in an inability to find enough like-minded users, who have already rated items for which predictions are needed. As a result, collaborative filtering system will at best generate weak predictions. The first trial to fight against the sparsity is in separately handling each newsgroup [213], being also preferred by reason of improving the scalability respecting the volume of data. Such an idea of simply using separate collaborative filtering engines for every newsgroup additionally improves performances by disabling recommendations across various topics, being logical as for example agreement in humour does not necessary imply agreement in recipes [150]. These improvements, being certainly necessary for making GroupLens be more scalable, are unfortunately not strong enough, mostly because the ability to generate
solid recommendations still mainly depends on the user readiness to rate articles. As there are many users, who are solely interested in a free ride by consuming evaluation provided by others [214], sparsity problems are also treated through the integration of alternative filtering strategies, which are encapsulated into different filter-bots.

The most important property of filter-bots is their readiness to provide ratings without expecting any recommendation in return. While internally filter-bots use any information filtering technique that somehow generates ratings for articles, a collaborative engine sees them as users, who generously rate everything. The initial filter-bots utilise the extremely simple content-based algorithms, which examine articles regarding their spell correctness, their length, or the amount of repeated text from old messages [222]. The spell checking algorithm simply first computes the percentage of correctly spelled words, and afterwards converts that percentage into rating scale by trying to closely approximate the distribution of human ratings for that newsgroup. The length of an article is transformed by using the hypothesis that readers value brevity, and thus shorter articles receive higher ratings. As many users dislike long messages with little new content, more repeated old texts assume lower rating. The noteworthy property of integrating filter-bots into collaborative filtering engine is that they cannot spoil anything since they will affect only users with whom they correlate well, and for whom they will be good neighbours. Other users that have ratings, which do not agree with filter-bots’ ratings, will even not notice their existence because they will not be chosen to be consulted while making predictions. Such a safe integration of filter-bots into collaborative engine together with very promising experimental results, which have been obtained with described simple content-based algorithms [222], have motivated the realisation of more sophisticated filter-bots with learning abilities [117].

The one of learning filter-bots exploits well-known term frequency inverse document frequency scheme to generate a profile based on ratings that are available for a particular user. The procedure is first to extract the most important words from a rated article, and afterwards to integrate them into a profile depending on the provided rating. The obtained profile is subsequently used to produce ratings for any other article simply by computing a cosine measure, which is finally translated into a rating scale. The yet another learning approach induces decision rules based on rated articles that are used as training examples, and where two hundreds words are chosen as the most representative ones. The obtained rules are afterwards used to classify any unrated article, and to generate its rating. These two examples only illustrate that practically any machine learning technique can be used to provide the foundation for filter-bots. The collaborative engines, which typically pre-compute correlations between users on a daily basis to speed up rating prediction [150], unfortunately have difficulties to support efficiently such filter-bots that learn and change their ratings after the new knowledge is acquired. While such sophisticated content-based filters can be easily integrated into a theoretical collaborative engine that searches always on the flight for the best neighbours, the practical constrains of having always quickly to find recommendations have restricted such a combination of various filtering strategies. As filter-bots have to work simultaneously, the expensive computations, which they have to perform, can severely degrade working performances, and force inpatient users to wait even longer for their recommendations. A collaborative combination, where each strategy has to work all the time, cannot be consequently taken into a serious consideration when the real systems are designed.
The added value of the GroupLens system is also in both noticing a necessity, as well as providing solutions, to explain why particular articles are recommended [132]. As the lacking of ratings is very often suppressed by utilising implicit indicators, the first step in explaining is to show to the user its profile, which is used for guiding a search, and which might be quite surprising. A more important explanation is concerned with the goodness of the found like-minded users, who critically define predictions. The recommendations will be weak always when either not so many neighbours are found or their ratings for the article in question deviate a lot. Evaluations with different explanation techniques, which tend to illustrate how good and close are neighbours, have shown that the histogram with grouping performs the best [132]. That explanation only presents how many neighbours have given bad, neutral, and good ratings for a particular article. Additionally presenting how similar found neighbours are to the actual user has not been so successful, probably because a graphical presentation becomes much more difficult and understandable only by experts. Every recommendation engine should help overcome information overload problem, and should not introduce another one by providing huge explanations [132].

Some critics can be sent to GroupLens regarding the exploitation of only reading time as implicit indicator, and only planning to benefit from the other actions, such as printing, saving, forwarding, and posting a follow-up message [150]. These implicit indicators can most successfully work only in their combination, as being already shown in numerous systems, where Letizia [170] is maybe the most illustrative one. When the combination of different filtering strategies is concerned, the integration of various filter-bots has proven that collaborative filtering desperately needs help of other content-based techniques. This strongly encourage the investigation regarding how effective synergies between various strategies can be designed, especially by knowing that GroupLens authors have already published with their colleagues more than 50 publications dominantly about the different applications of collaborative filtering.

2.1.2. Fab

An automatic recommendation service for information retrieval, which is able to over time adapt to its users, who consequently receive increasingly personalised documents, is realised as a multi-agent system that is named Fab [28][29][30]. By maintaining both collection and selection agents, Fab system is one perfect test-bed for trying out different strategies, which either collect documents from the Web that belong to a certain topic, or select some of the collected documents that are suitable for a particular user. The creation of profiles through the content-based analysis, which are afterwards directly compared to find similar users for collaborative recommendations, represents the unique synergy of these two frequently combined filtering techniques. The remainder will mainly discuss about adaptation strategies that are inbuilt into collection and selection agents, as well as about the unique properties of the realised, profile based, combination between content-based and collaborative filtering.

The immense abundance of documents, being available on the Web, has motivated the creation of various collection agents, which employ different heuristics to retrieve pages that will be relevant to most users. Every collection agent has its profile, which consists of important words together with the associated weights, and which is used in guiding the agent in finding relevant information. How exactly a profile is utilised, actually depends
on the type of a collection agent, where search and index ones are most important. Search agents assume that pages have hyperlinks to similar pages, and consequently a best-first search might uncover pertinent information, matching encapsulated profile. Index agents ask various search engines by submitting a disjunctive query, having small number of top words from its profile. Even though both types of collection agents are serving the same purpose of retrieving Web pages, the index agents used to require much less resource, as already got results from search engines are utilised. These different resource requirements of search and index agents are unfortunately not utilised to improve the scalability of the system, and should be taken into account while deciding which agents are better, based not only on the user satisfaction, but also on the actual runtime load.

An adaptation of collection agents seems to be well-known Baldwin effect [33], where each agent evolves, between two successive generations, to speed up evolution process. On the one hand, this short-term learning that speeds up evolution utilises user ratings, which are always forwarded only to a collection agent that has originally retrieved a rated page. Since users, who give negative ratings for pages retrieved by a particular collection agent, are less likely to be shown such pages in the future, and consequently to influence that agent, such an adaptation also encourages the specialisation of every collection agent towards a particular topic. On the other hand, the population of collection agents evolves by periodically killing the worst and duplicating the best agents, where the fitness of an agent is simply defined as the average value of received ratings. These operations have obviously the same intention as well-known mutation and crossover, which also ensure the diversity of a population by applying the principle, where only the fittest will survive. Although both mutation and crossover are usually deployed, new killing and duplication operations are not compared with them to prove that are reasonable to be used instead.

Even though the real Fab system has only used these killing and duplication operations, the splitting of profiles, by applying the graph partitioning techniques, has also suggested as a possibility for utilising the best collection agents [29]. The problem is concerned with somehow splitting a profile, being collection of words, on parts that will contain words, which usually co-occur together in documents. On the one hand, the idea about which words, and in which extent, co-occur together is obtained, by building a so-called co-occurrence matrix based on rated documents, whose elements will practically show how many times every pair of words has been found together. On the other hand, this co-occurrence matrix is equivalent to an adjacency matrix for an undirected weighted graph, and consequently various graph partitioning techniques can be utilised to find the optimal partitions, which have the minimal number of connecting edges. Since the weights, being assigned to edges, illustrate how many times corresponding two words have been found together, created partitions actually correspond to optimal sub-profiles with related words. Although this profile splitting by graph partitioning seems appealing, the experimental evaluation, being unfortunately not given in any known publication about Fab system, is necessary to provide evidences about its usefulness and effectiveness.

Every user has its own selection agent that is responsible for choosing from collected Web pages which ten best match the encapsulated profile, representing current user needs. Since pages are represented as weighted vectors, a comparison with profile is established by computing the usual cosine similarity. Besides stop word elimination, stemming, and term frequency inverse document frequency weighting scheme, a pre-processing includes
also normalisation, which transforms all vectors to a unit length, and thus eliminates the influence of the different lengths of documents. The noteworthy properties are also both the estimation of inverse document frequencies based on around five thousands randomly picked Web pages, as well as avoiding over-fitting by using only one hundred highest-weighted words from any document [28]. Although a realised multi-agent system enables the usage of different types of selection agents, currently only the term frequency inverse document frequency weighting is used together with the cosine similarity measure. The natural extension is therefore not only to integrate different distance functions, but also to try various, more sophisticated, weighting schemes, such as the one based on information gain [205]. Since the quality of results that user is getting critically depends on the built profile, the integration of these various strategies, which will make possible the trade-off between quality and resource requirement, can be a reasonable trial to improve a system.

The user profile, being inside every selection agent, is adapted based on the obtained ratings to better represent current information interests. In order to model that the users’ interests change over time, irrespective of the number of recommendations requested per day, each night every weight in a profile is multiplied by 0.97, thus after 23 days, weights that are untouched by ratings would have halved. The purpose of these profiles, stored in selection agents, is also to provide the foundation for finding similar users that are needed to enable collaborative recommendations. Instead of comparing users based on ratings, as pure collaborative filtering does, similarity between profiles is computed by utilising the same cosine metric. While the pure collaborative filtering, based on ratings, can therefore find as similar users only those that have rated exactly the same pages, this novel scheme can make collaborative recommendations as long as similar pages have been rated. This practically means that users are receiving both content-based results based on the direct comparison between their profiles and collected documents, as well as Web pages that are rated highly by users with similar profiles through collaborative filtering. The only possible difficulty of this novel collaborative filtering approach can be concerned with its high dependence on the accuracy of the formed profiles, which ensure that similar users indeed have related interests. This observation can therefore stimulate the integration of various, already mentioned, techniques for word weighting and building accurate profiles.

The noteworthy role, being maintained by selection agents, is concerned with ensuring that neither from the same site nor identical pages will be presented to the user. To escape the presentation of same pages in different sessions, the identical pages are searched for all pages, being seen by the user during the last month. Since many comparisons should be potentially made, one efficient consolidation strategy, based on the short signatures of documents, is thus introduced [29]. These signatures contain only ten most important words with the largest weights from the underlying document, and the used assumption is that only the slight modification in the content will certainly change the corresponding signature. Even though this consolidation solution enables an efficient trade-off between reliability and signature length, no quantitative evidence is given concerning its usability.

The greatest problem, which has seriously limited the scalability of the Fab system, is the existence of so-called central router, which stores pages retrieved by collection agents, and also maintains the inverted list of profiles, kept by selection agents. This inverted list facilitates that the collected documents can be rapidly dispatched to only these selection agents that potentially may show interest. Such a central router is obviously a single point
in a system, and every single collection and selection agent crucially depends on it. While the introduced multi-agent architecture facilitates an easy installation as many collection and selection agents as necessary, they all have to communicate heavily with this central router, which both stores collected pages and propagates ratings. Although such a central router simplifies the communication between collection and selection agents, it severely limits both the scalability and robustness of a system, and the workaround has to be found. Maybe one of the possible solutions can be inspired by Amalthaea [188], whose selection and collection agents communicate directly by making contracts among themselves.

The added values of the Fab system are twofold. On the one hand, multi-agent system is designed, which shows that some activities, such as collecting Web pages and keeping track about user interests, can be naturally mapped to the different types of agents. On the other hand, Fab is a hybrid content-based and collaborative recommendation system that eliminates many shortcomings of pure versions of either technique. Many remarkable solutions, such as consolidation based on short document signatures, and profile splitting through graph partitioning, are additionally introduced. Never the less, this presentation has managed to identify its more or less severe drawbacks, which are mostly concerned with the unutilised potentials of multi-agent technology that enables an easy integration of many various filtering strategies, whose combinations can bring even better results.

### 2.1.3. P-Tango

To intelligently deliver a personalised newspaper, which contains only the articles of the highest interest that are individually selected everyday for each user, the P-Tango [76] system proposes a framework for combining different filtering strategies. Although the currently combined strategies are only content-based and collaborative ones, a proposed framework is significant, by reason of being easily extendible to any filtering methods. After mainly presenting the strengths and weaknesses of content-based and collaborative filtering strategies, the following paragraphs will be focused on the realised combination of them, which manages to utilise only advantages and omit disadvantages of each one.

A content-based solution in P-Tango is worth of attention by reason of defining, inside every user profile, multiple sections that correspond to various information needs. Every section is personalised to the preferences of each user by having both explicit and implicit keywords. While the explicit keywords are got directly from a user, the implicit ones are obtained by pre-processing the highly rated articles. Even though the used pre-processing of articles performs stop word elimination and stemming, implicit keywords are selected solely based on term frequencies, and essential inverse document frequencies are ignored. Since the selected implicit keywords afterwards critically define the accuracy of content-based filtering, the replacement of the used simple weighing scheme, being based on term frequencies, with more sophisticated solutions, such as the one from a Syskill & Webert [205] system that computes information gain values, seems as a natural improvement.

The content-based filtering can be also criticised by reason of computing the similarity between profile and articles by simply determining the number of words in common. The utilised distance function consequently completely ignores importance values of different words, and its replacement with usually used cosine metric, being typically used in the combination with term frequency inverse document frequency scheme, should be the next step in improving the content-based filtering. In spite of mentioned drawbacks, regarding
both term weighting and distance computation, the realised content-based solution points out that the final relevance score may be first computed on three different ways, which can be afterwards also effectively combined. The first two of them utilise either explicit or implicit keywords, whereas the third one computes the relevance by checking in which section the particular article belongs. The relevance scores, which are obtained by these different content-based strategies, are simply combined in the single score as a weighted sum, having unfortunately fixed weights, each being one third. This weighting scheme is practically the same as the one, deployed in the CiteSeer [162] system for combining the Levenshtein distance on headers, content and citation based similarities. The appealing improvements are hence naturally concerned with utilising the available user ratings for finding the optimal weights, which will boost the performance of this combined content-based strategy.

Although being based on three different strategies, this universally applicable content-based approach happens to be fairly inferior relative to humans when making meaningful decisions about the information content. The P-Tango therefore utilise the collaborative filtering, which combines informative opinions of humans to make both personalised and accurate predictions [76]. The similarities between users are first computed by using the typically applied Pearson correlation coefficient, and then utilised to deduce the relevance for the novel articles. The collaborative filtering is consequently ineffective alone when users have not rated a given novel article, for new users who do not have enough ratings, or for users who do not generally benefit from the opinions of others. The combination is going to be successful only when tending to exploit strengths of content-based filtering, which include early predictions that cover all articles and users, while gaining benefits of accurate collaborative filtering predictions, as the number of users and ratings increases.

The available strategies are combined in order to form a final set of results, which will optimally mix content-based and collaborative recommendations for each user. While the combination is again realised as the weighted sum as in the case of mixing pure content-based strategies, the weights are not anymore fixed. They are adjusted separately for each user in order to minimise the absolute past error between predicted and real ratings for content-based and collaborative recommendations. The used learning rule will generally reward any strategy, which delivers recommendations that users like, and consequently such a strategy will have greater influence when future result sets are formed. Since the optimal weights, which result in the most accurate predictions, are obtained based on user ratings received for particular articles, such weights are personalised both on per-user and per-article level.

The adaptation unfortunately highly depends on the number of received ratings, which are solely responsible for finding optimal weights. In the case where much more than two strategies are combined, any good strategy, which unfairly has low assigned weight, will probably have no influence when result sets are formed. Since users cannot rate articles that are not recommended, such a strategy will consequently be without any chances to directly improve its qualifications. The possible workaround can be in extending the used adaptation rule, by simply asking the selected strategies to pay something like a fee for being able to send back their results to the user. The basic motivation for the explained modification is certainly concerned with the speeding up of the learning process, which the similar fee-payment technique has achieved in evolution-based systems.
Chapter 2: Related Work

There are many opportunities for improving the introduced framework for combining filtering strategies, such as not solely using only explicit user ratings, being unfortunately got only for 0.5% of delivered articles [76], but also taking care about implicit indicators of interest. Even though many things can be additionally done, the P-Tango system has already demonstrated that the realised simple weighted combination of content-based and collaborative filtering has managed to provide better results than any single used strategy. The extensibility and scalability of the realised combination scheme are obviously issues, which have not got enough attention in P-Tango system, and which have to be seriously taken into consideration while analysing the plug-in of other filtering strategies.

2.1.4. Ringo

Since content-based filtering techniques find recommendations based on correlations between the content of objects and users’ preferences, numerous complications might be observed while tending to apply them in domains, such as the musical one, where content cannot be so easily parsed by machines, users have the aspirations towards serendipitous findings, and elements of styles play the important role. These and similar requirements, which are hardly realisable by applying the pure content-based strategies, are probably a cornerstone motivation for using collaborative or social filtering techniques in developing Ringo system [232][233] that makes the personal recommendations for music albums and artists. While four different collaborative filtering techniques are designed by changing a distance function, which is utilised for computing similarities between users, even more strategies can be obtained by varying underlying configuration parameters. Although the Ringo system points out that the optimal combination of these collaborative strategies can probably yield the best performances, this potential unfortunately remains unutilised, and will be discussed in the following paragraphs, after briefly introducing these techniques.

A basic collaborative idea is to maintain for every user a profile with provided ratings, which will be afterwards used to determine which users have similar tastes. Since profiles can be compared on multiple ways, four collaborative filtering techniques are defined. The first one compares profiles by using the mean squared difference, which is computed for every two artists that two users have both rated. The second and third strategy utilise either standard or constrained Pearson correlation coefficient. The standard coefficient will increase a correlation by some amount always when two users have rated a particular artist with a score that is above the average score that they separately give. By increasing a correlation always when two users have rated the same artist with a score that is above four, being the absolute average rating score in Ringo, the constrained Pearson coefficient is obtained. The forth strategy generates recommendations by utilising the correlations between artists, which are established based on given various ratings by different users. Even though the utilised distance function is actually the constrained Pearson correlation coefficient, this strategy can compare artists on any of the previously mentioned ways.

Each and every introduced collaborative filtering strategy further heavily depends on many tuning parameters, which have the critical influence on quality of recommendations. On the one hand, similar users can be selected as those, whose similarity with the actual user is above a certain threshold. Since the reported experimental results [233] shows that wrongly set threshold will result that either many weakly or no similar users can be found, many highly different strategies can be defined simply by varying this parameter. On the
other hand, every strategy tries to determine the level of a confidence into each prediction, being important since recommendations, which Ringo generates, are sometimes used as guidelines for making purchases. Only the some of possible techniques for measuring the reliability of a particular prediction are such as insisting on a commonality between users that have to have at least minimal number of ratings in common, checking the number of found similar users, computing the variance of ratings that the chosen similar users have given to the artist in question, and so on. These algorithms can be freely combined with any of the introduced distance functions, and consequently can successfully produce even greater diversity in the collection of available collaborative filtering techniques.

The motivation to combine these different collaborative filtering strategies mostly lies in the experimental results, which are reported in [232][233]. Even though in most of the cases the constrained Pearson correlation has shown the best behaviour, sometimes other solutions can be more accurate, but together with offering lower coverage. The resource requirements are also extremely different, where the strategy, which uses pre-computed correlations between artists, happens to be the cheapest one. Since the real-time usage has always to assume continuously changing load of needed system resources, the availability of strategies, having different execution costs, can improve performances. The resource aware combination of strategies can either select the cheap strategy, which utilise the pre-computed correlations, or exploit more expensive collaborative techniques, depending on the estimated load of system resources. Since no two users are the fully the same, system that combines different collaborative filtering techniques can learn, based on available ratings, which strategy works the best not only in a given runtime situation, but also for which users. Maybe results reported in Adaptive Web Site Agents [202], where each user prefers a particular strategy for recommending scientific papers, are also valid when various collaborative filtering techniques are applied in a music domain.

By reason of being almost the first real application, which uses collaborative or social filtering, many things, such as the synergy with content-based techniques, are ignored. In spite of that Ringo system has managed to achieve high popularity that is measured in thousands of active users. Although the functionality, such as receiving the personalised reviews that users with similar tastes have written, has without any doubt contributed to the success of Ringo system, its added value is in introducing a novel technology, which happens to be able to autonomously and automatically consider thousands of other users for recommending only the best of available items. The possible combination with other strategies that do not require critical mass of users to be successful can only further increase the usability of collaborative filtering.

2.1.5. PTV

As it becomes almost impossible for people to cope with hundreds of TV channels and thousands of daily TV programs, one personalised television listing system, named PTV [78][238][239][240][241][242] is developed. Due to its nice ability to automatically learn about both implicit and explicit preferences of individual users, PTV is able to generate a personalised daily TV guide, which is specially compiled to suit the particular viewing needs, and which could be finally delivered on multiple end devices [78][240]. Since the quality of generated TV guides critically depends on the ability of deployed both content-based and collaborative filtering techniques to find really relevant TV programs, the
remainder of this discussion will focus on the critical presentation of deployed strategies and their combinations.

A content-based filtering aims to recommend TV programs, which are similar to those that are liked in the past, and which are found through the comparison to the user profile that encapsulates different viewing preferences, such as preferred viewing time, available channels, favourite genres, and so on. Since TV programs, being automatically collected by schedule agents, each mining the particular online resource [241], are represented by features that do not appear in users’ profiles, these two different representations have to be transformed into the same space to enable their comparison. TV programs and profiles are afterwards compared as a weighted sum of similarities among corresponding features. Such a content-based filtering unfortunately requires great knowledge-engineering efforts to convert profiles and TV programs into the same world of features, as well as to define necessary similarity metrics, which are for example able to compare different genres. The one of possible improvements of the utilised measure for obtaining the overall similarity is naturally concerned with adapting the weights for every single user rather than globally setting them. It is reasonable to assume that each feature has a different importance for every user, and a system should for example learn that the right genre is more significant for a particular person than the viewing time. These weights can be adapted based on the received user feedback values, where weights of features, being more responsible for a final similarity score, are adjusted in a greater extent. Useful ideas can be also borrowed from the adaptation algorithm that Adaptive Web Site Agent [202] exploits to learn about which filtering strategy is preferred by a given user.

While the success of content-based filtering relies on the ability to accurately represent both TV programs and users’ preferences through a suitable set of features, collaborative techniques exploit the correlation between users in terms of their ratings that are assigned to various TV programs. Since collaborative filtering treats every TV program as a black box, engineering efforts for obtaining accurate content representations do not exist. The recommended TV programs are those that are preferred by the like-minded users, and not those that are similar to the actual profile, and therefore a diversity problem is overcome. The provided rating vectors, corresponding to different users, are compared by using the simple graded difference metric, being actually Manhattan distance [127], which assigns default value always when a rating is missing. Computing similarities solely based on the ratings has a drawback that only users, who have rated exactly the same TV programs can be potentially found as being similar [30]. As each user is also described through the set of feature values, which are used for content-based filtering, the additional collaborative technique can find similar users based on this content part of a profile, as being suggested in Fab system [30]. The obtained added value can be especially useful in the TV domain, since users do not need anymore to rate exactly the same programs in order to be found as neighbours. The interests in the same genres of comedies can be for example sufficient for couple of users to be assessed as being the similar ones.

The last part of a puzzle is concerned with the realised combination between content-based and collaborative filtering techniques, known to complement each other perfectly [238]. Since collaborative filtering can recommend only items that are already rated, both new and special single-episode TV programs, such as concerts, have to be solely handled by the content-based approach [240]. The importance of the right combination between
these strategies is probably the consequence that different publications about PTV system present various synergies. As the collaborative filtering requires the substantial number of users to be able to generate usable TV program guides, the initial releases have combined these two strategies similarly as NewsDude [40] and DailyLearner [42] combine nearest neighbour algorithm and naïve Bayesian classifier, while modelling short-term and long-term user interests. Simply the collaborative filtering is always asked first, and only in the case where the bad similar neighbourhood is created, the content-based technique will be responsible for recommending TV programs [239]. By reason of having more than 20 thousands registered users [240] by spring 2001, collaborative recommendations are no more problematic, and consequently the latest PTV releases more ambitiously mix these strategies [240]. Some of recommended TV programs are content-based, and others are collaborative, being a solution for taking into account unrated programs and ensuring the diversity of results.

Even though the successfulness of PTV greatly depends on the way how the content-based and collaborative recommendations are mixed, no known publication about PTV is uncovering a mystery behind the realised synergy, most probably because of commercial reasons. Both popularity and usability of PTV system are at the same time only proving that one applicable deployment typically requires synergies between ranges of different strategies in order to be able to cope with very real problems. A hybrid PTV approach has managed to effectively produce personalised, very real, TV guides, containing programs that a target user has enjoyed in the past, and programs that other similar users have liked.

2.2. Reinforcement Learning

Learning from numerous trial and error interactions with an environment, in order to perform the best possible actions by receiving delayed rewards, makes the foundation of an unsupervised technique, known as reinforcement learning [248]. As it requires neither the exemplary supervisions nor complete models of an environment, two systems, named WebWatcher and WAIR, have found the necessary motivation for trying to utilise the reinforcement learning on solving difficult information filtering tasks. On the one hand, WebWatcher applies reinforcement learning for figuring out which hyperlinks are most relevant for the actual information needs of the current visitor of a web site. On the other hand, WAIR aims in utilising reinforcement learning to optimally balance exploration and exploitation while deciding which search engine results are worth to be returned back to the inpatient user. Such applications of reinforcement learning unfortunately have their shortcomings, which can be usually overcome by the integration of alternative strategies, as it will be shown in the following subsections.

2.2.1. WebWatcher

Users may find it difficult both to create the appropriate queries and to locate the information of interest in the case of having no specific knowledge about the content of the underlying document collection. On the one hand, systems, like Scatter/Gather [80], aim to deploy efficient clustering algorithms, which will dynamically produce the table of contents, needed to facilitate users’ browsing activities. The cornerstone idea is to help a user first obtain the overview concerning the available content, and afterwards accurately
somehow express its information needs. On the other hand, WebWatcher [27][253][254] acts as a tour guide that provides the assistance, which is similar to the guidance of a human in a real museum. It accompanies users from page to page, suggests appropriate hyperlinks, and learns from the obtained experience to improve its advice giving skills. The used WebWatcher learning algorithms, together with the combination of them which brings superior performances, are going to be the main topic in the following discussions.

The simplest approach for easily recommending the hyperlinks to a user is to count the frequency with which each link on a page has been followed in the past. This approach is constantly suggesting the links with the highest frequency, or in other words the most popular hyperlinks are always selected as recommendations. The underlying logic is the same as in the Footprints [265] system. It creates a directed graph, whose nodes are pages, whose edges represent the hyperlinks, and where the weights aggregate how many times the corresponding link has been followed in the past. Since this simple recommendation strategy only takes into account how many times every link has been selected by any user, its obvious drawback lies however in the complete ignorance of actual user preferences. No matter what a user is searching for, this strategy will provide the guidance towards the most frequently visited pages, which unfortunately cannot satisfy any information need.

The straightforward way to take into consideration the actual users’ information needs, being represented as the collection of relevant words, is to match these words with the underlying anchor text, which is used to describe the hyperlink. The matching procedure is based first on term frequency inverse document frequency scheme, which transforms both anchor texts and users’ preferences into feature vectors where more descriptive words have a higher importance, and then on computing a cosine distance [127] between the formed vectors. Even though this approach takes care of the user preferences while deciding which links are promising to be followed, the links can be better represented when being modelled not only through the associated anchor texts, but also through the actual sentences and the corresponding headings where the hyperlink is located [27]. The unavoidable drawback of this strategy is in its static nature where everything depends on the way how the corresponding page is created and the system cannot learn from the experience with previous users.

The strategy for recommending noteworthy links, which is able to learn from the past experience, represents every hyperlink not only through the text that is associated to the link by the creator of the page, but also through the preferences of users, who have followed a particular link and at the same time have satisfied their information needs. By augmenting the description of a hyperlink with the keywords, which are typed at the begging of the tour, whenever the user follows that hyperlink on a successful search for the relevant information, this strategy is able for example to learn that a term such as “machine learning” matches a hyperlink such as “neural networks”, although these phrases share no words in common. Even though the last property sounds as the great advantage of this strategy over the others ones, the correct associations among words can be learnt only in the case where users are persistent in their browsing activities towards the needed information. In reality users unfortunately tend to have a fairly short attention, and for example in spite of stating their initial interests in some technical subject such as “algorithmic complexity”, once they notice that there is an online cake machine, their browsing path goes in a completely new direction [253].
Chapter 2: Related Work

The last proposed method for selecting links aims to exploit the hypertext structure that exist among different pages, with the underlying reasoning that in many cases only a sequence of pages and the knowledge about how they relate to each other can best lead to a users’ satisfaction. A well-known reinforcement learning technique is used for finding the optimal browsing paths, which will maximise the sum of received rewards, being proportional to the degree to which a particular Web page fits the users’ interests. As the suitability of a given page for a single word, the deployed learning algorithm will actually utilise the corresponding term frequency inverse document frequency value of that word. The outcome of a reinforcement learning algorithm, being deployed for each single word and every page, is the so-called Q value that is assigned to every link on any known page. The selection strategy for user interests, which are expressed as a single preference word, is to track the hyperlinks having the largest assigned Q values for that word. In the case where users’ interests have multiple words, the resulting Q value, whose highest values should be finally followed by a user, is simply computed as the sum of Q values, which correspond to the given users’ preference words.

Even though the reinforcement learning sounds very appealing for finding the optimal browsing paths, it is efficient enough only in the case of the relatively static collection of pages. In the case of highly dynamic changes in the hyperlink structure, the application of reinforcement learning becomes unfeasible, by reason of having to perform the very time consuming learning of optimal paths every time any change occurs. Additionally, there is the great diversity in the interests of users, whose preferences are often expressed with unlearnt words. This finally seriously limits the applicability of an approach, being based on reinforcement learning.

By reason of observing the strengths and weaknesses in every presented approach, WebWatcher proposes the application of the hybrid strategy, which should provide the superior performances. At the same way as the classificator accuracy can be increased by using multiple classificators and deploying so-called majority voting reasoning technique [127], WebWatcher counts how many times a particular hyperlink is suggested by every available method, and recommends the hyperlinks selected by most of methods. In the case where a particular link is faulty thought to be the important by one method, other methods will not make the same mistake, and the majority vote will not recommend that hyperlink. Experimental results have shown that this multi strategy approach outperforms every single method, which means that an appropriate combination of available strategies can even bring improvements in the quality domain.

The other noteworthy functionalities of the WebWatcher system are concerned with an ability to find similar pages only based on a hyperlink structure, and with a capability to notify a user via email in a case where a page of interest has been changed. An algorithm for finding the similar pages works under the assumption that two pages are of the similar interest if some third page points to them both [254]. The underlying problem is actually almost identical to the nearest neighbour search in the collaborative filtering, where two users are similar when they like the same items. A matrix where each and every page has corresponding row and column is created, and the value 1 in \( (i, j) \) means that page \( i \) has the link to the page \( j \), and if such link does not exist the assigned value to \( (i, j) \) is 0. In order to find the similar pages to a given page, the pages with the similar columns should be found. In doing that the well-known collaborative filtering problems, such as sparsity,
grey ship, banana problem and so on, also take place, and they might seriously limit the application. In the case where for example there are not enough Web pages with links to a candidate page, the bad similar neighbourhood of pages will be created, and not similar enough pages can be found.

Ten years after the first version of the WebWatcher system was realised, it becomes obvious that WebWatcher did not manage to handle the huge expansion of World Wide Web. Its learning is based on the assumption that pages, being inside its competence, do not change, which is unfortunately far away from being truth in the nowadays highly dynamic Internet world. Always when a particular page changes, WebWatcher has to forget everything that it has learnt in previous tours. Some of the used link selection algorithms, such as reinforcement learning, have such complexity, which additionally restrict the possible application of the WebWatcher system only to small sub-domains, having not so many associated pages.

In spite of these drawbacks, which have probably disabled the successful commercial deployments, WebWatcher is important as the research system that combines different strategies. It has shown that the realisation of the same functionality, being in its case the selection of promising hyperlinks to be followed, through multiple strategies, can bring improvements in the overall achieved quality. Even though the way how these strategies can be combined is only marginally addressed in [253], it encourages a research towards the more scalable combination of available strategies, which will additionally take care of the available resource and user preferences.

### 2.2.2. WAIR

Seeking the state of a user profile, which best represents actual information interests and therefore maximise the expected value of the cumulative user relevance feedback, is formulated in the WAIR multi-agent system [60][278][279] as the reinforcement learning problem. The insufficiency of explicit user ratings is overcome by using the classification approach based on the neural network, which exploits the different implicit indicators of interests in order to estimate the real relevance feedback values. The remainder of these discussions will first analyse the potential problems of each these two approaches, and afterwards will point out to the main reasons of their successful synergy.

The reinforcement learning treats information filtering as an interactive process where rewards are observed for the actions performed in the different states of a user profile. While rewards directly correspond to the relevance feedback, actions are decisions which documents should be offered as recommendations. The fundamental goal is to selectively retain those actions that are most effective, and which will maximise rewards, obtained in the long run from a user. The initial set of candidate documents, which will be taken into account to be sent back to a user, is obtained through a usage of different search engines. A user profile, being the actual collection of relevant words with their associated weights, is used to generate queries, which are sent to these search engines. To balance exploration and exploitation, words to be included in a query are chosen by using $\varepsilon$-greedy selection, which either selects the highest weighted words or randomly picks any profile word with $1 - \varepsilon$ or $\varepsilon$ probabilities, respectively. Documents found by search engines are afterwards pre-processed, where both stop word elimination and stemming are used to generate word vectors. They are finally normalised to speed up subsequent comparisons to a user profile.
by computing cosine distance measure. The obvious drawback is concerned with ignoring other documents, while deciding about the importance of a particular word, whose weight encapsulates only the local frequency information. Even though Internet is a dynamically changing environment [60], important document frequencies can be estimated through the creation of one static sub-collection, as being done in the Fab system [30]. The known term frequency inverse document frequency scheme, being known to give the best results in most situations, can be consequently made applicable for modelling.

To maximise the amount of rewards that will be received over time, the correct actions, which select relevant documents, should be performed in every state of a profile. On the one hand, the immediate reward depends on the quality of documents that are currently delivered. This reward can be maximised by exploiting what is currently known, and by selecting only the highest ranked documents. On the other hand, the relevance of initial documents, which are found by search engines, correlates directly with the accuracy of a profile in representing user information needs. Not accurate enough profile will result in bad queries that are posted to search engines, and consequently even the highest ranked documents will be of a pure quality. A system obviously has to explore user interests, and to recommend also the low ranked documents from which the most can be learnt. The exploitation-exploration policy is again \( \epsilon \)-greedy selection method, which gives chances to every single document to be recommended. Although performing random actions with the \( \epsilon \) probability is usually dangerous in reinforcement learning, WAIR actually always selects documents that are already retrieved by search engines. They serve as a pre-filter that eliminates really unsafe recommendations, and therefore greatly reduce chances that a really bad document appears. The difficulty that is unfortunately discussed in no known WAIR publication is concerned with the efficiency of reinforcement learning, which has to successfully handle not only practically the infinite number of profile states, but also the unlimited number of actions. The additional reinforcement problems are related with the instability of rewards, as it will be discussed in the following paragraph.

As providing the explicit ratings is a tedious process, where users might be unwilling to participate, WAIR exploits the implicit indicators of interests, like reading time, bookmarking, scrolling, and following hyperlinks. The measured factors, which characterise a user’s behaviour on filtered documents, afterwards represent inputs for three-layer neural network that is trained to be able to estimate relevance. The training is initially performed separately for every user, who is asked to provide the explicit feedback. Consequently, it makes possible to discriminate well the personalised importance of the different, always available, implicit indicators. Even though this neural network based approach for always generating a relevance feedback manages to provide thousands of needed rewards, the known inconsistency of user explicit ratings can either completely disable or at least slow down the training of a neural network. The difficulty is finally found in the huge number of needed explicit ratings, which a typical user is unfortunately unwilling to provide.

The added value of a WAIR system is certainly in the obtained experimental evidence about the reliability of every implicit indicator. On the one hand, reading time and bookmarking seem to be good indicators of interests, where the latter happens to reflect users’ interests most strongly [60][279]. On the other hand, following hyperlinks and scrolling are not so usable for deducing the relevance of the read document. These observations are consistent with a conclusion from Letizia [170], saying that no single indicator is reliable
enough, and that their proper combination tends to outperform any separate solution. The WAIR system tries to successfully realise this combination by using the presented neural network approach, which at least sounds appealing from the combination point of view. Although the ability of reinforcement learning approach to adapt to changing information interests during the longer period of time is maybe problematic, using such an approach together with both combining multiple search engines and taking note of various implicit indicators, represents almost the unique solution for the information retrieval, and thus is worth of an attention.

2.3. Evolution Strategies

Adapting to the constant changes of users’ interests together with exploring potentially relevant information areas is achieved in evolution strategies through the application of both recombination and selection operators. While mutation and crossover recombination operators are responsible to efficiently explore a search space, selection operator exploits already learnt knowledge, encapsulated into a population [36]. The known exploration – exploitation trade-off is thus simply controlled by changing a value of selection pressure, being a degree to which better individuals are favoured [183]. The successful application of evolution strategies in the area of information filtering is therefore quite logical, where Amalthaea, NewT, and PEA are only some of the numerous systems, which try to benefit while recommending web documents, news articles, and e-mail messages, respectively. Although all these systems typically represent members of a population as a collection of words with sometimes associated importance, the design of recombination and selection operators is something that mainly makes them different from each other. The following sub-sections will consequently try to uncover these subtle differences, which exist in the deployed evolution techniques inside Amalthaea, NewT, and PEA systems.

2.3.1. Amalthaea

Since information discovery and filtering are proven to be especially suitable domains for applying appealing multi-agent technology, a personalised system, named Amalthaea, which proactively tries to discover from various distributed sources the information that is relevant to a user, has been introduced in [188]. The multi-agent technology is applied by maintaining two different types of agents, being information filtering and information discovery ones. The ways how these agents are managing to learn the user’s interests and habits, to maintain their competence by adapting to the changes in the user’s information needs, and to finally explore new domains that may be of interest to the user, are going to be critically presented in the following paragraphs.

The high level architecture of the Amalthaea system is presented on Figure 2.4. The meaning of the illustrated operations is as follows. Operation 1 retrieves from the user its preferences, which are necessary for the creation of profiles that are encapsulated into the separate filtering agents. It is the only operation that occurs only at the begging when the initial agents are created, as well as when the user wants to manually configure additional filtering agents. Operation 2 represents the posting of information requests from filtering to discovery agents. As soon as information discovery agents have obtained the request, they will query the distributed information sources, being actually known search engines,
through the application of Operation 3. Operation 4 returns the results that are found by the search engines to information discovery agents, which further send the corresponding downloaded original documents to the filtering agents through Operation 5. The selected documents are in the form of a digest returned to a user by Operation 6, and a user finally is providing the feedback through Operation 7. The obtained relevance feedback, being necessary for the evolution of the system, is from filtering agents to responsible discovery agents forwarded by Operation 8.

The information filtering agent keeps a user’s profile that is represented as a collection of words together with associated weights. Such a representation of a profile is necessary by reason of making possible its comparison with the term frequency inverse document frequency models of documents. While these document models are built by performing both stemming and stop word elimination, few noteworthy additional activities should be mentioned. The one is extraction of links, which are treated as a special type of keywords. The other is the multiplication of the computed weight of a word by the so-called header constant. It is therefore ensured that the position of a word in a given document has the influence on the computation of its weight. For example, it seems to be logical to assign the higher weights to words that appear in a title than to words from a body text.

![Figure 2.4: The architecture of Amalthaea system](image)

By performing the comparison between its profile and candidate documents, filtering agent acts as a mask, which allows only to a document that is the closest to its profile to
pass through. The result of this comparison is also the so-called confidence that illustrates how the particular filtering agent is confident or sure that a user would like the suggested document. In practice, this confidence is nothing else than a known cosine distance [127], computed between a profile and the analysed document. A system decides, based both on the found confidence and the fitness of the responsible filtering agent, whether or not the particular document will be included into the digest that is sent to a user. In other words, the filtering agents, which are known as the non-competent ones by reason of not finding really relevant documents in the past, will have the low assigned fitness values. Therefore, they will have the weak chances that the documents, being found by them, will be at the end recommended to a user.

The adaptation to changes in the user’s interest is achieved through the usage of the explicit user relevance feedback values, which express a real relevance of recommended documents. A system relates this feedback to the filtering agent that has proposed that document in order to either increase or decrease its fitness value. On the one side, in the case where both the used feedback is positive and the filtering agent is confident that the user would like the document, its fitness value will be increase proportionally to the stated confidence. On the other side, the agent will pay penalties through the reduction of its fitness value in a case where it has been confident but a negative feedback is received. To accelerate the destruction of the filtering agents whose documents are never sent to a user, the fitness values linearly decay. Since their fitness values will not be changed by reason of getting neither positive nor negative feedback, the introduced decay happens to be the only way of removing them. The diversity of the population of the filtering agents is finally stimulated by introducing the penalties for similar agents that propose the same documents.

The cornerstone mechanisms, being important not only for the adaptation but also for the exploration of a search space, are the well known evolution operators being known as crossover and mutation [181]. The evolution of agents is controlled by their individual fitness, as well as the overall fitness of the system. On the one side, the individual fitness defines the chances that a particular filtering agent will either produce an offspring or will be destroyed. While a larger individual fitness increases the chances of a particular agent to become a parent, a smaller fitness implies a greater probability that a given agent will be removed from a population. On the other side, the evolution rate, which defines how many children will be born, is defined by the overall fitness of a system. The simple rule is to increase the evolution rate, in order to speed up the adaptation to the new interests, always when an overall fitness is diminishing. Such a situation happens always when the user is providing many negative feedback values by reason of not being satisfied with the relevance of results.

A user can tailor the Amalthaea system on several ways. It is first possible to manually accelerate the evolution of a system always when having the feeling that the information interests have been changed a lot. Furthermore, a number of both filtering and discovery agents is under the direct control of a user. Finally, a user can introduce its own filtering agents by either providing the passage of the relevant text or giving the URL of a liked document. The provided document will be afterwards pre-processed in order to generate its weighted representation, which will be finally used as the initial profile of the created filtering agent. More importantly, these manually created agents are also called long-term
agents because they cannot be destroyed easily even in a case where they do not perform as well as other agents.

It is essential to explain how the crossover and mutation mechanisms are applied on the filtering agents that are represented as the weighted vectors of words. As a crossover the well known two point crossover operator [181] is used. It first randomly selects two points in the keyword vectors and afterwards exchanges the words of the two parents that lie between these points. Consequently, two new weighted vectors and two new agents are created. A mutation is attained by both randomly modifying the weights of mutated keywords, and adding randomly selected keywords from another agent. The underlying hope is that, such a crossover and mutation operations will manage to successfully refresh and specialise the agent population. The performed experiments [188] have unfortunately shown that hundreds of generations are needed for a creation of a solid agent population. This is probably the greatest drawback of the Amalthaea system, since it is assumed that users have to provide feedback for the creation of each generation. It seems quite logical that many users will give up of rating tons of articles before starting obtaining acceptable recommendations.

The advantage of the Amalthaea system most probably lies in relying on the search engines, as well as in utilising the results of their queries as the good starting points. The modern search engines are indexing billions of Web pages, and the idea of first querying them to find initial document set, which will be then further analysed by downloading the original documents, seems to be appealing. In the Amalthaea system, the search engines are used through the so-called information discovery agents that are assigned to them. It is specific to each and every discovery agent not only which underlying search engine is used, but also how many keywords are sent when querying and how these keywords are combined. To additionally support a monitoring functionality, separate discovery agents are created for Web pages that should be monitored. They will inform the filtering agents with whom they collaborate when the new content is available on the monitored page. The informed filtering agents will afterwards check the new content, and decide whether or not it is really relevant to a user.

The mentioned cold start problem, which unfortunately requires too many user ratings, might be partially overcome by initially trying to create the population of filtering agents with profiles that are relevant to the user’s interests. Instead of creating random profiles, a user is simply asked to give the list of URLs that correspond to the relevant documents, which are then pre-processed in order to create the meaningful initial filtering agents. The yet another way is to automatically obtain the list of liked URLs by examining the user’s favourite list and its browsing history. In spite of these efforts, the Amalthaea system will still need many expensive generations for figuring out which agents are really good. This finally puts the doubt into the effective usage of evolution strategies for the information filtering tasks that are time critical.

From the filtering point of view, even though Amalthaea has hundreds of different filtering agents, all these agents use the same filtering strategy, which is based on the simple cosine similarity measure. The only difference among these filtering agents is that each one encapsulates different user profile. The possible step further in improving this multi-agent population can be in first introducing different strategies as the extra filtering agents. More importantly, these strategies might be combined by both taking care of the
separately determined confidence for a given result, as well as the fitness of a responsible agent.

By reason of depending on external search engines, from where the results are first retrieved in order to point to the original documents that are then downloaded, Amalthaea might have the serious problems with the response time. The used query driven approach [127] obviously has influenced a decision that the results are presented only in the form of digests, without even thinking about the usage in the real time. The fast response time can be achieved by the application of the update driven scheme [127], where the updates are always locally stored, and where the requested documents are quickly available. This interesting update driven improvement has been unfortunately out of the scope of the Amalthaea system.

The application of evolution strategies finally imposes the existence of not so small number of agents. Because all these agents have to belong only to one user, Amalthaea can have the serious scalability problems to present a successful deployment. A possible workaround can be found in the separation of information filtering and discovery agents, in the way that only filtering agents inhabit users’ computers. They will be configured to send their request to the discovery agents that run on online server [188]. In spite of the more or less severe drawbacks, being mentioned in last paragraphs, it is fair to conclude that, by creating several processing levels between the actual information sources and a user, Amalthaea gives the excellent example of increasing flexibility in utilising the other novel filtering strategies.

2.3.2. NewT

The ability to both specialise to user interests, adapt to preference changes and explore newer information domains makes the foundation of NewT [235], being one personalised multi-agent filtering system for news articles. As user information interests are modelled as the population of competing profiles, the used learning mechanisms are both relevance feedback, as well as crossover and mutation genetic operators. While these recombination genetic operators are mainly responsible for adaptation and exploration issues by creating more fitted future populations, in the meantime, every user profile also learns through the application of relevance feedback techniques. Taken together these learning mechanisms make the so-called Baldwin effect, saying that a population evolves towards a fitter form much faster, whenever its members are allowed to learn during their lifetime. A focus in the following paragraphs will be therefore set on this combination, which leads towards a multi-agent system that is specialised, adaptive and exploratory, and that is a holy grail of personalised information filtering [235].

User information interests are represented by associated multiple profiles, each having various fields, such as newsgroups, location, authors, and preference keywords. The same metadata are extracted from semi-structured news articles, which contain more than just a text [235]. While newsgroup, location and author metadata are got from the article header, well-known term frequency inverse document frequency scheme is used for selecting the most significant words from each pre-processed document. As every field from a profile has additionally its unique importance for a user, the final relevance is therefore obtained as the weighted sum of single cosine distance values, computed separately for each field. The found relevance together with the fitness, which corresponds to a responsible profile,
finally determines whether a given document is going to be offered to a user or not. More fitted profiles have a permission to give more documents, whereas the underlying fitness has also influence on the found score, and thus changes the ordering of recommendations. The scores for documents, found by not very fitted profiles, will therefore pay penalties, which will consequently place them not on the top of the result list. Since fitness directly defines the number of results that will be offered, the profiles with low fitness will maybe not even get a chance to present documents, and consequently will have weak chances to get any feedback, and improve themselves. This drawback can be overcome by installing proportional selection, saying simply that the fitness of a profile defines its probability to offer articles. While more fitted profiles will be selected more often, such a selection will also give chances even to the worst one to sometimes provide results.

The straightforward way for a user to provide the feedback is to rate the recommended article as either relevant or not. Such a user feedback will adapt all fields of a profile that is responsible for finding a given article, as well as profile fitness will be moved to better represent its successfulness. There is an interesting opportunity to provide also a selective feedback, saying for example that the user likes the responsible author, which will adapt only the corresponding field of a profile. To make less severe the problem where profiles that do not offer articles cannot learn by reason of not receiving any feedback, users have the opportunity to provide examples of liked documents, being recommended by nobody. These examples will either adapt a profile that retrieves articles from the same newsgroup, or new one will be created whenever there is no such profile. The learning by examples obviously happens to be too weak in porting a feedback towards low fitted profiles, even under the assumption that users are very motivated to provide many liked articles. The additional drawback of NewT is also in the only long-term planning to utilise the implicit feedback techniques, which are quite common especially for the modern systems, whose learning heavily depends on the amount of provided ratings.

Although mutation and crossover operators are claimed to be primarily responsible for the ability of a system to both adapt to the changing user interests and explore potentially interesting areas, their application is at least quite restricted. On the one hand, mutation is contained in the application of small random changes that should support the exploration activities. These changes are unfortunately limited only on newsgroup field, whose value is changed by randomly replacing one newsgroup with one of its nearest neighbours. As the nearest neighbours are pre-computed by finding cosine distance values between most representative words of every available newsgroup, such a mutation will only result in the serendipitous discovery with the same words in similar newsgroups. On the other hand, a used two point crossover operates by exchanging fields between selected profiles. This crossover also does not internally change fields, which disable an exploration of the novel areas of interests, being easily achievable by collaborative filtering techniques.

In spite of the mentioned drawbacks, NewT offers a solid framework for personalised information filtering, having genetic mechanisms in its basis. In a current implementation, the only used filtering strategy is a content-based technique, which simply matches words from documents and a profile. A very natural way of extending the system in a direction of combining multiple strategies is contained in independently using for every profile a separate filtering technique. The assigned fitness will consequently represent not only the accuracy of a profile, but also the ability of the utilised filtering strategy to find relevant
documents. The integration of multiple filtering strategies will therefore together with the already noted trials to automatically adjust the evolution [235], which can be for example speeded up in the case where the user is providing many bad ratings, represent the most promising improvements of NewT.

2.3.3. PEA

Personal Email Assistant (PEA) [269] filters incoming mails and ranks them according to their relevance in order to help nowadays users, who easily end up with the large part of their working days being spent with reading the numerous emails. PEA maintains the personal user model that may consist of several profiles and uses evolutionary algorithms to move them constantly closer to the current information needs. By doing that PEA aims at assisting users in dealing more effectively with the daily load of their emails so that the valuable working time is saved for more productive and creative tasks. The remainder of this sub-section will be focused on presenting the approach that PEA uses for overcoming the problem of modelling the users, who have usually great difficulties in specifying their interests that additionally can be easily and unpredictably changed in the course of time.

The users’ inability, to precisely describe their information needs by directly giving the exact keywords and phrases, is addressed through the automatic extraction of relevant words from the representative pool of documents. These documents are selected by a user as the ones that best describe the particular domain of its interest. By providing the right pools of documents for each of the interest domains, a user will be modelled by separate profiles, which are mapped to its various information needs. The construction of the high-quality profiles is ensured by requesting that the size of their pools should be larger than a certain threshold, being currently fifty documents [269].

In order to find the most descriptive words for a particular pool, after the documents are transformed into a sequential word list, the well known stop word elimination and stemming activities are performed. From the pre-processing point of view, the added value of the PEA system is in handling two common types of spelling errors, being the insertion and deletion of one wrong character. These spelling errors are especially very common in unofficial documents such as emails, and they are tolerated by performing a string comparison that allows one missing or one additional character in the two strings. The weights of the words are computed by applying the term frequency inverse document frequency scheme, where the term frequencies are computed for a given pool as a whole, and inverse document frequencies are determined respective the all other pools.

As soon as the degree of selectivity or a weight is determined for different words, the rank list of words can be formed. More importantly, a user can freely edit it by modifying the ranking, deleting words, adding additional words, defining synonyms, and specifying translations in order to support the cross-language filtering. These corrections, which are done by a user, are improving the representation of an interest profile, and thus ensuring the better behaviour of a system. The final output of the specialisation to users’ interests can be seen as the list of chosen words, being ranked based on their relative importance in describing the corresponding information need.

The evolution is enabled by creating the initial population of so-called chromosomes for each interest domain on the basis of the random variation of the corresponding ranked
list of words. These random variations are based only on changing the importance of the words, which seriously limits the evolution capabilities especially when being compared to a solution from the Amalthaea [188] system that assumes also insertion of words from other profiles. A user interacts by correcting the faulty predicted relevance ratings, which can be irrelevant, interesting, relevant, important and very important, for new incoming messages. Therefore, the important explicit feedback is obtained, and the fitness values of a particular chromosome can be computed. The population of chromosomes evolves by applying the biological principle of a natural selection and a survival of the fittest. While parents are selected through a roulette wheel selection [181], the population of offsprings is created by applying both crossover and mutation operations on the chosen parents. As the crossover operator, the single-point crossover is used, which randomly selects one cut point, and exchanges the importance of words from two parents relative to that point. To take into account that an offspring may be of less fitness than its parents, the probability of a crossover is introduced to define if the crossover will be performed or the parents will stay unchanged. A mutation is contained in altering the importance of words by the small random amount, where similarly a probability of a mutation defines whether or not a mutation will occur. While the value used for probability of crossover is set to 0.8 since this probability is a serious restriction to the advancement of a population, the probability of mutation is 0.05 in order to prevent the degeneration.

The robustness of the PEA approach is contained in treating misspelled words in the document that should be compared to existing profiles. That is achieved through defining the similarity measure between two words by taking into account the number of divergent characters. While the similarity equals 1 if the two words are identical, it equals 0 if they have no characters in common. A standard string comparison is used only for very short words because the performance of a defined measure, being tolerable regarding spelling errors, decreases for the smaller lengths of words. A document is pre-processed in a way that every its word is compared as explained to words from profiles, and always when the actual word is close enough, it is declared that the corresponding profile word is found. All the found profile words are at the end forming the document vector, which is finally compared to each and every profile by applying the similarity coefficient of Dice [127]. This measure sums the weights of words which are identical for a document vector and a particular profile. Consequently, if there are no components in common it equals 0, and if all components are identical, its value is 1.

The existence of multiple chromosomes that all correspond to a particular information interest is exploited in PEA by performing the explained comparison between a candidate document and every single chromosome. In other words, each chromosome in the current population for an interest profile scores a document, and the final score of the particular document for a given interest domain is found by averaging all scores that are produced by chromosomes, belonging to that domain. A drawback of simply averaging scores lies in ignoring the corresponding fitness values of the responsible chromosomes. A solution from the Amalthaea system [188] that utilises as weights the corresponding fitness values seems to be better than the simple average sum in PEA.

The PEA system can deal with the stronger shifts of interests by inserting new words into chromosomes, which corresponds to the particular information need that has greatly changed. Alternatively, the words that no longer reflect the focus of user’s interest can be
removed. Unfortunately, the presentation of PEA system in [269] lacks the explanation how these words can be found, probably by reason of assuming that they are explicitly provided by a user. This can be treated as the drawback of the PEA system, which can be extended to utilise the relevance feedback values for finding these new words from rated documents.

By reason of being the application for actually handling emails, PEA has well-known pre-filters based on header fields. The empirical tests have indicated than the one third of incoming emails is deleted without reading due to the header information. The efficient header analysis therefore aims at reducing the number of emails whose content should be analysed. Consequently, it makes applicable presented sophisticated information filtering techniques, which take care of the misspelt words, and which therefore cannot be applied on the large amount of data in the short time.

Besides necessary duplicate elimination, the PEA system is able to generate templates from the examples, being explicitly provided by a user. These templates are then used to extract the specific types of the information from the particular document by effectively ignoring the non-relevant portions of texts. Unfortunately, the application of such learnt templates is very restrictive, mostly due to requesting many examples for generating the general enough templates.

It is finally worth of mentioning that PEA monitors the user behaviour regarding the reaction to incoming emails, such as deleting, forwarding, saving, replying, and printing. The set of classifiers is defined, where each one is responsible for predicting actions for the particular types of mails. In the case where the prediction of the responsible classifier is the same as the action performed by a user, the fitness of that classifier increases, and reverse. This fitness is important for selecting, again through a roulette wheel selection, which classifier is going to be applied for an email that can be classified by more than one classifier. These classifiers will first result in suggestions to a user and later, after gaining the confidence, in automatically performing actions.

The PEA system represents a successful trial to address the problem of adjusting user models in response to the shift of interest through the synergy of evolutionary algorithms and sophisticated content based filtering strategies. Most importantly, provided filtering techniques are able to work even on a document with spelling errors, being common for emails. It seems appealing to see how the presented system will scale in the case of being applied on the much larger domain, such as World Wide Web, where tricks for reducing the amount of data to be examined based on header analysis can be hardly applicable.

2.4. Web Logs Mining

Modern nowadays web servers typically log the access patterns that encapsulate data about which page, when, and by whom was visited. Even though the idea of mining these logs to for example extract the information about the visitors’ preferences sounds very appealing, the immense abundance of logged data makes many sophisticated data mining algorithms completely useless [127]. In spite of these difficulties, being concerned with the necessity to handle tens of gigabytes of raw data, several systems exploit web server logs either to simply visualise the most frequently visited paths or to somehow figure out
which pages and other users might be potentially interesting to the particular visitor. As it is going to be shown in the rest of this sub-section, the visualisation of paths is how Footprint tries to facilitate the browsing tasks, the collaborative filtering based on logged access patterns is something that definitely makes ProfBuilder to be unique, and the building of a model of users’ information needs from web pages where a lot of time has been spent distinguishes SiteHelper from other systems.

2.4.1. Footprints

Providing the browsing assistance to a user by making available the past experience of many other humans, who have already browsed the same Web site and tried to solve the similar problems, is the basic motivation for the realisation of the Footprints system [263][264][265][266]. It first pre-processes information from Web server logs to see where users have gone, and then displays the mined, so-called interaction history, data into the various displays in order to provide the requested guidance to novice users. On the one hand, the added value of the Footprint system is in practically demonstrating that the visualisation of data, being found by mining Web server logs, through maps, trails and annotations, can significantly increase the efficiency of browsing. On the other hand, the Web server logs usually do not have data about the underlying information need, which has been responsible for initiating a particular browsing activity. The Footprints system is consequently not capable to make any distinction among different browsing sessions, and therefore it is forced to always simply aggregate all the available log data. The following paragraphs will both briefly present these various visualisation techniques and discuss about the underlying advantages and disadvantages of the Footprints system.

Since Web server logs typically contain data about the sequence of visited pages, the natural visualisation, is to construct a directed graph, whose nodes represent pages and whose edges illustrate the frequency of moving between the connected pages. By reason of illustrating the possible ways, which are used for moving between pages, this graph is named map because of the analogy with maps in the real world. The colour coding is used both for representing the popularity of particular pages and the number of times every hyperlink is followed. While, the first release of Footprints system has utilised Boltzmann algorithm for balancing positive and negative forces in order to create a graph layout where connected nodes are reasonably close together [266], the last version of a system uses hyperbolic geometry, which is especially good for the presentation of highly non-planar and disconnected graphs [263]. Such directed graph accumulates all available browsing paths, and consequently is without any doubt very useful for Web designers to help identify pages, which discourage further browsing and from where no link has been followed. Not making any distinction among the reasons for browsing is unfortunately reducing the usability of these graphs for the end users. As being already noticed in the WebWatcher [253] system, not taking care of the user preferences while recommending hyperlinks, and simply always suggesting the most often chosen links, will only guide users towards the most popular pages. But, frequently visited pages are not wizards, and they unfortunately cannot satisfy all needs. This drawback has been noted by the authors’ of the Footprints system, and they plan both to cluster available paths in order to present to a user only the relevant set of paths [266], and to integrate the so-called purpose tool [265]. Therefore, users will have a necessary mean to specify the underlying reasons for a particular browsing activity.
The graph representation of the interaction history seems to be quite impractical when the additional data about the page, such as its title, should be displayed. Users often want to see the title of a page [265], and therefore the additional display, named trail [264] has been realised. The idea is to separate the sequences of interactions, and present them in the form of a tree, having nodes being labelled with the corresponding titles of pages. By reason of also not taking care of the users’ preferences, the bias towards the most popular pages can be still detected. While both maps and trails keep the page unchanged and display the interaction data in the separate window, the annotations insert next to the every hyperlink the percent value, showing the amount of users, who have followed that link. The problem of the insertion of these additional texts into a page lies in risking of destroying the alignment or spacing on which the information display may depend [266]. The WebWatcher system [253] unfortunately has exactly the same problem by reason of highlighting the links that are worth of being followed by inserting the additional icons around.

The Footprints system is similar to WebWatcher [253] and Letizia [170] systems by reason of trying to help its users while browsing. While both WebWatcher and Letizia perform the content based analysis of the underlying Web pages and either explicitly or implicitly take care of the driving information needs, Footprints only utilises Web server logs and completely ignores both the content of pages and the users’ preferences. In spite of that the developed visualisation means have proven their usefulness [265], and they have additionally opened the opportunities for the application of advanced graph analysis algorithms. These techniques can efficiently mine the experience of the large number of humans, who have already tried to solve the same problems in the information systems. The developed visualisations are finally very important because they can provide natural extensions for many other browsing assistants. Even though other assistants can be more sophisticated when the underlying filtering strategies are taken into account, they might lack the necessary good representation of the found recommendations.

2.4.2. ProfBuilder

The mining of access patterns makes the foundation of the ProfBuilder system [261], which inhabits a particular site, and has the assigned goal of being online responsive to the information needs of users. Both content-based and collaborative filtering techniques, are used to separately recommend relevant, and only locally, accessible Web pages. Also, ProfBuilder shows that these strategies can benefit from the knowledge about the visiting paths of various users. The remainder of this sub-section will show how available access patterns might be utilised by both content-based techniques for implicitly deducing the interestingness of a given page, as well as collaborative filtering for finding similar users.

The one of major challenges for content-based filtering is the efficient adaptation of a user profile to always accurately represent current information interests. A usual explicit communication with a user might be impractical by reason of either being very hard to manually find effective keywords that describe the interest or having to provide reliable ratings that reflect the relevance of a page. The ProfBuilder is aware of these difficulties, and consequently exploits only the implicit indicator of following a hyperlink, which is strengthen by the knowledge about the access patterns of other users. The used heuristic for implicitly deducing the interestingness of a selected page, based on selected link and
known access patterns, can be described as follows. In the case where the visiting path of a current user can be frequently found in the database of old access patterns, the last page in that path probably has the similar content as other pages by reason of being tracked by many users. Such a page cannot be consequently used to learn a lot about users’ interests, and the level of a profile adaptation should not be large, which is the same as treating the given page as being not so interesting. The opposite situation is occurring when not so many visitors have followed the particular sequence of pages, which means that the last selected page is usually quite typical for the actual user. It is therefore logical to assume its high relevance, and to significantly adapt profile based on keywords that are extracted from it. The explained heuristic can be summarised by stating that the most can be learnt about a user when its browsing behaviour differs from the behaviour of others, or in other words when not following the most frequently chosen hyperlinks.

According to the point-of-view of content-based filtering, a noteworthy property is the pre-processing of pages, where solely headlines and anchor texts are taken into account. After stop words are eliminated and stemming is performed, the importance of selected stems is computed by using standard term frequency inverse document frequency scheme. The user profile, being also the collection of preference words together with associated importance, is compared with such vector representation of pages by computing a scalar product. The pages with the highest values of a scalar product will be presented to a user as the most relevant pages when content-based filtering recommendations are requested. Although the used assumption about taking only headlines and anchor texts simplifies the filtering process, no experimental evaluation about the computation savings regarding the potential lost in precision is given in [261].

Various existing collaborative filtering approaches usually differ only concerning the algorithms, which are used for comparing users and finding those with the similar tastes. Although users are usually compared regarding either provided ratings or profile words, the ProfBuilder system is unique by finding similar users based on their visiting patterns. The access path of an actual user is simply compared with those that correspond to past users, and the most similar ones are found in order to deduce which hyperlinks are most often followed. Collaborative filtering will simply recommend these pages that have been most frequently selected by the found community of similar users.

Although the illustrated usage of access patterns for both maintaining accurate profiles and finding similar users seems to be appealing, the computation and storage costs have influenced that only paths of the length one can be taken into consideration [261]. On the one hand, content-based filtering will deduce the interestingness of a particular page only based on the number of users, who have gone there from a one given previous page. As various reasons can be behind selecting the particular link on a page, taking care of only one previous page is certainly not enough. On the other hand, collaborative approach will simply search for the most frequently selected links on the current page and recommend them. Even though the performances of such collaborative filtering are not evaluated in [261], WebWatcher [253] defines four different strategies for recommending links. The least successful happens to be the one, which recommends solely based on the popularity of links, and which is unfortunately exactly the collaborative approach from ProfBuilder [261].
The proposed approach to learn user preferences, based on probabilities that the given page should have been visited, and that are obtained by analysing the access patterns of past users, seems to be improvable by including additional implicit indicators. Simply following a link, which almost nobody before has followed, cannot be reliable indicator of interests. According to authors of Letizia system [170], each implicit indicator is weak by itself and only their combination makes them powerful. The ProfBuilder is therefore important by introducing this additional implicit indicator, being based on access patterns of other users, and being pluggable in any system that exploits implicit feedback. Even though the practical considerations have currently limited the pattern size to only one, the optimisation of their storage can enable the usage of longer paths. That will consequently improve both introduced filtering strategies, and maybe made them usable in frameworks that tend to provide optimal solutions by effectively combining the available strategies.

2.4.3. SiteHelper

To assist users, who visit a given Web site, the SiteHelper system [237] is intended to act as a helper for finding relevant information, being stored on a particular Web server. By mining the available server logs, SiteHelper learns about users’ information interests, and afterwards utilises the acquired knowledge to recommend relevant, locally available, pages, as well as to send the useful notification when interesting changes occur. Since the modelling of users’ preferences by using so-called heuristic coverage HCV rules seems to be unique in a domain of the information retrieval, the following paragraphs will shortly present how the mining of Web logs together with the manually generated hierarchies of words can lead towards the efficient generation of these rules.

The Web server log is utilised to always find relevant pages, being the ones on which a particular user has paid a lot of attention, as well as to ignore everything where little or no time has been spent. While such relevant pages are always available, in the case where a user is willing to explicitly input few keywords, which describe its information interests, additional relevant pages can be found as those that match provided keywords, and that are finally approved as being really relevant. All these relevant pages represent positive training examples, whereas the negative examples are obtained as pages that are found by the mentioned keyword searching, but that are subsequently disapproved by a user. These positive and negative examples are afterwards utilised to generate HCV rules, where only words from a dictionary are taken into account. The used dictionary incorporates, in the form of a hierarchy, only terms that are important for the local site, and that are manually selected to dramatically reduce the number of distinct words, being worth of an attention. Since every word plays the role of a separate variable in the algorithm for the generation of HCV rules, such a simplification is vitally important for more compactly representing the available positive and negative training examples. Thus, the used dictionary finally makes the process of generating these rules to be more efficient.

The essential functionality of modelling users’ preferences is established by exploiting these HCV rules, which are both utilised to recommend candidate pages that will become new positive and negative training examples after receiving a user feedback, as well as to detect relevant changes that require push activities. As these rules actually specify, which Boolean expressions words should satisfy to declare that a particular page is relevant or not, they are very similar to those that can be obtained from a decision tree. Experiences
from Syskill & Webert [43][205], NewsDude [40], DailyLearner [42], and many other systems, have unfortunately pointed out that the decision trees are not so suitable for text classification tasks by reason of basing their decisions only on the presence or absence of single words. Due to the underlying similarity between HCV rules and decision trees, the same performance problems can be potentially noticed in the SiteHelper system. It can be consequently nicely extended by other machine learning algorithms, whose combination will tend to offer a superior behaviour. The yet another problem can arise as only visiting time is concerned to be the reliable implicit indicator of relevance. Several systems, such as Letizia [170] and WAIR [60], have already shown that any single implicit indicator is weak, and that their combination is necessary. The Web server log usually does contain additional data, which can for example provide the insight about the number of followed hyperlinks. Such and many other implicit indicators are unfortunately not exploited in the SiteHelper system.

Together with these drawbacks, many additional aspects can be further improved. The one is providing the more diverse results by integrating collaborative filtering techniques, which will exploit Web logs as in the ProfBuilder [261] system. In spite of all mentioned possible improvements, the SiteHelper system has already offered a solid starting point. It mines Web server logs and generates HCV rules. Therefore, it increases the accessibility of the information, being very critical on large Web sites that urgently need housekeeping facilities.

2.5. **Bayesian Classifier**

The treatment of information filtering tasks by the naïve Bayesian classifier belongs to the much broader domain of a text categorisation, which unfortunately knows to be quite challengeable for real-word problems mostly by reason of both being high dimensional, as well as often having the skewed category distribution over labelled documents [277]. A problem becomes even harder since information filtering additionally assumes that the users’ preferences are not fixed, and that a system has to be able to keep adapting even after being trained for the long time. On the one hand, this so-called plasticity-stability dilemma can be the real nightmare for neural network inspired approaches that have to decrease learning or adaptation rate in order not to destroy the already learnt knowledge [251]. On the other hand, the naïve Bayesian classifier simply estimates the probability of a category for a particular document based on the probabilities of words for that category. As probabilities of words are got based on all available already categorised documents, the naïve Bayesian classifier hopefully does not have a plasticity-stability problem. The reminder of this sub-section shows that the naïve Bayesian classifier is powerful enough to be solely used in Syskill & Webert to recommend web documents, and in Do-I-Care to decide whether a particular change on the monitored web page is relevant or not for a given user. By reason of not being able to quickly learn and to keep track about already recommended documents, both NewsDude and DailyLearner additionally use the nearest neighbour algorithm for accomplishing these short term learning tasks. The minimum description length, being similar and often confused with the naïve Bayesian classifier, has also been used in NewsWeeder to filter news articles, therefore definitely proving the high popularity of these methods for the text categorisation tasks.
2.5.1. Syskill & Webert

The idea of having a software agent, which will help a user locate only useful and relevant documents in the vast abundance of the information on World Wide Web, is the driving force for a development of the Syskill & Webert system [43][44][177][204][205]. The system is designed to assist a user in satisfying its long-term information goals [177], being achieved by learning a separate profile for each topic of the user’s interests, and afterwards using this profile either to suggest which other links might lead to interesting pages or to construct a query for a search engine to retrieve really relevant hits [205]. On the one hand, the ability to examine the hyperlinks on a particular page is making Syskill & Webert to be a local reconnaissance agent, similar to WebWatcher [253] and Letizia [170] systems. The underlying assumption of performing scouting is again in enhancing the usefulness of a particular Web page with many hyperlinks by installing an assistant. It is watching the user actions while browsing this resource, learning its interests, and also recommending which unvisited links should be explored next [177]. The added value is not only in annotating the interesting hyperlinks as WebWatcher does, but also in giving a numerical value representing a certainty that a user will really like the underlying Web page. On the other hand, the usage of search engines, which index the significant part of Web, dramatically increases the chances that the relevant documents will be found even though they are not in the local neighbourhood of a particular page. By using the learnt profile, Syskill & Webert is able to construct a query for a search engine, to examine the obtained results, and to recommend only really relevant ones. The noteworthy properties, being the application of different algorithms both for learning and revising the profile of a user, are going definitely to represent the cornerstone of the discussions in the following paragraphs.

To increase the efficiency of the creation of a profile for a particular topic, instead of only observing the behaviour of a user as Letizia agent does, a user is explicitly asked to rate pages, and provide the set of liked or disliked documents. These documents are pre-processed in order to discover words, having a good discriminating power by reason of occurring frequently in liked documents, but infrequently in disliked, or vice versa. The used measure is information gain [127], which generally shows how well classes, being created based on the different values of the examined feature, correspond to classes that really exist in the analysed collection of objects. Syskill & Webert uses a representation based on Boolean feature vector, which assumes that features are actually words, and that every feature can take only two distinct values, corresponding either to the presence or the absence of a given word from a particular document. The number of selected words, which represent different dimensions in the vector models of documents, should be large enough to provide the accurate enough representations. By experimentally comparing the usability of the learnt user profiles, depending on the number of chosen words, it has been found that having less than 50 or more than 250 features, reduces the accuracy of predicted recommendations. Selecting too many features is probably not good since these features correspond to the noise, and consequently are not good for the identification of relevant documents. The optimal ratio, between the accuracy of recommendations and the complexity of learning for most domains, yields to a usage of 128 distinct features [204]. Both stop words and found formatting tags are automatically excluded from being further selected as the most informative features, whereas the presented system realises do not perform stemming, which is certainly one of the possible improvements.
After the available rated documents are represented as Boolean vectors that store the information about the presence or the absence of the selected most discriminating words, different algorithms can be used for predicting how promising the unseen document will be. The great contribution of the Syskill & Webert system is in investigating a variety of the machine learning algorithms including naïve Bayesian classifier, nearest neighbour algorithm, ID3, perceptrons, and multi-layer back-propagation neural networks [205]. On the one hand, the performed experiments have clearly shown that, not only ID3, but also more advanced decision tree learner C4.5, is not well suited to the task of classifying text documents, probably by reason of attempting to build trees that test as few features as possible when making a classification [204]. On the other hand, no one algorithm is superior over the several tested domains, where either naïve Bayesian classifier, nearest neighbour, or back-propagation neural network performs best. The authors’ decision is to use the naïve Bayesian classifier as the default algorithm in Syskill & Webert because of being very fast for both learning, which linearly depends on the number of examples, and predicting, which is independent of the number of training cases [44]. The natural way to improve the quality of recommendations is to combine these multiple algorithms, for example by using both bagging and boosting techniques [127], which will simply ask for every prediction multiple classifiers, and additionally maybe assign different weights to them to illustrate the various levels of confidence. A yet another opportunity, to improve the scalability of a system, is to exploit the resource awareness. This is manageable since these algorithms have very different complexities, where nearest neighbour actually does not perform learning, but has the prediction that depends on the number of examples, and neural networks require expensive and long lasting learning, but have the fast prediction. The idea is to simply escape the application of expensive strategies always when a system is highly loaded.

Most of systems, which depend on the availability of users’ ratings, have the problem of keeping users, who will probably lose confidence before a system has learnt enough to be capable to generate the useful recommendations. In the case where the naïve Bayesian classifier is used in Syskill & Webert, the achieved accuracies are hardly even better than random guesses when less than 10 ratings are given [44]. The reasonably good accuracy of around 80% is reported in the case where a user has provided at least 35 ratings [177], being for many users an unacceptably long waiting. As the accuracy essentially depends on words that are extracted from rated documents, the natural workaround is to ask a user to describe its information preferences through exact words. The expected effect is the reduction of the number of irrelevant words, which make the learning task much easier, and probably leads to higher classification accuracy. At the begging, there are only few rated documents, and a system should rely more on the profile given by a user than on the knowledge learnt from the examples. As more training data becomes available, a system should gradually increase a belief in its own hypothesis and gradually decrease a belief in an initial user profile. This reasoning is for the naïve Bayesian classifier realised by using the conjugate priors rule for updating profiles, where the weight of the users’ estimates is equivalent to observing 50 examples [44].

By using the words that are directly provided by a user, three different strategies can be defined for selecting most informative features. Two extremes are strategies that either utilise only words obtained from a user as classification features, or ignore these users’ words and select all features by computing information gain values. The middle solution
is to utilise words provided by a user to replace the same number of words that have the lowest information gain [44]. Obtained results again encourage the combination of these various strategies for selecting words to be indexed, since they behave very differently in various domains. While features selected by a user do not seem to be good discriminators for the pages returned by the queried search engine, they discriminate very well between interesting and uninteresting pages for example in biomedical domain [44]. A simple idea of combining these strategies might exploit the properties of the underlying domains, for example by deciding that always when not so discriminate features can be automatically extracted, a priority should be given to the users’ ones. Maybe this domain awareness can even improve the accuracy during runtime by learning which strategy is good for which domains.

The Syskill & Webert system is also important by reason of presenting the novel extension of naïve Bayesian classifier that is especially suitable for information filtering tasks [43]. This extension is concerned with handling probabilities for single features, which always to be not zero by reason of being all multiplied to obtain the joint probability. In the case where both the number of training examples is even smaller that the number of features and a user is usually providing only liked documents, many single probabilities can be zero. Two known strategies for introducing the needed bias from zero are the Laplace correction, which always increases the number of matches for one and the overall number of examples for two, and the $\varepsilon$ approach, which replaces the probability estimates that are zero with the small constant $\varepsilon$. The different properties of these two strategies, where Laplace correction has much stronger bias, are exploited by realising the hybrid approach which combines them. The combination is realised on a feature level, where for not discriminative features, having low information gain values, the Laplace correction is used by reason of having stranger bias. In the case where features tend to discriminate well between classes, the probability estimates should be kept weakly biased, and consequently $\varepsilon$ approach is definitely the right correction strategy. The performed experiments have shown that while in various domains different strategies perform best, the explained hybrid approach is always a clear winner [43].

The importance of making the selection of as good features as possible has besides motivated the usage of lexical knowledge, which can hopefully eliminate words that are not good to be considered as features [204]. A used lexical database is WordNet, having around 30,000 commonly occurring English words. When there is no relationship between a particular word and the other words from a topic, being determined by using WordNet, that word will simply not be selected. Experiments have shown a substantial increase in accuracy when using lexical information [204] especially when there are not many training examples. This can be fundamental workaround for users, who might be willing neither to rate many pages before a system can give the reliable predictions nor to provide the initial knowledge in the form of relevant words.

Although being not related with combining different strategies, it is really worth of mentioning how the Sysskill & Webert system solves the problem of creating queries that are submitted to search engines. Since search engines cannot accept queries having many words, it is usually not possible to send all the selected informative features. The Sysskill & Webert system therefore simply always sends only seven words that have the largest information gain and seven words that are the most frequent in liked documents when
stop words are not taken into account. This solution is fundamentally much simpler than the application of graph partitioning techniques, being suggested as a possible solution for splitting the large sets of words in the Fab system [29]. As soon as a search engine has returned results, they are treated simply as links, and Syskill & Webert can annotate them by using the trained classifier, which gives predictions that a user will like the underlying page.

The advantage of representing different users’ interests through multiple profiles is also experimentally proven in Syskill & Webert [177]. In the case where all interests are mixed into one single profile, neither multi-layer neural networks nor naïve Bayesian classifier does reach an accuracy level, which differs substantially from simply guessing that a user would like a particular page [177]. The found explanation is that words, which are informative in one domain, are irrelevant in another one, and that probably learning such complex profile requires unreasonably many training examples. In the domain of information filtering, where users are obviously unwilling to rate hundreds and thousands of documents, restricting the scope, by learning a separate profile for every topic of interest, happens to be essential for simplifying the task of successfully learning user’s preferences.

The importance of monitoring a particular Web source is also introduced as the one of possible extensions of a system. The goal is to simply notify a user when a link that leads to the interesting page is added to a page being monitored [204]. The idea from the Let’s Browse system [171] of exchanging users’ profiles in order to get the effect of browsing through the eyes of an expert is also mentioned [177]. The discussion about Syskill & Webert can be concluded by stating that its authors mentioned almost ten years ago many ideas that are still alive, and which have made the foundation for many other specialised intelligent computer systems that primarily try to adapt to the user’s information needs in a personalised way. The noticed solutions, for improving the Syskill & Webert system as far as a combination of various strategies is concerned, maybe have a necessary potential to improve both the accuracy of found recommendations and the exploitation of available system resources.

2.5.2. Do-I-Care

As a result of applying the naïve Bayesian classifier, being the same as the one used in the Syskill & Webert system [205], for helping a user find only relevant changes to Web sites that are monitored, the Do-I-Care agent [178][246] was invented. Since persistently revising the known information sources, until the right information is not available, is an onerous task, the idea is to provide the automatic means for monitoring previously found pages to detect when they change, as well as deciding which noticed changes are worth enough of being reported to a user. As it will be pointed out in the remainder of this sub-section, in spite of potential drawbacks, the application of the naïve Bayesian classifier seems to be appealing for learning which detected changes are interesting for a particular user.

The cycle of the autonomous actions starts with periodically visiting a user-defined set of target pages in order to identify any changes since a particular page was retrieved last time. While the changes are detected simply by comparing the previously known version of a page with the current one, the naïve Bayesian classifier, being separately trained for
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Each interest topic of every user, is used for deciding which changes are interesting. The worth enough changes, are explained with found informative words, and afterwards sent to a user both through the specially designed web interface and also simply as an e-mail message. The used classifier is finally learning by receiving a user relevance feedback on the interestingness of reported changes, which consequently become training examples.

The challenge of finding informative words, which will be used for the representation of found changes, is addressed by computing the mutual information, being also known as information gain in data mining community [127]. Although the accuracy of the naïve Bayesian classifier highly depends from the distinctive power of the chosen words, the application of both stemming and lexical knowledge bases is left for the future versions of a system [246]. While the customisation of selected words is possible by giving the list of stop words, experimental observations from the Syskill & Webert system [204] lead to the hypothesis that users can be usually very good in identifying really informative words for modelling changes. The presented Do-I-Care agent is unfortunately lacking from any experimental evaluation of the achieved classification accuracy, as well as the number of chosen words. The future experiments should check whether the observations obtained by examining the Syskill & Webert system are still valid in the domain of monitoring Web pages.

Since some types of changes are obviously uninteresting, but common enough to be a nuisance at best or overwhelming at worst, Do-I-Care agent defines not only the classes of interesting and uninteresting, but also so-called never-show training examples. While changes, which are predicted to belong to the never shown class, will be never presented, a user has the possibility to identify a particular change as never-show. Not only that this change will never be displayed again, but also a system will hopefully learn not to bother a user with similar changes. Although the introduction of the never-show class of changes increases the flexibility of a system, it unfortunately makes learning more difficult. The experimental results from Syskill & Webert [204] have indicated that at least 30 training examples are needed for achieving the classification accuracy, which is better that simply guessing. The learning task of Do-I-Care agent is with no doubt harder, which potentially can result that many users will give up before a system reaches the acceptable accuracy.

The drawback of utilising the naïve Bayesian classifier, as the single machine learning approach for modelling user preferences, mostly lies in its unfeasibility to quickly enough adapt to rapid changes in information needs. The ability of the Do-I-Care agent of being able to automatically forget old ratings after the user-defined period of time [178] seems to be not powerful enough solution. Thus, the modelling of these rapid changes in user’s interests through the application of an additional strategy, such as the nearest neighbour algorithm in News Dude [40], should be a reasonable choice. The preferred properties of this additional modelling strategy are not only its ability to quickly adapt to novel user’s interests, but also its relatively low complexity, since the naïve Bayesian classifier is very expensive to be trained by reason of computing the information gain values on every user basis. Hopefully naïve Bayesian classifier and nearest neighbour algorithm have different strengths and weaknesses, and one hybrid approach can outperform each single strategy.

The nice ability of the Do-I-Care agent lies in enabling the collaboration among like-minded users without introducing any, even tiny, additional efforts. Since all noteworthy changes are reported also through a Web based interface, one Do-I-Care agent can simply
monitor the pages where other Do-I-Care agents report results. The gathering of changes from other Do-I-Care agents, which correspond to other humans, increases performances, since the expertise of various users is utilised. A single Do-I-Care agent should perform only post-filtering on changes, found by other agents, in order to select only the relevant ones. The problem of finding other Do-I-Care agents, which correspond to like-minded users, is assumed to be manually solved and is not addressed in [178][246]. The possible solution can be based on collaborative filtering, which finds similar users by comparing the existed user profiles, being encapsulated into the various Do-I-Care agents.

It is reasonable to conclude that the Do-I-Care agent provides interesting solutions for monitoring known Web pages and when needed notifying its user. The cornerstone is in the application of the naïve Bayesian classifier for learning user interests and afterwards deciding which changes are worth to be pushed. Even though the ability to send the right changes and to escape faulty notifications, which are almost as worse as none, critically depends from classification accuracy, the presentation of the Do-I-Care agent lacks from any experimental evaluation. The presented ideas seem to be appealing, but the noisiness in training examples can prevent the agent of reaching the accuracy that is necessary for the practical application. The given comments for improving the classification accuracy by using multi-strategy approach, which will be maybe aware of current runtime situation, can become critical for a system to stay usable.

2.5.3. News Dude

The application of a multi-strategy machine learning approach, consisting of separate models for short-term and long-term interests, makes the foundation for the News Dude system [40][41] that is able to compile a personalised daily news program for individual users. As demanding schedules often prohibit people from a continuous computer access, the News Dude agent is intended to become the part of an intelligent radio, which uses a synthesized speech to read only the selected news stories to a user. The selection of really relevant stories seems to be unfortunately very difficult as a user is usually interested in a range of topics, its interests can occasionally rapidly change, and finally the novelty of a story is something that makes it interesting. These challenges are addressed through the specially designed hybrid model of a user that both exploits the strengths and omits the weaknesses of the nearest neighbour algorithm and the naïve Bayesian classifier. Thus, it is able to efficiently represent the multiple interests of a user in diverse topics, reasonably quickly adapt to its changing interests even after the long preceding training period, and reliably avoid a presentation of the same information twice by tracking stories that a user has recently heard.

The short-term interests are modelled by nearest neighbour algorithm mostly because of its ability to quickly adapt to the user’s novel interests [40]. While most other learning algorithms often require the large number of training examples to determine the strong patterns, the nearest neighbour algorithm can successfully identify, based only on a single story, following future stories from the same thread. Every new story, which should be classified, is compared with old stories by computing a cosine distance measure between corresponding term frequency inverse document frequency vectors. The requirement to model only the short-term user interests is fulfilled by taking into consideration only one hundred most recent old stories, being also important for making the prediction of nearest
neighbour algorithm to be independent from the number of training examples. Old stories, having at least given minimal similarity with the new one, will be selected and named as voting stories, and they will be afterwards used to predict the relevance for the new story. As the new story is always compared with the most recent old stories, nearest neighbour algorithm can additionally provide needed consolidation activities, which ensure that the same story is never shown twice to a single user. The drawback of the nearest neighbour algorithm unfortunately is in its unfeasibility to classify every single news story because no good voting stories can be always found, and additional classification algorithm has to be used.

The additional learning approach, which is responsible for modelling long-term user’s interests, is the same naïve Bayesian classifier that has been successfully used in previous authors’ system Syskill & Webert [205]. The noteworthy difference is concerned with not selecting the most informative words, which will be then features for classification, by computing information gain as in Syskill & Webert, but by manually choosing 200 most domain specific words. The core motivation, for not performing anymore the expensive computation of information gain, lies probably in the good practical experience with informative words, being manually selected by users in Syskill & Webert [204]. The drawback of not having the information gain values for different words is the inability to utilise a multi-strategy approach for smoothing zero probabilities, which has shown the superior performances in [43], and in being therefore forced to always apply one single technique, such as the Laplace correction. Stories are unfortunately still represented as the Boolean vectors, which only contain information about the presence and the absence of words, whereas the reliability of the classifier is improved by additionally insisting that at least three words, being the indicators of interests, have to all clearly indicate either the relevance or the irrelevance of a particular story, in order to permit classification [40].

The added value of the News Dude system lies in effectively combining the realised nearest neighbour algorithm with the naïve Bayesian classifier in order to inherit only the advantages of these approaches. On the one hand, the nearest neighbour algorithm tends to have high precision by reason of directly comparing the new story with most recent old stories. On the other hand, the naïve Bayesian classifier achieves excellent recall by using the generalised model of a user. These complementary strengths are in the News Dude system exploited simply by always first asking nearest neighbour algorithm to classify a new story, being the way of using the high precision of that approach. In the case where the nearest neighbour algorithm cannot decide, the classification task is delegated to the naïve Bayesian classifier, having a high recall. A default score, being something between relevant and irrelevant, will be finally assigned only when the naïve Bayesian classifier cannot also respond. Since the stories with such a default score will be recommended to a user after relevant but before irrelevant stories, a system performs the active learning that will explore the new areas of user’s interests.

The drawback of the established combination between the nearest neighbour algorithm and the naïve Bayesian classifier is in its dependence from in advance fixed thresholds, which define when a particular strategy cannot perform classification, and either the other should be asked or the default store will be assigned. In the case where for example the threshold, defining whether the nearest neighbour algorithm is able to classify new story, is wrongly set, the whole combination of strategies will not work correctly. The one of
the possible improvements can be concerned with trying to learn the optimal thresholds during a runtime based on a user feedback. When the nearest neighbour algorithm is not giving good results, the requirements, regarding the needed similarity for one story to be selected as voting, can be increased. As a result, the competence of the nearest neighbour algorithm will be reduced, the naïve Bayesian classifier will be consequently more often asked to estimate the relevance, and hopefully the hybrid approach will shown a better behaviour.

The News Dude system is also important by reason of effectively combining the explicit and implicit feedback indicators to enable efficient learning. On the one hand, the explicit communication assumes that a user can interrupt the synthesizer at any point and provide the feedback values, such as interesting, not interesting, explain, more similar stories, and already known. On the other hand, the point in time a user provides feedback or interrupts a news story is informative, and can be utilised as the implicit feedback. The underlying assumption is that users will listen longer stories being considered interesting, and therefore the amount of time that a story has been heard is useful. These explicit and implicit indicators are combined by manually defining the set of rules for assigning the score to the story based both on the proportion $pl$ of a story a user has heard and on the provided explicit feedback value. In the case where a story is said to be uninteresting, the assigned score is $0.3 * pl$, for interesting stories, the score is $0.7 + 0.3 * pl$, and when the user has asked for more similar stories, the score is 1. While the constants 0.3 and 0.7 are currently intuitively set, it seems to be worth of establishing a tuning set of stories, which will be used to determine optimal values for these constants that will afterwards maximise the classification performances.

The unique contribution of News Dude is in defining so-called concept feedback [41], being the user’s opinion about the usefulness of the generated explanation. That opinion can be used to directly modify underlying models, which can consequently both reflect more accurately user’s preferences and require less training examples. The underlying logic is to create rules, which define how to change the model of a user when receiving a concept feedback value for a particular type of the explanation. On the one hand, when an explanation is based on giving the informative words that are responsible for a particular recommendation, the artificial training example, having only these explanatory words, is created together with the received user feedback value. It is afterwards added to both the nearest neighbour algorithm and the naïve Bayesian classifier. On the other hand, when the feedback value is obtained for the explanation, which says that a particular story is recommended by reason of being similar to another old story, that old story will be again either added or removed from the short-term memory of the nearest neighbour algorithm, depending from either positive or negative received feedback value. Although the usage of a concept feedback seems to be appealing for performing the direct manipulations on learnt models, the more extensive evaluation, being unfortunately not performed in [41], is necessary before making any statements about its usefulness.

While Syskill & Webert system [205] has tried to manage everything by always using naïve Bayesian classifier, News Dude manages to further improve classification accuracy by additionally utilising the nearest neighbour algorithm. A realised hybrid model allows for taking advantage of the accelerated learning rate of the nearest neighbour algorithm, while retaining an ability of the naïve Bayesian classifier to prioritise stories based on the
user’s general preferences. The realised sequential combination of these two strategies is
unfortunately based on the pre-defined rules, which strictly specify the cases where every
approach will be utilised. It consequently critically depends on the quality of the defined
selection rules, and lacks an ability to improve itself during a runtime based on a received
user feedback.

2.5.4. Daily Learner

The ongoing trend towards personalised information access has resulted in the further
evolution of the News Dude agent [40][41] into Daily Learner system [42][45], which
either provides the selected news through a web-based interface or supports wireless
information devices, such as PDA. On the one hand, several components of the News
Dude agent, such as utilised multi-strategy hybrid model and nearest neighbour algorithm,
are completely the same also in the Daily Learner system. The sequential combination
between nearest neighbour algorithm, being again responsible for modelling short-term
interests, and naïve Bayesian classifier, taking care of the long-term user’s preferences, is
still based on the same static rules. The realisation of the nearest neighbour algorithm is
also unchanged, and it is additionally used for avoiding that the same information is
presented twice to the user. On the other hand, significant improvements are introduced
for both modelling the long-term interests and simplifying the feedback gathering from
wireless devices, mostly to enable the successful deployment of Daily Learner system in
real world scenarios. The naïve Bayesian classifier is improved to take care of the term
frequencies while both selecting informative words and modelling text documents. The
costs of the wireless information transmission together with the usability constrains are
influenced that Daily Learner system aims to minimise the required interaction between
user and device, as well as the amount of data being transferred between device and
server. The following discussions will be focused on the improvements that these novel
aspects are bringing to Daily Learner system.

It is well accepted that the classification accuracy highly depends on the features that
are selected to represent training examples [204]. The solution, based on information gain,
from the Syskill & Webert system [205], has achieved excellent classification results, but
unfortunately together with extremely high computation costs, by reason of having to
select informative features separately for every user. Such an approach for the selection
of important features is consequently of a very limited practical use, and it cannot be
deployed in any scalable system due to its prohibitive computational complexity. A News
Dude agent [40] is fully aware of these problems, being concerned with the computation
of information gain values, and therefore proposes the fully manual selection of
informative words. Even though being practically with no costs, the manual selection of
features is unfortunately applicable only on small domains. The insertion of new domains
can be also problematic because of requesting the additional human efforts. These are the
main reasons for adopting the feature selection technique in Daily Learner system to first
choose from every story ten words, which have the highest term frequency inverse
document frequency values. The 150 most frequently selected words will then form the
needed feature set, which will be used for representing documents to be classified.

Such selected words are the same for every user, and they should be recomputed only
from time to time in order to reflect the changes in the underlying collection of the
documents. The price, being paid for the application of this much more inexpensive computation process, lies in losing the dependence on particular user’s preferences. There are no two users that are the same, and consequently it is reasonably to expect that for different users various words will be informative. The extensive evaluation of Daily Learner system in [45] unfortunately does not discuss effects of this simplified approach for the selection of features. It is especially worth of trying to apply the improvements, discussed in [204] where the approach based on information gain has been presented, and that are for example concerned with the usage of lexical knowledge base. The existence of these different approaches for feature selection also naturally imposes the idea of trying to combine them. For very important users, the expensive approach, based on an information gain, can be reasonable, whereas for other users, these other cheaper selection schemes should be taken into consideration.

The second noteworthy modification of the used naïve Bayesian classifier is in modelling text documents not anymore as Boolean, but as term frequency vectors. Not only that the presence or absence of each informative word is modelled, but also the number of times each feature occurs in every document is taken into account. These term frequencies are used to modify the formula, used for computing the probability of a certain document belonging to a particular class, by giving the higher influence to terms with larger frequency. The advantages of not using anymore Boolean vectors for modelling candidate documents are unfortunately not experimentally examined in [45]. A computation of probabilities when term frequencies are taken into account is obviously more expensive, and the question is whether this price is compensated in a quality domain. Maybe both modelling approaches can be combined in order to be able to decide in a given situation which one is a better choice. Even in the case where one approach always provides better results, it can be also constantly computationally more expensive, and consequently, when system is highly loaded, it cannot necessary provide the optimal ration between quality and response time.

The News Dude utilises as implicit feedback the amount of time that the user has listened the story, being feasible by reason of using the synthesizer for reading the stories to the user. Daily Learner is not based on the usage of synthesizer, and consequently such a time-coded feedback is not possible. The pricing scheme for wireless information access, where users are charged for all transmissions, hopefully provides another heuristic for obtaining the implicit feedback. In order to minimise costs, users have to always explicitly ask for each paragraph of a story, where it is logical to assume that they will never request following paragraphs, when finding the story being not interesting. It therefore becomes feasible to again establish a direct correlation between the amount of a story being read and the level of interestingness. The novelty of wireless version of Daily Learner is in basing feedback only on implicit indicators, being necessary to improve the usability of a system. Due to the pricing scheme, as soon as the user selects a headline in order to request the first paragraph of a story, story is marked as interesting and the initial score of 8.0 is assigned. This score will be increased as following paragraphs are requested proportionally with the amount of read story. In the case where a story headline is skipped, that story will be marked as irrelevant only when at least one other headline has been selected. In other words, if user does not select any story, implicit feedback will not be generated, since maybe the loss of connection, and not the relevance of all stories, is responsible.
The novelty of Daily Learner is also in providing the query search functionalities, which will determine the final ranking by combining both the keyword matching and the user’s personal interest profile [42]. A list of results for a query is therefore personalised, and for a particular user more relevant headlines tend to be transmitted first, which is important since headlines are sent in small batches. The realised combination of these two ranking functions is unfortunately not addressed in [42] in spite of nice opportunities to learn which ranking scheme is more applicable in which situations.

Since Daily Learner inherits many parts from Syskill & Webert and especially from News Dude systems, the comments that relate to more sophisticated combination of different machine learning algorithms are still valid. Daily Learner System additionally introduces a novel strategy for selecting informative words that will be informative features, and therefore opens new opportunities for establishing effective combinations. Although the necessity to address issues, such as efficient database management, computational complexity, and scalability to large number of users, is clearly stated as design goal in [45], proposed approaches lack from needed corresponding experimental evaluations. This critical presentation of Daily Learner has tried especially to stress the opportunities for improving the system as far as these scalability issues are concerned. It is absolutely clear that the Daily Learner system periodically accesses various news providers, downloads news stories and stores them in a local database in order to be able on request to compile personal newsletter, but it remains a mystery which strategies are used for that, and especially how they can be combined to support better scalability when the number of both users and news stories increase.

2.5.5. NewsWeeder

The creation of a personalised list of news articles, based on learnt preferences for a particular user, is the cornerstone objective of the NewsWeeder system [160]. While the users’ interests are learnt exclusively from their explicit feedback, a simple combination between content-based and collaborative filtering strategies is responsible for the creation of needed recommendations. After briefly giving the overview of realised strategies, the following paragraphs will focus discussions on possible improvements and extensions of a deployed combination.

To predict a user rating for an unseen document, NewsWeeder offers one collaborative and two content-based filtering strategies. On the one hand, collaborative filtering uses the ratings of other similar users in order to infer the interests of active user towards the new article. Since a sufficient data on multiple users unfortunately has not been available, the evaluation of a system in [160] is performed solely for content-based strategies. On the other hand, two different content-based strategies are implemented, where the first is based on the application of minimum description length principle for finding descriptive words, and the second is a well-known nearest neighbour algorithm with the famous term frequency inverse document frequency scheme.

As the accuracy of most classification algorithms critically depends from words that are selected to represent both training and testing documents [204], a special attention is given in modelling as good each category as possible. The used assumption is the same as in Syskill & Webert [205], stating that each word has either truly specialised distribution for a given category or exhibits only random background fluctuations. While information
gain was the solution to select only distinctive words in Syskill & Webert, NewsWeeder decides which words should be left out regarding a minimum description length principle, which finds the right balance between simpler models and larger models that produce smaller errors when explaining training data. The selection of right words is facilitated by also automatically excluding words that occur less than three times in a whole collection. After every category description is established, the similarity between a given document and a particular category is inversely proportional to the length of a description, needed for the representation of that document by using the formed model of a selected category.

The nearest neighbour algorithm establishes the comparison of term frequency inverse document frequency vectors by computing the cosine of angle between them in order to emphasise the stronger information content in a word appearing. On the one hand, the accuracy is boosted by additionally eliminating the most frequent words since they tend to be less informative. The performed experiments have shown that removing between 100 and 400 most frequent words, always yields precision value, which is notably better than not removing these words at all. On the other hand, the algorithm is speeded up by forming a prototype for each category, which makes a prediction phase to be independent from the number of training data. While the straightforward prediction of a rating for new article should only find the closest prototype and use its rating, NewsWeeder performs a linear regression on the ratings being predicted by all prototypes. A predicted rating will consequently depend not only from the closest prototype, but also from the remainder of a collection, which is the goal that many information retrieval systems try to achieve.

The first noticeable drawback of NewsWeeder system lies in the needed huge amount of training data, being necessary for the accurate selection of informative words in the case where user is providing five different ratings. Although the content-based filtering that uses minimum description length principle is reported to outperform significantly the nearest neighbour algorithm, the evaluation is done by monitoring for one year two users that have rated thousands of articles. Since users are very inpatient beings, many of them are willing neither to wait several months nor to rate huge sets of documents. The natural workaround is already proposed in News Dude [40] system, which successfully combines nearest neighbour algorithm, being capable to quickly adapt to the novel user interests, with naïve Bayesian classifier, being similar to here used minimum description length principle. The very slow learning rate of the utilised machine learning algorithm was probably responsible why most of the forty registered users have given up [160], and the combination with another content-based strategy that is able to compensate that weakness seems to be the only possible solution.

Even though the idea of combining content-based and collaborative filtering strategies is given in NewsWeeder system, the implemented combination, being based on weighted summing with both non-adaptive and arbitrary set of weights [160], is at least immature. In the case where the system assumes the availability of the huge number of user ratings, being necessary for machine learning, it seems natural to try to learn which strategy type is more suitable for which users. While some users prefer accurate recommendations that content-based filtering can provide, others maybe like the inbuilt serendipitous nature of collaborative techniques. A system, which tends to provide the comprehensive provision of information, has to take care of such and the similar tastes of users to survive a course where many concurrent applications are only few clicks away.
Chapter 2: Related Work

2.6. Content-Based Filtering

The conventional content-based filtering techniques, which simply aim to recommend items being similar to those that have been liked in the past by a given user, are not only very often combined with other strategies, but also sometimes more or less solely utilised. They are especially successful in the domain of text documents, which are usually easily analysable by machines. A remainder of this sub-section will present various systems that serve different purposes, ranging from the recommending scientific papers to facilitating the browsing through search engine results, mostly by applying a content-based analysis. Both famous CiteSeer and Adaptive Web Site Agents systems can be quite successful in finding good scientific papers mainly by exploiting directly or indirectly various content-based techniques. By maintaining content-based user profile that is adapted based on the received feedback, Lira is searching for the relevant web pages. Letizia and Let’s Browse achieve the local reconnaissance by analysing the content of web pages, which are behind hyperlinks on a given page. Content-based filtering is also combined with the frequent set mining in WebMate to help the user refine its queries, and with back propagation neural networks in PIAgent to achieve the high precision in selecting relevant news articles. The several useful visualisation schemes are made possible in Insyder solely due to a content-based technique, which estimates a relevance of documents on a segment basis. CREDO is finally illustrating that the formal concept analysis, being vitally supported by content-based filtering, can create the so-called document lattice that facilitates browsing through search engine results.

2.6.1. CiteSeer

To improve the dissemination and retrieval of the scientific literature from many noisy and disorganised environments such as Web, NEC Research Institute has developed the CiteSeer system [51][52][53][113][162][163][164], which performs information filtering and knowledge discovery functions that keep users up-to-date on relevant research [53]. The cornerstone idea behind CiteSeer system is basically very simple, and it is contained in downloading papers that are made available on the World Wide Web, indexing them to enable keyword querying, and performing data mining on semantically unstructured and semi-structured documents in order to extract metadata, such as title, author, abstract, citations, and so on. Following paragraphs will try to present the deployed sophisticated algorithms and comment possible ways of improving them especially from the scalability point of view.

Scientific papers are located by sending queries with various keywords, such as postscript, pdf, technical report, conference proceedings, and so on, to multiple search engines [162]. By doing that, the coverage of World Wide Web is significantly improved, and therefore there are greater chances that more papers will be retrieved. That something is a research document is checked by testing for the existence of either reference or bibliography section [164], and accepting only publications written in English [52]. The consolidation strategy, which should ensure that there are no duplicates, is based on computing the percentage of identical sentences between all documents. Even though this sentence based technique can very reliably identify duplicates, it is obviously not scaling well, both because the number of different sentences grows quickly and the comparison of sentences seems to be expensive. Maybe the consolidation solution from Fab system
which represent every document with only the ten most important words, in spite of maybe not being so reliable, looks as better option for the system, which had more than 250,000 scientific papers five years ago.

After the downloaded papers are transformed into plain text by using the conversion functionality implemented in the New Zealand Digital Library project, a whole indexing process can take place. While one of the first releases of the CiteSeer system has performed the stop word elimination, the last versions index also stop words by reason of allowing higher precision search. This is especially truth when authors’ initials, which are normally ignored by reason of being stop words, are given as the part of a query. Since the queries with authors’ initials are very frequent in CiteSeer, the response time is optimised by cashing the inverted lists that correspond to single letters. The intermediate solution for handling the stop words, which is worth of being tried in the CiteSeer system, can be the one where only single letters are not eliminated because of their importance for authors’ initials.

The realised functionality, where CiteSeer system shows its real power, is concerned with automatically parsing and identifying citations to the same paper in spite of being in different formats. This problem is made less severe by performing normalisation of citations, being actually conversion to lowercase, change of hyphens to spaces, expansion of common abbreviations, such as “conf.” to “conference” and “proc.” to “proceedings”, and removal of extraneous words, such as “in press” and “to appear”, that do not occur in all instances of the citation. In spite of the performed normalisation activities, the great seriousness of this task has resulted in four different strategies, which are capable to identify citations to the same article. The first one uses the variation of Levenshtein distance, which means that citations are treated as strings, and the difference is simply the number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions required to transform one citation into the other. While the second strategy is based on computing the number of same words in two citations, the third one is additionally taking care about the number of same phrases, being every sequence of two neighbouring words. The forth used strategy utilises different heuristics, such as that the names of authors always proceed the title of a paper, to extract the content of various fields of each citation. The performed experiments on manually clustered collection of around five hundred citations have shown different behaviour of these strategies in both quality and response time domains. On the one hand, the algorithm based on word and phrase matching was found to have best accuracy, which is even sufficient for an unassisted use in an automated citation indexing system. On the other hand, the algorithm that extracts the subfields of the citation does not have so great accuracy, but has extremely short response time. The CiteSeer system does not even try to exploit the found strengths and weaknesses of these various strategies for matching citations, and always uses the third strategy that is the most accurate, but at the same time very expensive. The natural way of improving the overall scalability of CiteSeer is to take care of the current load of a system, and in the case where not enough resources are available, instead of using the expensive strategy for the comparison of citations, selects the one that will perform matching in the reasonable amount of time.

The importance of the exploitation of various strategies is better understood in the case of the computation of a similarity between different papers. This activity is in the CiteSeer system supported by three different strategies, which are also combined in
order to obtain greater accuracy than any single method alone can offer. The first strategy for comparing scientific papers is based on measuring the edit distance between the headers of articles. The assumption, behind actually using the variation of Levenshtein distance on headers, being everything before the abstract of a paper, is that every header contains very important information about the document, and that the presence of words in the similar arrangements indicates articles of similar origin [113]. The second strategy exploits the well-known term frequency inverse document frequency scheme for performing the comparison of the content of papers. In order to reduce the complexity of the comparison process, CiteSeer currently uses only the top twenty components of each document, being done since the truncation may not have a large effect of the quality [113]. The third approach represents the unique contribution of the CiteSeer system, since it utilises the citation structure in scientific papers. The cornerstone assumption is that if two papers cite some of the same previous publications, then these two articles may be related [51]. One step further is in weighting the citations based on their occurrences in the whole collection, and doing the analogous things as the term frequency inverse document frequency scheme does in a document retrieval domain. This specific approach, named common citation inverse document frequency scheme, models that when a very uncommon citation is shared by two documents, this should be weighted more highly than the sharing of a citation made by the large number of articles [113].

The developed strategies are combined as the weighted sum, where it is manually set that the weights, being assigned to the first two strategies, are the same, and are at the same time two times smaller than the weight, which correspond to the third strategy. These manually set weights actually model the reasoning that similarity measure based on citation matching is two times more important than other two measures. The obvious drawback of such a combination, being also noticed by the designers’ of the CiteSeer system [113], lies in its unfeasibility both to exploit the present runtime situation and to utilise the properties of the currently compared documents. The optimal weights cannot be static values, and it is worth of waiting to future publications about the CiteSeer system, which will hopefully describe learning techniques for automatically determining the best weights.

The last but not the least important property that will be presented is concerned with notifying the user when the relevant paper has been found. On the one hand, CiteSeer system can be used in the passive pull mode, which usually assumes that user is first submitting the keyword query to retrieve the initial set of relevant papers, and then browsing the literature by following the links between the articles made by citations [113]. On the other hand, user can specify its preferences, being relevant keywords, liked papers, and selected citations. Always when a paper, which matches at least one of these heterogeneous preferences, has been found, CiteSeer will push that paper to the user via email. The problem which is unfortunately not addressed is concerned with not setting in advance, but adapting during runtime, the threshold that separates relevant and irrelevant documents.

One of the last publications about the CiteSeer system [53] presents that both explicit and implicit user feedback values can be used for profile adaptation. While the explicit communication with the user includes selection of relevant documents and citations [51], the used implicit indicators of interests are such as viewing details about the article, and
downloading the given paper. The usage of these implicit indicators actually means that user browsing behaviour is observed, which sounds appealing for the development of personalised information systems. The automatic profile adaptation, being one of the last introduced CiteSeer properties [53], is still an active research area, and the future version of a system should practically demonstrate its usefulness.

The CiteSeer system represents the successful practical demonstration that the set of heuristics, such as that the title of a paper is something that has the largest font on the first page [53], and that author names proceed the title of a paper in a citation, can provide the surprisingly accurate extraction results. By automatically parsing citations, CiteSeer can easily create the citation graph and afterwards identify hubs and authorities. Since hubs are essentially the scientific papers containing many citations to authorities [162], they actually correspond to introductions to a particular field, survey, tutorial or review style articles. The successfullness of the Google search engine [58], which also uses hubs and authority analysis as the auxiliary ranking function, gives the additional motivation for making the similar graph analysis on the citation level of scientific papers.

The high popularity of CiteSeer system, which has already served millions of requests [53], has unfortunately uncovered its serious scalability problems. The various more or less powerful strategies, for either performing the extraction of citations or comparing different papers, are already realised, whereas one comprehensive resource aware combination of them is something that is missing. Taking care about available resources can hopefully be one mean for improving the scalability of CiteSeer in the future.

2.6.2. Adaptive Web Site Agents

This agent system plays the role of an intelligent person, who knows well the content structure, and the access patterns of a particular Web site. It then exploits that knowledge to guide a user and recommend relevant documents [201][202][203]. The utilised idea is to augment a Web site with an intelligent agent, being able to help users locate the items of interest and efficiently explore parts that contain the pertinent information. The major mechanism is the application of different strategies for making recommendations, as well as their integration into a single system. The remainder of a discussion about Adaptive Web Site Agents is focused on critically presenting the advantages and disadvantages of the realised combination among different strategies.

Every strategy has its unique properties, which are always more or less applicable for satisfying the information needs of various users. Some users for example in the domain of scientific publications prefer reading papers that are cited by a particular author, while others relay more on papers having the similar content. The straightforward idea to utilise this observation is to first realise all these different strategies, and then select the one that is the most suitable for a particular user. By using the obtained feedback a system should be able to first learn about the preferences of a user, and afterwards exploit them to better select strategies that will recommend documents.

The Adaptive Web Site Agents realises the following four strategies. The first is based on computing a cosine distance between the term frequency inverse document frequency vectors that correspond to documents that are compared. Since the documents that should be recommended are scientific papers, the second and third exploit the graph structure of
citations in order to find hubs and authorities [58]. The forth borrows the ideas from the association rule mining, and decide that two documents are related when being frequently accessed in combination. In order to be able to fairly combine these various strategies, which compute relevance scores on completely different ways, the normalisation based on a maximal known value is utilised. In other words, the first strategy will consequently devide the found relevance score by the maximal cosine distance value, corresponding to any two compared documents. The second and third will perform normalisation by using either the maximal number of citations in any article or the maximal number of times one article is cited. The forth will finally utilise the maximal known probability that any two documents are downloaded in the same session.

In order to discover the most suitable recommendation, each and every strategy will be asked to recommend one article and estimate its relevance. On the one hand, the found relevance of a result, together with a past user’s satisfaction with a responsible strategy, defines a probability that the corresponding recommendation will be chosen. Taking care of the past successfulness ensures that the malicious strategies, which always return high relevance values, do not dominate, since a user’s satisfaction with such strategies will be probably small. On the other hand, the reliability of a strategy is learned by increasing or decreasing it by a constant factor each time any recommendation is accepted or ignored. Such a selection scheme, which stochastically chooses a single recommendation, allows a trade-off between always accepting a result with the highest overall combination between its relevance and the reliability of a responsible strategy, and having a system learn about a user by presenting alternatives.

Since every single strategy has to find recommendations, the significant load to system resources might be imposed. The document to be returned to a user will be unfortunately ready only after the slowest strategy has finished its searching activities. Even in the case where the current resource situation discourages the application of a particular strategy, that strategy has to deliver a recommendation and all other strategies will have wait for it. Deployed strategies consequently cannot perform any sophisticated processing that will sometimes last longer, and the robustness of a whole system critically depends on every installed strategy. While more utilised strategies increases the chances of delivering better recommendations, stability decreases by reason of having more parts that have to work correctly. Although the realised strategies all provide the same functionality, self healing, in the case where one particular filtering strategy is sometimes not delivering results, is not supported.

The realised simplification of strategies is concerned with taking care of only the last accepted document, while new recommendations are searched for. Sometimes, this may dramatically increase the performances of some strategies that have to compute a needed relevance only with respect to a single document. For example, the fourth strategy is then only searching for the frequent sets [127] of the size two. Although the great saving of resources is naturally achieved, it cannot respond to requests for finding an article that is most frequently accessed in a combination with several others. Such tasks require longer frequent sets, where more accepted documents have to be taken into account. Obviously, the given simplification radically increases the performances, mostly by enabling the precomputation of results. But, it also represents the greatest drawback of a system by reason of severely limiting the set of strategies that can be utilised.
Different users also have interests to various topics, and manually generated keywords, which typically exist in scientific papers, are utilised to avoid recommending off-topic documents. Simply before asking installed strategies to generate recommendations, both already seen and off-topic documents are eliminated. On the one hand, a system can learn which topic words are relevant in which extent for a given user, based on the accepted and rejected documents. Depending on the acceptance or the rejection of a document, the corresponding weights in a user profile are either increased or decreased. On the other hand, one document is treated as off-topic in the case where containing no words that are relevant for a given user above the certain threshold. Such a globally set threshold, for in advance cancelling some documents by reason of being off-topic ones, can unfortunately sometimes be too restrictive. User preferences are maybe not still learnt well, but many documents, which can be excellent for an active learning about the novel user preferences, are in advance eliminated. This simple solution for the elimination of unwanted off-topic documents obviously has drawbacks, whose treatment is unfortunately not possible in the realised framework, having only very simple strategies.

A noteworthy property is in establishing the communication with a user mostly via the implicit feedback techniques, such as the acceptance or the rejection of recommendations. Such a decision increases the usability of a system as users do not need to explicitly state its interests, whereas it also slows down the learning process while not every downloaded document is really relevant. The advanced users have opportunities to manually set which words will be relevant for determining that a particular document is off-topic or not, and also to configure which strategies will be turned on or off.

In spite of the noticed drawbacks, which are dominantly concerned with the inability to installed more advanced strategies without reducing the performances of a system, the Adaptive Web Site Agents system is important for experimentally indicating how various strategies can be combined to both exploit already learnt user preferences and explore its novel interests. The introduced stochastic combination of strategies has a great potential that can be utilised not only for learning about the different user interests, but also for exploring the unknown capabilities of novel strategies.

2.6.3. Lira

An exploration of the World Wide Web, which adapts to individual users, is realised by the Lira system [29][31][32] that uses the learnt profile to actively search dynamic document collections. The Lira system is intended to search the Web each night, present the best found pages each morning, and learn from obtained ratings to better perform in future cycles. While this is generally the same functionality, as being offered by the Fab system [28][29][30], its implementation is much simpler, mostly by reason of not even trying to combine different strategies for searching the Web, extracting features from the retrieved documents, and adapting the user profile. The following paragraphs will briefly present these various strategies, which are separately evaluated in Lira, and for which has been shown to usually have complementary strengths and weaknesses.

The Lira searching of the Web is guided by the actual user profile towards potentially relevant pages, whereas crawlers that are typically used in search engines blindly retrieve everything that can be found. The heuristic for determining which hyperlinks are worth of being tracked assumes that Web pages, having a high similarity with user profile, deserve
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a special attention, realised by further expanding their links. As the pure best-first search strategy that maintains the list of best pages to be visited next can have problems with the very rapid expansion, the beam search provides a solution by limiting the number of links to be considered [29]. Although such a searching, being guided by a profile, seems to be simple and efficient, the obvious drawback is concerned with the necessity to traverse the Web separately for every user. This requirement has fatally limited both the number of users, as well as the amount of resources that can be given to each searching session, which has finally led to the idea of retrieving Web pages at once for all users with similar interests, as being done in Fab [28][30].

The pre-processing of pages is performed by stop words and mark-up tags elimination, stemming, and term frequency inverse document frequency weighting that additionally does the normalisation based on the length of a document. A solution of keeping only ten highest weighted words seems to be practical, since retaining many terms for the massive evaluation, and carefully selecting a smaller number of terms can yield comparably good results [32]. Although experiments have shown that the best results are obtained when between 40 and 100 words are preserved [29], the sub-optimal solution, which keeps only ten words, is reasonable mostly by reason of making less expensive the computation of cosine distance while comparing user profile and Web pages, which searching process performs very often. The noteworthy pre-processing properties are also both weighting higher words being inside mark-up tags, and using structural features, such as the length of a document or the number of pictures it contains. The available publications about the Lira system unfortunately do not evaluate the successfulness of these various heuristics, whose usability obviously depends on the type of a page, and that consequently opens an opportunity for establishing the efficient combinations that take care of the properties of a document to be pre-processed.

The last, and probably the most interesting set of strategies, is responsible for adapting the profile to better represent user interests, and consequently to better guide future Web retrieval activities. Although nearest neighbour algorithm is mentioned as one possibility for estimating the relevance of a Web page through finding and utilising the most similar already rated pages, this approach is not seriously taken into consideration by reason of its high execution costs and the requirement of having to keep vector representations of all already rated documents. Much closer are investigated and experimentally compared relevance feedback technique and gradient descent adaptation approach. On the one hand, relevance feedback adapts a profile by using the vector representation of rated documents, where the level of adaptation depends on the provided rating. On the other hand, gradient descent first compares the predicted ranking of documents, which is based on the current profile, to the ranking that is obtained directly from the user. Error vectors are afterwards computed as a difference between any two incorrectly ranked documents, and finally they are added to the user profile. Although the obtained experimental results have shown that the more complicated gradient descent scheme yields slightly better performances [29], relevance feedback is exclusively deployed because of its appealing speed and simplicity. These two adaptation techniques obviously have complementary properties, regarding the resource requirements and obtained accuracy, which can be used to maybe establish one comprehensive adaptation approach that will select strategies based on currently available system resources.
Even though Lira system attempts to learn incrementally by selecting documents to be seen on each iteration depending on the already received feedback [32], the used single profile results that different user interests pollute each other, and consequently leads to a slower adaptation. The performed studies have also shown that users are complaining that pages returned by the system are often very similar to each other, which leads towards the idea of integrating an additional filtering strategy that can provide more diverse results. In spite of these drawbacks, Lira represents one interesting trial to satisfy information needs, without asking users to form a query and explicitly articulate what they are interested in.

2.6.4. Letizia

The intelligent assistance to any user, who is browsing the Internet for the interesting information, is provided by the autonomous interface agent, named Letizia [168][169] [170]. It tracks a user’s behaviour and utilises various heuristics to anticipate, which links might lead to potentially relevant documents, and which should be ignored by reason of pointing to junk or not existing pages [169]. A cornerstone property of the Letizia system is in asking a user to neither explicitly state its interests by defining a query nor provide the explicit feedback about the real relevance of recommendations. Although this explicit communication with a user can dramatically speed up learning, a priority in designing the Letizia system has been given to both letting a user to browse without being interrupted and asking for help only when being unsure which link to follow. The advantages and the disadvantages of such a design decision are going critically to be given in the following paragraphs.

By reason of very often having the great difficulties to express its information needs through the exact words and phrases, the idea of trying implicitly to deduce the user’s preferences can be appealing. The Letizia system is demonstrating that many heuristics, being based on the observation of the users’ browsing behaviour, in spite of being weak by themselves, can contribute to a judgment about the relevance of a particular document. On the one hand, the good implicit indicators of interests are such as saving a reference to the document, following a hyperlink from the document containing that link, repeatedly returning to a particular document, and the long reading time relative to the length of a corresponding document. On the other hand, returning immediately, without having either saved the target document or followed its further links, can be assumed as the indication of disinterests. Every heuristic is weak by itself in a way that for example only the long reading time can also mean that a user has forgotten on browsing and started to do something else, but being accompanied with additionally following a hyperlink from that document, becomes much stronger indicator of interests.

As soon as relevant documents are identified by the explained pure behaviour based approach, they will be represented as the collection of keywords that will be afterward used for estimating the usefulness of available hyperlinks. The importance values of these words are finally computed by using the well-known term frequency inverse document frequency scheme, which is quick to compute and therefore enables the pre-processing of many candidate pages while the user is thinking [168]. More advanced techniques are probably not deployed since the Letizia system does not have to offer the absolute best recommendations in order to be useful, but only should give a suggestion that is better that nothing. In spite of being not perfect, these suggestions will hopefully increase the
efficiency of browsing by greatly reducing the wasted movements. Furthermore, the nowadays desktop computers that are used for browsing become more and more powerful. They thus open the opportunities for the application of more sophisticated pre-processing techniques, being able to reliably compute the importance of different words and phrases from the liked documents. Building the more accurate user profile can only increase the successfulness in identifying the really relevant hyperlinks, and that is one of the possible directions for improving the Letizia system.

The obvious motivation, for doing the concurrent and the autonomous exploration of hyperlinks relatively to a user’s current position, is in helping a user escape many of the dead-end links that waste its time. Letizia scouts out new pages before a user commits to entering them, any by performing these reconnaissance activities [169], it helps a user guess whether a given link will lead to the reward of another interesting page or to the disappointment of a junk page. The not so visible benefit that the Letizia system provides is in remembering a user to explore the brother links at the same level, which might be overlooked because of the complexity of a page. This is especially the consequence of the interface structure of many nowadays Web browsers that encourages a depth first search, where a user completely forgets the other links at the same level and exhibits a tendency to follow only downward links. Letizia is compensating this drawback of Web browsers by employing a breadth first search that will analyse all links at a given level. At that way it can remind users of neighbouring links that might escape their notice.

The one of possible drawbacks of the Letizia system can be the used assumption about the persistence of interests. The strength of such an assumption is that while searching for one topic, a user might accidentally uncover the information of a tremendous interest on another seeming unrelated topic, and Letizia will bring that topic also to a user’s attention. The big weakness unfortunately lies in bothering a user with something that is maybe not anymore interesting, but that Letizia does not known by reason of not having the explicit communication with a user. The user’s interests are typically changing very radically, and the adaptation, by slowly forgetting words that have not been found for the long time in the identified liked documents, is simply not powerful enough.

A user modelling is in Letizia realised through a single profile, where all interests are mixed and actually pollute each other. This is obviously a problem that might be resolved either by asking a user to explicitly specify its profiles, but that is unfortunately against the principle of Letizia of not disturbing a user, or by automatically creating a new profile always when the diverse enough document is identified, as being done in WebMate [74]. As far as deciding how many links should be recommended, Letizia always recommends on request the certain percentage of hyperlinks currently available, irrespective to their relevance. In other words, it does not take care, whether many links are relevant or only few of them lead to the interesting documents, while deciding how many links will be recommended. This is obviously not very good solution because on pages with many promising links naturally more links should be suggested than on pages with not so many good links.

The presentation of the Letizia system might be concluded by stating that it represents a nice attempt to completely exclude the explicit communication with a user and to utilise only the implicit indicators of interests. On the one hand, the performed evaluation has shown that most of these implicit indicators are very weak if being taken alone. On the
other hand, their combination is more powerful, and it is able to much better identify the user’s interests. In other words, while each and every available strategy in the domain of estimating the user interests is not reliable enough, their combination aim to provide the performances that are sought.

2.6.5. Let’s Browse

The MIT Media Laboratory has developed an agent, whose job is to choose, from the links reachable on the current Web page, those that are likely to best satisfy the interests of multiple users. The agent is named Let’s Browse [171][172], by reason of providing the assistance to the group of humans in browsing, by suggesting hyperlinks likely to be of common interests [172]. Following paragraphs will show how the local reconnaissance, being used in Letizia [170] to scout out web pages in order to help a single user more efficiently browse, can be generalised and applied to multiple users.

Before the agent can start to recommend hyperlinks that are of common interests, an initial profile for every single user should be somehow created. A system unfortunately does not have the time to start from bad initial profiles and to slowly adapt them towards real preferences, because groups are usually impatient, and good recommendations have to be quickly generated. Users are also very often not interested in filling explicit interest questionnaires, and consequently their information preferences have to be somehow implicitly determined. The applied approach, for automatically creating the initial profile for every user, actually pre-processes in advance between ten to fifty pages, which are found by performing a breadth first search around the homepage of the corresponding user. The pre-processing is performed by utilising the well-known term frequency inverse document frequency scheme in order to extract from every analysed Web page the given number of most important words, which will be included into the resulting profile.

To make an analogy with a strategy for selecting hyperlinks used in the Letizia system [170], which is comparing the content of the candidate pages to a single available user’s profile in order to figure out which links are promising, the Let’s Browse collection of the multiple profiles should be somehow first combined. The simplest known strategy, being actually deployed in the Let’s Browse system, is to linearly combine available profiles to get the single average profile that can be compared with candidate pages at the same way as in Letizia. The drawback of this simple strategy lies in letting that the group average dominates, and consequently the strong interests of a single user are discouraged. The strategy, being able to overcome this problem, can be based on working with separate profiles, and comparing the candidate page separately to every available single profile. Since recommended pages are those that scored the best for any profile, such a selection algorithm might be unfortunately always dominated with the same profile. The possible workaround provides yet another strategy, which in turns selects a profile that will be utilised for generating the recommendations. Although this selection scheme ensures that nobody is dominating, the common interests of a group are often ignored because always one single profile controls which pages will be recommended.

The available publications about Let’s Browse system [171][172] nicely discuss about these various strategies for using multiple profiles, whereas the possibility of combining them is completely ignored. Because these strategies obviously have their own strengths and weaknesses, it is reasonable to expect that the hybrid approach might have the best
performances. The briefly presented strategies also differ as far as the execution costs are concerned, where a strategy that is keeping separate profiles that are compared to every candidate Web page, is obviously the most expensive one. This further means that while combining strategies, the available resources can be taken into account in order not to select the expensive strategy when a system is really overloaded. Such a resource aware combination of strategies can be surely one of possible directions for improving the Let’s Browse system.

Yet another possibility for the Let’s Browse system is to try to learn to better represent the preferences of multiple users, since the current implementation works with the static profiles that are not changed during runtime. As being discussed in [171], one adaptation policy might be to simultaneously adapt every profile based on the selected page at the same way as Letizia handles a single profile. Under the assumption that a system knows who has initiated the selection of a particular hyperlink, it is able to adapt the profile of a responsible user in a larger extent. The interesting opportunity for using multiple profiles is to actually run the Letizia system with some other profile. An underlying logic is to use a profile, which corresponds to a person that is an expert in the given domain of interests, while browsing web pages in that domain. The expected effect is the so-called browsing with another person’s eyes [171], where that person has the needed expertise for selecting the right hyperlinks.

The Let’s Browse system is also important because of the experimental observation that when a particular page should be pre-processed in order to be compared with the multiple users’ profiles, as many words as possible should be extracted. This is fully in contradiction with the statement from the information retrieval that low important words represent noise, and that is even better not to include them when formally modelling documents. In an environment with multiple users, low important words, in spite of being not very good indicators of a content, become significant in the case of being shared by other users, or in other words, they increase the chances for the larger intersection among various profiles. This is the reason why the single user system Letizia models pages only with ten most important words, whereas Let’s Browse utilises fifty words for the same purpose.

The Let’s Browse system has shown that multiple users can browse at the same time and that their common interests can be taken into account while assisting browsing. The noteworthy property of this system lies in either realising or postulating various strategies for combining multiple profiles and using them while browsing. These multiple strategies hopefully open many opportunities for combining them, and developing a system that is able to handle more users, as well as at the same time to provide better recommendations after a shorter delay.

### 2.6.6. WebMate

WebMate [74] is a personal agent that runs on a user’s computer where it monitors user’s browsing and searching activities, and learns from them in order to help a user in information retrieval activities. The noteworthy properties of WebMate are the modelling of a user through multiple profiles, the query refinement based on so-called trigger pair words, and the extraction of relevant words from the selected parts of liked documents.
The main design decisions, which are behind the realisation of these properties, are going shortly to be presented in the following paragraphs.

To keep track of user’s interests in different domains, WebMate utilises the multiple profiles, which are created only from the documents which are marked by a user as the relevant ones. Every liked document is pre-processed on a standard way, which includes stop word elimination, stemming, and, like in Amalthaea [188], extraction of words from headlines by reason of giving them higher weights. The importance of words is computed by using the state of the art term frequency inverse document frequency scheme, and the given number of most important words will form the vector representation of a document. Not all available words are included in the vector representation probably because of both the performance reasons and the assumption that words with the low importance actually represent a noise, which will decrease the accuracy [282].

By reason of keeping the interaction with a user as simple as possible, while a user is only responsible for providing feedback values, WebMate will select a profile that should be adapted. The strategy for autonomously handling profiles always creates a new profile for every liked document until the maximal permitted number of profiles per user is not reached. As soon as a particular user has already maximal number of profiles, WebMate will merge two most similar profiles, and consequently will ensure that there is free space for the creation of the needed new profile. As far as the merging of profiles is concerned, that is simply achieved by first finding the union of all words in them and then preserving words with the largest importance in order not to exceed the maximal permitted number of words per profile.

The created user profiles can be used for compiling a personal newsletter, which is formed either by spidding the list of Web pages that a user wants to be monitored or by constructing a query from the top several words in the current profile and sending it to popular search engines. The retrieved documents are pre-processed as explained, and all documents whose similarity with the current profile is greater than some threshold will be included in a newsletter. The drawback of such a simple strategy for forming a newsletter lies in its unfeasibility to control the diversity of the selected documents, being in [243] stressed as something that is very important for better satisfying user’s information needs. The lack of diversity has as the natural consequence that many very similar documents are often included in a newsletter, which is probably the outcome that users do not expect to get.

It is well known that many users have great difficulties in finding the right words for expressing their information needs. The WebMate system helps users refine their queries by building in offline mode so-called trigger pair models. These models are actually the pairs of words with a property that always when the first word appear in a given article, the second word has to be found in that document after the first one at the distance that does not exceed the certain maximal value (being in the performed experiments set to 500). By analysing the documents from the available corpus, for every word, the set of most co-occurring words will actually form trigger pairs, which can be used for a query refinement. The noticed problem with trigger pair words lies in their domain dependence, which means that the trigger pairs have to be created for every domain separately. More seriously, a user often has to manually specify which domains are relevant because of the ambiguous nature of entered query keywords.
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The last but not the least important uniqueness of the WebMate system is concerned with the extraction of words from the liked document by reason of refining the search. The scenario starts by defining the original query words, which are used for retrieving the initial set of documents. A user then identifies the relevant documents, and WebMate should somehow extract words, which are important in the selected documents and which will be used for a query expansion. Instead of analysing the whole documents, which can be quite expensive when they are large, WebMate believes that the neighbourhoods of original query words in the selected documents are more important. The performed experiments [74] have shown that chunks of five words before and after original query words are more useful than the whole documents. These observations are especially encouraging when the usage of short snippets, which nowadays search engines usually return as explanation, is concerned for the extraction of refining words.

In spite of being relatively old system, WebMate has pointed out that the users need much better support for finding the needed information than an ordinal search engine can offer. Even though the utilised strategies for creating newsletters are obviously immature, an idea of monitoring the relevant Web sources and then collecting potentially interesting documents is still alive. Finally, the authors of the WebMate system have stressed that many different strategies for handling users’ profiles are possible, which might naturally open the huge variety of ways for establishing the possible combinations among them.

2.6.7. PIAgent

As the information has become the one of most significant resources for business and research, both periodically scanning different information sources and pushing the found relevant articles to interested users, have also motivated a development of PIAgent [155]. While a usage of various extractor agents each supporting a particular information source is more or less typical for agent-based filtering systems, the uniqueness of a PIAgent lies in its application of back propagation neural network for separating relevant articles from others. Such a neural network approach has both its strength in optimistically providing excellent classification accuracy, as well as its big weakness in often expensive training. After briefly presenting a PIAgent, the remainder of these discussions will be focused on possible combinations with other filtering strategies, which might offer an opportunity to exploit only the advantages of this appealing neural network technique.

The periodically retrieved articles are transformed into Boolean vectors by eliminating stop words, and afterwards performing stemming. As both pre-processing steps depend on a language, some translation tools are necessary for supporting every possible article. PIAgent utilises freely available service from www.babelfish.com, whose word-by-word translation is good enough to support statistic analysis that fully ignores interrelationships between words. The obtained vector is finally presented on the inputs of a neural network, which encapsulates the interests of a particular user, and which decides whether the given article is worth to be presented. The main difficulty is concerned with the training of that network, which requires hundreds of articles that are explicitly rated by a user. Initially all network weights are randomly set, and consequently everything can find its way to the user, who can easily become disappointed with the underlying filtering engine. The given experimental results [155] unfortunately only report that on average accuracy of 80% is achieved, but with using 150 rated articles from each user. A critical problem relates with
probably much lower accuracy that can be achieved for everybody, being not enthusiastic
to rate so many articles without getting something in return.

The yet another difficulty can be induced from a requirement that every distinct word
has its own input neuron, which is set from a corresponding value in a presented Boolean
vector. Having many input neurons, makes more difficult to find the right configuration
with the acceptable classification accuracy. Although these problems are not mentioned
in [155], they are fairly discussed in the original paper [49], where this neural network
approach is first presented. It is there reported that even the relatively small network with
only 425 input neurons had to be reconfigured for 30% of its users by reason of not being
accurate enough. Such a reconfiguration can be particularly unpleasant for users, who are
still not getting good results, and who do not known anything about a learning that stuck
into its local optima.

In spite of the mentioned potential problems that back propagation neural network can
have with text classifications for real time usage, this approach can be extremely accurate
for some lucky users, who have additionally enough patience to provide a lot of feedback
for training its network. It is therefore reasonable, instead of completely forgetting on this
neural network inspired approach, to think about its synergy with other strategies that can
provide better guaranties, and that are much less demanding regarding a users’ patience.
These alternative strategies can provide satisfactory results until the neural network is not
trained well for a particular user. The sophisticated combination of strategies might even
take care of the preferences of individual users regarding different strategies, where some
users prefer collaborative and some other content-based filtering techniques.

It is finally very surprising that the communication with a user in the PIAgent is based
only on explicitly rating articles. A heavy exploitation of implicit indicators of interests is
common for really many modern systems, such as Letizia [170] and WAIR [60], having a
learning that requires often a huge number of training examples. Measuring the reading
time, and observing actions, such as printing or saving articles, can be the natural
improvement of PIAgent system. Its brave trial to train back propagation neural network,
having for every distinct word from a vocabulary a separate input neuron, in order to
specialise and adapt to the personal preferences of each user, has deserved in spite of its
serious weaknesses a peace of attention.

2.6.8. Insyder

The Insyder system [212] represents the result of efforts to increase a users’ ability to
accept the greater amount of found articles by deploying different presentation schemes.
The underlying assumption is that there is no best visualisation [210] and therefore a user
should have a choice to decide which particular representation is the most suitable for the
actual task and the found amount of results. Consequently, the cornerstone of the Insyder
system is a support for different visualisation schemes, where some of them are useful in
representing a whole result set, and others especially aim to facilitate the inspection of the
single documents [175][176]. On the one side, the examples of the visualisation solutions
which support the representation of multiple documents are a result table, being similar to
Microsoft outlook look and feel, and a scatter plot, that actually implements the appealing
skyline idea [55][152]. On the other side, there are also the visualisations which illustrate
the distribution of the search terms inside the different document segments [175], and that are thus suitable for concluding about the relevance of the particular parts of found results.

Even though the essential idea of Insyder is in deploying many different visualisation schemes in order to obtain a similar effect as Grouper [282] reaches through a suffix tree clustering, there are many other aspects, making the Insyder system be worth of a careful investigation. In the following paragraphs the realisations behind the creation of a query, information retrieval and result ranking, are going to uncover a mystery lying within the Insyder system. A proposed solution represents the unique effort to overcome nowadays problems, being typical for the large scale information retrieval systems.

It is well known that users often have big difficulties in formulating their information needs. On the one side, some of them do not known even elementary how the information retrieval system is working. Consequently, they cannot create good enough queries. On the other side, others actually do not know what exactly they are searching for [211], and thus no precise formulation of information needs is possible. The designers of the Insyder system are fully aware of all these problems, and they are addressing them mainly on two different ways. The one way is the usage of manually created treasuries or semantic nets, which should help in finding synonyms, acronyms, broader and narrower terms [189]. As a side effect, this manually generated knowledge base also helps in avoiding the spelling mistakes. An obvious drawback of the usage of manually created treasuries is in a limited applicability to only those domains for which such treasuries already exist. Consequently, the Insyder system currently only supports a retrieval of the business related information from the Internet [189][211].

The yet other way is a usage of specialised visualisation techniques which facilitate a formulation of a query. These algorithms are actually graphically presenting query terms together with their intra relations. Additionally, they suggest terms for a query expansion. The terms for a query refinement can be obtained either from already mentioned semantic nets or through the usage of relevance feedback techniques. A relevance feedback is used on a classical way that a user is first selecting the liked documents, and afterwards these documents are analysed in order to extract the most important terms from them. Finally, the extracted terms are suggested to a user for the refinement of a query. Therefore, a user is completely controlling what is happening with its query, and absolutely nothing is done automatically.

Finally, each and every user is stimulated to enter as many query terms as possible as a wider text field for entering query terms is provided [189]. This goes together with many already performed experimental studies, which have shown that the users are on average providing more query terms when they have a feeling that a system is expecting more terms as an input. The wider box is a way how the Insyder system is sending this message to its users, and therefore fighting against many short queries. Unfortunately, these short queries dominate in nowadays search engines, where the average length of a query is not more than only few terms.

The additional added value of the Insyder system is besides contained in a component, being responsible for the extraction of the data from the Internet [189]. In order to create good starting positions for retrieving only the potentially relevant documents, Insyder is using search engines to which the actual query is forwarded. But, Insyder goes one step
ahead as compared with traditional meta-search engines. After the results that are found by the selected search engines are retrieved, they are used for spreading by extracting the links from them. The underlying documents are finally retrieved to be carefully examined.

By performing the explained spreading Insyder might potentially retrieve much more relevant documents [189]. Moreover, because each document is downloaded before being recommended, the problem of recommending something that does not exist anymore is overcome. Unfortunately, the query processing in such a manner is not anymore possible in on-line mode, because the duration of filtering will be by sure longer than few minutes. That can be a main reason why in the papers about the Insyder system the response time of a system when new queries are posted is not taken into consideration.

From the information filtering perspective, the most interesting is a ranking algorithm that the Insyder system offers [212]. A used ranking algorithm is fundamentally different from the well known term frequency inverse document frequency approaches, by reason of estimating a relevance of a single document solely by using its content and not relative to a whole article collection. Even though a typical information retrieval researcher has to be somewhat sceptical as far as one such ranking is concerned, the designers of Insyder have compared their ranking scheme with the other approaches, and have found out that it clearly outperforms them.

An idea behind the ranking of Insyder is in separating a whole document into multiple segments, which are nothing else that the sentences or paragraphs. After the segments are identified, the relevance of each segment will be estimated simply by checking how many query terms there occurs. As far as query terms are concerned, Insyder assumes that more advanced users might additionally assign the importance values for every query term in order to specify that some query terms are more important than the others. These weights, when available, can be used afterwards to better assess the relevance of each and every document segment. The found relevance values for every segment are additionally used when every document is visualised to illustrate how every segment is relevant to a query. Therefore, they can greatly facilitate a decision making process about the relevance of a document that a user has to make by itself.

As far as putting together the relevance values of separate segments into the overall relevance of a document is concerned, the deployed algorithm takes care of not only the mean relevance values that different the article segments have, but also of the maximal relevance value that is reached in one segment. In order to stimulate the selection of the documents where the high relevance score is found inside a single segment having most query terms, the maximal relevance value has a priority over the mean relevance. In other words, the heuristic behind says that it is more important that one segment has the high relevance to a query than that many segments have an average relevance. This reasoning is only logical under the assumption that users prefer the articles where query terms are concentrated in one its part.

This short summary about the Insyder system can be finished by stressing that Insyder represents a successful trial to overcome information retrieval problems in one particular application domain, dealing with the business analysis. The deployed retrieval algorithms unfortunately completely ignore the response time. Users are nowadays impatient beings, and the applicability of such a system will be very critical, where concurrent applications
are only few clicks away. Performed extensive user studies are all based on in advance prepared results, being the only possible way of not having a situation where the retrieval time dominates. Finally, the Insyder system is offering one novel ranking scheme, which represents a trial to fight against term frequency inverse document frequency approaches, being dominantly applied algorithms in the few last decades. Even though the first tests with this novel ranking show its superiority, the more extensive studies with much larger collections are necessary in proving its added values.

2.6.9. CREDO

The CREDO system [63][65][66][67][68] addresses the issue of improving a usability of the unmanageably large response sets of Web search engines, which make the usage of document summaries ineffective, time-consuming, and often quite frustrating for a user. The idea is to exploit a formal concept analysis for creating the conceptual representation of retrieval results in the form of a document lattice [66]. By doing that CREDO achieves practically the same effects as the suffix tree clustering of the retrieval results [282]. Both approaches have their inbuilt strengths and weaknesses. On the one side, the suffix tree clustering can lost valuable or relatively rare clusters due to the applied heuristic, which is necessary to ensure the linear complexity with respect to the number of objects to be clustered. On the other side, the formal concept analysis is always creating the complete set of clusters, but unfortunately does that with a relative inefficiency as the construction of a whole lattice usually has the serious computational problems, both of space and time [65]. The remaining paragraphs will critically give the architecture of the CREDO system, and therefore try to analyse whether the price, being paid in the space and time domains, is reasonable.

After a search engine, being currently Google, has responded to the forwarded query, the produced results are collected and parsed. Because downloading original documents from Web may take unacceptably long, CREDO considers just the information returned by a used search engine, which is usually only a title and a short snippet. While the small representations of documents are hopefully not reducing the quality of produced clusters dramatically [282], they are very important for speeding up a construction of a complete lattice, whose size critically depends on the number of distinct terms per document [65]. In order to be able to carefully control which terms will be selected to represent a given document, as soon as text segmentation, word stemming and stop wording activities [66] have identified all words, word weighting should estimate the importance of every word in each document. The goal of word weighting is to help identify words that characterise a document to which they are assigned, while also discriminating it from the remainder of a collection. The one group of the well known methods for doing that is based on a term frequency inverse document frequency scheme. It specifies that the multiple appearances of a term in a document are more important than the single appearance (term frequency), and that rare terms are more important than frequent terms (inverse document frequency). Yet another group of, maybe much more effective, methods uses term-scoring functions that are based on the difference between the distribution of terms in the collection of the retrieved documents and the distribution of terms in a whole collection [63]. This second weighting idea is simply based on the assumption that while the frequency of the really important terms will be higher in the retrieved documents than in a whole collection, the other terms will occur with the same frequency, or randomly, in both document sets. The
same term scoring function is in [63] utilised for the automatic extraction of terms from top retrieved documents for the purpose of a query refinement by a so-called retrieval or pseudo-relevance feedback. A goal in mind is to overcome a severe vocabulary problem, where a user is expressing its information needs with terms that do not necessarily appear in all relevant documents.

In the case where such word weighting should be implemented in the CREDO system, the arising problem is concerned with the usage of a search engine to find retrieval results. On the one side, the obtained snippet representation of the found results is unsuitable for performing any term frequency analysis, because the frequent terms in a snippet are not necessary also frequent when a whole document is taken into account [282]. On the other side, the information about the frequency of terms in a whole collection remains hidden, which makes inapplicable both presented schemes for word weighing. Obviously, a better communication with a search engine has to be established [282], which will provide the data being needed for the appropriate scoring of words. In the CREDO system a solution is hopefully nicely found through the interaction with Google not via its Web interface, but through the exchange of appropriate XML based SOAP messages.

By using the found weights, the step of a word selection should decide which words are valuable enough to be included in a construction of a lattice. One simple and efficient solution is in selecting those words whose weights are at least for one standard deviation larger than the mean value of the weight of all words in a given document [68]. The step further is to take the advantage of presented multiple term scoring functions to increase the effectiveness and the robustness of a word selection. The utilised idea is to ensemble multiple term scoring functions by trying to guess which terms are the right ones through taking a majority vote. When a term erroneously wins a high (low) rank by one method, the same term gets a low (high) rank in other methods, so a majority procedure can rank correctly that term [67].

After the most important terms are found, a document lattice can be built. Every node of a lattice is a pair, composed of a subset of documents and a subset of the index terms. In each pair, the subset of terms contains just the terms shared by the subset of documents, and similarly, the subset of documents contains just the documents sharing the subset of terms [65]. On Figure 2.6 the five different documents are represented by a lattice, having seven nodes. For example, the node, which has the assigned terms artificial intelligence, cataloguing and expert systems, and documents with ids 2 and 5, carries the meaning that in the whole collection only the documents with ids 2 and 5 have these three terms as the maximal set of common terms. It is not hard to conclude that the size of the constructed lattice can easily explode not only regarding the number of documents to be represented and the number of distinct terms per document, but also with respect to the density of a document term matrix.

Once a document lattice is constructed, it can be used not only for browsing, as it is the case with the pure, through the hierarchical clustering built, structures, but also for the easy formulation of a query [65]. Each node might be seen as a query formed from the associated terms, and that resulted in given documents. For example, from the lattice that is given on Figure 2.6, it is obvious that a query with terms artificial intelligence, expert systems and information retrieval will result in the document with id 1 to be found. The discussion about a lattice construction has to be unfortunately concluded with a statement.
that its size may largely exceed the number of documents. Due to the inherent complexity of the algorithms for building a lattice, the full document lattice may be constructed only for small to medium size collections, usually having up few thousands of documents [65]. It becomes therefore quite logical why CREDO retrieves only the first hundred of Web search engine results, being necessary in order to build the necessary lattice fast enough. That is obviously the disadvantage of the browsing solution based on lattice, especially in the case of being compared to the suffix tree clustering, which is able to cluster up to one order of magnitude more documents under the same time constrains [282].

Figure 2.5: Document term matrix

Figure 2.6: The example of concept lattice for document term matrix on Figure 2.5
The usable visualisation of a created document lattice is difficult due to the conflicting issues of size, layout, and limited screen area [66]. The possible solution is to display the information contained in a lattice in the varying levels of details depending on a distance from a focus. The one concrete realisation of that solution, being used in CREDO system, is to utilise a tree, where a selected node defines a focus that will present its children. Unfortunately, an obvious disadvantage lies in the considerable amount of the duplication of the information when nodes have multiple parents [66].

The presented CREDO system is valuable by reason of demonstrating how the formal concept analysis can be utilised as a powerful tool for eliciting context and concepts from the unstructured or semi-structured documents [66]. As far as its main building blocks are concerned, a benefit of combing multiple term scoring functions has been experimentally proven [67]. The simple combination of term scoring functions has clearly outperformed every solution that is based on any single scoring function. This result can be interpreted as an additional reason to always try to solve complex problems through the combination of different strategies that are all fully capable to autonomously and efficiently handle the imposed problem.

2.7. Clustering Techniques

Clustering is the unsupervised process of grouping the data into clusters so that objects within a cluster have high similarity in comparison to one another but are very dissimilar to objects in other clusters [127]. Obtaining a high intra-cluster together with a low inter-cluster similarity unfortunately hides many challenges, which are mainly concerned with the amount of data that should be clustered, sensitivity to outliers, dependence from the order in which objects are processed, ability to discover the clusters of the arbitrary shape, and so on. A different treatment of these requirements has resulted in the wide palette of clustering techniques, where partition-oriented [97], hierarchical [92], and density-based [93][234] are probably most commonly utilised. Since there is no perfect and universally applicable clustering algorithm [128][226], there are also various combinations, which for example try to achieve the optimal trade-off between the accuracy of hierarchical and the speed of partitioning methods [247]. The remainder of this sub-section will show that an intended purpose of clustering primary defines which method should be applied. On the one hand, Scatter/Gather aims to interactively perform the clustering of either a whole document collection or its selected part in order to facilitate browsing. Accurate but slow agglomerative hierarchical clustering is thus speeded up by either doing sampling or only locally searching for clusters that are candidates for merging. On the other hand, Grouper and DisCover do the post-retrieval clustering of search engine results, being illustrated on Figure 2.7. While Grouper searches for best clusters by using suffix tree representation of snippets [112], DisCover performs a fuzzy clustering [181] that assigns documents in the clusters based on their features.

The Google results for the query term Agent, which are represented as snippets, are on Figure 2.7 clustered into six different classes, named Information, Multi, Mobile, Broker, Travel and Trading. The clustering is manually performed regarding the meaning that the term Agent has in the underlying snippets in order to illustrate how an ideal hierarchy of clusters can help in browsing the search results. On the one hand, without formed clusters
a user that is interested for example only in Multi-Agent systems has to glance through a whole rank list of results. By taking into account its limited perception capabilities some of the relevant results will be probably missed. On the other hand, the formed hierarchy of clusters helps user focus its valuable attention only on results that might be potentially interesting. Many irrelevant results, such as for example those concerning Travelling or Trading, represent a noise for a user that is interested solely in Multi-Agent systems, and the built hierarchy facilitates the elimination of these results from a further consideration.

**Figure 2.7: Post retrieval clusters of snippets, obtained from Google for “agent”**

### 2.7.1. Scatter/Gather

The Scatter/Gather system [79][80][129] is intended to help in situations in which it is hard, if not impossible, to formulate a searching query precisely. Such situations most typically occur when the user is not looking for anything specific at all, but rather may wish to discover the general information content of a corpus [80]. The needed underlying browsing activity can be greatly facilitated through the application of fast clustering algorithms, which will scatter the whole collection into the small number of document groups, or clusters, and present short summaries of them to the user. In order not to be biased with features that are only important for a collection as a whole and not for the user, the interaction with the user ensures that one or more groups are selected for further study. The selected groups are gathered together to form a sub-collection, which is again scattered or clustered into new document groups. These scatter and gather steps are repeated under the user’s control, who selects relevant groups to be first gathered and then again scattered, and therefore escape the mentioned pitfall of pre-retrieval clustering techniques of being biased by features that are irrelevant for the user.

The scatter and gather steps are illustrated on Figure 2.8. After the first scatter activity, the whole collection of documents from New York Times News Service, August 1990, is
clustered into eight different clusters, which are named as Education, Domestic, Iraq, Sports, Oil, Germany, Arts and Legal. In the real application of Scatter/Gather, the cluster content is nicely summarised by giving both most important words from the underlying documents and most typical headlines. The experimental results from [129] have shown that users are able to interpret the cluster summary information well enough to select the cluster with the largest number of the relevant documents in most cases. The fundamental advantage of Scatter/Gather regarding the static clustering hierarchies is in interaction with a user, who can always select multiple clusters for a further examination. In the first iteration, the selected clusters are Iraq, Oil and Germany, and their content will be first gathered and then scattered into eight new groups, named Hostage, Deployment, Pakistan, Markets, Africa, Politics, Germany and Oil.

![Figure 2.8: Illustration of Scatter/Gather](image)

In the second iteration on Figure 2.8, user is selecting clusters Pakistan and Africa in order to be again gathered and that scattered in the more fined groups. The finally found groups are named as International, Trinidad, West Africa, South Africa, Security, Lebanon, Pakistan and Japan. This example of the usage of Scatter/Gather illustrates that a user only needs to select the clusters of interests, which are first gathered and than again scattered to provide the more fine-grained information. A user is not forced to describe its information needs by providing the exact terms, which have to be present in the searched documents. This information need can be obviously satisfied in spite of not knowing the occurring exact words and corresponding synonyms.

The performed user studies have shown that this Scatter/Gather browsing tool is less effective than a standard similarity search, when users are provided with the exact query
and when the goal is to find particular documents [129]. In the case where the analogy with classical book is made, Scatter/Gather is similar to the table of contents, whereas the standard similarity search corresponds to the index. Obviously, while Scatter/Gather is a better choice when the overview is needed, the index is more suitable when the searching with exact terms is required. Therefore, the Scatter/Gather can be successfully combined with similarity search by helping a user to formulate accurate query, which is afterwards resolved through the application of conventional searching methods. Additionally, the Scatter/Gather can be utilised to organise the results of the queries that retrieve too many documents. It has been shown that such a grouping actually manages to improve the precision respecting the similarity search ranking alone [129]. The performed experiment is contained in first finding \( n \) most relevant documents through similarity search, then applying Scatter/Gather on these \( n \) documents, and finally selecting all documents from the highest scoring cluster that has most of the relevant documents. The selected \( k \) \((k < n)\) documents are used for computing Scatter/Gather precision, which is compared with the precision when \( k \) most relevant documents, found by similarity search, are chosen. The obtained larger Scatter/Gather precision values provide evidence validating the cluster hypothesis, which states that relevant documents tend to be more similar to each other than to non-relevant documents [129].

The efficiency of Scatter/Gather approach critically depends on the ability of the deployed clustering algorithms to quickly perform scatter activities. The novel clustering algorithms, names Buckshot and Fractionation, are developed because existing methods fail to meet needs of being in the real time applicable on large document collections. On the one hand, k-means partition algorithms have linear time complexity respecting the number of documents that should be clustered, but the quality of produced clusters can be problematic. On the other hand, hierarchical algorithms generate better clusters, but together with increasing the time being needed for clustering. The proposed Fractionation is based on speeding up agglomerative single link hierarchical clustering algorithm [127] by performing the search for the closest clusters, which should be merged, only locally. By doing that the time complexity is not any more quadratic regarding the number of documents to be clustered, but becomes linear. The Buckshot is modification of k-means partition algorithm where the initial cluster centroids are not selected randomly. They are produced by classical agglomerative hierarchical clustering that is applied on sufficiently small, randomly selected, sample of documents.

In spite of linear time complexity, the clustering in real time becomes unfeasible for very large document collections, having millions of documents [79]. In order to be able to guarantee that Scatter/Gather approach will be applicable to any collection of documents, some pre-processing activities are needed. The found solution is to pre-cluster the whole collection into a fine-grained cluster hierarchy, and afterwards the gather step, instead of collecting all documents, operates on so-called meta-documents. These meta-documents correspond to internal nodes in cluster hierarchy, where each meta-document includes only the given number of most typical words from the corresponding sub-tree. The less important words are intentionally truncated because clustering meta-documents with their dense representations, having all words in the corresponding sub-tree, takes almost as much time as clustering the documents represented by those meta-documents individually [79].
As far as the combination of the different filtering strategies might be concerned, the Scatter/Gather system is important by reason of pointing out that no single clustering algorithm can be always the best choice. While Buckshot is a fast clustering algorithm suitable for the online re-clustering in Scatter/Gather, Fractionation is yet another, more careful, clustering algorithm whose greater accuracy makes it very suitable for the static offline partitioning of the entire corpus [80]. Obviously, these clustering algorithms have their unique strengths and weaknesses, and in Scatter/Gather system is clearly, in a static manner, defines in which situations which algorithm should be utilised.

Even though the scalability is greatly improved by introducing these pre-clustering activities [79], the requirement to support large dynamic document collections seems to be very problematically manageable. The necessary offline pre-clustering can require days to process collections with millions of documents, and consequently the costs of performing necessary re-clustering activities are unacceptable. Therefore, the noticeable drawback of Scatter/Gather system is obviously concerned with its inability to be applied on highly dynamic and very large collections, such as Internet. Its applicability has to be thus restricted only on relatively static collections, which do not require the expensive re-clustering activities to be performed frequently.

2.7.2. Grouper

Instead of trying to exactly find the most useful results, Grouper is utilising the idea of better representing a huge number of found results by automatically clustering them into meaningful categories. The usage of these dynamically created categories should further increase the efficiency of accessing information that the Web has brought, and therefore make the previously impractical tasks to be even more practical. The authors of Grouper are promising that a user’s ability to explore the amount of found results will be enlarged at least for one order of magnitude, as compared with the case where the popular ranked list representation is used [282]. While a very patient user might sift through one hundred documents in the ranked list presentation (GroupLens has discovered that 79% searches for movies end before 80 items [159]), Grouper should allow a user to browse through at least one thousand documents. In remaining paragraphs the basic concepts, being behind the Grouper system, will be briefly explained in order to get better impression how users can suddenly consume much more results.

The cornerstone idea is in applying fast online clustering that will create clusters with results and present cluster descriptions to a user instead of the results. In an ideal case the similar results are placed in the same cluster, and that will consequently speed up finding other relevant documents once the first one has been found. The performed user study has shown that while the rank list representation is faster when only one relevant document should be found, in the case where as many relevant articles as possible are searched for the categories of Grouper are a better solution [282]. Because users are often interested in finding many relevant documents, the advantage of Grouper against the commonly used ranked lists, is obvious.

The clustering algorithm that is applied is named the Suffix Tree Clustering (SFC) by reason of being based on a suffix tree data structure for identifying the phrases that are common to different documents [284]. Consequently, the utilised clustering assumption simply states that the more common phrases between two documents mean more similar
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documents. Finally, such documents will have greater chances to be finally placed in the same cluster. There are many algorithms for the construction of a suffix tree [80] mostly because a suffix tree is a structure that is commonly used for quickly performing different string matching operations, such as finding the longest substring that appears in the given strings, determining how many times given string occurs in another one, and so on [112] [282]. The application of suffix tree in Grouper, instead of treating a single character as atomic element, sentences are inserted where single words are not further separated.

The naïve algorithm for a suffix tree construction is unfortunately with the quadratic complexity as far as the length of a string that is inserted is concerned. Consequently, the naïve algorithm is not applicable enough for the fast construction of a suffix tree, having hundreds and thousands of documents. Hopefully, the fruitful history of the construction of a suffix tree [112] has produced many other algorithms with a linear complexity, being necessary for escaping a situation where the construction of a suffix tree becomes a bottle neck. Among these different suffix tree construction algorithms, the Ukkonen’s algorithm [112] seems to be the best one by reason of processing strings that are inserted naturally from left to right. More importantly, its incremental nature is especially important for an online application, where as soon as one string is available, it is inserted into a suffix tree.

The known problems concerning the construction of a suffix tree relate to the amount of data that can be efficiently presented. In a case where a suffix tree becomes too big to be placed in a memory, both its construction and afterwards its usage become unfeasible. The workaround is found in the application of other structures, such as suffix arrays [282] [285], which are more efficient when storage requirements are concerned, and which at the same time can provide almost all the functionalities as a regular suffix tree. Under the assumption that both the length of every document that should be inserted into a suffix tree is bounded by a reasonable constant and that not so many articles should be added, the limitations of a suffix tree are not really serious for the STC algorithm. By taking into account additionally that STC actually clusters short snippets that are returned by search engines, as well as that not more that one thousand of short snippets should be clustered, the storage requirements of a suffix tree will not be further analysed.

The exploited fundamental property of a suffix tree is the effortless identification of the longest phrase that is shared between the different documents. After a suffix tree is constructed, all these shared phrases have the separate internal nodes in a tree, and thus can be easily found. As far as finding of documents is concerned, they are located into leafs that have as a parent the node with that particular phrase. The STC algorithm will compute the reputation of each internal node [285] based on a phrase that is assigned to that node and the number of documents that are located in the corresponding leafs. The phrase is analysed based on its length, where short phases pay penalties, and additionally the term frequency inverse document frequency value of each phrase term is taken into account. Experiments have shown that on average 55% of phrase clusters, being among 10 top clusters, are based on phrases containing more than one word. One of the possible further improvements is concerned with not ignoring the found relevance of each document [282]. Thus, many low relevant documents will be disabled in having the high influence when the reputation of each internal node is computed.

The phrases that are assigned to internal nodes are also very good in describing these nodes, and consequently the corresponding clusters. On the one side, users can have the
enormous difficulties in understanding the cluster description, being created from the corresponding centroid, in the case where k-means clustering is deployed. On the other side, it is straightforward to understand that all the documents, which are assigned to a particular cluster, share a given phrase. The performed experiments have shown that even much shorter 2-grams are providing the same performances as much longer suffix tree phrases [282]. But, 2-grams do not have so excellent descriptive power in presenting the content of a cluster to users as longer phrases, which can be easily found only by suffix tree, and not by other alternative techniques.

The last part of the STC usage is concerned with merging the internal nodes in order to reduce the number of clusters that are presented to a user. An idea is to help a user, and not only to replace scrolling through rank list of results with the examination of the large number of cluster descriptions [283]. Because initially each internal node represents one cluster and in each step the two most similar clusters are merged, this is nothing else than agglomerative hierarchical clustering. The similarity of clusters is computed based on the number of common documents that belong to clusters which are candidates for merging. Obviously, the complexity of this clustering process is quadratic. This is the consequence of the disadvantage of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering, which is known as the technique that produces the good results but unfortunately with quadratic (single-link and average link) or even cubic (complete-link) complexity regarding the number of articles that should be clustered.

The quadratic complexity is again unacceptable for STC, and the simple solution is found in limiting the number of clusters that will be merged to a particular constant, let’s say 500. By doing that only the best clusters, being the ones with the highest reputation, are going to be merged, and the complexity of the merging will not any more be with a quadratic complexity, but will be a constant. The reasoning behind is also concerned with avoiding a situation where many low scoring clusters influence the merging process. Not only that they are slowing down the merging process, but even they are spoiling the final clusters that are presented to a user.

Even though the idea with merging sounds appealing, the experimental studies have shown that for some tasks the merged clusters are even making the things to be more difficult for a user [282]. Consequently, a new version of the interface has been provided, where base clusters are not merged [282], and they are presented to a user based on their reputation, together with the number of documents that they contain. The attempt is to select the subset of high quality phrases that also provide a high coverage (the percent of documents that include at least one of phrases) of a result set. A user has additionally the opportunity to require clustering of each base cluster with the goal of simplifying the browsing through large sub-clusters. Finally, a noteworthy property is that the developed system is able to suggest the multi-word phrases to a user for a query refinement and that a user does not need to enter the required number of clusters.

STC algorithm has been compared with other linear time clustering algorithms, such as single-pass, k-means, Buckshot [80] (being nothing else than k-means where initial clusters are found by agglomerative hierarchical clustering on sample) and Fractionation [80] (being an approximation of hierarchical agglomerative clustering, where the search for the two closest clusters is performed locally). The comparisons have done first on the collection of manually downloaded snippets, then on the collection of whole documents.
that correspond to these snippets, and finally on the collection of medical abstracts. The performed tests show that while STC clustering algorithm performs best on the collection of snippets and corresponding documents, on the collection with medical abstracts the k-means performs slightly better [282].

The reasons for the STC successfulness are found in the support of putting the same document to multiple clusters, being reasonable because documents often have multiple topics. Consequently, documents might be easily similar to more than one cluster, and therefore it is artificial to confine each one only to one group. Allowing a document to appear in more than one cluster also acknowledges that documents are complex objects that may be grouped into multiple potentially overlapping, but internally coherent, groups [282]. The experimental results show that STC places every document on average in 2.1 clusters and 72% of the documents are placed in more than one cluster. On the one side, where overlapping clusters are not allowed, the quality of STC decreases by more than 20%. On the other side, the assumption, stating that allowing each document to belong to multiple clusters increases the quality of other clustering algorithms, has been checked by modifying k-means and Buckshot. Their modifications simply allow in the last iteration that each document can be assigned to the multiple clusters. The obtained results have shown that both k-means and Buckshot performs better when the overlapping clusters are permitted [282], especially on short and noisy documents.

Also an interesting experimental observation is concerned with a comparison between the quality of clusters when the short snippets and the corresponding whole documents are used [285]. It is surprising that a quality does not drop significantly in the case where short snippets are used in spite of being on average 10 times shorter than corresponding underlying documents. Surprisingly, Fractionation and single pass have performed even better on snippets. This can be explained only under the assumption that snippets are very good in describing the underlying documents by extracting the meaningful words and phrases from the original documents.

The STC belongs to the group of post-retrieval clustering algorithms, which instead of pre-clustering a whole collection, cluster a result set. They thus can focus on features that are dominant in a result set, while pre-retrieval clusters might be influenced by features dominant in a corpus as a whole, but not frequent in a result set. The practical experience shows that these post-retrieval clustering algorithms outperform the conventional approach of creating in advance clusters for the whole collection of documents. Finally, one should be fully aware that clustering of even a very small portion of Web nowadays becomes very unfeasible mostly due to the highly dynamic changes in the underlying documents [282].

As far as the usage of a suffix tree is concerned, once it has been constructed, it can be efficiently used for finding the most important phrases in the underlying collection of documents. These phrases can be used for improving the other clustering algorithms that utilise the vector based representation of documents, which ignores the information about the order and the proximity of words. A straightforward way is to select the given number of most important phrases by using a suffix tree, and to add these phrases as additional features in the vector representation of documents. On the one side, the five hundred most important phrases are added to the vector representations that are used by the k-means algorithm. The obtained results have shown an increase in the quality of obtained clusters.
On the other side, insisting only on single word phrases is reducing the average precision that the STC algorithm achieves for more than 20%. This definitely proves that the information being presented in the order and the adjacency of words is important, and can contribute to the creation of clusters with better quality.

The novelty of Grouper is in combing a suffix tree structure, which is commonly used for the efficient representation of texts, with the hierarchical clustering algorithms. In that way the documents that share many common phrases will be most probably put in the same cluster, and at the same time an article can belong to many clusters whose phrases possesses. By doing that, it allows users to find the information they are looking for more easily, helps them realise faster that their queries are poorly formulated and reformulate them, and reduces the fraction of the queries on which users give up before reaching the desired information.

While the Grouper system uses the variation of single-link agglomerative hierarchical clustering for merging, it will be worth to explore how other known clustering techniques perform, i.e. try to combine suffix tree representation of documents not only with single-link agglomerative hierarchical clustering. In the case where the storage requirements of suffix trees become a bottleneck, the mentioned suffix array should be taken into account.

### 2.7.3. DisCover

The motivation for the development of the DisCover system [154] is the same as for Grouper [282] and CREDO [66] systems, i.e. the ranked list returned by most nowadays search engines is highly inefficient since the number of retrieved results might be in the thousands even for a typical query. An inherent ambiguity in interpreting the query terms, together with the used ranking that is not reflecting always the users’ needs, is potentially making many of the top retrieved documents to be irrelevant to a user. The problems of ranked lists are in DisCover, similarly as in Grouper and CREDO systems, addressed through the organisation of Web search results into a hierarchy of topics and subtopics, which facilitates browsing and locating the results of interests [154]. While Grouper is achieving this organisation through the suffix tree clustering [282] and CREDO through the formal concept analysis [66], the DisCover system utilises the hierarchical monothetic clustering algorithm. The utilised algorithm, which is monothetic by reason of assigning documents based on the single feature, progressively identifies topics, being either single words or phrases. By doing that it tries to increase coverage maximally while maintaining the distinctiveness of already selected topics. The following paragraphs will first briefly present the architecture of the DisCover system, and subsequently discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the used clustering algorithm.

Similarly as in Grouper and CREDO systems, the application of DisCover starts with formulating the query that is forwarded to the used search engine, being currently Google. As soon as the search engine has produced results, being represented only by the title and the short snippet, they are parsed in order to identify the important terms. Together with always used stop word elimination and stemming or morphological generalisation steps, the additional heuristic rules will ignore any single word that is less than three characters in length. Furthermore, they will also eliminate terms that occur in less than two percent of the documents because they are unlikely to impact the formed hierarchy [154]. As far as the presentation of stemmed terms is concerned, it is also worth of attention that each
stem is replaced by the most frequently occurring original term. Therefore, the sometimes difficult understanding of the meaning of an underlying stem is overcome.

Even though the DisCover uses the general purpose tool, developed by IBM Watson Research Laboratory, for the extraction of noun phrases, the inbuilt ability of a suffix tree clustering algorithm to identify long phrases seems to provide better results. While the phrases that are found by DisCover are usually very short, a suffix tree, used in Grouper, is able to generate both much longer and more descriptive phrases [282]. Additionally, the terms are in DisCover selected without any weighting, which can be seen as the great disadvantage for finding out really important terms. This is especially the case where any comprehensive scheme, such as the one that is based on multiple term scoring functions from the CREDO system [66], is taken as an adequate example.

The cornerstone property of the used monothetic document clustering algorithm is in finding the optimal ordering or the permutation of the set of concepts [154]. The next selected concept is the one that increases the coverage maximally, being the number of documents that are included in the hierarchy, and that is maximally distinct from already selected concepts. More formally, for every so far not selected concept \( c_p \), the coverage gain is computed by finding how many new documents, which are still not covered by the existing hierarchy, will be inserted into the hierarchy by reason of both having \( c_p \) and at the same time not having any of the already selected concepts. Every new document also contains novel concepts, which are still not selected, and thus it is possible to compute how many new concepts will be implicitly integrated into the hierarchy by reason of being present in selected new documents. The number of new concepts actually defines the measure of distinctiveness, with the reasoning behind that the greater number of novel concepts means that more novel documents are inserted and that the hierarchy becomes more distinctive. Unfortunately, the influence of coverage and distinctiveness in selecting new concepts is in DisCover currently set in the pure static manner, where it has been experimentally found that the coverage is 4 times more important than the distinctiveness. The natural improvement of the DisCover system can be concerned with integrating the learning capabilities that will manage to determine the optimal ration between coverage and distinctiveness. More importantly, such a ratio should be found based on the different types of queries, as well as user’s preferences.

The performances of DisCover are tuned in order to obtain the linear complexity with respect to the total number of concepts, at the similar way as in Grouper. On the one hand, Grouper utilises the suffix tree clustering algorithm that has the linear complexity only due to the artificially limited number of clusters that will be taken into consideration for merging [282]. On the other hand, DisCover is limiting the number of concepts that will be initially included into the hierarchy. The incremental nature of its clustering algorithm enables that a user might progressively increase the number of concepts, and therefore it directly controls the compactness of the hierarchy.

The added value of the presented DisCover system is surely in using a unique scheme for selecting concepts. Most essentially, this scheme both takes care of the coverage and the distinctiveness of a resulting hierarchy. A made comparison with similar Grouper and CREDO systems has clearly shown the advantages and the disadvantages of this solution, which opens the opportunities for a new scheme. It can combine all these algorithms, and therefore can provide the best results.
2.8. Conclusion

Based on available scientific publications, thirty different systems have been presented from the viewpoint of the utilised strategy for addressing information filtering tasks. The introduced algorithms range from the appealing evolution strategies and reinforcement learning to standarly exploited content-based and collaborative filtering techniques. Also mentioned are Bayesian classifier, exploited for the efficient learning of user preferences, web log mining which uses the data that users left behind on web servers, and clustering techniques, utilised for facilitating browsing through filtering results.

A necessity to combine collaborative filtering with content-based techniques has been clearly pointed out in Section 2.1. Even GroupLens, being mainly responsible for a glory of collaborative filtering, has had to admit that the integration of content-based strategies as filter-bots tends to provide better results. A dependence between these two techniques has been strengthen in Fab, which first uses content-based analysis to build profiles that are then utilised by collaborative filtering while searching for similar users. P-Tango has seen the combination of strategies as a weighted sum, whose weights are adapted in order to minimise past errors. The various distance measures have been investigated in Ringo, which unfortunately does not combine them although there is no clear winner. Content-based and collaborative strategies have together managed to provide better TV listings in the commercial PTV system.

By presenting WebWatcher, Section 2.2 has first noted that very various strategies for recommending links are possible. While some of them ignore user preferences, the others can even learn which hyperlinks suit better which needs. WebWatcher has finally shown that the simple combination of these strategies, based on majority vote technique, tends to provide superior performances. The contribution of WAIR has been found in exploiting various implicit indicators of interests, such as reading time, book-marking, scrolling and following hyperlinks. These indicators have been combined by three layer neural network that is trained to estimate relevance.

A great opportunity for integrating different filtering strategies has been illustrated in Section 2.3. The Amalthaea has for example hundreds of filtering agents, each being one individual that is fighting to survive in the evolution environment. Although the deployed strategies can be completely different, Amalthaea has used only content-based one that is exploiting cosine similarity measure. The similar observation holds for NewT, which has additionally demonstrated that the whole population evolves faster due to the application of a Baldwin effect. A sequential combination of strategies, where the first does filtering on headers and the second can correct spelling mistakes, has shown how PEA can handle the huge abundance of informal email messages.

The usage of Web logs, which are generally available in abundance, has been analysed in Section 2.4. A Footprint system has first demonstrated that really various visualisation schemes might be utilised while presenting where users have gone. These browsing paths have been exploited in ProfBuilder while finding similar users by collaborative filtering. Although ProfBuilder has also introduced content-based analysis that estimates relevance based on browsing paths, these two strategies have not been combined. The importance of the manual dictionary, which makes a feature space to be smaller, has been found to be very important in SiteHelper that uses heuristic coverage rules for modelling.
Section 2.5 has analysed the usage of naïve Bayesian classifier for user modelling. The comparison of different machine learning algorithms has been generously given while presenting Syskill & Webert system. It has been noted that there is not the best strategy among naïve Bayesian classifier, nearest neighbour algorithm, ID3, C4.5, and multi-layer back-propagation neural network. Syskill & Webert has also introduced two strategies for smoothing zero probabilities, named Laplace and $\varepsilon$ correction, as well as a combination of them based on the information gain value for a particular word. A solution for the push functionality, by using the same naïve Bayesian classifier as Syskill & Webert, has been given as Do-I-Care agent. It might additionally provide collaboration among users, where unfortunately the similar users have to be manually found. NewsDude and Daily Learner have improved the performances of naïve Bayesian classifier by additionally integrating a nearest neighbour algorithm. A specified sequential combination, which first asks nearest neighbour algorithm, and in a case of its failure, naïve Bayesian classifier, has happened to better model both short and long term user preferences.

Section 2.6 has presented systems where content-based aspects play a dominant role. Three content based techniques, being based on Levenshtein distance on headers, on term frequency inverse document frequency scheme, or on citation structure, are combined in CiteSeer as weighted sum with fixed weights. A probabilistic selection of results has been used in Adaptive Web Site Agents while learning which strategy is preferred by whom. A selection probability has been there computed as the combination between the predicted relevance of a result and the reliability of a responsible strategy. The high popularity of Letizia has shown that simple heuristic rules can be used to effectively combine multiple implicit indicators. Let’s Browse has introduced different schemes for combining profiles to support collaborative browsing. A query expansion by adding new words, which have been found in pre-computed trigger pair models, has been stressed as an important aspect for WebMate. A novel content-based algorithm, which uses a separately found relevance of each document segment while estimating the overall relevance, has been introduced by the Insyder system. CREDO has finally pointed out on different term weighting schemes while performing post retrieval clustering based on the formal concept analysis.

Increasing the users’ ability to perceive more results has been addressed in Section 2.7 as a post retrieval clustering. Scatter/Gather has introduced clustering algorithms, named Buckshot and Fractionation. The former is a k-means approach where initial centroids are found by a hierarchical clustering on a sample. The latter is an agglomerative hierarchical algorithm which merges clusters only locally. Different techniques for extracting feature words, based on suffix tree clustering, n-grams, and frequent sets, have been additionally compared in Grouper. DisCover has demonstrated that coverage and diversity should be taken into consideration while ranking the formed clusters.

Common to almost every analysed system is a conclusion that there is no universally best applicable filtering strategy, and that usually the combination of different techniques tends to outperform any single solution. The given discussions have thus tried to carefully estimate the advantages and disadvantages of existing methods for combining various strategies. Such investigation has been done in order to motivate the cornerstone of this thesis that mainly aims to coordinate the various strategies towards optimally exploiting available system resources while processing the received filtering requests.
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The time when the needed data were searched for in libraries is probably over. Internet has not only made the publishing process much easier since almost everybody can put its documents to be online available, but also has dramatically increased the accessibility of the information. A dilemma whether the searched data really exists in a particular library is no more actual question, whereas many new challenges are born. On the one hand, the huge abundance of online accessible data has made a process of locating the right Internet source to be much harder. Even though modern search engines are more powerful than ever before, there is the immense number of web pages that are still waiting to be indexed. Many dedicated online databases are also not reachable by the automatic indexing robots, and consequently their underlying content remains a mystery for everybody that solely utilises search engines. On the other hand, there is an increased necessity to have the right information at the right time in the nowadays commercial society. The wonderful project proposal offer is simply worth nothing when being discovered too late by search engine robots. Users are thus forced not only to utilise search engines, but also to consult other known Internet sources, such as Cordis online database when the relevant project offers are searched for.

The unavoidable difficulty with a manual usage of different online databases naturally exists mainly due to the necessity to learn the query language separately for each of them. There are thousands of databases available, and it is practically impossible to become an experienced user for even the tiny fraction of them. Even though most of these online databases have standard query interface that usually everybody can use without any pre-training, there are many sophisticated options whose usage requires a previous education. As these advanced functions are often necessary for getting the best that a corresponding online database can offer, typical users have a dilemma whether to invest some learning efforts to obtain better results. In the case where the first results that are obtained without advanced options are not so good, but seem to be appealing, users have either to try to create more sophisticated queries or to look for the another online source. Such advanced queries will maybe yield much better results, but in order to be sure in that, a user has to read about the available additional options, as well as to analyse the existing examples of sophisticated queries. It can unfortunately happen that in spite of spending several hours on figuring out how the found online database should be best used, the results are still not excellent, and a user can have a feeling that its valuable time was wasted.
Figure 3.1: Modern Information Retrieval Challenges

Only some of the challenges that exist due to numerous online databases are illustrated on Figure 3.1. Even a presented small scale case with only 9 available online databases seems to be quite illustrative when the creation of the well formed information request is concerned. Every database has its own query interface, assuming a particular associated
language, whose syntax has to be elaborated in order to build information requests. The most typical questions and dilemmas, which a user certainly has in mind while searching for needed data, are given on Figure 3.1 as building blocks inside the request. Figure 3.1 finally illustrates that a user is inside a circle where all over again requests are sent to the same or to the different databases. Sometimes a user decides to elaborate the advanced query syntax for a particular online source, and to create more sophisticated queries for it. In yet another case, a user gives up from a given database, and concentrates its attention on finding the better one.

Without any intelligent support users are forced to learn different query languages and to select databases, which will be checked whether they contain needed data, either based on their own past experience or maybe by following the suggestions of their friends. As such a situation seems to be far away from being promising, the cornerstone idea of this thesis is to help users successfully cope with these information retrieval problems. This is going to be accomplished by introducing both manager and filtering agents as direct and indirect assistants that will provide the necessary intelligent support to a user. Manager and filtering agents will build sophisticated intermediate layers between a user and the sources of information, which will free a user of a difficult thinking where the necessary data is located and how it can be retrieved. In the rest of this thesis, the introduced layers will be referred as cooperation, exploration and coordination tasks. They are responsible for finding the right databases to be queried, for autonomously refining queries obtained from users, and for deciding which strategy is the best for a given source, respectively.

Figure 3.2: Meaning of the symbols that will be used in this thesis
Before presenting a proposed filtering framework that will help recognise which novel challenges are hidden behind cooperation, exploration and coordination, main symbols are introduced on Figure 3.2. Besides symbols for cooperation and a group of a manager and several filtering agents that is named filtering community, all other symbols are more or less typical for agent-based information systems. A circle in a symbol for cooperation illustrates that no more user has to separately query every known database, but managers are cooperating to find where the most promising data is located. Filtering community, or shortly only community, represents a playing ground for coordination, being the process where a manager decides which filtering agent becomes responsible for an actual request.

![Figure 3.3: Three filtering communities are installed around two distributed databases](image)

Figure 3.3 presents a filtering framework, having three communities that are installed around two databases. This scenario, in spite of its simplicity, can be used to practically introduce cooperation, exploration and coordination activities. The cooperation starts as
soon as one of filter managers has information request that its community cannot locally process for example by reason of not having the access to the necessary database. During cooperation the most promising managers, which either have the needed information or are known as reliable cooperation partners, are searched for. The expected final outcome of this cooperation activity is to autonomously figure out where to look for the requested information. Only some of complex problems that cooperative managers have to handle are concerned with estimating how promising each known manager can be for processing the received request, deciding how many other managers to ask, composing a final result set based on suggestions obtained from the asked managers, and learning from the user’s feedback about the real capabilities of the responsible managers and their communities. These and many other cooperation challenges will be deeply analysed in Section 3.1.

After one manager decides to locally process the particular request, the next activity is concerned with trying to improve the received job through exploration. The basic idea is in making available the expertise of many other humans whose requests were processed in the past. As many useful data, such as additional relevant keywords, can be found in these old requests, exploration tries to incorporate these data into the actual request, and therefore increase its chances to find the relevant information. The underlying exploration challenges, which will be the main topic in Section 3.2, are related first with searching for the usable old requests that are similar to the actual one, then in recognising which their elements might be useful, and finally in intelligently reusing them in order to make better the actual request.

While the only involved actors in cooperation and exploration are manager agents, in the last piece of the introduced framework, being named as coordination, both managers and filtering agents take part. Since every manager maintains in its community multiple filtering agents with highly different capabilities, the coordination role is to decide which filtering agent can most successfully respond to a received request. The great challenges behind are numerous, and are not only illustrated in Section 3.3, but also make the basic motivation for this thesis. The worth of mentioning are especially coordination attempts to optimally use available system resources, to somehow take into account the properties of a received request while selecting a responsible filtering agent, to balance exploration and exploitation by sometimes giving a chance to not so good filtering agents to prove themselves and improve their qualifications, to try to recover after the selected filtering agent has failed to deliver expected results, and finally to utilise both the response time measurements and the user feedback values to efficiently learn about the real capabilities of filtering agents.

Figure 3.4 illustrates one of possible scenarios, while processing a given information request, including cooperation, exploration, and coordination activities. The information request can be initially received by any manager, and on Figure 3.4 that is a manager $M_2$. Since $M_2$ is not able, locally inside its community $C_2$, to successfully fulfil this request, for example because database $DB_2$ does not have necessary underlying data, $M_2$ decides to cooperate with $M_1$, for example by reason of having a sold experience when sending similar request to $M_1$ in the past. A request is thus forwarded to $M_1$, and afterwards $M_1$ decides to accept the request and offer its help to $M_2$. After accepting the request, $M_1$ is trying to improve it by exploring which old requests, processed locally inside community
$C_1$, can be used for its improvement. Finally, $M_1$ selects through coordination process that filtering agent $F_{13}$ should be responsible to deliver expected results. Such a selection can be based on the experience that $M_1$ had with $F_{13}$ in past situations where the similar load of system resources was measured and practically the same requests were processed. The finally chosen $F_{13}$ will be responsible for doing filtering and finding which objects from database $DB_1$ are the most proper of being returned as recommendations. Although it is not illustrated on Figure 3.4, found results will be returned via $M_1$, whose filtering agent has processed a request, to $M_2$ that is finally responsible for deciding whether the results are good enough for a user.

Figure 3.4: Cooperation, Exploration and Coordination challenges while processing request
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The remainder of this section will be first focused on illustrating main cooperation challenges through much more detailed scenarios. After also separately discussing about critical exploration problems that have to be addressed, the section is finished with the comprehensive presentation of coordination issues, whose solutions represent the main contribution of this thesis.

3.1. Cooperation Challenges

The unavoidable consequence of the nowadays overall information overload is that an open problem becomes answering where the relevant information is deployed. Internet users are typically forced to manually make decisions about the most promising online sources for retrieving the needed information, being usually a time consuming activity. The problem of locating useful sources is even more severe by reason of more or less frequent changes in the content of each source. Consequently, users will often search for the needed information at the wrong places, they will waste plenty of their valuable time, and maybe even they will not find what they are looking for. The remainder of this subsection will first offer an example, which will illustrate without deeply digging into the matter, how intelligent agents can help users locate and retrieve only relevant information. Although agents provide necessary means for these hard information retrieval problems, they introduce many novel challenges. These challenges will be therefore analysed in one scenario, being separated into updating, estimating, dispatching, composing and adapting steps, which any comprehensive cooperation mechanisms have to address.

![Figure 3.5: Without agents user has to send the adapted versions of its information request separately to every known sources for which there is a belief that can provide useful results](image)

**Example 3.1:** The purpose of an ongoing example is to give, on a relatively high level, a situation where every online database has its own competence regarding the underlying
data that are locally stored. Although there are nowadays millions of such sources that are accessible on Internet, even a very simplified case with only five online databases will be enough to present main difficulties that users have somehow to overcome to find needed information. Without any intelligent support, users are forced to send their information requests to every known database, and naturally to be disappointed many times when the results with the low quality are obtained. The yet another, even more serious, difficulty, while directly communicating with the numerous distributed online sources, is contained in a necessity to manually adapt information request to be understandable by a receiving party. In other words, each database has its own language that can be understood, and the different versions of the semantically identical information request are necessary. These requests, being separately sent to every online database, are on Figure 3.5 illustrated by a different background colouring of the practically the same graphical representation of the information request.

![Figure 3.5: The manager agents, being installed around online databases, are autonomously finding where the most promising local competence exists for processing the actual request](image)

To overcome the necessity to manually reformulate the information request for every online database that should be asked to find results, manager agents are installed around them, as given on Figure 3.6. The roles of the managers are concerned with thinking how the assigned database should be queried, as well as with being aware of the existence of each other. The former role is freeing a user from the obligation to learn the language that should be utilised for creating the information request for a particular database. The latter role enables sending the request to any manager that will become responsible for further finding other managers, being hopefully better suited for the actual request. On Figure 3.6 a user sends its request about filtering with agents to manager $M_2$ that unfortunately has completely other competence, relating biology and medicine. Without manager agents
probably no results will be got, whereas installed managers will enable the propagation of this request to $M_3$ and $M_4$ that have a necessary competence for processing the request about filtering with agents. Manager $M_3$ happens to be a specialist for text categorisation and information filtering, and $M_4$ has the necessary background knowledge about agents. Managers $M_3$ and $M_4$ can therefore find results that can fulfil the expectation of a user. The challenges of finding which managers are best suited in a particular situation are out of the scope of this high level example, and will be analysed in the specially designed scenario.

The results that a user is expecting, and that are found by $M_3$ and $M_4$, are returned via the initially triggered $M_2$, as on Figure 3.7. Manager $M_2$ is therefore responsible for the final selection of results, which usually assumes the elimination of results that are not worth of sending back to a user. These delicate decisions about the selection of the results cannot be explained in this simple example by reason of being based on the knowledge that managers have about each other, and will wait until the corresponding steps of the following scenario are not presented.

![Figure 3.7: User is getting the expected recommendations by collecting the found results and selecting only the most valuable ones that are worth of being returned](image)

To make more understandable figures that cover each and every step in a scenario, the meaning of novel symbols is introduced on Figure 3.8. The most often used symbol is the one that correspond to a description of a particular community, and that is stored by other managers to enable dispatching the request to the right parties. This description can be a good one when representing well the content of the corresponding community. By reason of the frequent changes of the content, the community description might become obsolete.
or bad. As being clearly noticeable on Figure 3.8, a goodness of a particular description is illustrated by the different level of noise on its graphical representation. While a graphical representation of a good community description is quite clear, a bad one has a significant amount of noise. Figure 3.8 also gives symbols that will be utilised for marking the found filtering requests or recommendations, as well as for showing that a user is providing the feedback for a particular recommendation.

![Figure 3.8: Meaning of the symbols that will be used through cooperation scenario](image)

Because one figure is worth as thousand words, each step will be illustrated through a separate figure. Figure 3.9 gives a playing ground for scenario, where this playing ground is composed of five different online sources or databases $DB_i$, $i \in \{1,...,5\}$, around which distributed filtering communities $FC_i$ are installed. Each and every community has one manager ($M_i$) agent that is responsible for every single cooperation activity. To enables cooperation, manager $M_i$ is representing other communities by their descriptions $CD_j$, $i \neq j$, which illustrate their underlying content. For example $M_3$ has $CD_1$, $CD_2$, $CD_4$ and $CD_5$ as the descriptions of corresponding communities with whom any cooperation is possible.
3.1.1. Updating

The scenario begins by letting a user to send a request, which specifies its information needs, to any manager that is known. The creation of an initial request and providing a feedback about the relevance of found results are the only activities that a user has to take care, whereas everything else is inside the responsibility of a manager that has received a request. The first thing, which by a user chosen manager has to do, is to check what it knows about other communities or managers, because these other communities maybe have more relevant data that can better satisfy the imposed request. While checking what
is already known about other communities, it might happen that the data about some communities are obsolete, and that these data have to be updated. In order to achieve an acceptable efficiency, one needs special heuristics, for determining when a particular update activity has to be performed. These heuristics have to handle a trade-off between having a perfect knowledge about all other communities and doing a reasonable number of expensive updates. These updates can be usually managed only by asking a particular manager to send its new community content description, which can impose a significant network load.

Figure 3.10: Updating obsolete descriptions
On Figure 3.10 a user has selected manager $M_2$ to receive its information request and to be responsible for providing guaranties about the quality of the delivered results. By examining the actuality of descriptions that $M_2$ has about other communities, $M_2$ founds that $CD_4$ is obsolete. While the pure authenticity of $CD_4$ inside $FC_2$ is on Figure 3.10 illustrated by a high level of noise in its graphical representation that corresponds to the bad community description, the actual suspiciousness of $M_2$ regarding $CD_4$ is noted by a question mark. $M_2$ is finally deciding to discard the current version of $CD_4$, to ask a responsible manager $M_4$ to send its new description, and to overcome the obsoleteness of $CD_4$.

3.1.2. Estimating

After reaching a state of having the acceptable knowledge about other communities, the estimation of how good every community can be for the particular request, is needed (Figure 3.11). This estimation naturally assumes the additional usage of the available past experience, which shows how reliable each source has been in providing really relevant results. The idea is to somehow make the balance between what a particular community says about itself and the lessons that have been learnt through the previous cooperation with it. The dilemma, which has to be addressed through the estimation step, is concerned with deciding either to use for the particular request currently better suited communities or to rely more on the communities that have better satisfied the users’ needs in the past (Figure 3.12).

On Figure 3.11 a manager $M_2$ inside community $FC_2$ has analysed $CD_1$, $CD_3$, $CD_4$ and $CD_5$ in order to create estimations, being represented as numbers from one to five, where larger number means better estimation. On the one hand, high numbers, being assigned to $CD_3$ and $CD_4$, mean that the corresponding $FC_3$ and $FC_4$ either have very promising content for resolving the actual request or are known by manager $M_2$ as very reliable in the past. The usage of $FC_3$ and $FC_4$ might be therefore a solid decision while resolving the actual request. On the other hand, low estimations for $CD_1$ and $CD_5$ show that $FC_1$ and $FC_5$ either do not have the necessary local competence or have failed often while processing the past requests. The selection of $FC_1$ and $FC_5$ thus seems to be not very appealing in a particular situation, and consequently low estimations are assigned to them.

The challenges of combining both reliability and current content suitability are given on Figure 3.12, where the estimations are computed for two very different communities. On the one hand (Figure 3.12a), community $FC_4$ is known to locally contain data that do not match exactly what is specified in the received information request. At the same time, the strength of $FC_4$, lies in its great reliability in providing results, being liked by users in past. On the other hand (Figure 3.12b) community $FC_5$ has almost reverse capabilities, as being known by its not so great reliability in the past, as well as possessing much better underlying content than $FC_4$. Since gaining the user confidence by delivering
exactly what has been requested is found to be quite important, a little better estimation is assigned to $FC_3$ ($FC_3$ is estimated by 5, and $FC_4$ by 4). Such a decision gives a little advantage to a community $FC_1$, having the right underlying content, and therefore better chances to find expected results. The formal reasoning, being behind created estimations, will be one of main topics in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.11: Estimation of how each community is promising
Figure 3.12: Estimating how each community or source can be used for a particular request requires that the suitability of available content is combined with the past experience with that community.

3.1.3. Dispatching

By using the formed estimations about how promising are communities, a decision to dispatch request or job to some of them should be made. But, not all of jobs are the same, and not for all of them the same coverage concerning the found estimations exists. On the one hand, for some jobs, many communities can provide quite good results. On the other hand, very specific jobs can be well processed only by the specialised communities, and asking others is the pure waste of resources. A decision, how many communities should contribute, is hopefully connected with how good are estimations. It is maybe reasonable not to dispatch a job to a community with a bad estimation, but it is necessary to ensure that every job will be processed at least by somebody.
On Figure 3.13 a decision to dispatch the received request to communities $FC_3$ and $FC_4$ has been made because the previously computed estimations for both $CD_3$ and $CD_4$ were noticeably better than those corresponding to $FC_1$ and $FC_5$. Communities $FC_1$ and $FC_5$ will therefore give any contribution, being reasonable because of both their low chances to provide the high quality results, as well as the existence of more promising and already selected $FC_3$ and $FC_4$. 

Figure 3.13: Information request is dispatched to the found most promising filtering communities
3.1.4. Composing

The last piece of a puzzle, being known as finding the needed information through a distributed filtering, is mainly concerned with putting the found results together. In this composing activity, being performed by the manager that was initially chosen by a user, not only the quality of results but also the community successfulness in the past should be taken into consideration. The main problem is to find out how to compare following two results. The one was found by not so reliable community, but for that result a responsible community says that it is exactly what a user is expecting. The yet other is found by the community that is known as a very successful one, but at the same time that community is declaring that this particular result has weak chances to satisfy the user’s information needs. In other words, the question is how to combine by a community predicted result relevance with the reliability of that particular community. The possible brainstorming, being behind an answer to this question, is given on Figure 3.14 through a comparison of two results found by two different communities. While the first result (Figure 3.14a) has relevance of 71% and is found by $FC_4$ whose suitability for a given request is estimated as 4, the second result (Figure 3.14b) is not so good, having the relevance of 65%, but is found by a better community $FC_3$ with 5 as the estimation.

![Figure 3.14: Deciding which result is better to be returned to a user requires that both result relevance and the estimation of the suitability of responsible community are taken into consideration](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>good result being found by reliable community having not all needed competence</th>
<th>average result found by not very reliable community that has needed underlying data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>advantages</td>
<td>advantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high satisfaction can be gained as result might be good (71%) new interests may be discovered as source has other speciality</td>
<td>low risk as result is found by source with suitable content overall high estimation of source offers quality guaranties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disadvantages</td>
<td>disadvantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk of offering such result as found by low estimated source high reliability guarantee no miracles in new domains</td>
<td>maybe promising user interests still remain unexplored the quality of found result is not really remarkable (65%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On Figure 3.15 community $FC_3$ has found 3 results for which the locally estimated relevance values are 78%, 65% and 49%. $FC_4$ is similarly offering also three results with
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the assigned relevance values of 87%, 71% and 69%. The responsible $M_2$ is collecting all these results, and deciding to return to a user the ones whose relevance values are 87%, 78% and 65%. The results with relevance 71% and 69%, found by $FC_4$, are estimated to be less worth than the one with the relevance 65% from $FC_3$. Such a decision illustrates a reasoning that better initial estimation of $FC_3$ ($FC_3$ is estimated with 5 and $FC_4$ with 4 on Figure 3.11) gives advantage to that community, and also to lower scoring results found by $FC_3$.

Figure 3.15: Composing a final result set by deciding which results are worth to be returned to a user
3.1.5. Adapting

As soon as a user feedback about the real result relevance is received, the measure of a successfulness of a community in finding the accurate results can be adapted. An ultimate goal of these adaptation activities, is establishing a much more realistic picture about the potentials of available communities. The final expected effect is that installed managers are hopefully going to learn to even better do cooperation among communities for future filtering jobs.

Figure 3.16: Adaptation of knowledge that \( FC_2 \) has about \( FC_3 \) after receiving a user feedback
On Figure 3.16 a user is sending a negative feedback for a result with the initially estimated relevance of 78%. Since this result has been originally offered by community $FC_3$, manager $M_2$ is lowering its reputation about $FC_3$. That adaptation of knowledge about $FC_3$ is illustrated by decreasing the estimation value for $FC_3$ from 5 to 4, with the symbolic meaning that in the future for the same request the applicability of $FC_3$ will not be anymore estimated with 5 but with 4.

### 3.2. Exploration Challenges

A human intelligence has produced a huge number of wonderful creations, which are unfortunately sometimes deeply hidden in numerous requests being sent to every filtering engine. The real challenge thus becomes finding ways how these intelligent creations can be first successfully recognised in order to be separated from the tons of irrelevant data that make many problems on the really beginning of exploration. The logical step further is to try to effectively exploit the discovered creations in improving the quality of future recommendations by integrating them into the actual request, which will become able to intelligently explore potentially relevant information areas. To illustrate these exploration challenges through one scenario, the novel symbols are first introduced on Figure 3.17. A three step scenario, where the usable old requests are first searched for, then mined, and finally utilised for exploration, will be afterwards given in separate sub-sections.

Figure 3.17 gives two novel symbols that are introduced for marking both information or filtering request in general and the request that is found to be useful for the exploration of an actual one. As far as the symbols for filtering requests are concerned, there are differences between graphical representations both in their shape and in their filling colour, where the used analogy says that more similar requests have more similar shapes and filling colours. The differentiation between requests both by their shape and their colour is intentionally done to illustrate the challenge of comparing requests, having hundreds of attributes that have somehow to be taken into consideration while deciding about the similarity of any two requests. These comparing challenges will be more deeply discussed in Section 3.2.1, where the similar old requests are searched for.

![Figure 3.17: Meaning of novel symbols that will be used through exploration scenario](image)

The high level idea about exploration is presented on Figure 3.18, which shows the step-by-step transformation of the actual request under the influence of available old
requests. The actual request before and after exploration is not fully the same, since some of the elements from the old requests are added. It still remains a mystery how the known old requests slightly change the actual request, hopefully in a direction of being able to better satisfy the user’s information needs. This mystery will be hopefully partially uncovered in the following scenario, being clearly separated into searching for usable old requests, using similar requests, and adapting actual request steps.

Figure 3.18: Illustrates the transformation of the actual request under the influence of old requests

Figure 3.19: Manager M can hopefully better process the actual filtering request A, by using the knowledge that is encapsulated in ten available old requests.
The playing ground for the scenario is made from ten old filtering requests that one manager can use to improve a received actual request (Figure 3.19). Since real managers have processed not only ten but thousands of requests, this small scale scenario cannot be seen as an illustration of challenges that exist by reason of a huge abundance of available requests. In spite of that, it will be possible to give almost all other exploration problems, being concerned with the necessity to compare requests and afterwards to mine important aspects from the most similar ones.

3.2.1. Searching for Usable Old Requests

After a filtering request has been received, instead of responding in a straight forward way by proving the best matching results, the filtering engine will first do searching for successful old requests that are similar to the actual one (Figure 3.20). Reasoning behind this idea is based on an assumption that the important aspects in the similar old requests probably made them successful and represent knowledge that can be used to improve the actual request.

The found most similar and usable old requests are on Figure 3.20 requests with ids 4, 6 and 8. While requests 4 and 8 are selected mostly because of their similar shape with the actual request, request 6 is chosen due to almost identical filling colour irrespective to its smaller size. These two criteria for finding usable old requests should point out on the unavoidable necessity to somehow logically combine them. A great dilemma in this small scale example is concerned whether is more important to take into consideration shape or filling colour while deciding about the similarity of requests. The shape and filling colour are nothing else that two attributes that should be somehow combined while selecting old requests. In reality there are unfortunately much more than two attributes behind every request, and the combination of them becomes even more important. The great challenge is therefore contained in designing a suitable distance function, which is going to be able to identify the subtle differences between the compared requests.
Example 3.2: When somebody is searching for an active holiday with the great riding facilities in Spain, a system should find successful old requests that are either concerned with active holidays or directly with riding. Or for the request for papers in the area of agent technologies, a system is searching for similar requests in order to determine not only how to better focus searching to particular topics, but also to find where the relevant information is located and what else can be interesting.

3.2.2. Using Similar Requests

The found similar requests should serve as a basis for the application of data mining algorithms, which are applied with an ultimate goal to identify the main aspects, being responsible for their successfulness (Figure 3.21). By restricting the application of these algorithms only on the chosen most similar and most successful requests, the expensive mining process is bounded and made more efficient.

The most important elements to the most similar old requests should be mined?

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3.21: The found most similar old requests are analysed and their most important elements are identified in order to be potentially used while improving the actual request A.

The results of mining chosen old requests 4, 6 and 8 are on Figure 3.21 marked by the identification of their elements that can be useful for the adaptation of the actual request. Since the efficiency of data mining algorithms almost always critically depends from the number of pre-selected requests that will be considered, a real problem becomes deciding how many old requests to further carefully analyse. The advantages and disadvantages of selecting either only one or many old requests are briefly summarised on Figure 3.22. On the one hand (Figure 3.22a), the greatest problem with the usage of only one single old request for mining is both in its large sensitivity to features that are present in the chosen request, as well as in the high probability that not everything useful will be in that single selected request. It is highly possible that many aspects will not be present in the chosen request, and that will be therefore lost in spite of being potentially valuable. On the other hand (Figure 3.22b), while simultaneously working with many old filtering requests introduces a significant computation load, it has much better chances to identify really useful features that will improve the actual request. An optimal reasoning is probably...
somewhere in the middle, where more than one, but less that 50% of all available old requests are pre-selected to be carefully examined.

**Example 3.3:** In the mentioned example about an active holiday with great riding facilities, a system should find from the successful old requests not only which places in Spain are suitable for riding, but also which additional activities are good alternative for riding. Similarly, from requests being similar with the request for papers about agent technologies, a filtering system is both finding that UMBC and Agent Link web pages are the best known sources, as well as additionally determining that information about actual agent conferences might be interesting.

![Figure 3.22: The advantages and the disadvantages of selecting the different number of old requests that have the influence while the adaptation of the actual request is performed](image)

3.2.3. **Adapting Actual Request**

The results of mining activities on the set of chosen similar requests should be seen as the main reasons of their successfulness, and they should be intelligently incorporated in order to make the actual request better and consequently to increase its chances to satisfy the imposed information need (Figure 3.23). In the case where in the actual request some aspects, being very important in the found old requests, are either missing completely or having different values, these aspects are added in order to make the actual request closer to the successful old ones. The expected effect of moving the actual request towards the successful similar old ones is the collaborative intelligent exploration of new information areas based on the impression that important aspects in the liked similar requests can be also important for the actual one.
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Figure 3.23: Actual filtering request is improved by adding some of the found most important elements from the most similar old requests.

Figure 3.24: The selection of the different number of the found important features, which should be included in the actual request.

- **add only one feature to the actual request**
  - **Advantages**: simple to be accepted by users, easy to implement
  - **Disadvantages**: highly biased with only one feature, often explore irrelevant space

- **add more features to the actual request**
  - **Advantages**: more sophisticated exploration, more powerful to fix bad requests
  - **Disadvantages**: users might have difficulties to recognize request
Figure 3.23 illustrates that even though one most important element is identified in every of three pre-selected old requests, only the element from the request 8 is found of being worth enough to be integrated into an actual request. Such a decision is naturally concerned with a desired level of exploration, which clearly defines how much the actual request can be changed. On the one hand, an extremely small level of exploration will not change the actual request enough, and the potentially interesting information areas will remain undiscovered. Such a situation is on Figure 3.24a illustrated by adding only one novel feature in the actual request. On the other hand, the addition of really too many new features might have the undesired effect of moving the request far away from preferences that have been obtained from a user. The incorporation of 3 new features on Figure 3.24b in the actual request is maybe too ambitious, and a user consequently becomes suspicious regarding obtained results.

**Example 3.4:** In the holiday example, the found places being good for riding in Spain and to riding alternative activities are added in the actual request in order both to better focus the search and to explore new opportunities for an active holiday in Spain. In the request for papers about agent technologies a system adds the most promising locations for finding the relevant papers and additionally searches for data about the actual agent conferences.

### 3.3. Coordination Challenges

The fruitful history of information filtering technologies has produced many more or less successful filtering strategies, which make every given filtering problem solvable on many different ways. These already invented strategies can be intelligently combined or coordinated to hopefully obtain a sophisticated solution, having a superior behaviour that surely outperforms any single searching algorithm. In order to develop such coordination solution, being able to choose in a long run for as many filtering jobs as possible the most applicable algorithm, one obviously needs an advanced reasoning that tries to learn about strengths and weaknesses of every available filtering strategy. In nowadays real-time and dynamic environments one should additionally estimate the applicability of each strategy by taking into consideration both its behaviour in similar past situations and the degree of the current availability of relevant system resources.

The remainder of this sub-section will first shortly present one high level example that illustrates the usual coordination workflow without uncovering underlying details. After defining the novel symbols that will be used, these hidden coordination challenges, which are typically dealing with the robust evaluation of the applicability of each strategy while simultaneously learning about available filtering potentials, will be given by one scenario, separated into resource evaluation, job analysis, strategy selection, self healing recovery, and qualification adaptation steps.

Figure 3.25 presents one very simple example of the framework, having only one relatively small community with manager and filtering agents. In spite of its simplicity, the given example is able to illustrate the main coordination role, being the selection of a filtering agent that will find the requested results. It additionally becomes obvious that coordination takes place inside a single community, where one manager maintains the population of different filtering agents. The flow of the information request, named also
inside the community as the filtering job, is through two steps. The first step involves a user, who is responsible to encapsulate its preferences inside the information request, and to send that request to the reachable manager $M_1$. The subsequent second step is actually the coordination activity, where manager $M_1$ somehow decides that filtering agent $F_{13}$ is the most suitable, and thus a request will be forwarded to $F_{13}$. A way how such a decision is made is out of the scope of this high level example, and will be the cornerstone of the remaining sub-sections.

The second part of this simple example assumes that filtering has been successful, and that the responsible $F_{13}$ has managed to find results. As being illustrated on Figure 3.26, the found results are first returned to the manager $M_1$ that has initially received the information request. The last step is returning results to the user, being done by $M_1$ that is exclusively responsible for the quality of a provided filtering service. Even though manager $M_1$ can perform the check of the obtained results to be sure what will be returned, this activity is performed in the cooperation, and will not be therefore analysed in this section, where the coordination issues are solely taken into consideration.
To make easy understandable the following scenario, Figure 3.27 introduces the novel symbols, which are mainly used for marking the different states of a particular filtering agent. Basically the four novel such symbols will be used for marking that only resource evaluation has been performed, that additionally job analysis has been accomplished, that a particular filtering agent has failed to deliver results, and that knowledge about a given agent has been adapted. Figure 3.27 also gives the definition for a filtering job in the coordination context, being nothing else than information request, as well as the utilised symbols for representing memory, CPU, and database load values.

A coordination scenario will take place inside a community that has one manager (M) and four filtering agents (Figure 3.28). Since a proposed coordination approach assumes the estimation of the load values of the relevant system resources, the used symbols for memory, CPU, and database will be present on every figure that covers the steps of the scenario. The question marks are initially assigned to these icons to illustrate that the resource estimation is still not fulfilled. The analysis of the received information request can be possible while performing the coordination in a domain of text documents, and therefore two question marks symbolise the currently unknown values for the two job properties, being the actual number of words and phrases, respectively. The developed coordination approach is universal by reason of being able simply to omit the job analysis for domains where items are not text documents, in which case the question marks, being assigned to the icon for a filtering job, should be ignored.
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Figure 3.27: Meaning of novel symbols that will be used through coordination scenario

Figure 3.28: Playing ground for the coordination where manager M should decide which filtering agent in the most suitable to be selected for the received filtering job in a current runtime situation
3.3.1. Resource Evaluation

After receiving the filtering job and before making any decision about which filtering agent is going to be selected, the current runtime situation in a system will be determined (Figure 3.29). In the particular case, that actually might mean measuring parameters, such as the system load of CPU and database server, and determining the amount of available free memory. The obtained load values are afterwards somehow combined with the experience that a responsible manager has had with any available filtering agent in past coordination activities (Figure 3.30). That past experience will optimistically provide the knowledge, which clearly specifies for each and every filtering strategy, how much computation power it is necessary, in which extent it loads a database, and the amount of the needed free memory.

![Figure 3.29: The load of relevant system resources is estimated to provide support data for coordination that is consequently managing to optimally utilise available computational power](image)

On Figure 3.29 the load values of memory, CPU, and database server are computed and represented as numbers from [0,1], where a higher value means that a corresponding resource is more loaded. On the one hand, it can be seen from the assigned numbers that memory system is quite loaded as its load is represented by 0.95. On the other hand, CPU is the least loaded resource, having the assigned load value of only 0.37. By using found load values and the experience about the capabilities of filtering agents, the applicability of every known agent is evaluated, and represented as a number from [1,5], where larger number means better corresponding applicability. While filtering agent $F_3$ happens to be most successfully used in the similar past runtime situations (evaluation has assigned 5 to $F_3$), $F_2$ seems to be the least promising agent when only resource load values are taken into account ($F_2$ applicability is rated only with 2).
There are very many challenging situations when the known past experience should be somehow combined with the measured load values in order to obtained the estimations about every filtering agent. These tasks become even more difficult since some agents are maybe never used in similar runtime situations, and they are thus still waiting to be tried to prove themselves. In spite of that, an uncountable number of different situations, where the available agents have been already tried, will open many opportunities for speculating which agent might be currently more promising. But, even in the case where enough past experience is available about analysed agents, it may be a quite big challenge to combine their different capabilities into a single estimation value. Only one of possible scenarios
about deciding which agent is better is given on Figure 3.30. The agent $F_1$, while having the excellent behaviour irrespective to the high load of CPU and database server, might show serious response time problems when there is not enough available free memory. The yet another agent $F_3$ possesses almost completely reverse capabilities. While $F_3$ is known as an agent with average performances that can have serious problems when the database server is loaded, $F_3$ can successfully work even when there are only a few bytes of a free memory. Although the general comparison between $F_1$ and $F_3$ will surely give the advantage to a much better $F_1$, a current memory lacking runtime situation brings many penalties to $F_1$. A final decision is therefore giving a slight advantage to $F_3$ by assigning 5 as estimation, mostly because of its strong guaranties to be able to work even when there is not enough memory. $F_3$ will produce needed recommendations on time, which is better than probably a long waiting for excellent results that $F_1$ can offer, being consequently estimated by 4.

3.3.2. Job Analysis

A brilliant human capability to produce different types of filtering jobs opens many challenges, being mainly concerned with somehow assigning the right types of jobs to the filtering agents with the necessary skills (Figure 3.31). The main objective of job analysis is therefore the estimation how successfully every agent can process the received job based on the available previous experience. Such an analysis is unfortunately not treating jobs as black boxes, and consequently makes the whole underlying coordination approach to be potentially domain dependant. As the retrieval of text documents is the one of most typically occurring tasks, this sub-section will assume that the filtering jobs are actually queries, being built out of words and phrases. The generic applicability of a coordination scheme is still preserved by simply omitting job analysis for all other unsupported types of jobs.

![Figure 3.31: The main properties of received filtering job, such as number of words and phrases, are determined, and the suitability of filtering agents is also estimated regarding these job properties](image)
Only some typical examples of filtering jobs in the broad domain of text documents, which require the application of different strategies, are given as follows. The typical online application of any search engine is usually concerned with short queries, having only few words [260], where response time has to be extremely short. In order to successfully handle many short and imprecise jobs, one has to additionally think about using strategies for the intelligent query expansion [83]. The personalised information delivery, which is specialised, adaptive and exploratory [235], has also to somehow cope with the profiles, having hundreds of words. Because these huge profiles are at the end used for searching, one needs either to perform dimensionality reduction [127] or to seamlessly split a profile [29].

Figure 3.32: Challenge of figuring out how good each filtering agent can be for the received job
On Figure 3.31 manager M has to estimate how a usage of any from the four installed filtering agents is appealing for processing the job, having 24 words and 3 phrases. Every filtering agent usually utilises very different strategies that might have the limited support towards the particular types of jobs. On the one hand, the document retrieval engines based on inverted lists [58] [59] store for each and every word its positions, and consequently can support queries with phrases. Such a filtering solution unfortunately has to separately process each word from a query, and thus might have scalability problems for longer requests. On the other hand, strategies that use some sort of dimensionality reduction, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [127] or Self Organising Map (SOM) [148], can easily support jobs with really many words. At the same time, these strategies do not have position lists, and consequently cannot handle phrases. These two and many other strategies clearly illustrate the necessity to take care of the type of a job, while making a decision which one will do filtering. On Figure 3.31 while the most promising agent happens to be $F_2$, whose applicability for a particular job is estimated with 5, the least applicable is $F_1$, having only 2 as the corresponding suitability for the given job.

The advantages and disadvantages of a potential usage of only two filtering agents for a given job with 24 words and 3 phrases are deeply analysed on Figure 3.32. While agent $F_2$ plays the role of a filtering engine with an inverted list that can support phrases, $F_4$ uses the dimensionality reduction and thus ignores phrases. Even though $F_4$ can support significantly larger jobs than $F_2$, the little better estimation is given to $F_2$ ($F_2$ is rated with 5 and $F_4$ with 4), probably because the query with 24 words is not so big. The used reasoning assumes that for a given job both $F_2$ and $F_4$ can work acceptably fast, and thus the advantages is given to $F_2$ that can provide more accurate results.

### 3.3.3. Strategy Selection

By using the determined environmental properties, as well as the found features of the actual filtering job, together with the characteristics of different strategies, the appealing idea about which filtering strategy is the most suitable in the current situation should be obtained. In order to better explore the characteristics of all available strategies, instead of giving the job always to the most promising strategy, sometimes another strategy is going to be chosen, being the way of giving the chance to that strategy to improve its qualifications. A challenge behind is therefore contained in deciding either to exploit the already learnt properties of well known strategies or to explore the unknown, potentially promising, capabilities of novel ones.

On Figure 3.33 a manager has decided to forward the job to the filtering agent $F_3$ that has the best possible resource estimation (the applicability of $F_3$ in the current runtime situation is rated as 5). As being given on Figure 3.34, where the two best candidates are directly compared, $F_3$ is at the same time a quite novel filtering agent, and its selection therefore stimulates the excellent exploration of its capabilities, where really much might be learnt. The closest concurrent to $F_3$ happens to be the filtering agent $F_4$ mostly by reason of its solid support for the actual job (the level of supporting the current job by $F_4$ is estimated by 4). It is shown on Figure 3.34 that $F_4$ is the well-known filtering agent,
about whom the solid experience is available, being also its important strength. Figure 3.33 finally shows that $F_2$, offering the best possible support for a given job (job analysis has assigned 5 to $F_2$) is not so good candidate to be selected, and its capabilities are not analysed in detail on Figure 3.34. The reason behind is in its very bad resource estimation, which is marked only with 2, and which specifies that possible serious resource problems might occur in the case of its selection.

Figure 3.33: Based on the performed estimation of resources and job analysis filtering agent F3 is selected to be responsible for doing filtering and delivering expected results

**Strategy Selection**

Every filtering agent should get a chance to improve its picture?

![Strategy Selection diagram]

**Figure 3.34: The advantages and disadvantages of a selection between two filtering agents that have the best qualifications, and when there is the different level of past experience about them**

---

**a** Novel agent without so reach past experience

- **advantages**
  - really much can be learnt by its selection
  - good resource evaluation (5) guaranties quick response

- **disadvantages**
  - quality is problematic as job is not so well supported (3)
  - filtering process is not safe as novel agent is responsible

---

**b** Well-known agent used many times in the past

- **advantages**
  - can give guaranties about the delivery of results
  - high quality is possible as solid support for actual job (4)

- **disadvantages**
  - well-known agent about whom not so much can be learnt
  - pure resource evaluation (3) and might have runtime difficulties
3.3.4. Self Healing Recovery

The challenge of exploiting the well known filtering agents, as well as the potentially promising novel ones, becomes even more severe by additionally requesting that some guaranties, concerning the delivery of results, have to be given. The reputation of a whole community will be considerably demolished if it is often happening that a user is getting either bad or not results at all. A community is always seen as a black box for any sender of an information request, which means that it does not matter which filtering agent is not working well. A final result set is the only thing that is counting, and the manager, being generally responsible for the quality of the provided filtering service, has to ensure that as often as possible a user is satisfied with the obtained recommendations. The exploration of the unknown capabilities of novel filtering agents evidently has somehow to be packed into self healing recovery mechanisms, which will guarantee that in the case of a failure of one agent, the alternative one will be asked to perform filtering.

![Self Healing Recovery Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.35: After the failure of the first selected agent F3, the alternative F4 is chosen as a recovery**

On Figure 3.35 the first selected filtering agent $F_3$ has unfortunately failed to deliver requested results. Such an outcome is maybe not so surprising since $F_3$ happens to be a novel agent, as being described on Figure 3.34, whose real capabilities are still waiting to be discovered. After noticing the failure of $F_3$, which can either not delivering the results in the permitted amount of time or explicitly declaring that the requested filtering cannot be performed, the manager is figuring out that $F_4$ can be the solid recovery option. The greatest motivation, behind selecting $F_4$ to reliably repair the critical actual situation, is in its excellent and solid past experience (Figure 3.34). Since $F_4$ is a well-known filtering agent, manager plays right now more on the exploitation of what is already known, and hopes that the expected results will be quickly found. These results are now really needed.
because some time has been already lost due to the unexpected failure of $F_3$, and a user might become impatient.

### 3.3.5. Qualification Adaptation

While the runtime characteristics of a strategy can be adapted as soon as the filtering results become available or the failure happens, the measure of successfulness in finding accurate results for a particular type of a job cannot be changed before a user feedback is not received. An ultimate goal of these adaptations is establishing a more realistic picture about the potentials of the available strategies. The expected desired final effect is that a system is hopefully going to learn to even better coordinate activities for future jobs.

After the failure of $F_3$, manager can learn for example that $F_3$ cannot work so reliably in the particular runtime situation. On Figure 3.36 the adaptation of knowledge about $F_3$ is symbolically represented by decreasing resource estimation for $F_3$ from 5 to 4 in order to illustrate that in the same future runtime situations $F_3$ will not anymore be evaluated with 5 but with 4. Under an assumption that a user has been happy with the results that $F_4$ has found, the already good qualifications of $F_4$ to well support the given job can be further boosted. On Figure 3.36 the estimation of an applicability of $F_4$ for a given job is increased from 4 to 5, which means that in the future $F_4$ will be better estimated for the same type of jobs.

![Figure 3.36: The knowledge about the triggered filtering agents F3 and F4 is adapted to better represent their capabilities and thus to enable more successful coordination activities in the future](image)

#### 3.3.6. Formal Example of Filtering Job

The evaluation, selection, recovery and adaptation steps are essential building blocks for generic coordination mechanisms, which are applicable on each and every filtering job from any application domain. In spite of this universal coordination applicability, the best way to understand that each filtering job can be resolvable on many ways, which can
be quite different for example as far as the resource requirements are concerned, is to formally present one specific job, let’s say from the domain of document retrieval. This formal example will help in understanding mostly by illustrating the possible ways of utilising many different job properties or constrains while deciding which text documents are the most promising recommendations.

**Example 3.5:** Let’s imagine that one research assistant in a company dealing with the exploitation of renewable energy should find five closely related project proposals either in English or in German that are about wind power plants and that are not older than one month.

The information request that encapsulates all the mentioned constrains can be formally presented as it is given in Table 3.1, where each and every constrain is represented as the corresponding filtering attribute. On the one hand attributes such as *sources, languages, domains, expected quality and type of results*, have strictly predefined permitted values. For example the legitimate values for *type of results* attribute are scientific paper, news article, conference call, project proposal, trade publication and business report. On the other hand *preference key words, actuality and number of results* attributes take values without so strict limitations, i.e. any word or phrase from a given language can be given as a *preference key word*.

This variety of filtering attributes naturally imposes the many potential ways of using them while searching for results. One can first search for all project proposals that belong to a renewable energy domain and then check other constrains, whereas the other can perform the initial reduction of a search space through the examination of the document actuality. Obviously many more or less successful filtering strategies can be designed, and the arising problem is naturally concerned with making a decision about how each particular strategy is good in a given situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filtering attribute name</th>
<th>Filtering attribute value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preference key words</td>
<td>Wind power plant, wind speed sensors, wind turbine, wind farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuality</td>
<td>One month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources</td>
<td>Internet, intranet, mail box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>English, German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domains</td>
<td>Renewable energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected quality</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of results</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of results</td>
<td>Project report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The challenges, which unfortunately exist when trying to do successful large scale coordination between many different filtering strategies, are only illustrated in a given coordination scenario, being accompanied with a formal example of a filtering job from the information retrieval domain. The possible ways of addressing evaluation, selection, recovery and adaptation problems will be the main topic in the Sections 6 of this thesis.
3.4. Conclusion

The problems of finding the right information at the right time have been analysed from the point of view of one multi-agent filtering framework. Although the application of intelligent agents has released the user from the burden of thinking where the relevant data are located and how they can be retrieved, the filtering agents have introduced many novel challenges. The fundamental architecture of the proposed filtering framework has been given on Figure 3.3 in order to make possible the precise specification of the main underlying challenges, being shortly named as cooperation, exploration and coordination on Figure 3.4.

The cooperation challenges have been in detail discussed in Section 3.1. They have been basically concerned with automatically finding communities that are most suitable for processing the actual information request. The underlying problems of first obtaining the up-to-date knowledge about the potentials of other known communities, then deciding to which the request should be dispatched, and finally composing the final result set with learning from a user feedback, have been illustrated through one scenario.

The scenario has been also utilised for presenting the main exploration challenges in Section 3.2. These challenges have been mainly concerned with exploiting the knowledge, being encapsulated into numerous already processed requests, to improve the actual one, and to increase its chances to find results that will lead towards the solid user satisfaction.

The chapter has been finished with the most important Section 3.3, where coordination challenges have been addressed. Section 3.3 has actually presented main problems while deciding which filtering agent, each encapsulating its own searching strategy, is the most promising to be applied for resolving the actual job in the particular runtime resource situation. Problems with both resource estimation and job analysis, being the activities that provide the necessary support data for coordination, have been discussed. The discussion about coordination challenges has been concluded with the analysis how the underlying selection mechanisms can recover after the failures of filtering agents, as well as efficiently learn from both from the available user relevance feedback and the response time measurements.
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As being already shown in the Chapter 3 where the major cooperation problems have been discussed, the needed information is usually scattered around many different, more or less dynamic, distributed sources. Two cornerstone challenges therefore become both finding which sources should be consulted for resolving the particular request, as well as putting the found results together. While the challenge of searching for sources is known in the literature as database selection problem, the composing of a final result set is often simply referred as the information fusion [273][274]. The known specialised approaches for handling these challenges, which will be briefly presented in the Section 4.2, seem to be unfortunately too heavy for efficiently utilising the highly dynamic distributed sources. Much less heavy cooperation approach, which is already published in [9][10], and which is based on the application of the intelligent cooperative agents, is going consequently to be profoundly presented in this Chapter.

The fundamental cooperation idea is based on the installation of at least one filtering community around each database, and on setting up sophisticated mechanisms, which enable that these communities can efficiently help each other while processing incoming requests. Although the filtering request can be sent to any community, the most suitable communities will be autonomously found, and the request will be then dispatched to them. The found results will be finally collected, and only the best ones will be returned to the sender of the request. The most appealing property behind this cooperative processing is that everything is done transparently for a user, being not any more forced to manually think where the request should be sent, and which obtained filtering results are really the best ones.

The remainder of this Chapter will be organised as follows. After giving the necessary definitions and useful preliminaries in order to make possible the precise presentation of the cooperation approach, the major drawbacks of other attempts to provide solutions for the distributed information retrieval will be critically presented. The cornerstone part of this Chapter is then contained in the section, which gives principles being in the basis of the developed cooperation approach that is naturally separated into updating, estimating, dispatching, composing, and adapting steps. This chapter is afterwards finished with the short resume which additionally gives comments about the potential future improvements of a given approach.
4.1. Definitions and Preliminaries

To clearly specify the roles of implemented agents, as well as to formally define terms that will be used while concisely presenting realised cooperation approach, the definitions of Filtering Agent, Manager Agent, Filtering Community, Cooperation, Filtering Request, Community Reliability, Community Content Description, and Community Description will be given as follows:

**Definition 4.1:** *Filtering Agent* \( F \) encapsulates one particular searching strategy that is solely used for finding recommendations from the underlying database. In the domain of text documents, the searched recommendations are articles, and the utilised strategy is always able to receive requests with keywords. Depending on the additional capabilities of the encapsulated filtering strategy, sometimes the extra preferences, such as preferred actuality of results, desired data sources that will be consulted while searching, minimal quality of recommendations, and so on, might be supported. Since the design of filtering agents is out of the scope of this thesis, it is enough to think about them as being wizards, whose inputs are filtering requests, and outputs are results that are no matter how found. Such an abstraction of a filtering agent, together with a manager \( M \) that sends requests and receives found results, is presented on Figure 4.1, where \( F \) has managed to deliver three results, with relevance values 78%, 65% and 49%, respectively. The way how these relevance values are computed by \( F \) will be also ignored, and will not be important for a manager that solely utilise the services of filtering agents.

**Definition 4.2:** *Manager Agent* \( M \) receives the filtering requests either from users or from other managers, and autonomously decides what to do with them. From the view point of cooperation, the currently responsible manager, being the one that has initially received the request, is looking for other managers that maybe have better qualifications to process the actual filtering job. The way how manager agents fulfil these cooperation activities will be the main topic of this Chapter. Other duties of a manager are concerned with exploration and coordination tasks, and their concise definitions, as well as practical realisations will be offered in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.

**Definition 4.3:** *Filtering Community* \( FC \) or shortly *Community* \( C \) is the collection of many different filtering agents that are tailored to efficiently do searching depending on the current availability of system resources and the properties of the actual request on the
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underlying collection of objects. Instead of having only filtering agents, each and every community has also one manager agent \( M \) that is solely responsible for ensuring the high quality of the provided filtering service. The example of one filtering community is given on Figure 4.2, where a community \( C_2 \) is installed around distributed database \( DB_2 \), and contains one manager agent \( M_2 \), and five different filtering agents \( F_{21}, F_{22}, F_{23}, F_{24} \) and \( F_{25} \).

![Figure 4.2: Filtering community C2 having one manager M2 and five filtering agents](image)

**Definition 4.4:** Cooperation is performed between manager agents in order to find the most competent communities for processing the received request. This Chapter is focused on presenting the concrete realisation of a cooperation approach that is able to efficiently fulfil these requirements.

**Definition 4.5:** Filtering Request \( FR \) describes user preferences towards documents that will satisfy the imposed information needs in the best manner. Each filtering request can be formally represented as the collection of pairs \( \{t_i, \omega_i^{(r)}\} \), where \( t_i \) corresponds to term in a request, and \( \omega_i^{(r)} \) represents the importance of the corresponding term \( t_i \). While larger positive value of \( \omega_i^{(r)} \) means that it is more important that term \( t_i \) is found, larger negative value of \( \omega_i^{(r)} \) assumes that it is better that term \( t_i \) is not present in the analysed document. In a course of this thesis the terms information request, filtering job and query are also sometimes utilised as synonyms.

Each and every filtering request \( FR \) can have many extra parameters, specifying more precisely users’ preferences. One of such additional attributes, which will be utilised for cooperation purposes, is the expected quality of filtering results \( q_e \). The intention behind \( q_e \) is that whenever the user specifies high \( q_e \), it is quietly also accepted that the response time might be longer. The yet another extra parameter is \( n_r \), being the requested number of filtering results.

**Definition 4.6:** Community Reliability \( r_c \) models the successfulness of the particular community while processing the past filtering requests. Filtering communities that have more often provided the results, being liked by the users, will have larger reliability \( r_c \) values, and reverse.
Definition 4.7: Community Content Description CCD is the short description of the underlying collection of documents, and CCD can be seen as the collection of the given number of the most important pairs \(\{t_i, \omega^{(d)}_i\}\). Element \(t_i\) corresponds to a particular term in the document collection to which the given community has access, whereas \(\omega^{(d)}_i\) is the number of documents from the underlying collection that have term \(t_i\). The number of pairs should be carefully chosen since it mainly defines the size of a corresponding CCD, and consequently represents the main bottleneck whenever the transmission of CCD is necessary.

Definition 4.8: Community Description CD represents corresponding community in concise and descriptive way both to ensure an efficient exchange of descriptions between communities and at the same time to provide enough information to other communities that want to cooperate with it. Formally, community description CD is \(\{CCD, RD, t_c, r_c\}\), where element CCD is the community content description, RD is the retrieval date when CCD is obtained, \(t_c\) represents the period of asking for new CCD, and \(r_c\) is community reliability in processing the filtering tasks in the past. The illustration of a relationship between the whole community description CD on one side, and CCD, RD, \(t_c\) and \(r_c\) on the other side is given on Figure 4.3. The example values for RD, \(t_c\) and \(r_c\), as well as 4 different \(\{t_i, \omega^{(d)}_i\}\) pairs inside CCD, having only 18 different such pairs, are there presented.

![Figure 4.3: Relationship between CD, CCD, RD, \(t_c\) and \(r_c\).](image)
4.2. Background

With a quite rapid proliferation of the Internet in recent years, the problem of helping ordinary users discover the desired information in such an environment also continues to escalate. According to the author's best knowledge, the distributed text databases and the peer-to-peer systems try to provide solutions to the arising challenges in the information retrieval. The strengths and weaknesses of these approaches will be critically analysed in the following paragraphs and the ideas of combining them will be noted.

A task of both efficiently and accurately determining the most relevant databases with respect to a given user query is one of the main challenges for a distributed text database community [273][274][276]. The major objective of a database selection is to identify the potentially good databases that are likely to contain useful documents for the given query. That objective is in [273][274] addressed by a representative which is in advance created for each distributed database and which indicates approximately its content. In order to achieve very accurate selection, that representative contains, for each distinct term in the database, the term itself together with the reduced representation of a document that is the most important for a particular term. By reason of easily having few millions of distinct terms in each distributed database, the representative becomes very big with the size that is sometimes even larger than 100 MB [273]. That is probably the main reason in [273][274] of completely ignoring the problem of keeping a representative to be up-to-date with the corresponding database. The solution that will be proposed in this Chapter is based on much smaller representative, having only few hundreds terms that are the most important for the corresponding database. The associated costs of sending such a small representative are quite reasonable, which makes quite possible the realisation of efficient update strategies.

As far as taking care of the dynamics of the underlying databases are concerned, the peer-to-peer (P2P) community has defined many specialised update policies [102][103]. These update policies usually assume the propagation of a change from the peer where the underlying database has been changed to all other peers [102][173]. A great work has been done in the direction of developing algorithms that can guarantee that all peers can be optimally found [102]. A used broadcast of a database representative still seems to be somewhat unpractical even for small representatives, because of too frequent updates in a highly dynamic Internet world. One step further in optimising the performances can be to send a representative only when it is needed, which will dramatically reduce the traffic in the network.

The database selection from [273][274] assumes the existence of a single point, called meta search engine, which knows everything about all other databases and which is the only one that is capable of answering queries. In a peer-to-peer world, all parties, called peers, have equivalent capabilities in providing other parties with data or services [114], and no peer needs to know everything about all other peers in order to successfully work [115]. But, although each and every peer can respond to all queries, P2P queries are usually resolved by simply propagating them to all neighbours [120], and the idea from [273][274] of selecting the neighbours is lost. The well-known Piazza system [123][124] being the system for peer data management, completely ignores optimisation issues in its small scale implementation, and almost utilises the brutal force in resolving a query. The
peerDB [194] also propagates query to all neighbours, but it additionally tries to keep in the neighbourhood only the best peers. In [194] no clear strategy is unfortunately given for maintaining such a neighbourhood, having only the best peers.

In coDB [103] hopefully so-called coordination rules [115] are used for figuring out to which neighbouring peers a query should be propagated. Composing of these rules, being similar to the semantic mappings [167] or the semantic glues among peers [124], is one of the core problems that is in the heart of several optimisation methods in data sharing networks [173]. It is consequently very often stressed that it is very hard to maintain and propagate coordination rules [219] and that their definition is application domain specific task [114], which is usually only manually done [281]. But, without solid coordination rules, the location of a needed data is very hard [122] and sharing of data becomes almost unmanageable [121]. The cornerstone idea in this Chapter is to show how update policy, being known in the P2P world as the coordination rule, can be completely automatically realised through the exchange of small database representatives in the specialised domain of a document retrieval.

4.3. Cooperation Algorithm

The fundamental cooperation property of finding for every filtering request the right communities is essentially supported by maintaining appropriate community descriptions. Every manager agent simply has the descriptions of all other communities with whom it tends to establish future cooperation activities. The important simplification is introduced by assuming that every community knows all others, which further means that the peer-to-peer propagation of the request is not necessary, and will be out of the scope of the cooperation algorithm that is going to be introduced. It will be simply assumed that the manager agents try to cooperate only for the requests that are received from a user. In the case where other manager sends the request, the selected manager knows that cooperation has already taken place, and that the request has to be locally processed.

Two cornerstone challenges, being database selection problem and information fusion are efficiently addressed by the corresponding cooperation activities. On the one hand, updating descriptions, estimating communities, and dispatching request steps serve the purpose of resolving the database selection problem. Their essential property is both the usage of quite small community content descriptions, having at most few hundreds terms, as well as learning how often every community description should be updated with new representative words, in order to optimally use the available network bandwidth. Not only that community content descriptions are much smaller that it is the case with distributed text database solution, but also a dynamic of the underlying document collection defines when the description will be again requested. On the other hand, composing results and reliability adaptation steps are responsible for providing a solution for information fusion. The major problem of the information fusion of somehow combining results, being found by different parties that utilise their unique methods for predicting the relevance values, is overcome simply by trusting to the responsible communities relatively to their reliability. Instead of retrieving the results and recalculating their relevance score by using the same relevance algorithm, the results are ranked based on their locally predicted relevance and the reliability of the responsible community. The desired final effect is the replacement of
very expensive re-examination of results, being the most often utilised way of addressing information fusion, with much more efficient result re-ranking on the fly. The adaptation of reliability values based on a provided user feedback should help find right reliabilities, and thus facilitate the better composition of a final result set.

Before presenting the previously mentioned main building blocks of the cooperation algorithm, system architecture, illustrating the communication between manager agents, is introduced on Figure 4.4. *User agent* (U) is responsible for the generation of filtering requests of jobs by collecting the user preferences. It also knows how a user feedback can be obtained and forwarded to the manager agent. *Manager agent* (M) is the cornerstone that fulfils all cooperation activities and ensures the satisfied quality of filtering services. It should be seen as the entity that first updates obsolete community descriptions and then estimates how each known community can be promising for processing a current filtering request, being shortly marked on Figure 4.4 as job. After community estimation, manager is capable to dispatch the received filtering job to the right communities. As soon as the activated communities have produced results, manager will then compose the final result set that will be returned back to the user agent. In the case of receiving any feedback from a user agent about the relevance of results, manager agent will perform the adaptation of knowledge that it has about the responsible communities.

*Figure 4.4: Updating, estimating, dispatching, composing and adapting cooperation steps*
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The ultimate goal of the deployed cooperation mechanisms is always to efficiently find which communities are the most promising for professionally providing results to the received request. This objective can be hopefully achieved through updating descriptions, estimating communities, dispatching request, composing results, and adapting reliability steps, as it is going to be shown in the following sub-sections.

4.3.1. Updating Descriptions

Each and every filtering community has the community descriptions $CD$s of all other communities with whom it tends to cooperate, and that are utilised for figuring out which parties are the best candidates for accepting the current request. But, before cooperation can take place, the out of date community content descriptions should be replaced with the new ones, being unavoidable since the underlying document collections are dynamic, and therefore each description is always more or less consistent with the corresponding database. This activity is shortly named as updating descriptions step, and it is separated on Figure 4.5 into obsolete check and updating single description parts. While obsolete check is solely responsible for discovering which community content descriptions are out of date, the updating description part is mainly concerned with retrieving the new content descriptions, and afterwards learning to establish the optimal trade-off between having always perfect descriptions and not loading too much the used network. Figure 4.5 shows that a community content description $CCD^{(i)}$ is out of date when its retrieval date $RD^{(i)}$ is more than $t_c^{(i)}$ away from the actual date $AD$ (obsolete check part). It might be further clearly noticed from Figure 4.5 that the new $CCD^{(i)}$ is always obtained by simply asking the corresponding filtering community $C_i$ to send its new content description (updating description part).

To optimise a retrieval of a community content description, filtering communities that frequently change their content descriptions, are more often asked to send their new descriptions. In other words, such communities will have smaller $t_c$ in their $CD$s. It is assumed that $t_c$ should be adapted during runtime, with a goal to learn which communities frequently change their descriptions and which do not. The used adaptation rule for $t_c$ can be expressed as follows:

$$t_c^{(i,\text{new})} = t_c^{(i,\text{old})} + l(t)(d_J(CCD^{(i,\text{old})}, CCD^{(i,\text{new})}) - d_{\text{max}})^{2\alpha+1} \quad (4.1)$$

where $t_c^{(i,\text{new})}$ and $t_c^{(i,\text{old})}$ are new and old period of asking for the new community content description that corresponds to a filtering community $C_i$, $l(t)$ is the decreasing learning rate, $d_{\text{max}}$ gives a maximal tolerable distance between old $CCD^{(i,\text{old})}$ and new $CCD^{(i,\text{new})}$ content descriptions which correspond to a filtering community $C_i$, $d_J$ is Jaccard index, and $\alpha$ is a tuning parameter that regulates a level or a speed of the underlying adaptation process.

Learning rate $l(t) = l_0e^{-\gamma t}$ ensures that $t_c$ will not be changed dramatically for the well known communities, i.e. community, being known for example as the one that does
not change its content description very often, will not change its $t_c$ very much even in the case of providing the completely new description that differs a lot from the old one. The reasoning behind is that a fluctuation of a content description usually depends on the underlying domain, in the way that for example news domain will certainly change its description more frequently than the domain of scientific papers. Because communities usually stay bind to the same domains, author’s belief is that such a learning rate will contribute in efficiently finding more realistic $t_c$ values, which will reduce the costs of updating community content descriptions.

Two community content descriptions $CCD^{(i,old)}$ and $CCD^{(i,new)}$ are compared by using the Jaccard index, being known as a very good metric in sparse spaces [127] and being defined as:

$$ J(i) = \frac{|CCD^{(i,old)} \cap CCD^{(i,new)}|}{|CCD^{(i,old)} \cup CCD^{(i,new)}|} $$
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\[ d_J(CCD^{(i,old)}, CCD^{(i,new)}) = \frac{\sum_{i \text{ terms in both CCDs}}^1}{\sum_{i \text{ terms at least in one CCD}}^1} \]

The computation of \( d_J \) through the given expression is very efficient because only the number of overlapping terms is computed, and at the same time, the changes in their weights are ignored. That is important because \( t_c \) has to be adapted always when new content description is retrieved, and that holds for all communities. From \( d_J \) expression, it is obvious that \( d_J \in [0,1] \) and that a larger \( d_J \) means more similar objects. A maximal tolerable distance \( d_{max} \) defines how at least old and new content descriptions have to be close in order to increase \( t_c \) value. In general, very similar \( CCD \)s will impose \( d_J \) that is larger than \( d_{max} \), and consequently \( t_c \) will increase. At the other hand, quite different \( CCD \)s will have \( d_J < d_{max} \) and \( t_c \) will decrease.

![Figure 4.6: A dependence of the adaptation of a period \( t_c \) from a computed Jaccard index \( d_J \) between old and new content descriptions of a particular community.](image)

Figure 4.6 illustrates a dependence of \( \Delta t_c^{(i)} = t_c^{(i,new)} - t_c^{(i,old)} \) from \( d_J \) index, regarding a selected \( d_{max} \). As \( d_J \in [0,1] \), it is necessary to choose \( d_{max} \) also from \([0,1]\) in order for the adaptation process to work correctly. On the one hand, small \( d_{max} \) will result that \( \Delta t_c \) becomes negative only for the very small \( d_J \) values, which are even smaller than already tiny \( d_{max} \). Since negative \( \Delta t_c \) actually means decreasing the interval \( t_c \) of asking for the new content description \( CCD \), only large differences between old and new \( CCD \), having small resulting \( d_J \) values, will influence that a corresponding content description is asked.
more often in the future. On the other hand, large $d_{\text{max}}$ results that $\Delta t_c$ becomes positive for greater $d_f$, corresponding to more similar CCDs. While only very similar CCDs that correspond to extremely small changes in underlying content descriptions will increase the period $t_c$ of asking for new CCD, even not so different CCD, having not very small $d_f$ that should be only smaller that large $d_{\text{max}}$, will have negative $\Delta t_c$.

A final conclusion regarding $d_{\text{max}}$ influence is twofold. On the one hand, setting small values for $d_{\text{max}}$ leads towards designing the system, which will decrease the period $t_c$ of asking for the new content description only when a quite big difference is detected in the obtained new CCD, regarding the already possessed old one. Such a system obviously gives a larger importance on not loading too much network than on having as accurate content descriptions as possible. On the other hand, large $d_{\text{max}}$ results that $\Delta t_c$ is more often negative and consequently $t_c$ values, which can be expected to be obtained after many iterations, will be smaller. Since smaller $t_c$ means more frequently asking for new CCD, setting large $d_{\text{max}}$ tends to produce the system that will converge towards giving the advantage to having accurate CCD than to optimising the network usage.

After updating all obsolete community content descriptions, cooperation can proceed with the step, being shortly named as estimating communities, and being a topic of the next sub-section.

### 4.3.2. Estimating Communities

The usage of the appropriate distance function is the critical point in estimating how successful each filtering community can be in processing the actual request. Because both filtering request and community content description are defined in a highly sparse space, the appropriate modification of the weighted Jaccard index is expected to give a distance function with the desired underlying behaviour. Formally expressed, the filtering request $FR(\{t_i,\omega_i^{(r)}\})$ and the community description $CD(CCD(\{t_i,\omega_i^{(d)}\}),RD,t_c,r_c)$ might be compared as:

$$e_c(FR,CD) = \sum_{\text{is both } FR \text{ and } CCD} \frac{2 \cdot \arctg(\beta \omega_i^{(d)}) \omega_i^{(r)}}{\sum_{i \in FR} |\omega_i^{(r)}|} e^{-\frac{\Delta D-RD}{t_c}}$$

Since the estimation $e_c$ should be computed for each community, the computation of $e_c$ might be optimised, as being presented on Figure 4.7. The main idea is generally very simple, and it is contained in performing the step of analysing request only once, and in afterwards utilising the found sum value of the weights of its terms, while estimating all communities. Although the expensive computation of $arctg$ and exp functions still have to be done as many times as there are communities, the filtering request is analysed only once, being unfortunately not so obvious when only the expression for the computation of $e_c$ values is considered.
While weights $\omega_i^{(d)}$, being present in a community description, always take only the positive values, weights $\omega_i^{(r)}$ from the request might be negative. Such negative $\omega_i^{(r)}$ are bound to unwanted terms, and always when unwanted term from a request is present in a community description, that community pays a penalty. The penalty is larger when unwanted term is more important in a community description, i.e. $e_c$ will be reduced more when $\omega_i^{(d)}$ is larger and at the same time $\omega_i^{(r)} < 0$.

Figure 4.7: The estimation of communities also depends from the weights encapsulated in request

The introduced penalties should facilitate the successful selection of more specialised communities, always when such communities are available. In the case where unwanted terms are present in a particular community content description, the probability that good
recommendations will be found by such community is small. This holds because of the assumption that community description contains the most representative terms from the underlying document collection. Example 4.1 illustrates the influence of wanted and unwanted terms, relative to their importance both in filtering request and a community content description.

The \( \text{arctg} \) function is used to bound values for \( \omega_i^{(d)} \) always to \([0, \pi/2]\), where a tuning parameter \( \beta \) controls the level of translation. Larger \( \beta \) means, that value \( \pi/2 \) is reached faster, and reverse. Such bounding is necessary because of a \( \omega_i^{(d)} \) nature of representing the number of documents that have corresponding term \( t_i \), that can be the ordinary big number. The influence of big communities, having extremely large underlying document collections, and thus owning large \( \omega_i^{(d)} \) in their descriptions, is consequently controlled. Smaller communities, being usually much specialised and consequently more important, will therefore get their chances to be selected.

Denominator in \( e_c \) expression sums the absolute values of the weights of all terms in a filtering request, and consequently ensures that \( e_c \in [-1,1] \), where larger \( e_c \) means that a particular community has more promising content for processing a particular request. On the one hand, it is expected that communities, having in their content descriptions a lot of wanted terms and omitting unwanted ones, will have larger \( e_c \) values. On the other hand, communities where unwanted terms dominate, and that have only few wanted ones, will have \( e_c \) values that are close to \(-1\).

A novelty of \( e_c \) expression, mainly regarding to [10], is in taking care of the actuality of CCD through the inclusion of actuality factor (AF) as \( e^{-\gamma_d \frac{AD-RD}{t_c}} \), where \( AD \) is actual or current system date and \( \gamma_d > 0 \), defines for how much the estimation value will be decreased for communities, having CCD that is not completely up-to-date. In the case where CCD has just been obtained, RD is the same as AD, which gives \( e^{-\gamma_d \frac{AD-RD}{t_c}} = 1 \) and \( e_c \) is not additionally reduced. As CCD becomes older, the difference \( AD-RD \) grows, and \( e^{-\gamma_d \frac{AD-RD}{t_c}} \) drops. Finally, when CCD is almost ready to be replaced, the difference \( AD-RD \) is very close to \( t_c \), and \( e^{-\gamma_d \frac{AD-RD}{t_c}} \) is approximately \( e^{-\gamma_d} \), which is its lowest value and consequently the greatest possible reduction for \( e_c \).

Figure 4.8 shows that maximal penalties, which not up-to-date community description is paying, exponentially drops starting from 1. The presented dependence \( e^{-\gamma_d} \) actually gives which \( \gamma_d \) values will result in how large maximal penalty. On the one hand, small \( \gamma_d \) of let’s say 0.25 has \( e^{-0.25} = 0.78 \), which further means that a final estimation for one community might be at most reduced to 78% of its original value due to its not so good
actuality. On the other hand, large $\gamma_d$ values, such as 1 or even 2, have $e^{-\gamma_d} \bigg|_{\gamma_d=1} = 0.36$ and $e^{-\gamma_d} \bigg|_{\gamma_d=2} = 0.13$, and consequently a final estimation can be in the worst case reduced to only 36% and 13% of its initial value, respectively. Setting too high values for $\gamma_d$ is obviously not really advisable because the actuality factor $AF$ starts to dominate. Since its main purpose is to perform fine tuning of a final estimation for a particular community based on the actuality of its description, the recommended values for $\gamma_d$ are those that are usually smaller than 0.5 for which $e^{-\gamma_d} \bigg|_{\gamma_d=0.5} = 0.6$.

![Figure 4.8: A guideline for selecting the right $\gamma_d$ value that will result in the desired maximal value $e^{-\gamma_d}$ of the actuality factor $e^{-\gamma_d} \frac{AD-RD}{RC}$, which defines penalties by reason of being not up-to-date.]

4.3.3. Dispatching Request

The main cooperation objective is to dispatch the actual request only to the potentially good filtering communities, being the ones that both have the access to the most relevant needed information and at the same time have the acceptable reliability in processing past filtering tasks. While the solid idea about which communities have the best underlying documents can be assessed through the usage of in the previous step found $e_c$ values, each community description $CD$ additionally has the reliability $r_c$, showing how good the corresponding community has performed in the past.

The used dispatching principle is to send the current request to $k$ communities, which have the best combination of $e_c$ and $r_c$ values, being a straightforward way of escaping the unnecessary loading of not promising enough communities, as well as not wasting the network bandwidth for sending the request to parties that have insignificant qualifications. The solution of combining $e_c$ and $r_c$ values from [10], is to define so-called community promise-ness $p_c$ as:
where tuning parameters $\beta_e$ and $\beta_r$ control the influence of $e_c$ and $r_c$ in making a final judgement about how promising is a particular community. According to the fact that $e_c$ and $r_c$ take values from $[-1,1]$ and $[0,1]$, respectively, it follows that $p_c \in [-1,1]$, where bigger $p_c$ means that a particular community is more promising.

$$p_c = \frac{\beta_e e_c + \beta_r r_c}{\beta_e + \beta_r} \quad (4.4)$$

Figure 4.9: Deciding to how many communities to dispatch request depends on the expected quality that a user set in its request, where higher expected quality means that more communities will work

The novel idea, respecting to [10] is to take care of the quality of results $q_e$, $q_e \in [0,1]$, being expected by a user through making $k$ to be the growing function of $q_e$, i.e.
\[ k = k_{\text{min}} + q_e (k_{\text{max}} - k_{\text{min}}) \]. While in the case where the high quality is expected, \( q_e \) has value 1 and consequently \( k_{\text{max}} \) communities are activated, whereas in the opposite case \( q_e = 0 \) and \( k_{\text{min}} \) communities ensure that at least somebody tries to find recommendations for a request where the high quality is not an ultimatum. Such dispatching principle will obviously load many communities only when very high quality of results \( q_e \) is expected with a heuristic behind that more communities can at the end find better results.

The detail workflow of the deployed dispatching activity is algorithmically presented on Figure 4.9. The first loop is concerned with computing the promise-ness for each and every community for which the estimation value is already available. The number of the communities \( k \) that will be activated is afterwards computed by retrieving the expected quality \( q_e \) from the received request. The second loop finally dispatches the request to \( k \) communities with the largest promise-ness, and logs to whom the request has been sent. This logging is necessary for knowing until when the expected results should be waited for, and being able to return them not only when the time-out occurs, but also when every queried community has responded.

**Example 4.1:** Illustrates computation of \( e_c \) and \( p_c \) values under assumption that each CCD is fully up-to-date, i.e. the difference \( AD^{(i)} - RD^{(i)} = 0 \) for \( i \in \{1,...,5\} \).

Let’s compare \( FR((\text{clustering},0.9),(\text{filter},0.2),(\text{neuro},-0.7)) \) with five community content descriptions \( CCD \). The parts of these content descriptions which are important for \( e_c \) computation are given in Table 4.1. As it was expected, the best \( e_c \) values are obtained for communities \( C_1 \) and \( C_4 \) that do not have in its descriptions unwanted \( (\text{neuro},-0.7) \) term. But, the decision to which communities request should be dispatched is also based on community reliability, and because reliability for \( C_3 \) is much higher than it is for \( C_1 \), the chosen communities are \( C_3 \) and \( C_4 \), and they are marked in Table 4.1. with a different cell filling. While the former has remarkable successfulness in satisfying user needs in the past, the latter has a content description that is very similar with the request.

**Table 4.1:** Comparison between \( FR((\text{clustering},0.9),(\text{filter},0.2),(\text{neuro},-0.7)) \) and 5 given community descriptions, and computation of \( e_c \) and \( p_c \) values, in the case where \( \beta = \beta_r = \frac{1}{2} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( C_i )</th>
<th>( CCD )</th>
<th>( e_c )</th>
<th>( r_c )</th>
<th>( p_c )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( {(\text{clustering},189)} )</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( {(\text{neuro},87)} )</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( {(\text{clustering},57),(\text{filter},278),(\text{neuro},123)} )</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( {(\text{clustering},38),(\text{filter},198)} )</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( {(\text{filter},123),(\text{neuro},18)} )</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.4. **Composing Results**

The fact, that multiple communities work together, comes to the point when the results, being produced by different communities, should be put together in order to create the unique set of recommendations. A community, having received the original request and having initiated a cooperation process, will collect all the results, being found by different communities, and will decide which filtering results are valuable enough to be returned as recommendations. In that way the performed cooperation is completely transparent for the sender of a filtering request, i.e. a user does not think about where the retrieved data were originally deployed.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.10:** Waiting for the queried communities to respond and logging in the case when somebody has not managed to provide the requested results in the permitted amount of time.
The overall activity of composing results is naturally separated into two sub-activities, named waiting for results and choosing results. The first one is presented on Figure 4.10, which gives the underlying logic for waiting, and also specifies that it should be logged which communities have not responded in an assigned amount of time. Instead of waiting forever for every queried community to respond, the installed logic limits the maximal waiting time. The reasoning behind lies in the natural assumption that it is probably much better to exploit the available results from already responded communities and to deliver something to the user after the reasonable response time than to even generate better final result set, but after an unacceptable delay. Users are impatient beings, and leaving them to wait too long might mean that they become quite suspicious regarding the deployed filtering engine.

![Figure 4.11](image.png)

**Figure 4.11:** Selecting the given number of filtering results based on the locally predicted relevance of a result and the reliability of the community that has found that filtering result.
It is assumed that each result comes together with the predicted quality $q_p$, showing how good is a particular result, and being the number from $[0,100]\%$. These qualities are set by the communities that have found the corresponding results, and consequently the community that is putting results together does not have any influence on them. In order to protect from the malicious communities, saying that their results are always the perfect ones, the community reliability $r_c$ is also taken into account when composing results. Instead of ranking results based only on their quality $q_p$, a product $r_c q_p$ is used to better assess the real quality, and the asked number of results with the largest $r_c q_p$ values will be chosen. Filtering results, being found by the communities with the low reliability, will actually pay penalties, and thus reduce their chances to be finally included in the closing recommendation set.

Choosing results, being the second sub-activity of composing, is given on Figure 4.11. The most important part is contained in the first loop, which computes the product of the predicted result relevance $q_p$, being found by the queried party, and the reliability $r_c$ of that responsible community. The actual filtering request is afterwards used to figure out how many results $n_r$ are expected by a user. The $n_r$ results with the largest $r_c q_p$ values are finally selected, and in the case where fewer results are available, a warning message is sent. A typical message may for example specify that even though 20 results have been expected, only 14 will be finally delivered by reason of not having the unreasonably long response time.

**Example 4.2:** Illustrates the process of deciding which results, found by communities chosen in Example 4.1, are good enough to be returned to a user.

| Table 4.2: Composing of final result set that will be returned to a user, based on locally found relevance of results and the reliability of the responsible filtering community |
|---|---|---|---|
| $C_i$ | $r_c$ | $i$ | $q_p[\%]$ | $r_c q_p$ |
| 3 | 0.89 | 1 | 78 | 69.42 |
| 2 | 65 | 57.85 |
| 3 | 49 | 43.61 |
| 4 | 0.57 | 4 | 87 | 49.59 |
| 5 | 71 | 40.47 |
| 6 | 69 | 39.33 |

Let’s suppose that communities $C_3$ and $C_4$, being chosen as the most promising communities in Example 4.1, have found all together six results and have predicted how relevant these results can be to a user. The predicted relevance $q_p$ values for these six results are given in Table 4.2 in a column marked as $q_p[\%]$. In the case where three results should be returned to a user, the best results, having the largest $r_c q_p$ values, are the ones with $i = 1, 2, 4$, and the corresponding rows in Table 4.2 are filled with different cell filling. One should remark that results with $i = 5, 6$ are not chosen, even though they
have bigger predicted quality $q_p$ than a chosen result with $i = 2$, because they have been found by a community $C_4$, having lower reliability $r_c$ value.

### 4.3.5. Reliability Adaptation

After completing a recommendation set and receiving a user feedback about the actual relevance of found results, learning through reliability value adaptation takes place in order to ensure that the assigned reliability value $r_c$ reflects as accurate as possible the corresponding ability of a filtering community to satisfy the imposed information needs. The adaptation of $r_c$ is based on the comparison between by the filtering community predicted result relevance $q_p$ and the actual relevance $q_a$, generated from the obtained user feedback (Figure 4.12). The used adaptation rule can be expressed as:

$$
\Delta r_c = \gamma_c l(t)(\varepsilon - |q_a - q_p|)^{2k+1}
$$

(4.5)

In $\Delta r_c$ expression $\varepsilon$ is a tolerance, which defines how close the predicted relevance of results should be to the actual relevance in order to reward the responsible filtering community, $k$ ($k > 0$) increases the influence of large $q_a$ deviations from $q_p$, $\gamma_c$ is a tuning parameter, and $l(t) = l_0e^{-\tau t}$ is a decreasing learning rate which insures that already learnt reliability value will not be easily destroyed. The filtering communities with the solid history will, according to such a learning rate, change their reliability values in a smaller extent than the novel ones.

Figure 4.12 gives the procedure that is applied on each received feedback value. The first task to be done for each and every user feedback, bringing the actual relevance $q_a$, is to find out which community has been responsible for that result. It is afterwards possible to get the predicted relevance $q_p$ of that result, as well as to adapt the reliability value $r_c$ of that community. The procedure for processing the received feedback values ends by propagating user ratings to other known communities always when such configuration setting is used. Such a propagation of feedback values is mainly necessary to support the learning inside every single community, where the responsible manager tries to select as often as possible the best available filtering agent. These learning efforts make the basis for coordination activities, which are the cornerstone of this Thesis, and which will be in detail analysed in Chapter 6.

While a reward is limited to $\gamma_c l_0\varepsilon^{2k+1}$ and corresponds to the case where $q_a$ is exactly the same as $q_p$, a penalty for really bad estimations of $q_p$, being quite different from $q_a$, is theoretically unlimited. In reality, penalties are also limited because both $q_a$ and $q_p$ take values from $[0,100\%]$, which gives $|q_a - q_p| \leq 100\%$, and therefore the largest possible penalty will be at most $\gamma_c l_0\varepsilon^{-100}(2k+1)$. The limitation concerning the maximal $|q_a - q_p|$ value also influence the logical range for a tolerance $\varepsilon$, which has always to be from $[0,100\%]$. 
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Figure 4.12. Adaptation of community reliability $r_C$ value and propagation of feedback values

The influence of the value, being used as a tolerance $\varepsilon$, can be best assessed from the Figure 4.13, which illustrates a dependence of $\Delta r_C$ from $|q_a - q_p|$. On the one hand, small tolerance $\varepsilon$ has as a consequence that only communities, whose predicted relevance $q_p$ deviates only a little from the actual relevance $q_a$, will be rewarded by increasing their reliability $r_C$. This holds because $\Delta r_C$ is going to be positive only for $|q_a - q_p|$ being even smaller that than already small $\varepsilon$. Such a small setting for $\varepsilon$, will obviously lead towards an adaptation, which is very restrictive when giving rewards, and which prefers punishing communities. On the other hand, large $\varepsilon$ results that most of the time $\Delta r_C$ is positive, even in the cases where $q_a$ differs a lot from $q_p$. A system with a large tolerance $\varepsilon$ will therefore prefer rewards, being the opposite behaviour regarding the case with the small $\varepsilon$ value.
4.4. Conclusion

The efficient cooperative solution for well-known database selection and information fusion problems has been introduced in this Chapter. The presented approach is based on the assumption that communities know each other, and that the peer-to-peer propagation of a request is not necessary. Even though such an assumption is logical for architectures having five to ten filtering communities, the natural extension of the presented approach might be towards assigning the well-known time-to-live parameter to each request. The simple underlying application says that always after the request is dispatched, its time-to-live value will be decremented, and any future cooperation will be possible only in a case where the time-to-live parameter has a value, being larger than 0.

The unique characteristic of the proposed cooperation approach has been in the usage of small community content descriptions for addressing the database selection problem. These small descriptions have been mainly introduced to minimise the needed network bandwidth for their transmission. As an efficient usage of the available network resources becomes critical for many modern distributed systems, the transmission of these content descriptions has been further optimised by learning how often every description should be retrieved. A final attempt of not loading too much underlying network has been made by establishing the advanced estimation and dispatching principles, which will forward the request only to promising communities, and not to all nodes, as being typical in peer-to-peer world.

The usage of resources has been finally optimised by proposing a very cheap solution for overcoming the information fusion problem. Instead of performing the very expensive re-examination of results in order to create the uniform relevance values at the same way, the locally predicted relevance has been combined with the reliability of the community, which has computed that relevance. The reliability adaptation step has been designed to learn the reliability values, which represent as close as possible the available capabilities of the corresponding communities.
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For each and every request a filtering engine has already received hundreds of slightly different requests, being concerned with satisfying more or less similar information needs. The cornerstone idea is to utilise the strengths of these similar requests to adapt the actual filtering request, and to force it to intelligently explore only relevant information areas. While users traditionally always expect to get the best possible filtering results that could be found in the underlying collection, they unfortunately have a highly different expertise, being fundamental for the successful specification of the information needs. Only the tiny fraction of users belongs to a group of domain experts that know how to query to be well understood, and therefore really many requests, originating from the novice users, will be poorly formed. Such requests will unfortunately most probably lead towards the results with at best the average quality, and really many inexperienced users will have to search somewhere else, where they will be better understood.

To keep the huge majority of users, who desperately need any help in satisfying their information needs, the multi-domain applicable exploration approach will be presented in this Chapter. The offered help is going to be in the frame of intelligent query processing techniques, which generally aim at returning not only what has been explicitly asked, but also at trying to efficiently discover the information, which might be potentially useful and interesting [127]. The simple straightforward way of performing the intelligent query processing is by adapting the actual request in the frame of the explicit communication with a user, who is accepting or rejecting the advices about the possible query refinement. Although such an approach might produce the excellent results, it requires sometimes the heavy assistance of a user. In the nowadays highly dynamic information societies, a user attention has definitely become a precious resource, and thus an explicit communication with the user will not be in the basis of the proposed exploration approach.

The yet another technique for achieving the intelligent query processing without user interventions, which is going to be the foundation for the intelligent exploration, is based on silently utilising the experience from the already successfully fulfilled past requests, without explicitly saying anything to the user. Such an approach, being already published in [6], should be able to deliver the surprisingly good and relevant filtering results, as it is going to be shown in the remainder of this Chapter, being structured as follows. The next section defines the most important terms, and gives the other necessary preliminaries, to make possible the concise presentation of the novel, multi-domain applicable, exploration
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approach. After critically presenting the major drawbacks of other known strategies to provide exploration, a cornerstone of this Chapter is contained in the section, which gives main design principles, being behind the proposed intelligent exploration. Because of its complexity, this section is separated into searching for usable old requests, using found similar requests, and adapting actual requests sub-sections. The Chapter is subsequently finished with the short concluding remarks, summarising the properties of the proposed universally applicable exploration approach.

5.1. Definitions and Preliminaries

A multi-domain applicability of the exploration approach requires that filtering request has to be defined on a more general way than it has been done by the Definition 4.5 in the Chapter where cooperation approach has been given. The novel definition for the filtering request is based on attribute, and consequently attribute and filtering request terms, which will be used only in the course of this Chapter, will be introduced as follows:

**Definition 5.1:** Attribute $a_i$ is a pair $(v_i, \omega_i)$, where $v_i$ encapsulates its value and $\omega_i$ its weight or importance. On the one hand, in the domain of text documents, it is usually enough to known which word is represented by a particular attribute, and neither its value nor importance is necessary. A typical example is a query that is sent to search engines, and that contains only words without values and weights. The more restrictive application, such as the one being described in Chapter 4 with the cooperation approach, assumes that each word has associated importance. This additional dimension is used to more precisely define how important a particular word is for a given user. On the other hand, there are many applications, such as for example a domain of recommending holiday offers, which require the yet additional dimension for specifying each attribute. It becomes reasonable to define for each attribute, corresponding to the available holiday facility, such as riding, sauna, bowling, swimming-pool, and so on, not only the desired value like four stars, but also its importance, saying for example that it is very important for a given user that four stars are given to the riding facility.

**Definition 5.2:** Filtering Request $F_r \equiv F_r(a_{i_1}, a_{i_2}, ..., a_{i_k})$ is a collection of $k$ attributes $\{a_{i_1}, a_{i_2}, ..., a_{i_k}\}$ where $\{a_{i_1}, ..., a_{i_k}\} \subset \{a_1, ..., a_n\}$. On the one hand, a number of all possible attributes $n$ corresponds for example in the domain of text documents to the size of the dictionary, having millions of different words. On the other hand, requests usually do not have many attributes, or stated equally $k$ is usually not very big. A typical query sent for example to a search engine has only few words. It is thus reasonable to state not only that $nk \leq n$, but also that usually $k << n$.

In the course of this Chapter the alternative notation $FR$ for the filtering request will be also utilised in algorithms due to visibility reasons. In the given formulas actual and expected filtering request are marked as $F_r^{(a)}$ and $F_r^{(e)}$, respectively. In algorithms, the same notation is based on stating explicitly either actual $FR$ or expected $FR$, having the much better visual distinctiveness.

Figure 5.1 gives one example of the filtering request, being defined in a relatively low dimensional space with $n = 8$ attributes, corresponding to different facilities in a domain
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of finding holidays. The given request has defined only \( k = 4 \) attributes, named as food, sauna, pool, and sport. Every attribute has associated corresponding value and importance, and for example the attribute food goes with a preferred value of 4.56 and an importance of 0.97.

![Diagram of a filtering request](image)

**Figure 5.1: Example of a filtering request having defined 4 attributes from 8 possible**

**Definition 5.3:** *Exploration* is an activity performed inside a single manager agent that has agreed to locally, inside its own community, process the actual filtering request. This Chapter is focused on the presentation of the exploration approach, being contained in the mining of other already processed requests that should help improve the actual one, and make it to more intelligently explore the relevant areas of users’ interests.

**5.2. Background**

The very high importance of helping to the user to explore its information needs has resulted in many different ways of addressing these exploratory issues. Up to the author’s best knowledge the four main directions for achieving exploration are going shortly to be critically presented in the following subsections.

**5.2.1. Collaborative Filtering**

An obvious way to achieve exploration is to use filtering strategy that is exploratory in its nature. One such filtering technique is collaborative or social one [30][76][116][213][221], which is based on an assumption that items, being liked by similar users, are good to be recommended. The well known problem with the collaborative filtering is its poor explanation power [131], being very important when more expensive items should be recommended. Somebody can hardly be satisfied with an explanation that similar users like the particular holiday destination, and that is a single reason why it is recommended.
Another problem with pure collaborative filtering lies in its great difficulty to control exploration. Even though a user shows its interests in articles from the particular domain, collaborative filtering can find recommendations in completely unrelated domains only because similar users like them. In a situation where the concurrent sites are only few mouse clicks away, such the behaviour of collaborative filtering is unacceptable, because many disappointed users can easily switch to another recommendation engine.

Because collaborative filtering is treating each item as a black box, the presented problems can be hardly solved only by using pure collaborative filtering. The way to overcome these drawbacks is to utilise collaborative filtering not as single, but only as an auxiliary exploratory engine, as it is going to be shown in this Chapter.

5.2.2. Skyline

For an efficient processing of requests where a user has not specified the importance of attributes, a skyline technique [55] can be applied. Skyline is a collection of items that are not dominated by other items, where it is said that one item is dominated when there is another item with better attribute values. For example in the case where two analysed attributes are hotel price and distance from the beach, because obviously smaller attribute values are preferred, a particular hotel with a given price is not dominated by others only when it is the closest to the beach.

In exploration a skyline is used in the way that only items being members of a skyline should be recommended, where the various parts of a skyline correspond to the different importance of selected attributes for which a skyline is formed. In a given example after determining that a particular hotel is too expensive the next one, which is going to be recommended, is the cheaper one that belongs to skyline, being analogously to increasing the importance of a price attribute.

Although skyline sounds very promising for finding the best importance for attributes in a received request, its authors have pointed out that in spite of utilising the advanced spatial indexing techniques, such as the different variations of R trees [108], skyline is practically applicable solely for the requests with only few attributes [152]. Because of an intention to develop the exploration mechanisms, which are applicable on requests with hundreds of attributes, being something quite normal in a domain of recommending text documents, exciting skyline approach cannot be taken into serious consideration.

5.2.3. Similarity versus Diversity

Under the assumption that the received request perfectly describes the user wishes, very recently few techniques have been developed that take care not only of the similarity between chosen items and the request, but also of the diversity of items that are going to be recommended [185]. One such technique always tries to maximise the product of the similarity between a candidate item and a request, and dissimilarity between a particular candidate item and already chosen items that are going to be recommended. Obviously, increasing a diversity decreases similarity which imposes that similarity-diversity trade-off is unavoidable.

A similarity preserving technique [243] is developed that addresses the problem of the mentioned trade-off. This technique will increase diversity of chosen items only if their similarity to the request is preserved. In reality insisting that similarity is fully preserved
unfortunately usually means that achieved diversity cannot be increased, which limits its application. This is the main reason together with the initial assumption that a request always perfectly corresponds to user preferences, why exploration challenges are going in this Chapter to be addressed on a different way.

5.2.4. Mutation & Crossover

In evolution strategies [181][269], the recombination techniques are used to change a genetic material of individuals by either mutation or crossover in order to ensure a solid diversity of a population, and to protect a system of being trapped in only locally optimal solutions. While the mutation is contained in randomly changing a single individual, the crossover operator tries to exchange the genetic material among good individuals, who possess high fitness values by reason of having shown fine behaviour in the past. There are numerous existing systems, such as Amalthaea [188], NewT [235] and PEA [269], which use mutation and crossover recombination operators to achieve the exploration in a domain of information filtering, and adapt to the constant changes of user’s preferences. Common to all these systems is both the modelling of the user’s information interests by multiple profiles, each playing the role of one individual in a population, and having a fitness that depends on received user ratings, as well as searching for optimal profiles by applying mutation and crossover operations among them.

The usage of mutation and crossover operators for achieving the exploration through a query expansion in the case of one recommendation engine similarly means that before deploying any particular filtering strategy, a request is modified by both applying small random changes on its attribute values, as well as adding additional attributes from the old requests, which are at the same time successful by reason of having produced good results in the past. The problems of such an exploration are unfortunately twofold. Since a request is randomly changed by a mutation, it can even worse describe user preferences. Furthermore, the crossover adds attributes from successful old requests, which are maybe dealing with the completely different subject matter, and which might force the undesired exploration of completely unrelated areas. The exploration technique, based on mutation and crossover, can be consequently treated as a blind one, whereas the generic approach from this Chapter will show how attributes can be intelligently changed to increase the chances of a request to be a successful one.

5.3. Exploration Algorithm

The cornerstone property of the realised exploration approach of using the knowledge, being encapsulated into processed old filtering requests, is essentially supported by first searching for the usable old requests, then by mining the found old requests, and finally by adapting the actual request. Finding the usable old requests is actually the $k$-nearest search, which utilises the specially designed distance function that is the combination of Euclidean distance and Jaccard index, and which is discussed in Section 5.3.1. Using the found old requests is based on summarising the information about the different attributes from a formed similar neighbourhood, and is a main topic of Section 5.3.2. Section 5.3.3 finally gives the adaptation of the actual request, being based on either adapting or adding attributes that are important in a neighbourhood, and that might bring improvements. The
proposed controlled both the adaptation and the addition of attributes represents the main contribution of the whole this Chapter.

The shortly mentioned main exploration building blocks, which will be the main topic in the remainder of this Section, are illustrated on Figure 5.2. A scenario begins by a User agent \((U)\) that creates request or job, and sends it to any known Manager \((M)\). The \(M_2\), being initially selected by a user, afterwards performs the necessary cooperation activities, which result in dispatching the job to \(M_3\) that is better suited than \(M_2\). The exploration steps, being shortly named on Figure 5.2 as searching for old requests, using similar old requests, and adapting new request, are subsequently executed to improve the actual job. After finishing the intelligent exploration, manager \(M_3\) proceeds with a coordination that will find the requested filtering results with the associated relevance values of 78%, 65%, and 49%. The scenario ends by forwarding the found results to user \(U\) via \(M_2\), deciding through the adequate cooperation activities that the result with a relevance of 49% is not valuable enough to be returned.

Figure 5.2: The exploration activities, being shortly named as searching for old requests, using similar old requests and adapting new request, take place between cooperation and coordination

5.3.1. Searching for Usable Old Requests

The application of the appropriate distance function is a critical point in performing an effective searching for the usable old requests, being the ones that have been processed
successfully, and at the same time that are similar enough with the actual one. Filtering requests are defined solely on the small subset of all available attributes, which makes request-attribute matrix very sparse. This sparseness is the main problem for Euclidean distance function that is defined for $F_r^{(a)}$ and $F_r^{(k)}$ as:

$$d_e(F_r^{(a)}, F_r^{(k)}) = \sqrt{\sum_{i \in \text{attributes in both } F_r^{(a)} \text{ and } F_r^{(k)}} \text{avg}(\omega_i^{(a)}, \omega_i^{(k)}) \left( \frac{v_i^{(a)} - v_i^{(k)}}{\sigma_i} \right)^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.1)$$

where $\text{avg}(x, y) = (x + y)/2$, $\sigma_i$ is a standard deviation for attribute $a_i(v_i, \omega_i)$, and $v_i^{(x)}$ and $\omega_i^{(x)}$, $x \in \{a, k\}$ are value and weight for attribute $a_i$, respectively. The used rule for deciding about the similarity of objects specifies that for more similar objects, smaller distances should be obtained. Euclidean distance function can be unfortunately applied only on the parts of requests, which have the same attributes, with an obvious problem that the larger number of common attributes imposes probably a greater distance, being illogical because of an assumption that similar requests tend to have really many common attributes, and that requests without common attributes cannot be neighbours.

A distance function that is good for sparse spaces and that addresses the overlapping size is Jaccard index $d_j(F_r^{(a)}, F_r^{(k)})$, which is defined as:

$$d_j(F_r^{(a)}, F_r^{(k)}) = \frac{\sum_{i \in \text{attributes in both } F_r^{(a)} \text{ and } F_r^{(k)}} \text{avg}(\omega_i^{(a)}, \omega_i^{(k)})}{\sum_{i \in \text{attributes at least in } F_r^{(a)} \text{ or } F_r^{(k)}} \text{avg}(\omega_i^{(a)}, \omega_i^{(k)})} \hspace{1cm} (5.2)$$

where in the case of a presence of an attribute only in one request, a weighting average is returning the weight that is given, i.e. $\text{avg}(x, \text{missing}) = \text{avg}(\text{missing}, x) = x$. The greater Jaccard index means that corresponding objects are more similar.

**Example 5.1:** For the following pairs of requests $F_r^{(3)}(a_1(3.0, 6)) \leftrightarrow F_r^{(4)}(a_1(6.0, 4))$ and $F_r^{(5)}(a_2(2.0, 4), a_3(3.0, 5), a_4(2.0, 8)) \leftrightarrow F_r^{(6)}(a_2(3.0, 4), a_3(3.0, 5), a_4(2.0, 5), a_5(4.0, 9))$, found Jaccard indexes are $d_j(F_r^{(3)}, F_r^{(4)}) = 1$ and $d_j(F_r^{(5)}, F_r^{(6)}) = 0.63$, or in other words the first pair is more similar than the second one, which is maybe not so reasonable in the case where similar neighbourhoods should be formed. This additionally holds because from the first pair nothing new can be learnt, but from the second pair, having much bigger overlapping, it can be deduced that attribute $a_5(4,0.9)$ is also maybe interesting for $F_r^{(5)}$.

The Example 5.1 illustrates a problem, which is a consequence of the fact that Jaccard index is taking care only of the number of attributes, being present in the objects that are compared, and not of the total number of the attributes in the whole attribute space. The easiest way to handle the noticed problem is by defining the absolute overlapping size $o_s(F_r^{(a)}, F_r^{(k)})$, between filtering requests $F_r^{(a)}$ and $F_r^{(k)}$, as a ration between the number of overlapping and the total number of attributes, i.e.
\[
\sum_{i} \in \{\text{attributes in both } F^{(a)}_r \text{ and } F^{(k)}_r\} \\
\sum_{i} \in \{\text{whole attribute space}\}
\]
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Another noticeable problem with Jaccard index is that attribute values are completely ignored, being exactly where Euclidean function is good. A natural solution is to combine introduced distance functions, and to take the best from both in the following way:

\[
d_C(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(k)}_r) = \frac{\delta_E O_S(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(k)}_r)e^{-\beta E(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(k)}_r)} + \delta J d_J(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(k)}_r)}{\delta_E + \delta_J}
\]

where \(\delta_E\) and \(\delta_J\) controls the influence of \(d_E(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(k)}_r)\) and \(d_J(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(k)}_r)\), in the way that a larger value imposes a greater corresponding influence. Because \(d_E \in [0, \infty)\) and \(d_J \in [0,1]\), in order to make fair cooperation, Euclidean function is contributing in overall distance as \(O_S(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(k)}_r)e^{-\beta E(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(k)}_r)}\), where the factor \(O_S(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(k)}_r)\) ensures that short overlaps do not dominate.

Under the assumption that the actual filtering request \(F^{(a)}_r\) is compared to any already processed request \(F^{(i)}_r\) by computing the introduced combined distance \(d_C(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(i)}_r)\), finding \(k\) most similar filtering requests is the well known \(k\)-nearest neighbour search \([127]\), where \(k\) filtering requests with the greatest \(d_C(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(i)}_r)\) will form the requested similar neighbourhood.

The loading, selecting and warning steps of the algorithm, which uncover some of design decisions behind realizing \(k\)-nearest neighbour search, are given on Figure 5.3. While the cornerstone computation is performed in the selecting part of the algorithm, the loading and warning are important by reason of performance and administration purposes. These three parts are going to be briefly described and explained as follows.

The loading part is concerned with re-using already pre-computed standard deviation values for attributes from the actual request. As these values relates to a whole collection of requests, they do not change dramatically. Their on the fly computation might be also quite expensive for even the ordinary large databases. Performances are thus improved by only from time to time, let’s say once a day or week, computing standard deviations, and by loading the last available their values always when they are needed.

The second selecting part does the heaviest task of computing first separately different distance measures between the actual request and any old available request. The single metrics that are used are Euclidean distance \(d_E\), overlapping size \(O_S\), and Jaccard index \(d_J\), and they are afterwards combined to compute \(d_C\). The similar neighbourhood \(S_k\) is created by checking whether the found \(d_C\) value, corresponding to the currently analysed old request, is at least as large as the smallest \(d_C\) for a request that is already selected in \(S_k\). In the case of the addition of the given old request in \(S_k\), it has to be always checked
whether the worst request from $S_k$ should be removed. This can be simply achieved by designing neighbourhood $S_k$ to be able to accommodate at most $k$ requests, and always remove the request with the smallest $d_c$ when being over sized.

Figure 5.3: The creation of the $k$ similar neighbourhood of old $FR$ for the actual $FR$
The last warning part points out that in real situations not even the small fraction of available old requests can be taken into consideration. Similarly as modern collaborative filtering engines trade accuracy for speed by using only the user records that are currently in high speed memory, the exploration is intended to spend at most given amount of time on the creation to similar request neighbourhood. In the case where it happens that not all available old filtering requests could be processed, the warning message, specifying how many requests are taken into account because of escaping too long response time, might be generated.

**Example 5.2:** Example illustrates the formation of \( k \)-similar request neighbourhood in the attribute space \( A_s \{a_1, \ldots, a_8\} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( i )</th>
<th>( a_1 )</th>
<th>( a_2 )</th>
<th>( a_3 )</th>
<th>( a_4 )</th>
<th>( a_5 )</th>
<th>( a_6 )</th>
<th>( a_7 )</th>
<th>( a_8 )</th>
<th>( d_E(a,i) )</th>
<th>( d_J(a,i) )</th>
<th>( o_S(a,i) )</th>
<th>( o_C(a,i) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( 2/0.3 )</td>
<td>( 3/0.2 )</td>
<td>( 4/0.1 )</td>
<td>( 2/0.3 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( 3/0.2 )</td>
<td>( 4/0.2 )</td>
<td>( 2/0.1 )</td>
<td>( 2/0.3 )</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( 5/0.2 )</td>
<td>( 4/0.2 )</td>
<td>( 2/0.1 )</td>
<td>( 2/0.3 )</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( 1/0.9 )</td>
<td>( 3/0.2 )</td>
<td>( 2/0.1 )</td>
<td>( 4/0.2 )</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( 2/0.1 )</td>
<td>( 3/0.2 )</td>
<td>( 4/0.1 )</td>
<td>( 2/0.3 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( 2/0.1 )</td>
<td>( 3/0.2 )</td>
<td>( 4/0.1 )</td>
<td>( 2/0.2 )</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( 3/0.4 )</td>
<td>( 3/0.2 )</td>
<td>( 4/0.1 )</td>
<td>( 3/0.3 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>( 3/0.4 )</td>
<td>( 3/0.2 )</td>
<td>( 2/0.3 )</td>
<td>( 3/0.3 )</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>( 3/0.1 )</td>
<td>( 2/0.8 )</td>
<td>( 3/0.9 )</td>
<td>( 4/0.1 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>( 3/0.2 )</td>
<td>( 3/0.9 )</td>
<td>( 4/0.1 )</td>
<td>( 3/0.1 )</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let’s assume that for actual filtering request \( a = F_r(a_1(3.0.5), a_7(4.0.2), a_8(3.0.4)) \), a \( k \)-similar neighbourhood should be formed by using the history data about the ten past filtering requests. Mean and standard deviation for each attribute in the attribute space \( A_s \{a_1, \ldots, a_8\} \) are \( m_1 = 2.8 \), \( m_2 = 2.8 \), \( m_3 = 2.75 \), \( m_4 = 2.84 \), \( m_5 = 3 \), \( m_6 = 3.25 \), \( m_7 = 3.5 \), \( m_8 = 3 \), \( \sigma_1 = 1.48 \), \( \sigma_2 = 0.83 \), \( \sigma_3 = 0.5 \), \( \sigma_4 = 0.98 \), \( \sigma_5 = 0.7 \), \( \sigma_6 = 0.95 \), \( \sigma_7 = 1.22 \) and \( \sigma_8 = 0.7 \). Columns \( d_E(a,i) \), \( d_J(a,i) \), \( o_S(a,i) \) and \( o_C(a,i) \) in Table 5.1 correspond to Euclidean distance, Jaccard index, absolute overlapping size and combined distance between actual request \( a \) and each past filtering request \( i \) \( (i = 1..10) \). These columns clearly illustrate cases, where every separately used distance function does not performed well, and where a combined distance is a better choice.

The obvious drawback of Euclidean distance, being mentioned in a definition part of this section that a larger overlapping size probably imposes lower similarity, can be seen for \( d_E(a,i = 4) = 1.13 \), being the second highest value in column \( d_E(a,i) \), which further
means that $F^{(4)}_r(a_1,1.0,9), a_3,2.0,9), a_5,3.0,2), a_7,4.0,2), a_9,3.0,2))$ is not really so similar to $F^{(4)}_r(a_1,3.0,5), a_2,4.0,2), a_6,3.0,4))$ and that almost all other requests are much better. Furthermore, requests $F^{(1)}_r(a_2,2.0,3), a_6,4.0,2), a_7,4.0,3), F^{(2)}_r(a_3,3.0,2), a_4,4.0,1))$ and $F^{(10)}_r(a_1,3.0,2), a_2,3.0,1), a_4,4.0,1), a_6,3.0,1))$ are much more similar to request $F^{(4)}_r$ even though they have at most one common attribute.

Even the simple absolute overlapping size $o_s$, which both ignores attribute values and weights, is correctly concluding that $F^{(4)}_r$ is much more similar to $F^{(4)}_r$ than it is the case with $F^{(1)}_r$, $F^{(2)}_r$ and $F^{(10)}_r$, holding because corresponding absolute overlapping sizes are $o_s(a_1, i = 1) = 0.125, o_s(a_1, i = 2) = 0, o_s(a_1, i = 4) = 0.375$ and $o_s(a_1, i = 10) = 0.125$. By ignoring both attribute values and weights, $o_s$ is not able to make a distinction between $F^{(a)}_r \leftrightarrow F^{(3)}_r$ and $F^{(a)}_r \leftrightarrow F^{(9)}_r$, even though $F^{(9)}_r$ is much better than $F^{(3)}_r$, as it will be illustrated in the following paragraph.

Jaccard index is performing better, but it also has problems because of not taking care of the overlapping quality. For the request $F^{(3)}_r(a_1,5.0,2), a_2,4.0,2), a_5,2.0,1), a_6,2.0,3))$ Jaccard index is $d_j(a_1, i = 3) = 0.58$, being the second highest value in column $d_j(a_1, i)$.

According to that $F^{(3)}_r$ is very similar to $F^{(a)}_r$, even though the overlapping $F^{(a)}_r \leftrightarrow F^{(3)}_r$, i.e. $(a_1,3.0,5), a_6,3.0,4)) \leftrightarrow (a_1,5.0,2), a_6,2.0,3))$ is quite bad, when attribute values are compared. The overlapping $F^{(a)}_r \leftrightarrow (a_7,3.0,1), a_7,3.0,1), a_7,4.0,1), a_7,4.0,3))$ is obviously much better, but Jaccard index is only $d_j(a_1, i = 9) = 0.18$.

In Table 5.1 found $k = 3$ and $k = 5$ most similar past filtering requests, being requests (4,6,8) and (3,4,5,6,8), are marked by a different cell filling. These neighbourhoods are generated by applying the combined distance $d_C(a, i)$ with $\beta = 0.1$ and $\delta = 0.5$. The three most similar filtering requests are those that either have the maximal possible overlapping ($F^{(4)}_r$), or the very good little smaller overlapping ($F^{(6)}_r$ and $F^{(8)}_r$), being the logical choice.

### 5.3.2. Using Similar Requests

Making the concise description of the formed similar neighbourhood of requests is an ultimate task for the subsequent mining process, which will be accomplished through the computation of expected attribute value – importance $(\nu^{(e)}, \alpha^{(e)})$ pairs. That computation is performed for each attribute, which is appearing at least once in a neighbourhood, by using the following formula:

$$a^{(e)}_k = \frac{\sum_{i \in \text{neighbourhood}} d_C(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(i)}_r) a^{(i)}_k}{\sum_{i \in \text{neighbourhood}} d_C(F^{(a)}_r, F^{(i)}_r)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)
In the expression (5.5), the summation is performed over the filtering requests from the similar neighbourhood that have attribute $a_k(v_k, \omega_k)$, and the algebraic operations are made on the vectors on a component basis with a result that both attribute value $v_k$ and importance $\omega_k$ are computed. As summation weights a combined distance $d_c(F_r^{(a)}, F_r^{(i)})$ is used in order to ensure that more similar requests, having a larger $d_c(F_r^{(a)}, F_r^{(i)})$ value, have a greater influence on the computation of expected attribute value – importance pairs $(v_i^{(e)}, \omega_i^{(e)})$.

The computation of both attribute value and importance, being actually behind shortly stated that operations are made on component basis in (5.5), is algorithmically presented.
on Figure 5.4. By passing through the atomic sub-steps that are inside the single attribute computation part, it becomes obvious that exactly the same operations are performed for value and importance of every attribute from the formed neighbourhood. While the first main loop iterates over all attributes $a_i$ that are present at least in one old request from the similar neighbourhood $S_k$, the second inner loop, inside single attribute computation part, runs for all filtering requests in $S_k$ that have the currently analysed attribute $a_j$. The algorithm for the second inner loop clearly shows that each request from $S_k$, having the currently analysed attribute $a_j$, contributes to the expected value $v_i^{(e)}$ and importance $\omega_i^{(e)}$ computation proportionally to its similarity $d_c(a_i,a_j)$ with the actual filtering request.

**Example 5.3:** By using $k$-similar request neighbourhoods, being formed in Example 5.2 for the actual filtering request $F_r^{(a)}(a_1(3,0.5),a_7(4,0.2),a_8(3,0.4))$, the expected attribute value – importance pairs $(v_i^{(e)},\omega_i^{(e)})$ are computed and presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Expected attribute value – importance pairs corresponding to neighbourhoods in Table 5.1 for different neighbourhood size $k = 3,5,10$. Columns that correspond to attributes being present in $F_r^{(a)}(a_1(3,0.5),a_7(4,0.2),a_8(3,0.4))$ are marked with a different cell filling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$a_1^{(e)}$</th>
<th>$a_2^{(e)}$</th>
<th>$a_3^{(e)}$</th>
<th>$a_4^{(e)}$</th>
<th>$a_5^{(e)}$</th>
<th>$a_6^{(e)}$</th>
<th>$a_7^{(e)}$</th>
<th>$a_8^{(e)}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$2/0.65$</td>
<td>$2.5/0.55$</td>
<td>$2/0.1$</td>
<td>$3/0.2$</td>
<td>$4/0.49$</td>
<td>$3/0.32$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$2.68/0.43$</td>
<td>$4/0.2$</td>
<td>$2.5/0.55$</td>
<td>$2.27/0.13$</td>
<td>$2.97/0.16$</td>
<td>$2/0.1$</td>
<td>$4/0.41$</td>
<td>$2.78/0.32$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$2.7/0.4$</td>
<td>$3.09/0.17$</td>
<td>$2.56/0.49$</td>
<td>$2.45/0.21$</td>
<td>$2.98/0.25$</td>
<td>$2.92/0.15$</td>
<td>$3.78/0.34$</td>
<td>$2.92/0.32$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5.5: Formed similar request neighbourhood and its unique representation as expected $F_r^{(e)}$.](image)

Because more similar filtering requests, being requests that overlap better with the actual one, have a greater influence when expected attribute value – importance pairs are computed, pairs $(v_1^{(e)},\omega_1^{(e)})$, $(v_7^{(e)},\omega_7^{(e)})$ and $(v_8^{(e)},\omega_8^{(e)})$, which correspond to attributes $a_1$, $a_7$ and $a_8$ that control the overlapping quality, are quite close to the corresponding attribute pairs in $F_r^{(a)}$. Columns $a_1^{(e)}$, $a_7^{(e)}$ and $a_8^{(e)}$ in Table 5.2 additionally show that a
neighbourhood size does not have the large influence, especially when expected attribute values \(v_1^{(e)}, v_7^{(e)}\) and \(v_8^{(e)}\) are computed. That definitely approves the usage of the smaller neighbourhoods, being also preferred when computation resources are limited.

A collection of all computed expected attribute value – importance \((v_i^{(e)}, \omega_i^{(e)})\) pairs, marked on Figure 5.5 as \(F_r^{(e)}\), can be clearly seen as the centroid of the similar request neighbourhood. Because of the applied weighting scheme, the neighbourhood centroid is formed under a guidance of the actual request, being an important difference between such a centroid and a centroid in any \(k\)-means partition clustering algorithm [127].

5.3.3. Adapting Actual Request

The utilised adaptation process should move the actual filtering request \(F_r^{(a)}\) towards the computed centroid of a similar neighbourhood, marked on Figure 5.6 as the expected \(F_r^{(e)}\). It is basically performed depending on presence or absence of a particular attribute in \(F_r^{(a)}\), as concisely illustrated on Figure 5.7. While in the former case, attribute value – importance pair \((v_i^{(e)}, \omega_i^{(e)})\) is moved towards the expected \((v_i^{(e)}, \omega_i^{(e)})\), in the latter case, a decision to add the particular attribute \(a_k\) in \(F_r^{(a)}\) is made when the missing attribute is found to be very important. Since the expected \(F_r^{(e)}\) encapsulates the average knowledge of most successful old requests that are dealing with the similar matter as the actual one, the movement of the actual \(F_r^{(a)}\) towards the expected \(F_r^{(e)}\) by both adapting and adding attributes should hopefully result in an intelligent exploration of potentially relevant areas of interests. These two cases are going to be analytically and algorithmically described in the subsequent paragraphs.

![Figure 5.6: The adaptation of the actual request \(F_r^{(a)}\) by moving it towards the centroid \(F_r^{(e)}\).](image)

![Figure 5.7: Adaptation of \(F_r^{(a)}\) depends on the presence or absence of each attribute in \(F_r^{(a)}\).](image)
When actual filtering request \( F_r^{(a)} \) has the particular attribute \( a_i \), the attribute value – importance pair \( (v_i^{(old)}, \omega_i^{(old)}) \) is moved towards the expected one \( (v_i^{(e)}, \omega_i^{(e)}) \), being read from a centroid \( F_r^{(e)} \), as:

\[
a_k^{(new)} = a_k^{(old)} + \beta_E (a_k^{(e)} - a_k^{(old)})
\]

(5.6)

where \( a_k^{(old)} \equiv (v_k^{(old)}, \omega_k^{(old)}) \), \( a_k^{(new)} \equiv (v_k^{(new)}, \omega_k^{(new)}) \) and \( a_k^{(e)} \equiv (v_k^{(e)}, \omega_k^{(e)}) \) are old, new and expected attribute value – importance pairs, respectively. The algebraic operations in the expression (5.6) are done on vectors with the expected result that both attribute value and importance are adapted. The parameter \( \beta_E \in [0,1] \) is an exploration rate, defining the level of the adaptation for both value and important of attributes in actual \( F_r^{(a)} \). On the one hand, the higher values of \( \beta_E \) imply a greater adaptation, and consequently the larger exploration of relevant information areas. While being simply done by moving the actual \( F_r^{(a)} \) towards expected \( F_r^{(e)} \) in a greater extent, this can be a typical use-case for a novice user that critically needs the intelligent support in its information retrieval activities. On the other hand, the smaller \( \beta_E \) means that actual \( F_r^{(a)} \) is not changed a lot, as well as that the exploration of new information space is less important than precisely delivering what has been asked. The advanced user behind obviously knows very well to create a request, and does not want any dramatic corrections.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the step-by-step procedure, which runs behind the adaptation of attributes that are already present in the actual \( F_r^{(a)} \). While from the concise adaptation expression (5.6) is maybe not so clear what happens with every attribute, the algorithm on Figure 5.8 demonstrates that practically the same adaptation procedure is applied on both value and importance of each attribute from actual \( F_r^{(a)} \). The applied transformation, making the cornerstone of the adaptation algorithm, is marked as adapting single attribute part on Figure 5.8. Although only attributes from \( F_r^{(a)} \) are affected by the adaptation, the main loop iterates over every attribute from the expected \( F_r^{(e)} \). This has been done only because of presentation reasons in order to make necessary the fundamental condition on the entrance to adapting single attribute part, which checks whether the currently selected attribute exist or not in the actual \( F_r^{(a)} \), and which consequently distinguishes adaptation from addition. The much more efficient practical realisation naturally only iterates over the attributes from \( F_r^{(a)} \), and reads the needed value and importance of attributes from the expected request \( F_r^{(e)} \).

**Example 5.4:** By using expected \( (v_i^{(e)}, \omega_i^{(e)}) \) pairs for \( k = 5 \) from Table 5.2, attributes \( a_1 \), \( a_7 \) and \( a_8 \) from the request \( F_r^{(a)} \) can be adapted as \( a_1^{(a)} (3,0.5) \rightarrow a_1^{(e)} (2.68,0.43) \), \( a_7^{(a)} (4,0.2) \rightarrow a_7^{(e)} (4,0.41) \) and \( a_8^{(a)} (3,0.4) \rightarrow a_8^{(e)} (2.78,0.32) \). For \( \beta_E = 0.5 \), it follows \( a_1^{(new)} (2.84,0.475) \), \( a_7^{(new)} (4,0.305) \) and \( a_8^{(new)} (2.89,0.36) \).
In the case where the given attribute \( a_k \) is missing in \( F_r^{(a)} \), a decision to add a missing attribute depends whether the particular attribute plays the significant role in the formed neighbourhood, being formally checked as:

\[
\sum_{i \in \text{neighbourhood}} \omega_k^{(i)} \geq 1 - \beta_p
\]

In the expression (5.7), \( \beta_p \in [0,1] \) is the prediction rate that defines how important a missing attribute \( a_k \) should be in similar request neighbourhood in order to be inserted in the actual request \( F_r^{(a)} \). Larger prediction rate \( \beta_p \) results in a smaller \( 1 - \beta_p \) value, and consequently more attributes will be added by reason of satisfying the insertion condition. While a numerator sums importance for \( a_k \) in similar neighbourhood, denominator sums importance for all attributes in that neighbourhood, being a way to get an impression of relative \( a_k \) importance, and to protect from the addition of too many attributes in \( F_r^{(a)} \).
Figure 5.9: Adding missing attributes in actual $FR$ and that are available in expected $FR$
The underlying computation of numerous needed sums for checking a condition \((5.7)\) is algorithmically presented on Figure 5.9, where the activity of deciding, whether or not one attribute should be added in \(F_r^{(a)}\), is separated into neighbourhood analysis, attribute searching, and adding attribute parts. The first step, being the neighbourhood analysis, is performed only once, with the goal to sum the importance values of all attributes over all requests, being nothing else than the denominator of the expression \((5.7)\). The following steps are simply first summing important values separately for each and every attribute, and afterwards checking whether the single computed importance sum is large enough to permit the addition of the corresponding attribute.

**Example 5.5:** For the prediction rate \(\beta_p = 0.85\), neighbourhood size \(k = 5\), and data being given in Table 5.2, it follows that only attribute \(a_3\) should be added in \(F_r^{(a)}\) as \(a_3^{(e)}(2.5,0.55)\). That holds as only \(\sum_{i \in \{3,4,5,6,8\}} \sum_{j \in \{a_1,\ldots,a_k\}} \omega_{ij}^{(l)} = 6.5\) and \(\sum_{i \in \{3,4,5,6,8\}} \omega_{ij}^{(l)} = 1.1\) satisfy the attribute addition condition.

![Figure 5.10: Absolute importance of every attribute in \(k = 5\) neighbourhood from Example 5.2](image)

The all separately computed sums of importance values for each of 8 attributes, being present in the neighbourhood of a size \(k = 5\) from Example 5.2, are given on Figure 5.10. The three attributes, being \(a_1\), \(a_7\), and \(a_8\), possess the largest resulting importance sums, mostly by reason of also being present in \(F_r^{(e)}\), and thus being directly responsible for the creation of a neighbourhood. As being already presented on Figure 5.3, each old request is compared with the actual one, whose initially given attributes have the central role in the process of the selection of promising old requests. Even though \(a_1\), \(a_7\), and \(a_8\) are evidently the most important attributes in the neighbourhood, they cannot be added by reason of being already in \(F_r^{(a)}\), and therefore they are marked on Figure 5.10 by a red cell filling. As far as other attributes are concerned, with an exception of \(a_3\), the resulting
importance sums are quite small, again because attributes that are not originally present in $F_r^{(a)}$ simply play no role while a similar neighbourhood is formed. The actual request can be made less dominant by utilising for example a so-called aggregate neighbourhood creation algorithm, which selects further old requests not only based on $F_r^{(a)}$, but also by consulting the already chosen requests.

Figure 5.11 gives a percentage distribution of importance sums from Figure 5.10, and therefore enables the graphical presentation of the attribute selection process. In the case where $\beta_p = 0.85$, and therefore $1 - \beta_p = 0.15$, all not already included attributes, whose relative importance sums are greater than 15%, will be added into $F_r^{(a)}$. As $a_1$, $a_7$, and $a_8$ are already in $F_r^{(a)}$, only $a_3$ has its relative importance sum above 15%, and only $a_3$ will be added.

![Figure 5.11: Relative importance of every attribute in $k = 5$ neighbourhood from Example 5.2, being suitable for the direct comparison with $1 - \beta_p$ and deducing which attributes should be added](image)

5.4. Conclusion

The multi-domain applicable exploration approach, being able to autonomously utilise the knowledge from the already processed requests to improve the actual one, has been presented in this Chapter. The underlying strengths of the presented exploration strategy are first concerned with the realisation of the combined distance function, which makes benefit from Euclidean distance and Jaccard index. The major advantage of the proposed approach is then contained in the controlled adaptation of the actual filtering request with the knowledge that has been mined from the found old requests.

The combination of Euclidean distance and Jaccard index has been analysed deeply in Section 5.3.1. The designed combined distance has aimed at exploiting the ability of the
Euclidean function to precisely compare the parts of requests with the same attributes. Its drawback of being poorly applicable in a highly sparse space has been complemented by Jaccard index, being known as an excellent choice when many attributes are missing in the requests that should be compared.

The controlled adaptation and addition of new attributes, being found in the formed similar neighbourhood, has been discussed in Section 5.3.3. The very simple and efficient adaptation mechanisms have been introduced in order to intelligently control in which extent the actual filtering request will be changed either by moving its attributes towards the expected values and weights or by adding the found important new attributes that are completely missing.
Chapter 6
Coordination Approach

The fundamental thoughts about efficiently coordinating available filtering strategies might be concerned with their demands towards different system resources, their abilities to produce relevant results for the given job, as well as their reliabilities to work without failures. At the first place, one should be very careful with the strategy, whose efficiency critically depends on a system resource, being currently highly loaded, since its selection will usually produce so-called long-lasting filtering jobs, having an unacceptable duration. Furthermore, the encapsulated filtering algorithm naturally provides a very different level of a support for various jobs, and treating the received requests as the black boxes during coordination might happen to be not always so promising idea. Lastly, in the time critical situations, it can be more important to select a strategy, which will as reliable as possible work without failures, than to think about providing the results with the highest quality. These three requirements, relating to optimally using available resources, carefully taking care of the properties of a received job, and wisely thinking about the self-healing aspects, are going, due to their great importance, to be separately addressed in Sections 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5, respectively.

The common property for any of the coordination schemes, which will be presented in this Chapter, is concerned with balancing the exploitation of what is already known about the available strategies with the exploration of their novel capabilities. This exploitation-exploration trade-off is fundamentally supported by using the proportional selection [181], which gives the chances even to the worst filtering strategy to be selected, and to provide the results that will be liked by a user. The background knowledge about the underlying capabilities of available strategies is always more or less problematic, and consequently the judgement, about which one is either the best or the worst candidate, might be weak. The probabilistic selection of strategies, where currently more fitted ones have the larger probability of being selected, seems to be thus a holy grail for both ensuring the satisfied quality of a provided filtering service, as well as learning about the hidden capabilities of novel searching techniques.

A natural way of incorporating a proportional selection into a core of any coordination scheme will be the main topic of this Chapter, being structured as follows. After basically introducing the main fitness values, which will be utilised for formally representing the different abilities of strategies, the most noticeable drawbacks of other solutions, trying to benefit from combining various filtering techniques, are going to be critically presented.
The main contribution of this Chapter, being already published in [11][13][14][15][17][18], is then contained in three separate sub-sections, which actually correspond to a step-by-step refinement of the basic coordination scheme. The first Section 6.3 gives the pure resource-aware coordination approach, which takes care only of the available resources, and which also becomes multi-domain applicable by reason of ignoring everything else. The second approach is named job-aware coordination algorithm as it additionally takes into account the properties of jobs, and it is presented in Section 6.4. The Section 6.5 finally gives the self-healing extension, which can upgrade either resource-aware or job-aware approach. The Chapter is finished with a section, where the concluding remarks are given.

6.1. Definitions and Preliminaries

The successful selection of a strategy, which should reliably enough process the actual filtering request in a current runtime situation, is essentially supported by the appropriate fitness values, illustrating the underlying abilities of searching algorithms. This section is going consequently after formally defining the coordination term, to introduce resource, job, and healing related fitness values.

**Definition 6.1: Coordination** is the comprehensive selection activity, being performed by a manager agent with an ultimate goal to find how reliably every filtering agent from its community can process the received request regarding a current availability of system resources. Three different coordination schemes, focussing on resource, job property, or reliability aspects, will make the foundation not only of this Chapter, but also of a whole Thesis.

6.1.1. Resource Related Fitness Values

Because CPU, DB and memory are, according to the author’s assumptions, found to be the most important filtering resources, processor ($F_{CPU}$), database ($F_{DB}$) and memory ($F_{m}$) fitness values are introduced as follows:

**Definition 6.2: Central Processor Fitness** $F_{CPU}$ describes the behaviour of a filtering strategy regarding a central processor load, where higher $F_{CPU}$ means that less computing power is needed.

A high $F_{CPU}$ value should be assigned to a strategy which is able to successfully work even in a case where a central processor is highly loaded. It is reasonable for example to assign a high $F_{CPU}$ value to a strategy which either does not make the complex and CPU expensive computations or applies many useful approximations which save CPU power.

**Definition 6.3: Database Fitness** $F_{DB}$ relates to filtering strategy behaviour regarding a database server load, where high $F_{DB}$ is utilised for expressing the fact that a particular strategy loads a database server in a small extent.

A strategy, which for example stores in the operational memory a lot of data used for guiding a search and retrieving from a database only the really relevant data, will usually
have acceptable performances in the case of a high database server load and according to that should have a high $F_{DB}$ value.

**Definition 6.4:** *Memory Fitness* $F_m$ corresponds to the needed memory requirements of a filtering strategy, where higher $F_m$ means that less memory is needed for performing filtering.

In the case where physical memory resources are not available in the needed quantity for a particular strategy, it is not only possible that a given strategy will have runtime difficulties, but also that maybe a whole filtering system will become un-operational. A logical guideline in such memory lacking situations is giving a priority to strategies with higher $F_m$ values, because they are much less depended on the amount of available free memory.

### 6.1.2. Job Related Fitness Values

Jobs in a document retrieval domain can be seen as collections of words and phrases, and phrase ($F_{ph}$), big job ($F_{bj}$) and small job ($F_{sj}$) fitness values are defined as:

**Definition 6.5:** *Phrase Fitness* $F_{ph}$ represents the behaviour of a strategy regarding a presence of phrases in the job, where a higher $F_{ph}$ means the better handling of jobs with phrases.

A motivation to introduce $F_{ph}$ is mostly concerned with the architecture of an inverted list based document retrieval engine [58][59], which has for every term to additionally store positions in order to smoothly support phrase searching, and consequently to have a large $F_{ph}$. Without position lists, phrase searching will be much more expensive, and that can be expressed through a smaller $F_{ph}$.

**Definition 6.6:** *Big Job Fitness* $F_{bj}$ describes the ability of the filtering strategy to successfully handle jobs with many words, where a higher $F_{bj}$ value means a better support for big jobs.

**Definition 6.7:** *Small Job Fitness* $F_{sj}$ corresponds to a strategy behaviour regarding jobs with only few words, where a higher $F_{sj}$ value illustrates the better handling of small jobs.

Both $F_{bj}$ and $F_{sj}$ are defined mostly because of the existence of filtering strategies that use some mean for a dimensionality reduction, such as random mapping [127], Principal Component Analysis (PCA)[127], Self Organising Map (SOM) [148], and so on. Such strategies can successfully handle even jobs with thousands of words and consequently a high $F_{bj}$ value should be assigned to them. Otherwise, strategies with no dimensionality reduction are usually bad concerning big filtering jobs, and therefore they should have a small $F_{bj}$ value.
6.1.3. Healing Related Fitness Values

The properties, which are important for a successful recovery, are both related with the reliability of a strategy to work without failures and its ability to produce the necessary results. Consequently, failure ($F_F$) and efficiency ($F_E$) fitness values are defined as follows:

**Definition 6.8:** *Failure Fitness* $F_F$ relates to the ability of a particular strategy to work without failures, where a high $F_F$ means a good robustness and guarantees reliable and failure less filtering.

A strategy that has its own healing system will either never or very rarely fail, and therefore such a strategy should have a high $F_F$ value. For example, there are very many filtering algorithms, such as hill climbing, simulated annealing, tabu search, gradient-based numerical optimisation methods and evolution algorithms [181], which might be stopped at anytime. In the case where something unexpected happened during filtering, these any time algorithms can easily return as final recommendations the results that are till then found. Obviously, it seems reasonable to assign high $F_F$ values to such any time algorithms with self healing abilities.

**Definition 6.9:** *Efficiency Fitness* $F_E$ represents the ability of a strategy to always find an asked number of results, where a higher $F_E$ means better behaviour in unconditionally producing needed recommendations.

A motivation to introduce $F_E$ is mostly concerned with the processing of many strictly formulated queries or jobs, which naturally impose that not enough results can be found even when very reliable strategy with high $F_F$ is chosen. In such cases, strategies, having low $F_E$ and high $F_F$, will not completely fail in filtering, but will most probably find only few results, which can really hardly satisfy the imposed information need. There are hopefully strategies that perform the automatic relaxation of query conditions [127] in the case where the original query has not produced enough results. It is therefore logical to assign high $F_E$ values to such strategies to give them the advantage to be selected for the jobs whose straightforward treatment will hardly produce enough results.

6.2. Background

With the abundance of the available filtering strategies [82][94][127][181][196][213][221][224], finding the most appropriate one in a particular situation can amount to a real challenge. Each and every filtering strategy has its unique strengths and weaknesses and deciding how to efficiently combine them is something of an art [131] addressed by many researchers [76][77][131][262]. While the event-based and the content-based filtering are combined in Letizia [169][170] and Amalthaea [188] to better deduce the user model by tracking its behaviour during Web browsing, WebWatcher [27][253][254] and WAIR [60][278] additionally utilise reinforcement learning for adapting to constant changes in information needs. The same adaptation to dynamic users’ interests is in PEA [269] and NewT [235] realised through the integration of evolution strategies, and in PIAgent [155]
by neural network classification with content-based filtering. In order to exploit aspects, such as style and point-of-view, which are invisible to pure content-based analysis, but are easily captured solely by humans [131], collaborative and content-based filtering are variously combined in FAB [30], P-Tango [76], TripMatcher [83], GroupLens [213] and many other systems.

To minimise the risk of choosing the inappropriate filtering strategy, the mentioned systems always combine only two well known strategies in a predefined static manner. A content-based filtering is always one of the combined strategies, which is a reasonable conventional decision, because all these systems are concerned with information retrieval tasks. One nice trial to dynamically combine multiple strategies is reported in [77], where machine learning is used to produce a classifier that is capable to decide which strategy is the most promising to be applied for resolving a particular filtering job. The classifier is trained on a corpus of pre-selected documents with a relevance that is known for every pre-defined filtering job. All these jobs are resolved through the application of every available strategy, and in that way the classifier learns for which jobs each strategy is good for. The main limitation of this approach is contained in a requirement that the relevance of every document from a training corpus has to be manually determined for each pre-defined filtering job. It unfortunately becomes unfeasible to manually prepare enough \{document, relevance\} pairs for training the classifier that will be able afterwards to coordinate the broad spectrum of different jobs on collections with thousands of documents. This seriously limits the application of the coordination approach from [77] on only very small domains, having few hundreds documents, where the training process can be performed with a manageably small collection of the pre-selected documents and jobs.

The yet another attempt [262] is to apply reinforcement learning for finding the right filtering strategy in a given situation. The cornerstone idea is to reward the responsible strategy always after receiving a positive explicit user feedback value. This reinforcement learning coordination approach is unfortunately tested only with the artificial users that always both provide a feedback and do that in a deterministic way. It is far away from being truth that real users always provide the expected feedback values [37], which will certainly dramatically influence the successfulness of a reinforcement learning process. Coordination approaches, which will be presented in this Chapter, are fully aware of the instability of the explicit user feedback values, and consequently will additionally base its adaptation process on other much more stable indicators of interests, such as the response time [192].

According to the author’s best knowledge, most of the mentioned systems are tested in highly protected environments, where usually the resource availability has not been taken into consideration. Even though the particular strategy can be the best suited one for the assigned job, in the case where the needed system resource is highly loaded, that strategy will most probably have weak chances to successfully produce expected results. Resource aware coordination mechanisms, which are going to be introduced in the Section 6.3, and which make a foundation for all other coordination algorithms, try to avoid the selection of a strategy for which the unfavourable resource situation exists, and to assign a job to a strategy that will produce results in the reasonable amount of time.
6.3. Resource-Aware Coordination Algorithm

The variety of filtering algorithms, having usually very different requirements towards the needed system resources, represents the cornerstone for a realisation of a coordination scheme, which tries to delegate the actual job to the strategy that can successfully work in the particular runtime situation. The necessary pre-conditions for such a resource-aware coordination approach are twofold. On the one hand, important system resources should be identified, and their current load should be as reliably measured as possible. The much more advanced estimation of resources might additionally request that some guaranties, concerning the needed amount of time for measuring the load values, should be given. On the other hand, the abilities of strategies to work in different runtime situations are nicely represented by the adequate resource related fitness values. Their successful usage surely requires the sophisticated learning procedure, which tries to adapt fitness values towards precisely representing a corresponding strategy. The efficient synergy between these two pre-conditions will be the main topic for the following discussions. The next sub-sections will as well show that the actual resource situation can be put together with the different abilities of strategies without even thinking about what is inside the received filtering job. This property finally makes the realised resource-aware coordination scheme to be multi-domain applicable, completely independent from both the types of jobs and used filtering strategies.

![Figure 6.1: System architecture illustrating agent communication](image)

The underlying coordination activities, being essentially responsible for the mentioned optimal exploitation of available system resources, are represented on Figure 6.1, which gives the simplest possible selection scenario. Under the assumption that everything goes perfectly, the scenario starts with a job creation and ends with a result usage, being done
by a User agent ($U$). The real coordination activities, being performed in a meantime by
the chosen Manager ($M$), are first resource estimation, and afterwards strategy selection.
After the selected Filtering agent ($F$), encapsulating a particular searching algorithm, has
produced results, the manager can adapt fitness values based on the measurement of the
response time. The found filtering results are finally returned back to the user agent, and
the scenario ends.

The concrete solution, showing how these resource evaluation, strategy selection and
fitness adaptation coordination steps can make benefit from $F_{\text{CPU}}$, $F_{\text{DB}}$, $F_{\text{m}}$ fitness values,
being formally introduced in Section 6.1.1, will be deeply described in the following sub-
sections.

### 6.3.1. Resource Estimation

The ultimate evaluation goal is to estimate the applicability of each available filtering
strategy for processing the current request, by first determining the actual system runtime
properties and then combining them with, in the Section 6.1.1 introduced, strategy fitness
values. System runtime properties, which are inside the interest scope of evaluation, are
central processor ($\omega_{\text{CPU}}$), database server ($\omega_{\text{DB}}$) and memory system ($\omega_{\text{m}}$) load. These
runtime properties correspond to author’s assumptions about the most important filtering
resources for which the behaviour of the filtering strategy is already described by $F_{\text{CPU}}$, $F_{\text{DB}}$ and $F_{\text{m}}$ values. While the computation of the load of a memory system is based on
determining the amount of the used memory for which integrated system functions\(^1\) can
be used, the load computation of both CPU and database server are more sophisticated,
and require the execution, as well as the response time measuring of specially designed
expressions.

A CPU load is simply computed as:

$$\omega_{\text{CPU}} = \beta_{\text{CPU}} t_{\text{CPU}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

where $\beta_{\text{CPU}}$ is a tuning parameter and $t_{\text{CPU}}$ is the time being needed for the computation
of an algebraic expression, being formed only in order to estimate a current CPU load. A
higher CPU load naturally implies the longer computation time $t_{\text{CPU}}$ and consequently a
larger $\omega_{\text{CPU}}$ value.

As an algebraic expression for CPU load estimation a sum $\sum_{i=1}^{n_{\text{CPU}}} f(i)$ is used, where a
function $f(i) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-(i-m)^2 / (2\sigma^2)}$ is the Gaussian variable with the standard deviation
$\sigma = 1 + \text{ran}(0,1)$ and the mean $m = \text{ran}(0,1)$. Value $\text{ran}(0,1)$, being a randomly generated
real number from $[0,1]$, is added on both standard deviation and mean in order to make
every execution different from others, and to consequently ensure that no internal CPU
optimisations can utilise something that has been already computed and to therefore make

\(^1\) In java in Runtime class methods `freeMemory`, `maxMemory` and `totalMemory` are provided.
the unfair future executions. The summation length $n_{SL}$ should be chosen in a way that
the execution of the utilised expression does not load CPU significantly, and at the same
time last long enough to provide an accurate CPU load computation. The experimentally
found dependence of $t_{CPU}$ from $n_{SL}$ is given in the Evaluation Chapter in Section 8.4.1,
where the load of CPU is controlled by lurching additional threads, which are repeatedly
executing the $\sum_{i=1}^{n_{SL}} f(i)$ expression.

A whole process of first randomly generating mean $m$ and standard deviation $\sigma$, and
then measuring the execution time $t_{CPU}$ of the requested summation is algorithmically
presented on Figure 6.2. While the steps of taking the current system time, just before a
summing starts $t_{CPU}^{(\text{start})}$ and immediately after it is finished $t_{CPU}^{(\text{stop})}$, are marked by red colour
on Figure 6.2, a summation, whose execution time $t_{CPU}$ is measured, is made distinct by
being labelled as execution part.

A database server load $\omega_{DB}$ is computed as:

$$\omega_{DB} = \beta_{DB} f_{DB}$$  (6.2)
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where again $\beta_{DB}$ is a suitable tuning parameter and $t_{DB}$ is the time being needed for the execution of a SQL query that is specially designed to estimate a database server load. As a consequence of further loading database server, $t_{DB}$ will increase, which finally results in a bigger $\omega_{DB}$ value.

The aggregate SQL query

```sql
SELECT sum(Salary) FROM Employers
WHERE Id > ran AND Id < nCS + ran GROUP BY Department
```

should be executed on a very large database table $Employers(Id, Department, Salary)$, which stores data about employers’ salaries and departments where they work. In a given query $ran$ is randomly generated number from $[0, rowcount]$, which ensures that always a summation is executed on a different cluster of employers, and consequently eliminates unwanted potential database server optimisations with already processed similar queries. A cluster size is defined by $n_{CS}$ and should be small enough in order not to load database server significantly, and at the same time big enough to provide accurate enough database server load computation. A dependence of $t_{DB}$ from $n_{CS}$ will be experimentally analysed in Section 8.4.1, where a database server is additionally loaded by threads that repeatedly send different SQL queries.
Figure 6.3 briefly summarises a procedure of first taking the current system time $t_{DB}^{(start)}$ before querying a database server, then executing a SQL query with randomly generated starting cluster index, again retrieving the system time $t_{DB}^{(stop)}$ after a result set is obtained, and finally computing of a database server load $\omega_{DB}$, being possible as all necessary data are available. A colour convention from Figure 6.2 of using red for marking steps where the system time is taken, as well as putting into the execution part a step, whose duration is measured, are still applied.

A memory load $\omega_{m}$ reflects the amount of used memory and it is computed as:

$$\omega_{m} = \beta_{m}s_{m}$$

(6.3)

where $\beta_{m}$ is a tuning parameter and $s_{m}$ is the size of the currently used memory in bytes. It is obvious from the expression (6.3) that more utilised memory $s_{m}$ results in the larger memory load $\omega_{m}$ value. Because a system function for determining the amount of used memory usually exists, the problem of computing $s_{m}$ is going to be assumed as a trivial one and will not be discussed in this Thesis.

After computing $\omega_{CPU}$, $\omega_{DB}$ and $\omega_{m}$ load values a so-called resource fitness ($F_{r}$) can be computed as follows:

$$F_{r} = \frac{\omega_{CPU}F_{CPU} + \omega_{DB}F_{DB} + \omega_{m}F_{m}}{\omega_{CPU} + \omega_{DB} + \omega_{m}}$$

(6.4)

Each and every $\omega_{x}$ parameter, where $x \in \{CPU,DB,m\}$, plays a standard weighting role in a well known way that the larger particular $\omega_{x}$ implies the greater influence of corresponding $\omega_{x}F_{x}$ on overall $F_{r}$ value. In the case where for example only a database server is highly loaded, $\omega_{DB}$ will have a large value, and $\omega_{DB}F_{DB}$ will dominate in a $F_{r}$ computation. This further means that a filtering strategy with the highest $F_{DB}$ value will probably have the highest overall $F_{r}$ value.

### 6.3.2. Response Time Aware Resource Estimation

A general strategy, applied in the Section 6.3.1 for evaluating $\omega_{x}$, $x \in \{CPU,DB,M\}$, values, is fundamentally based on an evaluation of a suitable expression, whose execution time is measured. A problem with such an evaluation strategy is that this execution time can be arbitrary large, which does not conform to the overall coordination scheme, which tries to reduce the response delay. It does not have any sense to deploy brilliant filtering algorithms, which can provide results in the assigned time slot, but to loose much more time on performing necessary coordination activities. Obviously, the evaluation of system resources has to become more time aware, as it is going to be shown in the following paragraphs.

A CPU load $\omega_{CPU}$ is thus computed as:
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\[
\omega_{CPU} = \begin{cases} 
1 - e^{-\frac{\beta_{CPU} t_{CPU}}{t_{CPU}^\max}}, & t_{CPU} \leq t_{CPU}^\max \\
1, & t_{CPU} > t_{CPU}^\max 
\end{cases} \tag{6.5}
\]

The meaning of \( \beta_{CPU} \) and \( t_{CPU} \), as well as the idea of measuring the execution time of a specially designed expression, are the same as in (6.1). The major novelty of expression (6.5) regarding (6.1) is that the execution time is now limited by \( t_{CPU}^\max \), being the maximal amount of time that can be spent on \( \omega_{CPU} \) estimation. In the case where a used algebraic expression cannot be completely executed within \( t_{CPU}^\max \), the execution will be stopped, and the maximal load value of 1 will be assigned to \( \omega_{CPU} \). The higher CPU load naturally implies the longer computation time \( t_{CPU} \), \( e^{-\frac{\beta_{CPU} t_{CPU}}{t_{CPU}^\max}} \) decreases, and \( \omega_{CPU} \) is closer to 1.

A realisation of the idea of spending at most \( t_{CPU}^\max \) amount of time for estimating CPU load is algorithmically presented on Figure 6.4. The time awareness is simply achieved by conditionally entering into the execution step, which means that the summation will be actually performed only when the pre-defined maximal execution time \( t_{CPU}^\max \) has not been expired. The role of the second step, being named as assigning load on Figure 6.4, is first to check whether the summation of \( n_{SL} \) elements has been already finished, or \( t_{CPU}^\max \) has been spent on execution, and accordingly to compute the right \( \omega_{CPU} \) load value by using the expression (6.5).

A database load \( \omega_{DB} \) can be similarly computed as:

\[
\omega_{DB} = \begin{cases} 
1 - e^{-\frac{\beta_{DB} t_{DB}}{t_{DB}^\max}}, & t_{DB} \leq t_{DB}^\max \\
1, & t_{DB} > t_{DB}^\max 
\end{cases} \tag{6.6}
\]

While the meaning of \( \beta_{DB} \) and \( t_{DB} \) is the same as in (6.2), \( t_{DB}^\max \) is the maximal amount of time that can be spent on \( \omega_{DB} \) evaluation. As a consequence of further loading DB, \( t_{DB} \) will increase, \( e^{-\frac{\beta_{DB} t_{DB}}{t_{DB}^\max}} \) decreases, and that results in a bigger \( \omega_{DB} \) value.

Figure 6.5 gives one of possible solutions for determining the load of a database server at most within \( t_{DB}^\max \) amount of time. A different approach for obtaining time awareness is necessary since there is unfortunately no way to control a database server as being done on Figure 6.4 with CPU. The proposed workaround is contained in lunching two threads, named trigger and query thread, into an execution part on the algorithm. While the trigger thread has simply a role to sleep \( t_{DB}^\max \) and afterwards to send notification, the query thread is responsible for loading database server by sending a created SQL request. The second, assigning load, step on Figure 6.5 will check which thread has been returned as first, and perform the computation of \( \omega_{DB} \) according to the expression (6.6).
Figure 6.4: Response time aware computation of CPU load
Since the novel expressions (6.5) and (6.6) for computing \( \omega_{\text{CPU}} \) and \( \omega_{\text{DB}} \) additionally limit the possible load values to segment \([0,1]\), the similar transformation should be made when a memory load \( \omega_m \) is computed. Instead of simply assigning \( \omega_m = \beta_m s_m \) as in (6.3), a memory load is now computed as:

\[
\omega_m = 1 - e^{-\beta_m s_m}
\]  

(6.7)

where parameters \( \beta_m \) and \( s_m \) have the same meaning as in (6.3). It holds that the more occupied memory \( s_m \) results in a smaller \( e^{-\beta_m s_m} \), and consequently in a larger \( \omega_m \) value.

Figure 6.5: Response time aware estimation of database server load
6.3.3. Strategy Selection

Selection simulates an evolutionary process of a competition among available filtering strategies which are fighting for getting as many jobs as possible. In the case of the pure resource-aware coordination scheme, the only mean of fighting is contained in having the better estimation, regarding the ability to successfully work in a current runtime situation. These capabilities are consistently represented by a resource fitness $F_r$ value, computed through the expression (6.4), and consequently a so-called total fitness $F_t$ can be simply defined as:

$$F_t = F_r$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.8)

Figure 6.6: Strategy selection when only resource fitness is taken into account

The probability of being selected $P^{(i)}$, corresponding to the filtering strategy $i$, can be afterwards computed as:
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\[ P^{(i)} = \frac{F_i^{(i)}}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} F_j^{(j)}} \]  

(6.9)

Such a defined probability \( P^{(i)} \) is the growing function of \( F_i^{(i)} \), and in extreme cases it holds \( (F_i^{(i)} \to 0) \Rightarrow (P^{(i)} \to e^{-\infty} = 0) \), as well as \( (F_i^{(i)} \to \infty) \Rightarrow (P^{(i)} \to e^0 = 1) \). Under the assumption that \( n \) candidate filtering strategies participate in a selection, a denominator \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} F_j^{(j)} \) sums all total fitness values, and therefore ensures \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} P^{(j)} = 1 \).

Because the probability of being selected \( P^{(i)} \) is proportional to the filtering strategy \( F_i^{(i)} \) fitness value, the used selection is nothing else than a well known proportional or roulette wheel selection [181]. Those filtering strategies with above average total fitness will, on average, receive more attention than those with below average total fitness. Even the one with the worst total fitness value will have a chance to be selected and to improve its fitness values, which is the cornerstone topic of the Section 6.3.4.

Due to a requirement that the sum of all selection probabilities has to be 1, the process of selecting a responsible filtering strategy is on Figure 6.6 separated into \( F_i \) computation and proportional selection sub-parts. While \( F_i \) computation is responsible for finding the denominator of expression (6.9), proportional selection ends the algorithm by choosing one strategy based on \( P^{(i)} \) probabilities.

Example 6.1: Figure 6.7 represents one example of a selection, being based on the filtering strategy fitness values \( F_{CPU} \), \( F_{DB} \) and \( F_m \), and current system runtime situation, \( \omega_{CPU} \), \( \omega_{DB} \) and \( \omega_m \).

![Figure 6.7: Coordination challenge seems to be resolvable after introducing strategy fitness values that formally represent different strategy capabilities towards exploiting available system resources](image-url)
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In a system runtime situation \( (\omega_{CPU} = 0.35, \omega_{DB} = 0.95, \omega_{m} = 0.25) \) on Figure 6.7, total strategy fitness values are \( F_{i}^{(1)} = 69.29, F_{i}^{(2)} = 44.22, F_{i}^{(3)} = 75.68 \) and \( F_{i}^{(4)} = 56.97 \), and consequently for \( \beta_i = 100 \) the corresponding selection probabilities are \( P^{(1)} = 0.31, P^{(2)} = 0.14, P^{(3)} = 0.34 \) and \( P^{(4)} = 0.22 \). One should notice that the filtering strategies \( (i = 1 \text{ and } i = 3) \), which have the greatest database server fitness \( (F_{DB}^{(1)} = 92\% \text{ and } F_{DB}^{(3)} = 95\%) \), have the best chances to be selected because of a very high database server load, being currently \( \omega_{DB} = 0.95 \).

### 6.3.4. Fitness Adaptation

After completing the assigned filtering job, learning by the adaptation of fitness values takes place in order to ensure that the actual fitness values reflect as accurate as possible the corresponding abilities of a responsible strategy. An adaptation of \( F_{CPU}, F_{DB} \) and \( F_{m} \) is solely based on the measurement of the current response time, and therefore is always applicable, as well as completely user independent.

After the filtering job has been finished, the response time \( t_r \) is available and it can be utilised for finding \( k \) nearest filtering jobs, which have been processed in similar runtime situations and had almost the same response time, being on Figure 6.8 marked as creating similar neighbourhood part. Because a system runtime is described by \( \omega_{CPU}, \omega_{DB} \) and \( \omega_{m} \), finding \( k \) most similar filtering jobs is a well known \( k \)-nearest neighbour search [127], being performed on \( \omega_{CPU}, \omega_{DB}, \omega_{m} \) and \( t_r \) attributes. Under an assumption that an actual job \( a = (\omega_{CPU}^{(a)}, \omega_{DB}^{(a)}, \omega_{m}^{(a)}, t_r^{(a)}) \) is compared to any old filtering job \( i = (\omega_{CPU}^{(i)}, \omega_{DB}^{(i)}, \omega_{m}^{(i)}, t_r^{(i)}) \) by computing Euclidean distance \( d_e(a,i) \), the \( k \) filtering jobs with the smallest \( d_e(a,i) \) will form the similar request neighbourhood. The mentioned Euclidean distance \( d_e(a,i) \), representing a cornerstone of creating similar neighbourhood on Figure 6.8, is defined as:

\[
d_e(a,i) = \sqrt{\sum_{x \in \{CPU, DB, m\}} \left( \frac{\omega_{x}^{(a)} - \omega_{x}^{(i)}}{\sigma_{\omega_x}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{t_r^{(a)} - t_r^{(i)}}{\sigma_{t_r}} \right)^2}
\]  

(6.10)

To help avoid a dependence on different attribute ranges in a distance computation, standard deviations \( \sigma_{\omega_x} \) and \( \sigma_{t_r} \) are introduced in the last expression. Standard deviation \( \sigma_A \) for the attribute \( A \in \{\omega_{CPU}, \omega_{DB}, \omega_{m}, t_r\} \) is computed as:

\[
\sigma_A = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (A^{(i)} - m_A)^2}{n-1}}
\]  

(6.11)

It is assumed that attribute \( A \) has \( n \) values, \( A^{(i)} \) represents \( i^{th} \) attribute value and attribute mean is \( m_A = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} A^{(i)} \). In order to diminish the effect of the extreme attribute
values, zero mean or z-score normalisation [127] is applied for the standardisation of the attribute values, being especially useful when there are outliers that dominate the min-max normalisation. As the computation of the standard deviation values might be quite expensive, these values are typically pre-computed and only when necessary loaded. The really first task on Figure 6.8 is consequently concerned with a loading of these standard deviation values, being needed when the Euclidean distance is computed in (6.10).

The expected fitness value \( F_x^{(e)} \), \( x \in \{CPU, DB, m\} \), can be afterwards computed as:

\[
F_x^{(e)} = \frac{\sum_{i \in S_x} \text{sim}(a,i)F_i^{(i)}}{\sum_{i \in S_x} \text{sim}(a,i)} \\
(6.12)
\]

In the expression (6.12), the strategy fitness values, being responsible for the job \( i \), are \( (F_{CPU}^{(i)}, F_{DB}^{(i)}, F_m^{(i)}) \), the formed neighbourhood of similar old jobs is \( S_x \), and consequently a summation is performed on found \( k \) neighbouring jobs. As summation weights similarity \( \text{sim}(a,i) = e^{-d_x(a,i)} \) is utilised to ensure that more similar jobs, having a smaller distance \( d_x(a,i) \), have a greater influence on fitness value computation.

The found expected fitness values \( F_x^{(e)} \) are then used in changing actual fitness values \( F_x^{(a)} \) which describe filtering strategy capabilities, being responsible for the actual job. The used adaptation rule is defined as:

\[
\Delta F_x = \gamma_x l(t)(F_x^{(e)} - F_x^{(a)}) \\
(6.13)
\]

While \( \gamma_x \) is the tuning parameter, \( l(t) = l_0 e^{-\tau t} \) is the decreasing learning rate which ensures that the already learnt fitness values will not be easily destroyed. The filtering strategies with the solid history will, according to such learning rate, change their fitness values in smaller extent than the novel ones. This process of first computing the expected fitness values, and then moving the actual ones towards them, is on Figure 6.9 shortly marked as a fitness adaptation step.

**Example 6.2:** This example illustrates first expected fitness \( F_{CPU}^{(e)}, F_{DB}^{(e)} \) and \( F_m^{(e)} \) value computation and then the adaptation of actual fitness \( F_{CPU}^{(a)}, F_{DB}^{(a)} \) and \( F_m^{(a)} \) values.

Let’s assume that an actual filtering job \( a \) was processed in a system runtime situation \((\omega_{CPU}^{(a)} = 0.17, \omega_{DB}^{(a)} = 0.5, \omega_m^{(a)} = 0.34, t_r^{(a)} = 208)\) by a filtering strategy with fitness values \( (F_{CPU}^{(a)} = 43, F_{DB}^{(a)} = 52, F_m^{(a)} = 78) \) and that the needed time for processing was \( t_r^{(a)} = 208 \). Fitness values \( F_{CPU}^{(a)}, F_{DB}^{(a)} \) and \( F_m^{(a)} \) are adapted by using the history data about 10 past filtering jobs, being given in Table 6.1. For these jobs mean and standard deviation are \( m_{\omega_{CPU}} = 0.474, m_{\omega_{DB}} = 0.541, m_{\omega_m} = 0.602, m_{t_r} = 275.4, \sigma_{\omega_{CPU}} = 0.2953, \sigma_{\omega_{DB}} = 0.17, \sigma_{\omega_m} = 0.2289 \) and \( \sigma_{t_r} = 114.58 \). Columns \( d_x(a,i) \) and \( \text{sim}(a,i) \) in Table 6.1 correspond to Euclidean distance and similarity between actual job \( a \) and each past filtering job \( i \) \((i = 1..10)\).
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Figure 6.8: Resource fitness learning through neighbourhood creation and fitness adaptation
In Table 6.1 found \( k = 3 \) and \( k = 5 \) most similar past filtering jobs, being jobs \((1,2,7)\) and \((1,2,4,6,7)\), are marked by the different cell filling. As it can be seen from Table 6.2, increasing a neighbourhood size \( k \) does not change expected fitness values almost at all, because filtering jobs with low similarity with the actual one give very small contribution, being a desired effect of including \( \text{sim}(a,i) \) as a weight in \( F_x^{(e)} \) computation.

Table 6.1: List of 10 past filtering jobs, being processed within response time \( t_r \) by filtering strategy with fitness values \((F_{\text{CPU}}, F_{\text{DB}}, F_m)\) in runtime situation \((\omega_{\text{CPU}}, \omega_{\text{DB}}, \omega_m)\). Columns \( d_x(a,i) \) and \( \text{sim}(a,i) \) correspond to \( a = (\omega_{\text{CPU}}^{(a)} = 0.17, \omega_{\text{DB}}^{(a)} = 0.5, \omega_m^{(a)} = 0.34, t_r^{(a)} = 208) \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( i )</th>
<th>( \omega_{\text{CPU}} )</th>
<th>( \omega_{\text{DB}} )</th>
<th>( \omega_m )</th>
<th>( t_r )</th>
<th>( F_{\text{CPU}} )</th>
<th>( F_{\text{DB}} )</th>
<th>( F_m )</th>
<th>( d_x(a,i) )</th>
<th>( \text{sim}(a,i) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the expected strategy fitness values are determined and under assumptions that \( k = 3 \), \( \gamma = 1 \) and \( l(t) = l(t = 0, l_0 = 1/2) = l_0 e^{-\gamma t} = 1/2 \), a computation of \( \Delta F_x \) then gives \( \Delta F_{\text{CPU}} = -5.15 \), \( \Delta F_{\text{DB}} = 6.1 \) and \( \Delta F_m = -7.15 \), and subsequently the new fitness values, which are going to be finally stored in a history table, are \( F_{\text{CPU}}^{(n)} = 37.85 \), \( F_{\text{DB}}^{(n)} = 58.1 \) and \( F_m^{(n)} = 71.85 \).

Table 6.2: Expected fitness values for different neighbourhood sizes \( k \) where both actual and past filtering jobs are given in Table 6.1 and in its caption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>( F_{\text{CPU}}^{(e)} )</th>
<th>( F_{\text{DB}}^{(e)} )</th>
<th>( F_m^{(e)} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>63.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>63.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4. Job-Aware Coordination Algorithm

Since not each and every filtering job is the same, a much more advanced coordination scheme will take care not only of efficiently exploiting the available system resources as in the Section 6.3, but also of the properties of the received request. It is far away from being truth that every strategy can equally well support each type of the filtering job. In a domain of text documents, some strategies are for example better suited for queries with
many words, whereas the others are more efficient for the jobs with phrases. The major motivation for a job-aware coordination solution is therefore concerned with additionally taking into consideration the properties of the filtering jobs while selecting a responsible strategy.

The expected advantage of analysing the jobs, before deciding which strategy will do filtering, should be found finally in providing better results, and consequently increasing the user satisfaction. The unavoidable disadvantage is unfortunately contained in making the coordination scheme to be domain dependent. Filtering jobs are no more black boxes for the coordination engine, and their properties should be mined. Since a domain of text documents is probably the most commonly used, the necessary job analysis will assume that jobs are queries, having a different number of words and phrases. The corresponding capabilities of filtering strategies will be adequately concerned with processing jobs in a text domain, and the specialised adaptation procedures will be proposed.

Before showing in the remainder of this section how the job analysis can find its place in the overall process of the strategy selection, the extended system architecture will be given on Figure 6.9. User agent (U) is now responsible not only for a creation of filtering jobs by collecting user preferences, but also for generating feedback. Filtering agent (F)
again encapsulates one particular searching strategy that is used for resolving the received filtering job and providing the requested results. Manager agent (M) is the cornerstone that fulfills all coordination activities and ensures the satisfied quality of filtering services. It should be seen as an entity that first performs both resource estimation and job analysis in order to be able to optimally select strategy that will be asked to perform filtering. As soon as the activated filtering agent has produced the results, manager will then adapt the knowledge about its runtime capabilities based on the measurement of the response time. In a case of receiving any feedback from a user agent about the result relevance, manager agent will perform the adaptation of its job related fitness values.

6.4.1. Job Analysis

The analysis of a filtering job is necessary in order to estimate the applicability of each available strategy for processing a job, having \( n_w \) words and \( n_{ph} \) phrases. Job properties, which correspond to job related fitness values, being already introduced in Section 6.1.2, are phrase (\( \omega_{ph} \)), big job (\( \omega_{bj} \)) and small job (\( \omega_{sj} \)) load, and their computation is given on Figure 6.10, and formally presented in the following paragraphs.

![Figure 6.10: Computing phrase, big and small job load values](image)

A phrase load \( \omega_{ph} \) is computed as:

\[
\omega_{ph} = 1 - e^{-\beta_{ph} n_{ph}}
\]  

(6.14)

where \( \beta_{ph} \) (\( \beta_{ph} > 0 \)) is a tuning parameter. More phrases \( n_{ph} \) in a filtering job imply first smaller \( e^{-\beta_{ph} n_{ph}} \), and consequently larger \( \omega_{ph} \) value.

A big job load \( \omega_{bj} \) is obtained as:
\[ \omega_{bj} = 1 - e^{-\beta_{nj} n_w} \quad (6.15) \]

where again \( \beta_{nj} (\beta_{nj} > 0) \) is a suitable tuning parameter. The higher \( n_w \) value results both in smaller \( e^{-\beta_{nj} n_w} \), as well as in larger \( \omega_{bj} \) values.

A small job load \( \omega_{sj} \) reflects how small the current job is, and it is computed through:

\[ \omega_{sj} = \frac{1}{\beta_{sj} n_w} \quad (6.16) \]

where \( \beta_{sj} (\beta_{sj} \geq 1) \) is a tuning parameter. Because \( n_w \in [1, +\infty) \), it also holds \( \omega_{sj} \in [0,1] \), where higher \( n_w \) implies smaller resulting \( \omega_{sj} \) value.

After computing \( \omega_{ph} \), \( \omega_{bj} \) and \( \omega_{sj} \) values, so-called job content fitness \( (F_c) \) can be obtained as follows:

\[ F_c = \frac{\omega_{ph} F_{ph} + \omega_{bj} F_{bj} + \omega_{sj} F_{sj}}{\omega_{ph} + \omega_{bj} + \omega_{sj}} \quad (6.17) \]

Each and every \( \omega_y \) parameter, \( y \in \{ph, bj, sj\} \), has a weighing role. In the case where for example a very big job with many words has to be processed, \( \omega_{bj} \) will have a large value, and \( \omega_{bj} F_{bj} \) will dominate in \( F_c \) computation. This further means that a filtering strategy with the highest \( F_{bj} \) value will probably have the highest overall \( F_c \).

### 6.4.2. Strategy Selection

The mining of major job properties, resulting finally with job content fitness \( F_c \) value, provides the nice possibility of computing a total fitness \( F_t \) more intelligently than it has been done in Section 6.3.3 by expression (6.8). Instead of simply specifying \( r_F = F_t \) as in (6.8), total fitness can be computed as:

\[ F_t = \alpha F_r + (1-\alpha) F_c \quad (6.18) \]

Parameter \( \alpha \in [0,1] \) controls the influence of \( F_r \) and \( F_c \), where \( \alpha = 1 \) will lead to the pure resource based coordination algorithm, as presented in Section 6.3.3. The weighted sum of resource \( F_r \) and job content \( F_c \) components ensures that not only the abilities of a filtering strategy concerning the current availability of needed system resources, but also its support for the actual job, are taken into consideration. As soon as total fitness values are computed for each and every filtering strategy \( i \), being performed as \( F_t \) computation on Figure 6.11, the requested selection probability \( P^{(i)} \) can be obtained exactly the same as in Section 6.3.3 by using the expression (6.9).
The procedure of first loading pre-defined $\alpha$ value, then computing total fitness, and finally applying the proportional selection for choosing one filtering strategy is illustrated on Figure 6.11. While proportional selection parts on Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.6 are the same, the greatest strength of resource and job aware coordination scheme is contained in a $F_r$ computation part on Figure 6.11. Its only potential weakness might be unfortunately related with a usage of fixed $\alpha$ value, and future plans will try to establish the adaptation procedure, which will search for $\alpha$ that is optimal in a particular situation.

**Figure 6.11: Strategy selection when both resource and job content fitness values are utilised**
**Example 6.3:** Figure 6.12 illustrates the application of the introduced filtering strategy fitness values together with resource load and job properties. In the runtime situation ($\omega_{CPU} = 0.37$, $\omega_{DB} = 0.53$, $\omega_m = 0.95$) and for the filtering job with $n_{ph} = 3$ phrases and $n_w = 24$ words, or ($\omega_{ph} = 0.25$, $\omega_{bj} = 0.91$, $\omega_{sj} = 0.04$) for $\beta_{sj} = 1$ and $\beta_{ph} = \beta_{bj} = 0.1$, the obtained total fitness values and the probabilities of being selected are given in Table 6.3.

![Diagram of Filtering Agents and System Resources](image)

**Table 6.3.** Resource, job content and total fitness values together with the probability of being selected, which corresponds to fitness and load data from the Figure 6.12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$F_m^{(i)}$ [%]</th>
<th>$F_{ph}^{(i)}$ [%]</th>
<th>$F_{CPU}^{(i)}$ [%]</th>
<th>$F_{db}^{(i)}$ [%]</th>
<th>$F_j^{(i)}$ [%]</th>
<th>$P$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>64.98</td>
<td>19.76</td>
<td>42.37</td>
<td>21.64</td>
<td>21.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.94</td>
<td>87.33</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>29.18</td>
<td>29.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>31.04</td>
<td>27.65</td>
<td>29.35</td>
<td>14.98</td>
<td>14.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>60.16</td>
<td>73.76</td>
<td>66.96</td>
<td>34.19</td>
<td>34.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One should notice that the filtering strategy \( (i = 4) \), having the reasonable high memory \( (F_m^{(4)} = 75\%) \) and big job \( (F_{bj}^{(4)} = 87\%) \) fitness values, has the best chances to be selected because of high memory load \( (\omega_m = 0.95) \) and the fact that the current job cannot be assumed to be the small one \( (\omega_{bj} = 0.91) \). On the other hand, strategy \( (i = 3) \), having in general very high fitness values, will have minor chances to be selected, because of having bad memory \( (F_m^{(3)} = 9\%) \) and big job \( (F_{bj}^{(3)} = 7\%) \) fitness.

### 6.4.3. Fitness Adaptation

After completing a job and receiving the user feedback about the real result relevance, learning through the adaptation of fitness values should ensure that their assigned values reflect as accurately as possible the corresponding abilities of responsible strategy. While the adaptation of resource related \( F_{CPU}, F_{DB} \) and \( F_m \) values has been deeply analysed in Section 6.3.4, this section is going to be focused on the adaptation of job related \( F_{ph}, F_{bj} \) and \( F_{sj} \) values, based on a received user feedback.

The adaptation rule for \( y \) values, \( y \in \{ph, bj, sj\} \) is based on the comparison between by a strategy predicted result relevance \( q_p \) and the actual relevance \( q_a \) that is generated from a user feedback. The used rule can be concisely formulated as:

\[
\Delta F_y = \gamma_y \omega_y I(t) (e - | q_a - q_p |)^{2k+1}
\]  

(6.19)

In the expression (6.19), parameter \( e \) is a tolerance, defining how close the predicted relevance of a result \( q_p \) should be to the actual relevance \( q_a \) to reward the responsible strategy, \( k (k > 0) \) increases the influence of large \( q_a \) deviations from \( q_p \), \( \gamma_y \) is a tuning parameter, and \( I(t) = I_0 e^{-\gamma t} \) is a decreasing learning rate which ensures that already learnt fitness values will not be easily destroyed.

The novelty of the expression (6.19), mainly regarding to [17], is in an inclusion of \( \omega_y \), which ensures that \( F_y \) will be changed more when it corresponds to a more dominant job property, having larger \( \omega_y \). In the case where for example, job does nothing with phrases, \( \omega_{ph} \) will have a small value, and \( F_{ph} \) will not be dramatically changed, being reasonable because nobody can expect to gain experience from unrelated jobs.

The learning of right \( F_{ph}, F_{bj} \) and \( F_{sj} \) values is on Figure 6.13 split on validity check and job fitness adaptation parts. On the one hand, validity check is necessary to figure out which filtering strategy has been actually responsible for providing the result that has got user feedback. As usually user feedback is generously propagated to every single entity that can potentially make benefit from it, a validity check might sometimes discover that nobody locally has been responsible. Such situation can for example occur when another filtering community has produced the result, in which case a received feedback is simply
ignored. On the other hand, in the case where the responsible strategy has been found, its $F_{ph}$, $F_{bj}$ and $F_{sj}$ values will be changed in the job fitness adaptation part on Figure 6.13, which actually computes the expression (6.19).

Figure 6.13: Fitness value adaptation
6.5. Self-Healing Coordination Algorithm

Both resource-aware and job-aware coordination schemes, being presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, respectively, have assumed that every filtering agent works without failures, and always delivers the requested results. The reality is unfortunately far away from such an ideal situation where filtering agents are failure-less. Their underlying capabilities are maybe not well represented by the associated fitness values, and thus they are potentially not able to successfully work. The runtime situation is also dynamically changing, and it might happen that the already running filtering process does not have anymore necessary resources. The robust coordination scheme has therefore to assume that sometimes the chosen filtering agent is not performing as it has been expected. As a workaround for the situations where failures may occur, this section will propose a self-healing coordination solution. The following sub-sections will show how the learning about the robustness of available strategies should take place to ensure that in the critical situations the reliable filtering algorithm is chosen.

The novel coordination activities, known as healing evaluation and adaptation of new fitness values, are together with already introduced resource estimation, job analysis and strategy selection, given on Figure 6.14, presenting one possible communication between agents. While the roles of User agent \((U)\), as well as Filtering agent \((F)\), are the same as on Figure 6.9 with job-aware coordination scenario, the greatest responsibility is now set on the Manager agent \((M)\). It should be seen as the entity that first performs resource estimation and job analysis in order to be able to select strategy that will be initially asked to do filtering. In a case where a selected filtering agent has failed to respond adequately, the experience that is usable for the adaptation of healing related fitness values has been produced, and manager can therefore adapt its knowledge base. After that, manager will repeat resource estimation and healing evaluation steps in order to find out which strategy is the most promising to be used for recovery. Even though it is not presented on Figure 6.14, this recovery iteration can be repeated until either results are found or the assigned time has expired. In the case where the results have been found, manager will adapt the knowledge about the responsible filtering agent based on a measurement of the response time, and the results will be returned to the user agent. If receiving any feedback from the user agent about the result relevance, manager will perform the needed further adaptation activities.

A concrete solution, showing how these resource estimation, job analysis, healing evaluation, strategy selection and fitness adaptation coordination steps can benefit from the introduced resource \((F_{CPU}, F_{DB}, F_m)\), job \((F_{ph}, F_{by}, F_{sj})\) and healing \((F_F, F_E)\) related fitness values will be described in the following sub-sections.

6.5.1. Healing Evaluation

The task, which should be accomplished through healing evaluation, is concerned with formally presenting how urgent is to somehow find results that will be returned to the user. That is simply achieved by defining failure \((\omega_F)\) and efficiency \((\omega_E)\) load, which correspond to the healing related fitness values, which have been already introduced in a Section 6.1.3.
A failure load $\omega_F$ is computed as:

$$\omega_F = 1 - e^{-\frac{\beta_F t_D}{t_M - \min(t_D, t_M)}}$$

(6.20)

where $\beta_F$ ($\beta_F > 0$) is a tuning parameter, $t_D$ is the time that is past from receiving a job, and $t_M$ is a maximal tolerable delay for trying to find a filtering strategy that will provide results. After $t_D$ reaches $t_M$, it becomes very important to try to select a strategy having excellent robustness. Such a defined $\omega_F$ always takes values from $[0, 1]$ because both $t_D$
and \( t_M \) are positive. Larger \( \omega_F \) should be understood in the way that it is more important to select a filtering strategy that will work without failures. The complete dependence of \( \omega_F \) from \( t_D \), being actually a variable that says how much time is already spent, is given on Figure 6.15.

The idea behind \( \omega_F \) adaptation becomes obvious from Figure 6.15. In the case where a filtering job has just been received, \( t_D = 0 \), and consequently \( \omega_F = 0 \), which means that it is not critical to somehow quickly produce results. But, after some time has been lost, let’s say because of a few failures of the previously selected strategies, \( t_D \) is not anymore 0, and \( \omega_F \) grows towards 1. How quickly \( \omega_F \) will actually grow depends both from \( \beta_F \) and \( t_M \). On the one hand, larger \( \beta_F \) will speed up \( \omega_F \) grow regarding \( t_D \), and therefore models that even a short delay \( t_D \) should be treated quite seriously through large enough \( \omega_F \). On the other hand, when a maximal permitted delay \( t_M \) is large, the contribution of already lost time \( t_D \) to \( \omega_F \) is decreased. According to that, \( t_M \) models the reasoning that when a large delay is allowed, the already lost time \( t_D \) is less critical. Finally, for \( t_D = t_M \), \( \omega_F \) reaches its maximal value 1 with the meaning that the job should be delivered to somebody that is known as very reliable in finding results.

An efficiency load \( \omega_E \) is computed as:

\[
\omega_E = e^{-\frac{\beta_F n_{FR}}{n_{NR}^{\min(n_{NR}, n_{FR})}}}
\]

where again \( \beta_E (\beta_E > 0) \) is the tuning parameter, \( n_{FR} \) is the number of until then found results that can be potentially returned to the user, and \( n_{NR} \) is the number of results that is asked by the user. Because both \( n_{FR} \) and \( n_{NR} \) are positive, \( \omega_E \in [0,1] \), where higher \( \omega_E \) means that is more important to select a strategy that is always capable of producing many results. Such a defined \( \omega_E \) is a decreasing function from \( n_{FR} \), as it is presented on Figure 6.16.

Figure 6.16 shows that \( \omega_E \) has its maximal value 1 when no results are available \( (n_{FR} = 0) \), which always occurs for just received jobs. As soon as some results are found,
becomes closer to \( n_{NR} \), and \( \omega_E \) decreases. That decrease similarly depends on both \( \beta_E \) and \( n_{NR} \). On the one hand, large \( \beta_E \) models user readiness to accept only few found results, and consequently even a small increase of \( n_{FR} \) will result in great \( \omega_E \) reduction. On the other hand, in the case where \( n_{NR} \) is large because many results are needed, few found results (small \( n_{FR} \) ) cannot significantly contribute, and \( \omega_E \) will not be decreased in a large extent. As soon as enough results have been found, \( n_{FR} \geq n_{NR} \), and consequently \( \omega_E = 0 \).

![Figure 6.16: Dependence of \( \omega_E \) from \( n_{FR} \)](image)

After computing \( \omega_F \) and \( \omega_E \) values, so-called healing fitness (\( F_h \)) can be defined as:

\[
F_h = \frac{\omega_F F_F + \omega_E F_E}{\omega_F + \omega_E} \tag{6.22}
\]

Such a defined \( F_h \) shows how a particular filtering strategy, having given \( F_F \) and \( F_E \) values, is suitable to be selected regarding the current failure \( \omega_F \) and efficiency \( \omega_E \) load values, where each \( \omega_z, z \in \{F, E\} \), has a weighting role. At the same way as \( F_r \) does not think about particular types of jobs, and \( F_c \) does not care how promising is the current resource situation, \( F_h \) only illustrates how a given strategy is reliable to work without failures and does not take into consideration how the found results will be really good (responsibility of \( F_c \)) or will be produced fast (duty of \( F_r \)).

The purpose of a Figure 6.17 is twofold. Its left part illustrates the computation of \( \omega_F \) and \( \omega_E \) through estimating failure and efficiency loads, respectively. The maybe difficult expressions (6.20) and (6.21) are split on simple condition blocks, and thus made more understandable. The estimation of the failure load is first checking whether the failure has occurred, and only in a case of failure analyses how much time has been lost. The method for handling efficiency load similarly checks whether some results are already found, and therefore also easily identifies two extreme cases, being either \( \omega_E = 0 \) or \( \omega_E = 1 \). A right part of Figure 6.17 algorithmically represents both initial and recovery iterations from the Figure 6.14. While the job analysis is done only once because user is never changing the already sent job before receiving the first results, other coordination steps are repeated till
either enough results have been found or the assigned time for doing filtering has expired. A self healing is achieved exactly through these multiple iterations, being a fundamental difference as compared to the coordination approaches from Sections 6.3 and 6.4, where only single iteration exists and no recovery is possible.
6.5.2. Strategy Selection

A fundamental assumption, being behind selecting which strategy will finally perform the requested filtering, says that more information about the potential candidates means hopefully better final selection. The natural procedure for including more data about the capabilities of available strategies is concerned with using not only resource $F_r$ and job content $F_c$ fitness values, but also the recently introduced healing $F_h$ fitness value, while computing the total fitness $F_t$. The concise expression for obtaining $F_t^{(i)}$, corresponding to the filtering strategy $i$, can be formally represented as:

$$F_t^{(i)} = \begin{cases} 
\alpha F_r^{(i)} + (1 - \alpha - \beta) F_c^{(i)} + \beta F_h^{(i)}, & i \notin S \\
0, & i \in S 
\end{cases} \quad (6.23)$$

In the expression (6.23), $S$ is the set of already selected strategies, which ensures that no one will be chosen more than once for the same job, and the parameters $\alpha, \beta \in [0,1]$, $\alpha + \beta \leq 1$, control the influence of $F_r$, $F_c$ and $F_h$ on $F_t$ value. While setting $\beta = 0$ will completely diminish healing capabilities and thus produces the coordination scheme as in Section 6.3, setting $\alpha = 1$, $\beta = 0$ will lead to the pure resource based coordination, as in Section 6.4. By using $F_t^{(i)}$ value, the selection probability $P^{(i)}$, making the used selection to be nothing else than the well known proportional or roulette wheel selection [181], is again defined by the expression (6.9) from Section 6.3.3.

The noteworthy property of a strategy selection process, including healing capabilities, is on Figure 6.18 contained in $F_t$ computation part. On the one hand, the total fitness is, as expected, computed by taking into account $F_r$, $F_c$ and $F_h$ fitness values. A weighting is realised by $\alpha$ and $\beta$, being again pre-defined, as it has been the case with $\alpha$ in (6.18). On the other hand, a selection procedure is designed to fully take care of which strategies have been already selected for trying to resolve a particular filtering job. These strategies are identified through the set $S$, and for them the total fitness value will be automatically set to 0, which will consequently disable their activation in a proportional selection part. The whole coordination algorithm is finished by updating $S$ with the currently selected strategy in order to have the up-to-date information in, potentially needed, new recovery iteration.

**Example 6.4**: Figure 6.19 illustrates the application of the introduced filtering strategy fitness values together with resource load, job and healing properties. After $9.4s$ the first selected $F_1$ has failed to deliver any results, or $\omega_F = 0.58$, $\omega_F = 1$ for $\beta_F = \beta_F = 1$ and $t_M = 20s$. The recovery for the filtering job with $n_{ph} = 3$ phrases and $n_w = 24$ words, or $(\omega_{ph} = 0.25, \omega_{bj} = 0.91, \omega_{sj} = 0.04)$ for $\beta_{ph} = 1$ and $\beta_{ph} = \beta_{bj} = 0.1$, has to be organised in a runtime situation $(\omega_{CPU} = 0.37, \omega_{DB} = 0.53, \omega_{m} = 0.95)$. The obtained resource, job content and healing fitness values, together with the total fitness value for $\alpha = \beta = \frac{1}{3}$ and the probabilities of being selected, are given in Table 6.4.
Figure 6.18: Selecting filtering strategy in the case where potentially recovery is necessary
Figure 6.19: Coordination challenge seems to be resolvable after introducing strategy fitness values that formally represent different strategy capabilities.

Table 6.4: Resource, job content, healing and total fitness values together with the selection probability, which correspond to fitness, load and delay data from Figure 6.19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$F_r$ [%]</th>
<th>$F_c$ [%]</th>
<th>$F_h$ [%]</th>
<th>$F_l$ [%]</th>
<th>$P$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>64.98</td>
<td>19.76</td>
<td>87.87</td>
<td>57.54</td>
<td>29.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>31.04</td>
<td>27.65</td>
<td>58.95</td>
<td>39.21</td>
<td>20.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>60.16</td>
<td>73.76</td>
<td>23.71</td>
<td>52.54</td>
<td>26.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the one hand, the filtering strategy ($i = 4$), in spite of having the high memory ($F_m^{(4)} = 75\%$) and big job ($F_{bj}^{(4)} = 87\%$) fitness values, which perfectly correspond to the high memory load ($\omega_m = 0.95$) and the current job that cannot be assumed to be the small one ($\omega_{bj} = 0.91$), has not the best chances to be selected by reason of having very bad characteristics to be used for a recovery. On the other hand, a filtering strategy ($i = 1$) is the best choice mostly by reason of being perfectly suited to be utilised for the recovery ($F_h^{(1)} = 87.87\%$). As far as the filtering strategy ($i = 3$) is concerned, in spite of owning...
in general very high fitness values, it will have minor chances to be selected, by reason of having bad memory \( F_m^{(3)} = 9\% \) and big job \( F_{bj}^{(3)} = 7\% \) fitness.

### 6.5.3. Fitness Adaptation

Learning through the adaptation of fitness values should ensure that the given fitness values will precisely describe the corresponding abilities of every single strategy. On the one hand, the used adaptation of both resource \( F_{CPU}, F_{DB}, F_m \), as well as healing \( F_F, F_E \) related fitness values, is simply based either on the measurement of the response time or on observing how many results have been found, and thus is completely user independent. On the other hand, a user relevance feedback is the main precondition for adapting job related \( F_{ph}, F_{bj}, F_s \) fitness values. While the adaptation of resource and job related fitness values has been analysed in Section 6.3.4 and Section 6.4.3, respectively, this section will focus on the adaptation of \( F_F \) and \( F_E \) values.

The adaptation rule for \( F_F \) is based on a simple reasoning that always after a failure \( F_F \) decreases, and reverse, after successfully finished job \( F_F \) should increase. But, not each and every failure is the same and the idea is to punish the responsible strategy in a larger extent for a failure that costs a lot. It is very bad to fail after a big delay because much time has been lost, and consequently the adaptation rule should reduce \( F_F \) value a lot in such situations. The adaptation rule that incorporates the mentioned properties can be compactly represented as:

\[
\Delta F_F = \gamma_F (-1)^x(x_{success}) l(t) \left( \varepsilon_F + \frac{t_{SD}}{t_M} g(x) \right)^{k+1}
\]

(6.24)

In expression (6.24), \( \gamma_F \) is the tuning parameter, \( g(x) \), \( x \in \{ failure, success \} \), is two value function, where \( g(failure) = 1 \) and \( g(success) = 0 \), \( l(t) = l_0 e^{-rt} \) is the decreasing learning rate which ensures that already learnt fitness values will not be easily destroyed, \( \varepsilon_F(\varepsilon_F > 0) \) together with \( k(k > 0) \) defines how big rewards and penalties will be, \( t_{SD} \) is a single delay being introduced solely by the selected strategy, and the meaning of \( t_M \) is the same as in expression (6.20). By replacing \( g(x) \), the expression (6.24) becomes:

\[
\Delta F_F = \begin{cases} 
-\gamma_F l(t) \left( \varepsilon_F + \frac{t_{SD}}{t_M} \right)^{k+1}, & x = failure \\
\gamma_F l(t) \varepsilon_F^{k+1}, & x = success 
\end{cases}
\]

(6.25)

From expression (6.25) it is obvious that while in the case of the failure it is taken into account how much time has been lost \( t_{SD} \) relatively to the maximal permitted time \( t_M \), in the case of a success reward is fixed and does not depend on \( t_{SD} \). The relative ratio \( \frac{t_{SD}}{t_M} \), and not only \( t_{SD} \), is used to define penalties since failures after a long delay (big \( t_{SD} \)) in
time critical situations (small \( t_m \)) cost much more, and the responsible strategy should be then seriously punished (large negative \( \Delta F_F \)).

The adaptation of \( F_E \), which models the ability of a strategy to produce many results, is based on a reasoning that more results means better behaviour. The used rule is:

\[
\Delta F_E = -\gamma_E l(t)\left(\varepsilon_E - \frac{n_{NR} - \min(n_{NR}, n_{FR})}{n_{NR}}\right)^{2k+1}
\]  

(6.26)

In expression (6.26), \( \gamma_E (\gamma_E > 0) \) is a tuning parameter, \( \varepsilon_E (0 < \varepsilon_E < 1) \) is the tolerance which defines how close the number of found results \( n_{FR} \) should be to the requested or needed number of results \( n_{NR} \) in order to reward the responsible filtering strategy, and the meaning of the other parameters is the same as in the expression (6.24). A dependence of \( \Delta F_E \) from \( n_{FR} \) is given on Figure 6.20.

Figure 6.20 shows that a strategy will be rewarded \( (\Delta F_E > 0) \) always when it holds \( n_{FR} > (1 - \varepsilon_E)n_{NR} \). For example for \( \varepsilon_E = 0.2 \), \( F_E \) will be increased always when at least 80% of the needed filtering results have been found. While the largest possible penalty \( -\gamma_E l(t)(1 - \varepsilon_E)^{2k+1} \) occurs when no results have been found \( (n_{FR} = 0) \), the greatest reward \( \gamma_E l(t)\varepsilon_E^{2k+1} \) will be given always when as least the asked number of results have been produced \( (n_{FR} \geq n_{NR}) \). Returning more results than it has been asked is not treated here as a problem because the main purpose of \( F_E \) is to point to strategies that are good in finding results. How these results are really good concerning the user satisfaction is addressed through the adaptation of \( F_{ph}, F_{bj}, F_{sj} \) values in Section 6.4.3, and it is out of the adaptation scope of these healing related fitness values.

Figure 6.20: Dependence of \( \Delta F_E \) from \( n_{FR} \)
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Figure 6.21: Adapting failure and efficiency fitness values
On Figure 6.21 expressions (6.24) and (6.26) are separated on parts depending on the presence of the failure and the occurrence of the situation where enough results are found, respectively. The adapting failure fitness thus clearly identifies when the initially found responsible strategy should be rewarded by maximally increasing its $F_F$ for $\gamma_F i(t) e_F^{k+1}$. The adaptation of the efficiency fitness similarly points out what is the maximal possible reward in the case where enough results have been found by the selected filtering strategy.

6.6. Conclusion

Three coordination schemes, looking from the different points of view on the problem of deciding which filtering strategy is currently the most promising to accept a job, have been deeply introduced in this Chapter. All these coordination solutions try to improve themselves during runtime by learning about the unknown capabilities of novel strategies. Such learning is fundamentally supported first by applying proportional selection, which gives chances to each and every filtering strategy to show its value, and then by using the specialised adaptation procedures, which learn from either measuring the response time, observing whether or not the selected agent behaves as expected, or using the explicitly provided user feedback.

A multi-domain applicable coordination scheme, which takes into consideration only to optimally utilise the available system resources, has been presented in Section 6.3. The cornerstone effort of such a resource-aware coordination approach lies in trying to escape the delegation of the actual job to a strategy for which the current runtime situation seems to be unfavourable. The adaptation of necessary fitness values, representing the different runtime capabilities of strategies, is solely based on a duration of filtering, which makes it to be user independent, and represents the additional strength of a coordination approach from Section 6.3.

Section 6.4 has introduced an extension of a pure resource-aware coordination scheme towards taking into account the properties of the actual job. Such a job-aware approach becomes unfortunately a domain dependent due to the made decision to support only jobs in a text domain. While the introduced job-aware coordination approach still achieves the optimal usage of resources by maintaining the resource related fitness values based on the measurement of a filtering duration, the capabilities towards supporting different jobs are learned from the provided explicit user feedback.

The self-healing version of the coordination algorithm, being able to autonomously recover in the case of the failure of a selected filtering agent, has been finally presented in Section 6.5. The simple idea of keeping activating new strategies, until either not enough results have been found or the assigned time has not expired, has been mainly supported by learning how reliably every strategy can work. In the time critical situations, occurring when a previously selected filtering strategy has already failed, this additional knowledge thus enables that the advantage should be given to somebody that is definitely known by its reliability.
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The cooperation, exploration and coordination mechanisms, being given in Chapter 4, 5 and 6, respectively, are practically implemented as a manager agent in JIAC IV\(^1\) (Java Intelligent Agent Component-Ware, Version IV), which is a comprehensive service-ware framework for developing and deploying agent systems, covering design methodologies and tools, agent languages and architecture, FIPA compliant infrastructures, management and security functionalities, and generic schemes for user access [20][104]. A noteworthy property of JIAC IV is its CASA (Component Architecture for Service Agents), having a modular internal structure consisting of an open set of components that can be adjusted to the different requirements both at design-time, as well as at run-time. Among one another, components are solely identified by roles they take within an agent, being a way in which dependences only exist among roles, and not among components [227][228][229].

As there is no dependence among components, there is also a wonderful flexibility to easily replace any realised functionality being built inside any of the proposed approaches. Cooperation, exploration and coordination mechanisms are consequently realised through numerous components not only to facilitate the independent changes of whole approaches, but also to make the effortless configuration of any underlying scheme. The cooperation approach can be for example modified only regarding the utilised solution for a database selection without affecting methods, being used for information fusion. The exploration mechanisms can similarly change only the routine, being responsible for finding similar old filtering requests, without having to make any interventions on components, which do either mining or adaptation. The nice opportunities for experimenting with a coordination scheme are even greater, and mostly are concerned with exchanging the utilised strategy selection principle, modifying methods for estimating resources and analysing requests, as well as adapting knowledge about available filtering agents on the more sophisticated manner.

While a currently deployed realisation of any particular functionality has been already deeply analysed and formally presented in its corresponding section from previous three chapters, the discussions about any component will be mostly oriented towards giving the perspectives for its further development. A typical structure of a component presentation

---
\(^1\) JIAC IV has been developed inside DAI Laboratory of the Technical University Berlin through numerous projects, being funded by the Deutsche Telekom Berkom GmbH
will therefore briefly point out on the related section where the utilised expressions have been given, then usually discuss about the potential problems with its currently deployed realisation, and finally deeply analyse enhancements that are capable to address a noticed drawback. As any of these improvements actually leads towards a new version of a given component that can easily replace the old one, discussions about possible modifications also critically motivate the realised component structure.

To clearly discuss the contribution of every component, they will be presented in the separate sub-sections of this Chapter, being structured as follows. After briefly describing the most successful previous and current JIAC applications, the core contribution will be given in sections that present cooperation, exploration, and coordination components. A chapter is finished with the short summary about the most important improvements that will be certainly taken into consideration in the future.

### 7.1. Previous and Current JIAC Applications

The fruitful history of the successful JIAC applications has made especially difficult a decision about which its systems are worth to be shortly presented. The challenge is even harder as older systems are maybe no more in use, but about them usually there are solid scientific publications. The younger systems bring another problem as they might be still under construction and maybe there are also no covering papers. A remainder of this sub-section will consequently fairly present four previous and four current JIAC applications.

The JIAC agent-oriented technology has clearly shown to own the necessary potentials of well enhancing the intelligent network platforms [180]. An intelligent and autonomous behaviour, as well as used decentralised control structures, have happened to be the most important JIAC properties for extending existing intelligent network platforms by data services, being able to support the different terminal equipments. The transparent service access via the intelligent brokering has finally seen as the last part of the agent oriented intelligent network that definitely provides much more sophisticated intelligent network services.

A Unified Messaging Agent Service UniMAS [3] has aimed to address the increasing requirements for users’ mobility and message universality. The different communication channels, like phone calls, faxes, e-mails, and SMS messages, have been handled by the integrated system of software agents. Instead of having only agents, being tailored for the particular communication channel, there are also agents that provide extra services, such as notification facility and message forwarding. All these services are available anytime and without any static communication, and therefore the users’ mobility has been directly supported.

The advantages of agent-based traffic telematics services [2], being critically achieved due to JIAC based realisation, have been found to be an integration of all offered services into a uniform and open environment, an increased efficiency of adapting to an individual need and desire of a particular user, the decrease of communication costs due to the usage of mobile agents, as well as the independence from the particular service provider. These advantages have been practically evaluated by realising the numerous agents, responsible for navigation, on-board computing, routing, event notification, and so on.
The information anywhere and anytime has been a major motivation for implementing one multi-agent system on a core of the JIAC framework, being able to help users travel with the public means of transportations, both in a city area, as well as in a long-distance traffic [5]. It has been practically shown that the application of agent oriented modelling has the great potential while developing travel and reservation systems for the end users. The promising enhancements, mostly regarding planning whole holidays, have been also noted as being possible due to the well elaborated basic structure of JIAC.

The BIB3R has taken into account that each wireless network access technology, like WLAN, GSM, GPRS and UMTS, is good for specific location independent mobile use. It has subsequently analysed problems, which might happen due to a user movement away from its home position. Only some of studied difficulties are such as broken connections, increased bandwidth requirements, saturation of existing connections, and so on.

The large cities and metropolitan areas offer a rich variety of both cultural and leisure opportunities, which have been made easily accessible by BerlinTainment system. It has supported planning activities, being fundamental for events like concerts, films, plays, as well as shopping tours. The BerlinTainment system has practically managed to help users find interesting one-day events, discover many leisure options when only few of them are known, plan the efficient traffic routes, and finally meet people with the similar interests.

As the existing travel booking portals on the Internet typically have many weaknesses, regarding an inability of taking into account user preferences on an activity level, tending to provide weak recommendations that lack diversity, having bad explanation capabilities about selected holiday offers, and so on, the URLAUB system has been developed [12]. Through deploying various filtering strategies, being able to provide fine explanations on the activity level, URLAUB has demonstrated a power of the JIAC oriented multi-agent systems in a domain of recommending holiday offers.

Personal information agent, which is delivering the right information at the right time by accessing, filtering, and presenting recommendations in a situation-aware manner, has been realised as PIA system [19]. It has demonstrated a successful synergy between pull and push techniques, allowing a user to search explicitly for the given information on the one hand, and to be informed automatically about the relevant articles on the other hand. A filtering core of PIA system is made from communities, having not only agents that are tailored to do searching, but also a manager that knows well how to cooperate with other managers, to adapt the actual request to intelligently explore relevant information areas, and to coordinate locally available filtering agents. Such a PIA filtering framework has finally served as a test environment for every single evaluation activity that has assumed the user participation.

7.2. Cooperation Components

The whole cooperation approach, being formally presented in Chapter 4, is generally made to be effortlessly configurable by integrating its cornerstone activities into separate components, which can be easily replaced. The main cooperation steps, being description updating, community estimation, request dispatching, composing results, and reliability adaptation, and being separately analysed in sub-sections of Section 4.3, are consequently
realised as equally named components, as being illustrated on Figure 7.1. The additional distance computation DC component could be also found mainly by reason of making the already complex other components to be fully independent from a low level computation of the similarity.

The remainder of this sub-section is going to briefly describe each of the cooperation components from Figure 7.1, and try to motivate the reasons for their separate existence. In the course of giving as good reasons as possible, the many potential improvements will be discussed, being especially a case where request dispatching RD, description updating DU, and result composing CR components are taken into consideration.

Figure 7.1: Description updating (DU), distance computation (DC), community estimation (CE), request dispatching (RD), composing results (CR), and reliability adaptation (RA) component structure of a manager agent, which is solely responsible for performing cooperation activities

7.2.1. Request Dispatching

A sensitive decision to which communities the actual request should be dispatched in order to find results, which will best satisfy user’s information needs, is made by request dispatching RD component. While the formal specification of the functionalities behind RD component has been done in Section 4.3.3, a current sub-section will mainly motivate a design decision to have the separate component for the request dispatching activity. The following paragraphs will thus point out to two critical details, being the combination of community estimation with its reliability, as well as deciding to how many communities to dispatch the request. These two problems will be probably the area where the intensive research activities will be performed in the future.

By using the services of community estimation CE component, which will be analysed in Section 7.2.3, RD gets an impression how promising the underlying content of every community might be for processing an actual request. Basing a whole request dispatching procedure solely on such community estimation is most probably not so good idea since
the existence of needed underlying documents does not guarantee that the right ones will be found. It can happen that filtering strategies, which are installed in a given community, are not so good, and consequently a whole community is not able to deliver the expected results. A successfulness of each community in finding good results is thus modelled by its reliability, as already presented in Section 4.3.3. The open issue is finally concerned with combining the community estimation and its reliability, being currently simply done as a weighted sum with the fixed weights by expression (4.4). Since these fixed weights reduce the flexibility of a cooperation approach by reason of forcing that all communities are treated at a static manner, the learning procedure for finding the optimal weights can be the possible improvement of RD component. The directions of its development should enable that there are separate weights for each community and every user, with the vision to learn whether for the particular user is more important to take care of the reliability or the available underlying documents.

The second delicate problem, being addressed by RD component, is concerned with a number of communities that should be activated for a particular request. A needed control, regarding to how many communities the request will be dispatched, is currently bound to the expected quality of results, where a greater quality results that more communities are activated. The possible modifications of such a dispatching principle are at least twofold. On the one hand, a number of pending requests, being the ones that are received and that are still waiting to be dispatched, can influence on the number of activated communities. Since every dispatched request has as the final consequence that somebody will have to perform maybe the expensive filtering, more activated communities will result in greater system load. In a case where many requests are waiting to be dispatched, an idea of being more careful while activating communities is thus logical, as available system resources should be more wisely used. On the other hand, the load values of particular communities can help while deciding whether or not to dispatch a request. Dispatching the request to a currently highly loaded community sounds as a problematic decision, which will outcome in either the unacceptable duration of filtering or delivering low quality results. A simple idea can be thus to for example use the load of a chosen community as a post filter, which will disable the activation of already highly loaded communities.

The most appealing modification of RD component can be in a direction of supporting peer-to-peer processing, which assumes that not every community knows all others, and that a request might be subsequently propagated. A current implementation assumes that only requests, being obtained directly from the user, can be resolved through cooperation and potentially dispatched. The P2P improvement will assume both that each request has its time-to-live, as well as that RD more intelligently takes care whether the request might be further dispatched or has to be locally processed. The great challenge behind time-to-live parameter, defining the number of cooperation iterations or steps in which a request can be resolved, is concerned with setting its right value. The useful guideline might be to set larger time-to-live values to requests where a higher quality of results is sought, which will help find right communities.

7.2.2. Description Updating

Keeping community descriptions to be up-to-date is the well-known hard problem and many update policies are known [102][103]. A currently used policy, being encapsulated
into *description updating* DU component, tries to carefully load the underlying network while having as accurate descriptions about other communities as possible. The optimal trade-off is achieved by learning a period of asking each party to send its new description, being fulfilled by tracking the extent in which every community changes its description. While a method for comparing different community descriptions is inside a responsibility of *distance computation* DC component and will be addressed in Section 7.2.6, this subsection will focus discussions on the strengths and weaknesses of the different possible update policies.

A currently used update policy from Section 4.3.1, which adapts the period of asking for the new content description by expression (4.1), maximally tries to save the available network resources. On the first place, that is done by assuming that communities, which more frequently change their underlying content, should be more often asked to send the new descriptions. The additional saving is achieved by sending these descriptions only on demand, and not periodically. A final optimisation regarding a usage of network is made by seriously limiting a size of the transmitted community content descriptions only to few hundred terms.

Although the introduced optimisations can dramatically save network resources, they usually might have negative implications on the response time. As obsolete descriptions are replaced with the new ones on demand, a dispatching of request has to wait. In a case of requesting several new descriptions that can be unacceptably long waiting and some improvements in the architecture of DU are necessary. The simplest optimisation can be to insist that the communities, which more often change their underlying content, should have fewer terms in their descriptions. Since they are more often asked to send their new descriptions, fewer transmitted terms will on average speed up the updating process. The drawback of such a simple solution is unfortunately in a reduced sensitivity when fewer terms describe the underlying community, which can finally severely limit the ability of RD to dispatch the request to the right communities.

A more advanced update policy, which also bases itself on differently treating various communities, might request new descriptions for important and highly dynamic databases not on demand, but periodically. While the periodical retrieval of community descriptions will not have anymore the direct implications on the response time, it will always load network in the learnt periods of time. By increasing the overall network load, the whole response time will be implicitly enlarged as both the dispatching of a request, as well as the collecting of results will last longer.

The most aggressive update policy is certainly a P2P one, which always broadcast the new descriptions to all interested parties. Such update policy has as the advantage that every community has the perfect knowledge about all other communities. The greatest disadvantage of always informing everybody is unfortunately in loading too much the underlying network, being usually the most critical resource for most distributed systems. A highly loaded network might either slowdown or can even disable the dispatching of a request and the collecting of results by making cooperative communities to be busy with permanently exchanging descriptions. As the main role of communities is to serve a user and provide the requested results, Section 4.3.1 has given up from such an aggressive propagation policy, and has tried to learn when new descriptions are really needed and should be retrieved.
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7.2.3. Community Estimation

The community estimation CE component is solely responsible for giving a judgement about the applicability of other known communities for resolving the actual request based on their descriptions that are currently available. Since the whole cooperation framework accepts that community descriptions are always more or less obsolete, a major task, being fulfilled by CE component, is concerned with overcoming the problem of not having the perfect knowledge about the other parties. The currently utilised estimation strategy from Section 4.3.2 reduces the found suitability of the underlying content proportionally to the obsoleteness of the possessed descriptions. The expression (4.3) thus forces communities, about which not completely up-to-date descriptions are available, to pay the penalties. A variety of ways relating to how large penalties should be, and how they should be paid, has motivated making community estimation to be fully transparent to other components by encapsulating this functionality inside separate CE component.

The magnitude of penalties is currently globally set to be the same for all communities irrespective to a dynamic of changing the underlying content. As being specified by (4.3), the communities, which more often and more dramatically change their descriptions, will only faster reach the maximal value for the paid penalties. A possible improvement might be in the direction of making a difference between communities, for example by insisting that more dynamic communities pay on average larger penalties. Such variable penalties are finally the extra guaranty for a fair treatment of all communities, being also supported by DU component, which learns how often each party should be asked to send the update, and thus tries to reach the state where the retrieved descriptions are always changed in the approximately same extent.

Since the computation of the suitability of a given community for a particular request has many similarities with the comparison between different descriptions, CE similarly as DU utilises the services of distance computation DC component. Such a design decision separates a low level processing of both requests and descriptions, where terms and their weights are somehow used to generate final similarity scores, from a high level reasoning, regarding the combination of a content suitability and the actuality of the used description. While DC takes care of these low level distance computation tasks, CE can focus on the high level heuristics, having the very important influence on the efficiency of the overall cooperation process.

7.2.4. Result Composing

While both DU and CE will primarily help RD overcome a database selection problem, composing results CR component addresses the issue of the information fusion. Although CR realises one very light solution for combining the results found by different parties, a reach history of distributed text database technologies has also proposed other approaches for resolving information fusion problems. These other solutions can be easily integrated by replacing only CR without affecting any other components, being the major advantage of separately realising the algorithm for composing results.

The cornerstone idea behind CR component, being formally discussed in Section 4.3.4, tends to optimise a composition of a final result set from the response time point of view. A decision, which results are worth of being shown to the user, is therefore solely made
by using the relevance values, being predicted locally by the community that has offered a particular result. The small intelligence is introduced by changing this locally predicted relevance scores proportionally to the reliability of a responsible community. The system is therefore thrusting more to communities, which have delivered good filtering results in the past, and their recommendations will consequently have greater chances to be finally selected.

A completely opposite solution for handling the information fusion is based on the re-examination of results, and the re-computation of relevance scores. A motivation behind such a re-examination can be easily found as results are found by different parties, which all exploit their own algorithms for computing the relevance scores. The re-computation of relevance values thus seems to be a natural way of ensuring that all results are treated at the same way, as well as fairly ranked at the end. Although such a solution can provide the excellent quality of the finally created result set, computation efforts might make such an approach to be hardly applicable in the time critical situations. The re-computation of relevance scores requires that the recommended documents should be first retrieved, and then re-examined. Due to optimising the network usage, the results are always marked by their symbolic identifiers, and consequently CR will have, in the course of the document retrieval, to really reload articles from a database. As loading of articles can usually last much longer than all other cooperation activities, it becomes clear why the heavy solution with re-examination has given its place to the much lighter re-ranking of filtering results in CR component.

7.2.5. Reliability Adaptation

The reliability value shows how successful a corresponding community has been, and its usage is currently at least twofold. On the one hand, RD uses reliability values to give the slight advantage, while dispatching a request, to communities with a good behaviour in the past. On the other hand, CR thinks that results, which originate from more reliable communities, deserve greater attention. The realistic reliability values are thus important to be found, irrespective whether or not the reasoning behind RD and CR is the right one, and the vital role of improving their values, being encapsulated into reliability adaptation RA component, deserves the further attention in the following paragraphs.

The Section 4.3.5 has specified the adaptation policy, which increase reliability always when the predicted relevance is either the same or very close to the actual relevance, got from a user. The utilised expression (4.5) additionally makes the distinction between the closeness of these two relevance values by increasing reliability in a greater extent when their difference is smaller. The important aspects, which are behind (4.5), and which have been mainly ignored in Section 4.3.5, are concerned with utilising the right values for the numerous configuration parameters, being responsible for example for defining a desired adaptation speed, as well as the border between rewards and penalties. While the values of these tuning parameters are currently manually set on the experimental basis, possible improvements might be in the direction of autonomously finding optimal values for them. The right border for example between the rewards and the penalties might be essential by reason of directly defining whether the encapsulated reliability value will be increased or decreased, and consequently should be very carefully addressed in the future versions of RA component.
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The auxiliary functionality, which is inside RA component by reason of also dealing with a received user rating, is the feedback propagation. The current realisation assumes that available user feedback should be forwarded to all other known communities, which can afterwards decide whether or not they can make any benefit. While such propagation policy goes fine with the assumption that the user attention is the precious resource that should be carefully used, the forwarding of feedback to communities, which have noting to do with the corresponding results, might be changed. Such and similar improvements, regarding the more intelligently propagating feedback, together with an easy replacement of the used adaptation rule, can be without any trouble fulfilled due to being encapsulated into a separate RA component.

7.2.6. Distance Computation

A sensitive handling of the weighted vectors of terms, which represent either the user information needs or the underlying collection of documents, makes the core of distance computation DC component. The single DC component provides the necessary similarity computation to both DU and CE, where DU requires the comparison between different descriptions, formally given by expression (4.2), and CE needs estimation how a content of every community is close to the particular request, specified by (4.3). By ignoring the underlying semantics, which says that weights illustrate the importance of corresponding terms for either user or underlying community, depending on being encapsulated in either request or description, and which is anyway outside the interest scope of DC component, both these similarity computations are practically the same. They are thus installed inside single DC, which makes that DU and CE become independent from a distance function.

As expressions (4.2) in Section 4.3.1 and (4.3) in Section 4.3.2 show, currently utilised distance function is either pure Jaccard index or its weighted modification. A decision to base a distance computation on Jaccard index is mainly done due to its high efficiency, as well as its solid behaviour in sparse spaces [127]. Such characteristics guarantee that the necessary comparisons will be quickly performed, and that the overall response time will not suffer a lot from numerous needed similarity computations. The used modifications of Jaccard index, being especially the one from the expression (4.3), still can be improved to better serve the underlying purpose. The bounding of weights is for example in (4.3) done by \textit{arctg} function, being only one of possible solutions from a list of nice enhancements that might be tried in the future.

The definite argument, regarding the existence of the separate DC component, comes together with the huge abundance of the different distance functions [127]. Not only that Jaccard index knows to compute similarity scores between various objects, but there are many others, such as Euclidean distance, Pearson coefficient, Cosine measure, and so on. An easy integration of a new distance function, with affecting neither DU nor CE, which critically needs similarity computation, is essentially achieved by an encapsulation of this functionality inside a separate DC component.

7.3. Exploration Components

Two fundamental exploration components in a manager agent are both \textit{adding missing attributes} AMA (analysed in Section 7.3.1) and \textit{adapting attribute values and weights}
AAVW (presented in Section 7.3.2), being responsible for deciding which attributes are important to be added in the actual request by reason of being initially omitted, and for correcting the wrongly set attribute both values and weights, respectively. Although these two components are both concerned with adapting the actual request, they are realised by completely different algorithms, and consequently they are encapsulated into the separate components, which finally provide a better flexibility in independently improving any of the used approaches. Since both these components heavily depend on the right setting for exploration or prediction rate, ambitious future plans are concerned with the integration of predicting adaptation rate PAR component, being analysed in the Section 7.3.6. This component is going to be responsible for finding the optimal values for adaptation rates, separately for every user, and based on received relevance ratings, in order to maximise its satisfaction.

![Diagram of Exploration, Coordination, and Cooperation components](image)

**Figure 7.2:** Using similar requests (USR), adding missing attributes (AMA), predicting adaptation rate (PAR), adapting attribute values and weights (AAVW), searching for usable requests (SUR), and combined distance (CD) components of a manager, being responsible for exploration tasks.

Both AMA and AAVW components utilise the found expected values and weights for all attributes, which are determined based on the created neighbourhood of the similar old requests. While the creation of the similar neighbourhood is inside the responsibility of searching for usable requests SUR component (discussed in Section 7.3.3), the mining of the found old requests is performed by a component that is named using similar requests USR, and that is presented in Section 7.3.4. The application of the right distance function makes an essence of the process of finding the similar old requests, and consequently this functionality is encapsulated into a separate combined distance CD component, given in Section 7.3.5. Since the numerous functions for measuring a similarity among the various objects are known in a literature, tuning system performances, by fining the best distance measure has been the motivation for a separate CD component. These briefly introduced
exploration components are given on Figure 7.2, and they will be in detail analysed in the following sub-sections, which additionally focus discussions on analysing their potential improvements.

### 7.3.1. Adding Missing Attributes

The *Adding missing attributes* AMA plays, together with *adapting attribute values and weights* AAVW component, one of main roles, which fundamentally defines how the request will be adapted, and therefore directly controls the level of exploration. While the major design decision behind AMA are going to be discussed in a remainder of this sub-section, AAVW component will be presented in Section 7.3.2.

Section 5.3.3 has formally given an algorithm that AMA utilises while deciding which attributes are worth enough to be added into an actual request. The necessary examination of attributes is done by expression (5.7), which first determines the relative importance values of different attributes in the formed neighbourhood. The addition of new attributes in the actual request can be afterwards performed by deciding to simply add all attributes, whose relative importance is beyond a given threshold. Although such an addition policy is relatively simple and thus quite efficient, its major weaknesses are twofold. On the one hand, the availability of novel attributes, which will be very useful for the actual request, critically depends on the algorithm that is used for creating the similar neighbourhood. It might happen for example that all important attributes from a neighbourhood are already in the actual request. Such unpleasant situation can be unfortunately quite possible as the neighbourhood is typically formed under a direct guidance of a single request. The AMA obviously highly depends on *searching for usable requests* SUR component, being solely responsible for deciding which old requests should be inserted into a neighbourhood. On the other hand, a predefined threshold, being used for deciding whether or not a particular attribute should be added, is currently universally set. It is logical to assume that the same threshold might have the difficulties to perform well in all possible situations. Having for example only few dominant and many not especially important attributes can be a tricky case, where a fixed threshold might have difficulties to identify attributes that are hidden behind the most important ones, which are at the same time not useful by reason of being already inserted. The high importance of having a right threshold in a particular situation therefore becomes a driving force for the development of *predicting adaptation rate* PAR component.

Although the used expression (5.7) completely makes a decision about performing the addition based on an importance of attributes in a neighbourhood, different improvements are possible. The one of them might also take care of the computed similarity between the actual and the old request, which represents the origin of a given candidate attribute that should be potentially added. An underlying motivation is to finally give an advantage to attributes, which are provided by the more similar old requests. The yet another potential enhancement of AMA might be in the direction of taking into consideration not only the similarity, but also the successfulness of old requests, where the requests with better user feedback values will be favoured. These two and many other possible improvements are solely inside the competence of AMA component, which should be the only part, whose replacement can make alive these promising modifications.
7.3.2. Adapting Attribute Values and Weights

As being already presented in Section 7.3.1, AMA component solely takes care that the important attributes, which are missing in the actual request, should be added. Such modifications aim to improve the actual request, and to increase its chances to find good filtering results while intelligently exploring the relevant information areas. An additional opportunity for an improvement still can be found by taking into consideration attributes, which are already present in the actual request. The *adapting attribute values and weights* (AAVW) component will focus on these already present attributes to fulfil the appropriate modifications on them.

The modification of values and weights, which correspond to attributes that are put by a user in the actual request, has been formally treated in Section 5.3.3 through expression (5.6). The major idea behind (5.6) is to utilise the expected attribute values and weights, whose computation is inside the responsibility of *using similar requests* (USR) component. These expected attribute values and weights, being exclusively found by USR, are finally used by AAVW as the guideline for modifying the already present attributes in the actual request. The used adaptation rule currently determines a level of modifications by reading a predefined exploration rate configuration parameter. As the exploration rate has a fixed value, modifications will be performed at the same extent for every user in all situations. A more sophisticated behaviour will assume that not each and every user is the same, and therefore different exploration rates are appropriate for them. The learning of the optimal level of exploration should take place, and will be analysed as *predicting adaptation rate* (PAR) component, in Section 7.3.6.

The transformation of attributes, which are already given in the actual request, should be performed more carefully than it has been the case with the addition of novel attributes. Although the exploration rate controls in which extent the attributes will be modified, it might happen that the expression (5.6) significantly reduces a weight for a given attribute, when its computed expected weight has very small value, irrespective to its original great importance. The influence of the corresponding attribute will be minimised, being maybe quite problematic by reason of being explicitly set by the user, and being expected to play an important role while searching for results. The one possible workaround, which is able to give the strict guaranties that the importance of manually set attributes will not be ever destroyed, is to additionally limit a maximal modification of the weights either absolutely or relatively. Such a simple solution will unfortunately have the inbuilt weakness that one extra tuning parameter, defining how large a change of weights can be, should be set. The more advanced solution for making the safe modifications of weights can give up from an exploited principle, saying that both values and weights should be modified at the same manner, and being a cornerstone of the expression (5.6). Weights should be for example modified relatively to its original values, where the larger initial values permit the greater modifications, and where the already small weights can be never dramatically changed. These and similar appealing modifications of a fulfilled processing, being behind AAVW component, will be certainly taken into account in the course of future investigations.

7.3.3. Searching for Usable Requests

The initial exploration activity, being formally described in Section 5.3.1, deals with the huge abundance of already processed past filtering requests, while carefully selecting
which will form the similar neighbourhood. Difficult scalability requirements to quickly handle millions of available old requests, as well as very restrictive constrains, regarding the quality of a finally created similar neighbourhood, have resulted that the functionality from Section 5.3.1 is realised by two separate components. While the high level creation of the similar neighbourhood is inside the interest scope of searching for usable requests SUR, a low level comparison of the highly dimensional requests is fulfilled by combined distance CD component. This sub-section will discuss the current implementation and the possible enhancement of SUR, whereas Section 7.3.5 is going in detail to present the CD component.

The fundamental problem, which is solely addressed by SUR component, relates with deciding which old requests are both good and useful enough to be included in the similar neighbourhood. A current realisation from Section 5.3.1 specifies that the actual request solely guides the selection process. The old filtering requests, which are chosen by such a selection policy, are evidently very similar to an actual request. Their high similarity may unfortunately reduce their usefulness for improving the actual request by reason of being very possible that nothing new can be learnt from them. The logical future improvement should thus modify a selection policy in order to ensure the greater diversity of a formed similar neighbourhood. The one of algorithms, which can provide the necessary diversity guaranties, is known as the aggregate creation of a similar neighbourhood. Its basic idea is in using not only the actual, but also the already chosen old requests in the course of a further investigation of still unchecked old filtering requests. Such aggregate formation of a neighbourhood will tend to provide more novel attributes, which can offer much better opportunities to AMA component, while adding missing attributes to the actual request.

The second hard challenge is concerned with the obvious inability to process even the tiny fraction of the available old requests due to very strict response time limitations. The current implementation practically escapes a serious treatment of this problem by simply assuming that at most a permitted amount of time can be spent on the examination of old requests. Such a simple reasoning might results that the really useful old requests remain undiscovered in the tons of others. The logical workaround assumes either clustering or indexing of old requests, which will permit that the potentially useful old requests can be quickly selected. As every system usage typically produces few novel requests that might be useful in a future, a candidate clustering or indexing algorithm has to be able to handle the high dynamic of the insertions of new requests in a knowledge base. A future version of SUR component will probably make the experiments with the different techniques for organising the collection of old requests, and examine a trade-off between the complexity of maintaining such knowledge bases and the provided searching facilities.

### 7.3.4. Using Similar Requests

The mining of similar old filtering requests, being found by SUR, is formally analysed in Section 5.3.2, and practically realised by using similar requests USR component. The main idea, being behind the existence of USR, is in summarising the information that is contained in a neighbourhood of similar requests. The produced summarised information is afterwards utilised as a collection of the expected attribute values and weights by both AMA and AAVW components, which add missing and adapt existing attributes in actual requests, respectively. Such a role of USR will actually put this component to be a bridge...
between AMA and AAVW on the one side, and SUR on the other side, being also clearly noticeable on Figure 7.2.

An expression (5.5) is mainly responsible for computing the needed expected attribute values and weights by taking into consideration the similarity between the actual and the corresponding old request, which provides a particular attribute. The reasoning behind is concerned with an idea that the more similar old requests should have the larger influence when the expected values are computed. An advantage of these expected values is mainly contained in the realistically representing the formed neighbourhood. The neighbourhood is also quite compactly represented which makes AMA and AAVW to be more efficient while using these expected values and weights. An unavoidable price, being paid for such an excellent efficiency, is unfortunately contained in the reduced flexibility regarding the different treatments of various attributes. It is expected that for attributes, where outliers are present, the computed expected values and weights are not really as representative as being preferred. For such attributes, a more suitable summarisation can be the one based on a medoids principle [127], where the most important values and weights are taken as representatives. The drawback, which a medoids representation brings, is naturally in the increased complexity, regarding the usage of the summarised information. An extra logic is also needed for deciding how every attribute is going to be treated, and which actually finds the optimal combination between mean and medoids representations of the formed neighbourhood. To facilitate the practical examination of these open issues, the separate USR is created, acting as a gateway between most other exploration components.

7.3.5. **Combined Distance**

The high importance of comparing filtering requests, as well as the easy modifications of the used similarity function, are motivated the creation of a separate combined distance CD component. It is likewise as distance computation DC, being studied in Section 7.2.6 where the cooperation components have been presented, responsible for determining the similarity score for any pair of filtering requests. While fulfilling a similarity computation, CD goes one step further by reason of utilising both the generalised versions of Euclidean distance and Jaccard index, as well as combining them to exploit the best their properties. The final reasons for installing the separate CD, in spite of already having DC component, relate to enabling independent experiments in both cooperation and exploration domains, when the distance computation is concerned.

The combined distance has been formally presented in Section 5.3.1, where searching for usable old requests has pointed out to a necessity to compare objects, whose attributes own both values and weights. The generalised versions of Euclidean distance and Jaccard index, which are fully capable to address these requirements, have been therefore given by expressions (5.1) and (5.2), respectively. The most fundamental part, regarding their weighted combination, has been afterwards given by expression (5.4), being the essential advantage of CD component. Due to the usage of Jaccard index CD is well able to handle requests in the high dimensional space. The Euclidean distance also additionally enables to precisely estimate the quality of the found overlapping between the compared requests. Although such a synergy between Euclidean distance and Jaccard index seems appealing, a major problem relates to a necessity to determine weights, being used in their weighted combination. This hard problem is currently easily alleviated by setting the combination
weights based on the fulfilled evaluation in Section 8.3.1 to be fixed in all situations. As it has been found that the role of Jaccard index is slightly more important than is the case with Euclidean distance, their weights are universally set on 0.6 and 0.4, respectively.

The future improvements of the CD component should naturally try to find the optimal weights, which are best suited for the actual request that is used while forming the similar neighbourhood. The extensive experiments are necessary to determine which properties, being behind the actual request, can be a useful guideline while searching for the optimal weights. The simplest possible conclusions might for example specify that Jaccard index should play more important role when the actual request has many attributes with large weights, whereas the advantage should be given to Euclidean distance when the standard deviation of attribute values is large. The found experimental observations can at the end form the base of heuristic rules, which are then used for configuring the optimal distance function in a particular situation. The separate CD component should finally facilitate all these experiments, tending to first recognise the useful features, and afterwards generate the applicable heuristic rules.

7.3.6. Predicting Adaptation Rate

How radical adapting attribute values and weights AAVW, as well as adding missing attributes AMA components will be, depends mainly from a currently set exploration and prediction rate, respectively. Their large values will influence both that existing attributes are changed a lot, as well as that many novel attributes are inserted, and consequently the actual request is moved faraway from the state that has been manually set by a user. The opposite situation is found when small exploration and prediction rates are not powerful enough to significantly change the actual request, and thus no benefit can be got from the deployed exploration mechanisms. The optimal solution is obviously somewhere between these two extreme cases, and the predicting adaptation rate PAR component should aim in the future at finding best suited exploration and prediction rates.

As being already stressed in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, where AMA and AAVW have been presented, not each and every user is the same, and thus learning the best adaptation rates tends to hopefully increase the user satisfaction. While one user likes to be surprised by getting relevant results that are not completely consistent with a submitted request, the other one prefers the results that are strictly bound to its specified information needs. The situation becomes even more difficult by naturally assuming that the expectations of the single user are quite different for various requests. The explorative filtering results might be desirable when news articles are searched for, whereas the request for scientific papers should be treated without being so radically changed. The roles of PAR component will therefore be twofold. On the one hand, it should be capable to well discover the personal characteristics of every user based on the received feedback values. Users, who are happy with high exploration, will have given larger exploration and prediction rates, and reverse. On the other hand, the fine granulation on a level of a particular user should be performed to make distinctions among various requests. They might be for example clustered, where the separate exploration and prediction rates are assigned to each cluster, and the obtained relevance feedback will not globally affect all adaptation rates, but only the ones where a responsible request belongs.
The separate PAR component should be finally seen to facilitate experiments with the different clustering algorithms. As the user information needs often more or less overlap, it sounds reasonable to use fuzzy clustering [181], which will assign requests to multiple clusters, and also specify their belonging. A level in which every request belongs to every cluster might be used while processing a received feedback as a weight, defining for how much the corresponding adaptation rate should be changed. Even though fuzzy clustering is known to have quadratic complexity regarding the number of objects, its application inside PAR should have no performance problems as only the requests, originating from a single user, should be clustered. An exchange of PAR components should finally enable the practical comparisons between the deployed different clustering approaches.

7.4. Coordination Components

The practical realisations of resource aware, job aware, and self-healing coordination mechanisms, being formally given in Chapter 6 in Sections 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5, respectively, are made to be maximally flexible due to the component structure of a manager agent, as presented on Figure 7.3. The strategy selection SS (in detail discussed in Section 7.4.1) is the cornerstone component that takes care of which filtering strategy will be selected, and consequently makes a trade-off between assigning a request always to the most promising one and exploring the unknown capabilities of others. In order to make that this trade-off works well, there are also healing fitness adaptation HFA, job fitness adaptation JFA and resource fitness adaptation RFA components, being in detail considered in Sections 7.4.7, 7.4.6 and 7.4.5, respectively. They take care of improving knowledge about the available filtering agents, and they are realised separately mostly by reason of facilitating an easy replacement of the algorithm that is used for the adaptation of the corresponding healing, job and resource related fitness values.

The healing evaluation HE, job analysis JA and resource estimation SE components, analysed in Sections 7.4.4, 7.4.3 and 7.4.2, enable simple replacement of algorithms that are used for evaluating the importance of a recovery, for checking a given job property, and for estimating a current load of a system resource, respectively. Because of utilising some job properties, such as the requested number of results, HE has to cooperate with JA that is solely responsible for job analysis. Future plans are concerned with the usage of the situation prediction SP component (briefly presented in Section 7.4.8), which will most probably cooperate with SE in order to provide not only the estimation but also the prediction of future resource load values.

7.4.1. Strategy Selection

A successful behaviour of a manager agent, regarding the optimally selecting available filtering strategies in a long run, is essentially supported by an installed strategy selection SS component. It is directly responsible for making a trade-off between sending a request always to the most promising strategy, and exploring the unknown capabilities of others. The mentioned trade-off is especially hard as typically the most can be learnt by selecting the unknown strategies. These novel strategies might unfortunately perform not very well, and consequently the whole filtering framework risks producing the low user satisfaction. The remainder of this sub-section will first briefly present the currently utilised selection
policy, and afterwards discuss which other solutions can be tried while choosing filtering strategies.

Figure 7.3: Healing evaluation (HE), job analysis (JA), resource estimation (RE), situation prediction (SP), strategy selection (SS), healing fitness adaptation (HFA), job fitness adaptation (JFA), and resource fitness adaptation (RFA) components, responsible for performing coordination activities

The selection of strategies has been formally discussed in a context of resource aware, job aware, and self-healing coordination mechanisms in Sections 6.3.3, 6.4.2, and 6.5.2, respectively. While differences between these three coordination schemes are contained in computing the total fitness values for every available strategy in a particular situation, a currently deployed policy is proportional or roulette wheel selection, as being formally given by expression (6.9). The utilised proportional selection works by specifying that the probability of being selected for the given strategy is proportional to its total fitness value. The exploitation-exploration trade-off seems to be handled by giving the greater chances to better strategies, but also by providing an opportunity even to the worst one to show its real abilities.

There are so many other selection schemes in evolution programming, such as linear and non linear ranking, tournament, \((\mu, \lambda)\) and \((\mu + \lambda)\) selections [181], and therefore it sounds reasonable to discuss whether or not any of them might find its application while coordinating filtering strategies. The one noticeable problem with a proportional selection is concerned with outliers, regarding the computed total fitness values. On the one hand, a filtering strategy, having the extraordinary large fitness, will have maybe unreasonably high selection probability. Such a strategy will be consequently almost always selected, and other strategies will practically have no chance to validate themselves. On the other hand, the strategies with very small total fitness values will have so tiny probability to be selected, and practically they will never get the chance to perform filtering. The discussed problem is hopefully in reality not very serious due to the highly changing both resource availability and request properties. Such a dynamic environment minimises the chances
that a single strategy can dominate, and makes that the simple proportional selection does a good job.

A simple solution for an outliners’ problem can be found in linear ranking, which prior to computing selection probabilities, ranks strategies based on their total fitness values. As soon as a ranking is performed, the selection probabilities are computed not anymore based on total fitness values, but by utilising the found ranks. Such a selection principle obviously disables the domination of strategies with the great fitness values, as they will not have much larger selection probability than the others. The strategies with a very low total fitness will be anymore discarded, since their selection probabilities will not be so small. A linear ranking is therefore performing more cooperatively, where even the worst filtering strategy gets reasonably good chances to improve itself. What is also nice, the requested ranking might hardly introduce the significant computation overhead, since the number of available strategies is usually not very large.

An opposite effect, which gives even greater chances to already fitted strategies than a pure proportional selection does, is reached by integrating the elements of the tournament selection scheme. The original tournament selection unfortunately does have no sense to be utilised while selecting the single filtering strategy, as it randomly creates the pairs of candidates, and keeps from each pair the more fitted one. In spite of that, the tournament idea of having the pair of strategies, and in finally choosing the one with the larger fitness, can be used as the post selection for the two filtering strategies, which are initially chosen for example by the proportional scheme. Such a combined selection policy will obviously give big advantages to the more fitted strategies, and practically diminish chances of bad strategies to be selected. The already high selection pressure towards better strategies can be even increased by organising the final tournament selection not on a pair basis, but on several initially selected strategies, from where the most fitted is finally chosen.

The huge abundance of different selection schemes, and even greater possibilities for establishing the combinations among them, should be definitely researched in the course of the author’s future work. The separately realised SS component will greatly facilitate these experiments by making a replacement of the utilised selection principle to be fully transparent to other parts of a manager agent.

### 7.4.2. Resource Estimation

To alleviate dependence from operating system, which is installed on a real hardware where the filtering communities are running, the load of system resources is estimated by measuring the execution time of specially designed expressions. As being already shown in Section 6.3.1 and being practically realised by resource estimation RE component, the longer response time will simply mean that the responsible resource, being either CPU or database server, is more loaded, and reverse. The major advantage of such an estimation of resources relates to its easy deployment on any machine irrespective to the supporting operating system. The system functions for returning the load of CPU, being for example typically available under unix system, but not in windows, are not used, and consequently the realised filtering communities become abstracted from a real hardware. Although the given appealing idea about resource estimation has been already realised in Section 6.3.1, where CPU load is measured by expression (6.1) and a database server by (6.2), there are many opportunities for the potential improvements. A remainder of this-section will thus
discuss these enhancements, which relates first in improving the methods that are utilised for estimating a load of a particular resource, and afterwards in integrating the additional resources that might be relevant while getting the impression about the overall runtime situation.

The high importance of measuring the current load of a particular system resource, as well as the strict constrains regarding the maximal permitted amount of time that can be spent on checking a given resource, are motivated the improvements of the basic routines from Section 6.3.1 to become response time aware. These more sophisticated methods for checking both CPU and database server have been presented in Section 6.3.2, through the expressions (6.5) and (6.6), respectively. Wanted response time awareness is achieved by simply limiting the amount of time that can be invested on the resource estimation, and in assigning a maximal load value always when a checked resource has not responded while being analysed. A tricky question, whose treatment has been ignored in Section 6.3.2, is concerned with determining a maximal amount of time that can be spent on the resource estimation only as a configuration parameter. On the one hand, longer checking time will result in more reliable load estimation, being obvious as the temporal oscillations of load values are better smoothed when the test expression is executed longer. On the other hand, spending too much time on the resource estimation is also not very good idea by reason of forgetting that the actual filtering, and not coordination activities, should be the most time consuming operation. It is worth nothing the very fast filtering agent, being capable to find results only within few seconds, when much more time has been already spent on other activities. While this trade-off, between getting a reasonably accurate estimation of a load and not spending too much time on its creation, is currently empirically addressed by judging that one second for estimation activities sounds reasonable, the future versions might decide how much time can be spent on estimation based on the configuration of the underlying communities. While estimation time should be much shorter for communities with very fast filtering agents, the existence of really many slow agents permits that more attention can be invested in resource estimation.

The second question regarding the estimation of CPU and database server load relates to expressions, which are specially designed to be executed, and whose execution time is measured to estimate the load. While the currently utilised expression for estimating CPU load is a sum of Gaussian variables with random standard deviations and means, database server is checked by one aggregate SQL query that computes the sum of the salaries of a randomly selected group of employers on a department basis, as being already presented in Section 6.3.1. The exploited expressions should be as comprehensive as possible while taking into account the different aspects of a given resource. The not well designed SQL query may for example focus only on a speed of reading from index files, which depends mostly from the load of the hard drive where database files are maintained, and ignore the estimation of CPU load where its server is running. Although a currently used aggregate SQL query and a sum of Gaussian variables try to take care of these various aspects, the more appropriate methods for checking corresponding resources are potentially possible. The new versions of RE component will thus certainly investigate the possible benefits while using other expressions for estimating the load values.

Even though the most important filtering resources seem to be CPU and database, the separate RE enables the easy integration of novel resources without affecting at all other
components. It might happen that the particular community contains filtering agents that utilise network while performing its activities. A typical example of such a filtering agent might be a meta-search engine, which finds requested results by propagating the received request to the publicly available search portals, such as Google, AltaVista, Yahoo, and so on. The most critical resource for such a filtering agent is obviously underlying network, whose high load will critically slowdown meta-search functionalities. Since RE currently computes the overall resource fitness value by expression (6.4) that is a simple weighted sum, the new resource is basically integrated by adding the new element in that sum. The problems that should be afterwards addressed are in defining methods that are capable to estimate the load of these new resources. The network load might be for example got by measuring the transfer time, being needed for sending the packets of the given size to the particular destination. The integration of novel resources obviously requires the solutions for many unavoidable challenges, and the fully transparent RE component fundamentally aims at increasing a flexibility of making experiments with their different realisations.

7.4.3. Job Analysis

The most commonly occurring filtering requests in a domain of text documents are in a form of queries, which encapsulate both words and phrases that describe the underlying information needs. Since not each and every filtering strategy is equally capable to handle requests with a highly different number of words and phrases, Section 6.4.1 has presented a formal usage of these simple job properties. A final outcome of a job analysis is a very understandable, job content fitness value, being got by expression (6.17), which basically shows the suitability of every available strategy for processing the actual request. The job analysis JA component aims to address the numerous sub-activities for reaching this final judgement, as well as intends to offer the great flexibility while both exchanging methods for using a particular property and taking into consideration the additional characteristics of jobs that might be useful.

While the counting of words and phrases is trivial, the usage of these numbers raises a lot of challenges. On the one hand, the number of phrases should show their importance for a given request, and finally favour strategies, being capable to exactly search for them, in a case where many of them are given. On the other hand, the number of words is used both to define how big the current request is by expression (6.15), as well as to illustrate its smallness by (6.16). Although exact expressions are given in Section 6.4.1 for making these translations, the question whether or not a particular job is big or small still attracts attention. The tuning parameters in (6.15) and (6.16), which essentially define the major characteristics of a used translation, are currently both pre-defined and fixed. Their more appropriate values might depend on the available filtering agents, where weaker support for example for big jobs might speed up a translation of the number of words into a value, illustrating the job bigness.

The most important benefit of having the separate JA component should be found in an easy treatment of other properties, for which there is the adequate support on the side of the installed filtering strategies. Only few typical and appealing properties are such as the number of boolean operators and wildcards, the presence of actuality preferences, and requesting notification services. Not all filtering strategies can support queries with either boolean operators or wildcards by reason of either not having the necessary procedure for
checking boolean expressions or not being able to expand queries with wildcards. A fully different support for such a boolean and wildcard queries consequently makes reasonable to take care of these properties while computing the total job content fitness value. The actuality preferences can be extraordinary important in a news domain, where the usage of filtering strategies, which are able to take into account how old every article is, should be seriously considered. In such a dynamic domain, users are typically requesting also the notification functionalities, which assume that the relevant article will be pushed as soon as being found. The required notification can be consequently the additional job property, which will bias the final selection of strategies towards the ones that are able not only to passively pull, but also to actively push the results. These and similar job properties will be certainly taken into consideration, while ambitiously designing the future versions for JA component.

7.4.4. Healing Evaluation

Delivering some results is usually much better than leaving the user without anything. Not proving the requested recommendations will most probably create an awful filling on a user side that something is not working well, leading unfortunately towards the reduced confidence in the deployed filtering engine. As no agent is perfect, failures might happen. While the seriousness of failures has been formally treated in Section 6.5.1, the healing evaluation HE component aims to encapsulate related and realised evaluation approaches, as well as to facilitate their effortless replacement with the potentially more sophisticated versions.

A situation, which occurs after a particular filtering agent has not managed to respond as being expected, has been formally described by both failure and efficiency load values, being computed by expressions (6.20) and (6.21), respectively. On the one hand, a failure load aims to define, how serious a given situation is, regarding an amount of the lost time. On the other hand, the number of already found results shows the importance of selecting a strategy, being able to always provide the requested number of results. Even though the currently utilised solution separately analyses the dimensions of the response time and the number of results, future experiments might try to define the universal load value. Such a single, known for example as healing load value, will be harder to understand and define, by reason of having to make the distinctions between situations, such as having lost much time but also owning some results, possessing no recommendations but having plenty of time, and so on. It will be at the same time more compact, and therefore easier to handle. A separate HE component consequently becomes a perfect playing ground for practically recognising the strengths and weaknesses of these different healing related load values.

The yet another direction of potentially improving HE component relates to the study of a currently available set of results. While the expression (6.21) currently takes care of only the number of found results, its more sophisticated version might check the quality of the available results. The results obviously have different qualities, and therefore most probably only one excellent recommendation is worth more than several that are not truly good ones. The idea for enhancing (6.21) is consequently concerned with not only simply counting a number of found results, but also in using their predicted qualities as weights while summing. Such an obtained sum should be compared not anymore to the expected number of results, but JA component should be used for reading an expected quality from
the underlying request. When the user requests excellent results, and until now only weak results are found, an efficiency load should be larger, to guide a selection process towards strategies, which are delivering not only plenty of results, but also the high quality ones. Such and similar modifications of already introduced healing related load values, as well as the integration of novel ones, are hopefully easily possible due to the existence of the separate HE component.

7.4.5. Resource Fitness Adaptation

An exploitation-exploration trade-off, being established by choosing strategies through proportional selection that honestly gives chances to everybody, becomes evident mostly due to the adaptation of fitness values, which relate to a responsible filtering agent, based on the gained experience. An adaptation of resource related fitness values, being given in Section 6.3.4, and being encapsulated into resource fitness adaptation RFA component, is solely based on a measurement of the response time, and therefore can be always done. Although a currently utilised solution works well in most cases by performing \( k \)-nearest neighbour search for finding the most similar old runtime situations that are then mined to adapt the actual fitness values, it also has its weaknesses that are going to be discussed in the remainder of this sub-section.

A probably greatest difficulty, regarding the adaptation of the resource related fitness values based on the response time, relates to the high dynamic of changing the actual load. The currently fully available resource might very quickly become highly loaded, and thus it will make great difficulties for all processes, which depend on it. A database server for example can dramatically change its load due to an insertion of many new articles, which have to be pre-processed in order to be later available as the recommendations. As it will be shown in Section 8.4.3, a fluctuation of load values makes an experience, being gained from jobs, whose processing lasts longer than 10 seconds, to be unsafe for an adaptation of corresponding fitness values. The load values, being measured at the beginning of the coordination activity, are probably changed a lot in the course of filtering, and therefore they become much less useful while searching for the most similar old runtime situations. The possible workaround for this instability of load values might be to measure them not only at the beginning, but also at the end of a filtering process, and for example to assume that their average values represent more realistically a responsible runtime situation. The even more accurate solution can estimate the load of resources in the fixed intervals, and subsequently calculate their final values as the arithmetical average. While more frequent resource estimation provides more reliable final values, each fulfilled measurement costs something by reason of having to execute the test expression, as shown in Section 7.4.2. The more sophisticated solution might thus try to learn intervals for computing the load, for example by using the past knowledge about the dynamics of load values in the given period of a day. Such an advanced solution will therefore know to check resources more often when being expected that their load values will dramatically change, and reverse. A richness of these shortly presented potential enhancements, regarding an adaptation of the resource related fitness values, only proves the reasonability for an existence of a separate RFA component. It can be transparently exchanged with its new version, which tries for example to more intelligently gain experience from the longer filtering jobs.
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The second noticed problem with the current RFA is concerned with the application of \(k\)-nearest neighbour search to first find the most similar old runtime situations, and then to practically summarise them by computing their mean. As being already deeply pointed out in Section 7.3.4 where an exploration usage of the found similar filtering requests has been analysed, mean representation tends to be weak when there are outliers in a formed similar neighbourhood. In a context of similar old runtime situations, such outliers might have the very extreme associated fitness values, which will significantly influence a mean representation. Similarly as in Section 7.3.4, it is worth of trying to use medoids, being a set of few old runtime situations that are centrally located in the formed neighbourhood, instead of computing the mean values. A necessary evaluation, which will show whether or not medoids tend to offer better results, is only maximally simplified by the effortless replacement of RFA component.

7.4.6. **Job Fitness Adaptation**

The ability of the particular filtering strategy to deliver high quality results is formally illustrated by job related fitness values, being introduced in Section 6.1.2. The job aware coordination mechanisms are mainly improving themselves during the runtime by using the available user relevance feedback to learn the real goodness of a responsible strategy. These improvements are practically realised through the adaptation of job related fitness values, as being deeply discussed in Section 6.4.3, and being accomplished by expression (6.19). Their explicit implementation is given by *job fitness adaptation* JFA component, having naturally its strengths and weaknesses, which will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

The great simplification, being currently utilised while adapting job fitness values, lies in ignoring which user is providing the feedback. Although job fitness values are adapted based on a satisfaction of a given user, all received ratings are equally treated by adapting the same fitness. A finally reached fitness value therefore only represents an average user satisfaction with the particular filtering strategy, being hopefully the valuable knowledge. Such a simple solution is unfortunately not giving enough attention to the unique tastes of users. Not each and every user is the same, and as being already noticed by the Adaptive Web Site Agents in Section 2.6.2, it is reasonably to assume that everybody has its own favourite strategy. The one user may prefer the accurate content based analysis, whereas another user really appreciates an exploration ability of the collaborative filtering. Taking the ratings of these two different users together, while adapting a single job related fitness value, obviously tends to produce average scores for both content based and collaborative filtering agents. An apparent improvement is concerned with maintaining the separate job related fitness values not only for each strategy, but also for every user. Even though the storage requirements might be dramatically increased due to making a difference between various users, a separate treatment of feedback values permits that every user has its own favourite strategy. The coordination engine will be thus able to learn personal affiliations of each user towards available filtering agents, being generally the same goal as Adaptive Web Site Agents are tending to achieve. The advantage of a proposed solution, regarding the one from Section 2.6.2, lies in additionally taking case of the different job properties, such as a number of words and phrases. The future versions of JFA component will thus surely evaluate the evident potential of installing the separate job related fitness values for offering the more personalised selection of strategies.
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7.4.7. Healing Fitness Adaptation

The accurate knowledge about the healing capabilities of installed strategies is critical to reasonably bias, when being necessary, a selection process towards the filtering agents that are known to be good for recovery. This knowledge can be acquired and maintained by adapting healing related fitness values, simply through observing the introduced delay in a case of a failure, as well as the number of provided results, relating to the responsible filtering strategy. The possible solution for adapting failure and efficiency fitness values has been presented in Section 6.5.3 by expressions (6.24) and (6.26), respectively. Even though this solution is currently effectively integrated as healing fitness adaptation $HFA$ component, there are several natural enhancements that will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

The failure fitness is currently adapted by simply rewarding the responsible strategy always after being able to provide the requested results, and by introducing the penalties in a case of a failure. While the rewards are fixed and predefined, the penalties depend on an introduced delay, where larger response time means bigger caused damage. A possible extension of such an adaptation principle, being compactly specified by expression (6.24), might by in a direction of taking care of the actual runtime conditions while a responsible agent was performing filtering. It sounds fair to reward more if working conditions have been difficult, being formally illustrated by resource load values. The higher load values will thus result that the associated failure fitness for the responsible strategy is increased in a greater extent after a successfully accomplished task. The opposite situation occurs in the case of a failure, when the hard working conditions should influence that the resulting penalties are smaller. It is not logical to punish so much a particular strategy for a failure by reason of having to use highly loaded resource.

The yet another direction for more intelligently performing an adaptation can be found when an efficiency fitness value is concerned. It is currently adapted by simply observing the number of delivered results, where more recommendations mean better behaviour. As being already mentioned in Section 7.4.4, instead of only counting how many results are available, their predicted quality might provide the useful extra information. Results with the higher quality are more important, and they should result that the efficiency fitness is more enlarged. The second enhancement relates to taking into account, how difficult the assigned job is, being formally represented by job load values. An underlying assumption, being behind the consideration of job properties, says that not providing enough results for hard requests, having large job load values, is not as bad as when the request is easier. This also means that a strategy will not be rewarded a lot when an assigned job had small load values, in spite of delivering enough results.

The briefly analysed improvements, when the more advanced adaptation of failure and efficiency fitness is concerned, can be practically checked by replacing the utilised HFA component. Its appealing novel versions will be therefore certainly tested in the course of further increasing the robustness of the deployed coordination scheme.

7.4.8. Situation Prediction

While the activities of pre-processing articles can be always slightly postponed until a load of needed system resources does not become acceptable, fluctuations in a number of
users, posting their requests to a system, cannot be unfortunately influenced in any polite way. This asynchronous system usage results in the dramatic changes of current resource load values, which makes reasonable not only to measure the current load values, but also to try to predict their values in a near future. The computation of resource fitness value by expression (6.4) in Section 6.3.1 has then more supporting data, and consequently better chances to perform much more intelligently. Not only that actual resource load values are available due to resource estimation RE, but also situation prediction SP component will be able to offer the data about their expected future values. A remainder of this short subsection will consequently briefly analyse possible solutions for predicting the future load values based on the available logs with their values in the past.

The most appealing prediction algorithm happens to be exponential smoothing, mostly because that method seems to be quite robust in practice, while yielding forecast accuracy that is very comparable to much more sophisticated alternative projection methods [72]. The major underlying reasons are mostly twofold. On the one hand, there is obviously the seasonal component when a single day is seen as one season, having 24 periods. While a system is marginally used during the night, it is logical to assume that in the peak hours, a usage will be much more intensive. On the other hand, both the numbers of users and the insertions of articles have a tendency to increase, and one has to take into account also a trend component. Due to the existence of both trend and seasonal components, the most suitable happens to be triple exponential smoothing, being capable to handle the different dynamic of a system usage during the single day, as well as taking care of the increasing number of users and articles.

Although it seems that theoretically triple exponential smoothing can address the hard challenges of somehow predicting the future load values, its practical realisation by a SP component will prove its capabilities. A separate SP basically also supports experiments with other prediction methods, such as the linear and non linear regression models, which surely open the appealing area for the future researching activities.

### 7.5. Conclusion

A component structure of a manager agent, being responsible for fulfilling cooperation, exploration and coordination activities, has been given, and the possible enhancements of each used module have been deeply analysed. Due to motivating the existence of separate components mostly by pointing out on promising improvements, this Chapter can be also seen as an extensive discussion about the perspectives for the author’s future work.

The most appealing research area, regarding cooperation approach, is an integration of peer-to-peer request processing, being discussed in Section 7.2.1. The P2P enhancement generally assumes that there are no more only few filtering communities, which all know each others, but that requests can be propagated in a course of finding the most promising databases. The also worth of trying is the integration of other techniques for resolving the information fusion, such as the re-examination of results, being analysed in Section 7.2.4.

As a quality of the achieved exploration greatly depends on the formed neighbourhood of similar requests, the best enhancements of the exploration approach has been reported in Section 7.3.3, where the aggregate selection technique has been given. Instead of using
only an actual request, the aggregate neighbourhood is formed also under the influence of already selected old requests, being the way of increasing its diversity and thus improving the adaptation performances. An influence of outliers has been discussed in Section 7.3.4, where the application of medoids instead of mean representations has been discussed.

The interesting modifications of the most important coordination approach have been found to be an integration of other policies for a strategy selection, the more sophisticated estimation of resources, and the prediction of future resource load values. Section 7.4.1 has thus discussed about the usage of both linear ranking and tournament selection, being the major candidates for providing better performances than a proportional selection. The estimation of additional resources, such as network, has been found as very important for specialised filtering communities in Section 7.4.2. Section 7.4.8 has finally briefly given the appealing idea of utilising the triple exponential smoothing, being able to take care of both trend and seasonal aspects while predicting the future load values.
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The cooperation, exploration, and coordination mechanisms aim to provide solutions for finding which distributed databases can be most appealingly searched while providing the requested results, for adapting the actual request to more intelligently explore relevant information areas, and for selecting which existing strategy is the most rational choice for doing needed filtering. A main strength of these mechanisms, being especially noticeable when coordination schemes are concerned, lies in their applicability in real environments, where for example the availability of the needed resources is not taken as the ultimatum. While these real time considerations strengthen the proposed algorithms, they at the same time introduce great difficulties when their evaluation is taken into consideration. Some aspects, such as the reduction of the average duration of filtering due to taking care of the available resources, can be thus tested only in the real world scenarios.

Although the study based on the measurement of the response time and the collecting of user relevance feedback values make the substantial part of this Chapter, the simulated small-scale experiments will be performed as often as possible. Every mechanism will be therefore analysed in such a controlled environment at least once, where the most typical are the evaluation of the cooperation abilities to find the right communities by computing precision and recall values (Section 8.2.1), the testing of the exploration functionality to more efficiently detect relevant requests by using a specially designed combined distance function (Section 8.3.1), and the estimation of coordination capabilities to learn the right fitness values (Section 8.4.3).

The unavoidable evaluation in the real time conditions is made feasible due to the PIA system [19], which has as the foundation previously mentioned cooperation, exploration, and coordination mechanisms. The most of the performed experiments, involving the PIA, are typically based on first changing a particular strategy for fulfilling either cooperation, exploration, or coordination activities, and afterwards monitoring what is happening with the noticeable indicators, such as the response time, and the user relevance feedback. The problematic strategies, whose evaluation during a longer period of time is not feasible by reason of not risking too much the patience of users, are tested by being activated on the request basis, and by maintaining a statistics that shows for which filtering results which particular algorithm has been responsible.
The remainder of this Chapter is structured as follows. The Section 8.1 gives the brief overview regarding the realised searching strategies that are encapsulated into the single filtering agents. The core contribution of this Chapter can be afterwards found in sections which provide the deep evaluation of cooperation (Section 8.2), exploration (Section 8.3), and coordination (Section 8.4) approaches. The main evaluation observations are finally summarised in Section 8.5.

8.1. Supporting Filtering Strategies

The cornerstone of this thesis is in offering a framework that facilitates the integration of different filtering strategies, whose realisation has been clearly set to be out of a scope. Although no its Chapter is dealing with any particular filtering strategy, few of them have been realised in order to enable the elaborate evaluation of cooperation, exploration, and coordination mechanisms. A short description of a prototypical implementation of these strategies will be therefore given in the following paragraphs.

By using a term frequency inverse document frequency scheme, the importance values of different words can be computed, and each and every document can be modelled by a corresponding weighted vector. While the so-called Large Filtering Strategy will always build a model with all words from a given document, Optimal Twenty, Optimal Ten, and Optimal Five Filtering Strategies will take into consideration only twenty, ten, and five most important words, respectively. The models, created by these optimal strategies, are thus smaller, and consequently can be faster both loaded into memory and compared with a filtering request. As they are omitting many words, they are at the same time potentially less accurate, and the coordination engine has a chance to decide which one in the given situation can be the best solution.

Since the examination of every single document for each request becomes infeasible even for a collection with the modest size, two different indexing filtering strategies have been also implemented. The first one, named Inverted List Filtering Strategy, creates for every word the list of documents having that word. The inbuilt simplification, tending to dramatically reduce a size of inverted lists, is made by not storing the positions of words in the corresponding documents. While a strategy due to such a design decision becomes more efficient, it loses its ability to support requests with a phrase. The second Position Filtering Strategy will not utilise such a simplification regarding not storing the positions, and thus will be able to accurately find documents with requested phrases. As this second strategy is naturally more expensive, the trade-off, between providing the accurate results and responding quickly, becomes evident and unavoidable for requests with phrases.

A property of fuzzy clustering [181], to assign documents to multiple clusters together with specifying a degree to which a particular article belongs to a given cluster, has been used as the inspiration for a realisation of a dedicated Fuzzy Filtering Strategy. While its strength is in keeping the short cluster summaries in the high speed memory, its greatest weakness lies in a used simplification to cluster documents in advance fixed clusters. The few different versions of this fuzzy filtering strategy are finally implemented by limiting the amount of a memory that is utilised for cashing the cluster summaries, having as the implication that different trade-offs between the response time and memory requirements are possible.
Every mentioned filtering strategy is also exploited for creating its appropriate clone, which will take into account only words from a manually created dictionary. By limiting the vocabulary to few thousands instead to more than half a million, underlying models are much smaller, and consequently the underlying strategies become more efficient. The paid price lies in the lost of a support for all requests with words that are not pre-selected, resulting in the potentially lower quality of filtering results. These clone strategies finally provide even more fruitful playing ground for cooperation, exploration, and coordination mechanisms, which might have many difficulties while resolving the mentioned trade-off problems.

8.2. Evaluating Cooperation Approach

The most important benefit of using the cooperation approach, introduced in Chapter 4, should be found first in making possible to install cooperative communities around many small, more or less dynamic, document domains, and then in deploying many wonderful filtering strategies that are only small-scale applicable. Even though these sophisticated techniques can provide excellent results, a price of splitting a whole document collection on parts has to be paid, and it will be first examined in Section 8.2.1 by comparing both precision and recall values, got for centralised and distributed testing scenarios. The next three sub-sections base afterwards their evaluations on a real PIA system, being the nice testing environment by reason of grabbing daily around 3 thousand new semi-structured and unstructured documents, and having more than 750 thousand already pre-processed articles. Section 8.2.2 examines an ability of a distributed cooperative system to eliminate long lasting filtering jobs, and checks how large penalties have been paid in the feedback domain. The average user satisfaction and filtering duration will also serve as the basis in Section 8.2.3 for evaluating strategy from Section 4.3.1 for updating descriptions. Section 8.2.4 finally tests the abilities of the cooperation scheme to use the inaccurate community descriptions, being crucial in the highly dynamic domains, where a perfect picture cannot be ever reached.

8.2.1. Precision and Recall Comparisons

The ability of cooperation mechanisms, being presented in Chapter 4, to successfully find communities, which will provide the most relevant results for the actual request, can be best assessed by using precision, recall and fallout values [29], being broadly accepted measures for the comparison of different algorithms in the area of information retrieval [127]. On the one hand, both for a precision, being the proportion of retrieved documents that are relevant, and for a recall, representing the proportion of relevant articles that are retrieved, greater values correspond to a system with better properties. On the other hand, fallout relates to a proportion of irrelevant documents that are retrieved, and thus smaller values are preferred. More formally, these measures are defined as:

\[ p \equiv \text{precision} = \frac{n_r^{(r)}}{n_r^{(r)} + n_r^{(ir)}} \]

\[ r \equiv \text{recall} = \frac{n_r^{(r)}}{n_r^{(r)} + n_r^{(ar)}} \]

\[ f \equiv \text{fallout} = \frac{n_{ir}^{(r)}}{n_{ir}^{(r)} + n_{ir}^{(ar)}} \] (8.1)
where \( n_r^{(r)}, n_r^{(nr)}, n_{ir}^{(r)} \) and \( n_{ir}^{(nr)} \) correspond to either retrieved \( n_r^{(r)} \) or not retrieved \( n_r^{(nr)} \) documents that are either relevant \( n_r \) or irrelevant \( n_{ir} \) in a way that is concisely presented in Table 8.1.

To compare the information retrieval system based on a centralised single community with the one that has multiple cooperative communities, a small controlled domain \( D_{all}^{(500)} \) with only 500 documents is formed. For each of 10 testing filtering requests \( \{FR_i\}_{i=1}^{10} \) at least 10 and at most 20 documents are manually selected as the relevant ones, as formally given in manual examination block on Figure 8.1. In the first scenario, filtering requests \( \{FR_i\}_{i=1}^{10} \) will be resolved by utilising a system that has only one centralised community. That centralised community will use as the underlying document collection \( D_{all}^{(500)} \) and will return 10 results for every request from \( \{FR_i\}_{i=1}^{10} \). The necessary computation, which checks whether every found result is relevant or not, is marked on Figure 8.1 as a block, named the centralised solution. The computed precision, recall and fallout values, which correspond to a centralised system with only one filtering community, are finally given in Table 8.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( i )</th>
<th>( n_r^{(r)} )</th>
<th>( n_r^{(nr)} )</th>
<th>( n_{ir}^{(r)} )</th>
<th>( n_{ir}^{(nr)} )</th>
<th>( p ) [%]</th>
<th>( r ) [%]</th>
<th>( f ) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>38.89</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>58.33</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>53.33</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>58.33</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>52.94</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>53.84</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>482.5</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>50.41</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8.1: Computing precision $p$, recall $r$, and fallout $f$ for centralised and distributed system
In the second scenario, domain $D_{all}^{(500)}$ is manually split on agent technology $D_{at}^{(108)}$, telecommunication $D_{te}^{(83)}$, renewable energy $D_{re}^{(147)}$, political news $D_{pn}^{(75)}$ and sport news $D_{sn}^{(87)}$ domains, where the index in the exponent says how many documents belong to the particular sub-domain. Around every sub-domain a separate community is installed, and the same 10 filtering request $\{FR_i\}_{i=1}^{10}$ from the first scenario are again resolved by using such a system with 5 distributed communities. The needed processing for again obtaining precision, recall and fallout values, being given in Table 8.3, is on Figure 8.1 represented as a distributed solution block.

Table 8.3: Precision, recall and fallout values for the system with 5 distributed communities for each of 10 filtering requests from $\{FR_i\}_{i=1}^{10}$, where the last row gives the corresponding average values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$n^{(r)}$</th>
<th>$n^{(mr)}$</th>
<th>$n^{(e)}$</th>
<th>$n^{(mr)}_e$</th>
<th>$p$ [%]</th>
<th>$r$ [%]</th>
<th>$f$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>38.89</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>58.33</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>47.06</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>53.85</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>481.9</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>46.44</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.2: Direct comparison between old centralised (blue bar filling marked with c) and new distributed (red bar filling marked with d) precision values that are got for each of 10 tested requests.
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The precision values, got separately for each filtering request \( \{FR_i\}_{i=1}^{10} \), are presented on Figure 8.2, where the architecture of a system with the single centralised community is compared with the distributed solution. While being natural that a centralised system has to provide better results due to taking into account always all available documents, a very encouraging observation is that with an exception of a filtering request \( FR_4 \), the obtained precision values are either exactly the same, or quite close, for both tested systems. Even the largest decrease in the precision value of 20\%, being got in the case of \( FR_4 \), becomes not so bad when thinking that in the real situations the solution with the single centralised community will either deliver results after the unreasonably long delay or crash due to the huge abundance of documents that cannot be supported.

Figure 8.3 similarly gives a direct comparison between recall values that are obtained for every single filtering request in two tested system architectures. Because sometimes the relevant results are spread over many communities, the distributed solution with five cooperative communities is not able always to provide as good recall as the centralised system. The decrease of separately got recall values is with the exception of request \( FR_4 \) always within 10\%, being even tolerable when the all other advantages of the distributed cooperative solution are not taken into consideration.

![Figure 8.3: Direct comparison between old centralised (blue bar filling marked with c) and new distributed (red bar filling marked with d) recall values that are got for each of the 10 tested requests](image)

The fallout values that are got in both examined scenarios are generally very small by reason of returning only the very small fraction of all irrelevant documents that exist. The most critical requests, where the increase of fallout values is the largest one, are \( FR_4 \) and \( FR_7 \), as being given on Figure 8.4. For these two requests the fallout values have been two times increased, probably due to the insufficiency of relevant documents in selected communities, and a requirement that always 10 relevant results should be returned. Even though relatively compared the difference between some fallout values before and after seems huge, the absolute comparison uncover that a situation is not so terrible. As it can
be seen from the Table 8.2 and Table 8.3, the request $FR_7$ has for example resulted that a centralised solution has delivered one irrelevant article and a distributed system only two such unwanted documents, which is not so bad by taking into consideration that all other results have been good.

![Figure 8.4: Direct comparison between old centralised (blue bar filling marked with c) and new distributed (red bar filling marked with d) fallout values that are got for each of 10 tested requests](image)

As it has been expected, the centralised system has slightly better precision, recall and fallout values than the distributed one. While the average precision and recall values have decreased for 6% and 4%, respectively, the average fallout value has increased for 0.13%. This is unfortunately the price that has to be paid for the much better flexibility, which is crucial as being hardly possible that always everything can be stored in a single database.

The much shorter duration of filtering can be also expected to be obtained in real cases, where small-scale scalable filtering strategies, which cannot be used on huge collections, but which can provide excellent results while being deployed in small environments, are deployed. This shorter duration of filtering can be afterwards seen as the extra factor that can increase the satisfaction of inpatient users.

### 8.2.2. Long Lasting Filtering Job Elimination

One of design goals, being behind the realisation of cooperation strategies, is certainly concerned with the elimination of long lasting filtering jobs, being usually a consequence of the small scale filtering strategy applicability inside the single community. In the case where the millions of documents should be altogether supported, it might happen that the deployed filtering strategies have scalability problems, which will sometimes result in the unacceptably long response time. As the users are impatient beings, a used idea is to split
the whole collection of documents, and to bind its smaller parts on separate communities. While Section 8.2.1 has compared the precision and recall values that have been obtained as the result of a comparison between the systems, either being centralised or having five cooperative communities, this sub-section will examine what is happening with the user feedback and response time values in the real PIA environment when the same scenario is repeated.

Figure 8.5: Tracking feedback and response time for centralised and distributed cooperation systems
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Figure 8.5 gives a framework for performing necessary comparisons, being contained first in installing only one community and logging the response time and the got feedback, and afterwards replacing a centralised system with a distributed one, and again collecting statistics. On the one hand, updating cooperation block is responsible for deciding when a centralised system has been enough tested, and thus should be replaced. In the reality that happened on 18th of June 2004, after 37 user feedback values have been received from a beginning of evaluation. These obtained ratings and corresponding measured response time values are given on Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7, respectively.

On the other hand, job and feedback handling blocks on Figure 8.5 are responsible for finding filtering results and updating statistics about the responsible cooperation strategy. The whole evaluation is finished after 37 new user ratings have been got when distributed cooperation system has been used. These new feedback and corresponding response time values are finally given on Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9, respectively.

![Figure 8.6: Received feedback without community cooperation](image1)

![Figure 8.7: Response time without community cooperation](image2)

![Figure 8.8: Received feedback with cooperation among multiple communities](image3)
Figure 8.9: Response time with cooperation among multiple communities

Figure 8.6, Figure 8.7, Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9 clearly show that while an integration of multiple cooperative communities does not significantly affect user relevance feedback (Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.8 show only the slight feedback value decrease that is hopefully within 3%), it successfully eliminates the long lasting filtering jobs (7 problematic long lasting jobs marked with circles on Figure 8.7, having a response time that is longer than 1000 seconds, do not occur anymore on Figure 8.9). Although Section 8.2.1 has pointed out that accuracy of results is reduced by a distributed system, an even bigger fluctuation in a quality has not been detected by users probably because they have been satisfied with the shorter waiting time. What is more important, by integrating the cooperative multiple communities, PIA system can provide filtering services on significantly larger document collections.

8.2.3. Keeping Descriptions Up-to-date

The added value of the cooperation mechanisms, being presented in Chapter 4, should be found in learning when the description of the particular community should be replaced by the new one, as being formally discussed in Section 4.3.1. It is very hard in the real world to find a collection of documents that is static, and consequently there is a need to model the dynamic nature of the content of every community. Possessing the accurate descriptions thus happens to have direct implications on the successfulness in finding the right communities, which will deliver results with the expected quality. The efficiency of updating community descriptions, towards realistically representing underlying document collections, is going to be consequently assessed by analysing the average values of both received user feedback values and filtering durations.

Six days before the 28th of January 2005, PIA I was working without any strategy for keeping community descriptions to be up-to-date. Between the 29th of January and 15th of February 2005, PIA II was using the strategy that updates all community descriptions in fixed intervals. Within 18 days long tests, PIA II was used with three different intervals, being 1 day, 6 hours and 30 minutes. After the 16th of February the update strategy with abilities of learning the period of asking for a new description is plugged in PIA III. The mentioned subsequent exchange of the different cooperation strategies is algorithmically presented on Figure 8.10, showing that job handling block logs for every delivered result which cooperation scheme was used, and that feedback handling block updates statistics about the responsible strategy based on the received user rating.
The statistics in Table 8.4 clearly show that update strategy with learning abilities (PIA III) manages to significantly enlarge the user satisfaction (for more than 10% with respect to PIA I) without significantly increasing the average duration of the filtering (average filtering duration for PIA III is for less than 4s larger than for PIA I). As far as PIA II system is concerned, by decreasing the period of asking for the new community description the average duration of the filtering increases, because more often the new descriptions have to be retrieved. By having more accurate descriptions of communities, better results can be delivered, and average received used feedback also grows. But in the case where PIA II has checking period of 30 minutes, in spite of delivering very accurate results, the user satisfaction decreases (PIA II that checks each 30 minutes for the new descriptions has produced lower user satisfaction than PIA II that asks for descriptions each 6 hours). Users are obviously not ready to wait unreasonably long even in the case of getting very accurate results.
Table 8.4: Average filtering durations and received user feedback values for the tested different update strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average filtering duration [s]</th>
<th>Average received user feedback [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIA I</td>
<td>47.53</td>
<td>58.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIA II (1 day)</td>
<td>50.24</td>
<td>65.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIA II (6 hours)</td>
<td>69.88</td>
<td>67.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIA II (30 minutes)</td>
<td>81.21</td>
<td>66.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIA III</td>
<td>51.08</td>
<td>69.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2.4. Working with Inaccurate Descriptions

Achieving the optimal trade-off of having always as good community descriptions as possible together with keeping the reasonable costs of updating them has stimulated both adapting $t_c$ values, presented in Section 4.3.1, and reducing $e_c$ values under the control of $\gamma_d$, described in Section 4.3.2. While the adaptation of $t_c$, fulfilled by expression (4.1), should eliminate the unnecessary retrievals of not novel enough community descriptions, the reduction of $e_c$ in (4.3) is performed in order to enable the usage of not 100% up-to-date descriptions. The usefulness of both $t_c$ adaptation, as well as $e_c$ reduction is going to be assessed by tracking the $t_c$ values and a number of new terms $n_i$ in the community descriptions.
Starting from 18\textsuperscript{th} of July 2004, PIA has five cooperative filtering communities [10], each being bound to one of the following domains: agent technology, telecommunication, renewable energy, sport news and political news. On 16\textsuperscript{th} of February 2005, a component for updating community descriptions was plugged in PIA system with the initial $t_c$ value of 6 hours for all communities. As being algorithmically presented on Figure 8.11, a size of each community description is also initially set to 100 terms, being the most important terms for the particular community. After one month of waiting, examining communities block on Figure 8.11 checks what has been learnt mostly by retrieving the new value for updating period $t_c$, and by determining the number of new terms $n_t$ in the descriptions. The complete statistics is afterwards given in Table 8.5, containing the average $t_c$ and $n_t$ values that correspond to each community, as well as a number of documents $n_d$ in each domain at the end of experiment, together with the number of documents $\Delta n_d$ that have been inserted within this one month long experiment.

The encouraging observation is that system has managed to determine that sport and political news domains have much larger dynamic than the other domains ($t_c$ values for sport and political news are much smaller than for other domains even though initially the same $t_c$ value has been set to all used domains). Neither the number of documents in the underlying domain nor the number of newly inserted documents has the influence on $t_c$, being obvious when $t_c$ for renewable energy domain is compared with other $t_c$ values. Even though the most insertions are noted in the renewable energy domain (32 thousands of new articles are inserted, being almost half of the inserted articles in all domains), $t_c$ for renewable energy domain has much higher value than for news domains. Obviously, articles in news domains are much more distinctive, resulting in the greater changes of community descriptions and consequently smaller $t_c$ values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>$n_d$</th>
<th>$\Delta n_d$</th>
<th>$t_c$ [hours]</th>
<th>$n_t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent technology</td>
<td>158.763</td>
<td>6.873</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>8.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunication</td>
<td>122.008</td>
<td>5.873</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>9.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable energy</td>
<td>227.763</td>
<td>32.084</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport news</td>
<td>106.342</td>
<td>11.765</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>12.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political news</td>
<td>134.982</td>
<td>12.432</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>11.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average number of new terms in each community description is tracked by reason of estimating the justification of $e_c$ reduction for not up-to-date community descriptions through $\gamma_d$, done by expression (4.3). An average number of new terms $n_t$ in community descriptions is for all domains around 10\% regarding to the total size of the description. A difference among domains practically does not exist thanks to a successful adaptation of $t_c$ values, and these new terms in descriptions point out that always descriptions are more or less inaccurate. Consequently, it sounds reasonable to reduce the estimation $e_c$.
for the community whose description is just going to be replaced at most for 10%. This is achieved by simply setting 0.1 as $\gamma_d$ value, being the value that has been used in all PIA experiments, and that has been obtained by using Figure 4.8. The future experiments will be focused on a better examination of $\gamma_d$ parameter in a situation of having well formed $t_c$ values.

8.3. Evaluating Exploration Approach

The expected strength of a multi-domain applicable exploration strategy, introduced in Chapter 5 as a sophisticated solution for an intelligent query processing, should be mostly found in its applicability in highly dimensional and sparse request-attribute space. As the quality of a performed exploration directly depends on the ability of a combined distance function, being given by expression (5.4), to find usable requests, one control experiment in Section 8.3.1 will be thus used to evaluate its successfulness, and to determine optimal weights that control the influence of Euclidean distance and Jaccard index. Section 8.3.2 afterwards gives the major evaluation, being performed in order to compare the presented exploration approach to other strategies that are also capable to somehow cope with the highly dimensional spaces. Since a subjective opinion about the strengths and weaknesses of each approach always plays the significant role, several examples, which illustrate the expanding of some typical requests, will be at the end given in Section 8.3.3.

8.3.1. Combined Distance Function Evaluation

To enable an efficient comparison of filtering requests, which are defined in the highly dimensional space of attributes that have their unique both values and weights, Euclidean distance function and Jaccard index are combined. On the one hand, Euclidean distance is good for estimating the closeness of the overlapping between two requests mostly based on the encapsulated values of attributes. On the other hand, Jaccard index is excellent in utilising the weights of attributes for finding requests with really wide overlapping. The combined distance function, being introduced by expression (5.4), aims to exploit these complementary strengths, and to outperform every separate solution. As the contributions of Euclidean distance and Jaccard index are controlled by the tuning parameters $\delta_E$ and $\delta_J$ in (5.4), the remainder of this sub-section is going to deeply describe one performed experiment, where the performances of this combination are evaluated by assigning the different values to $\delta_E$ and $\delta_J$.

The evaluation experiment is algorithmically given on Figure 8.12, showing that really the first step is the manual construction of $S_A$ and $S_S$ sets of requests. These two sets are generated in the attribute space, having 467 unique words, where the smaller $S_A$ set with only 10 requests plays a role of actual requests for which the usable requests are searched for in the larger $S_S$ with 100 requests. Needed requests are simply generated by arbitrary selecting between 3 and 21 words to form the base of each request, and by independently assigning both value and weight to every chosen word in each request. On the one hand, larger requests are not created since less than 1% of real user requests from the two year long PIA usage have actually more than 21 words. On the other hand, filtering requests,
being shorter than 3 words, are not very useful for the explanation purposes by reason of not having enough background data, which can be potentially utilised for the expansion of the actual request.

Figure 8.12: Comparing combined distance functions with different $\delta_E$ and $\delta_J$ weights
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The most laborious activity, being marked on Figure 8.12 as a manual estimation, is to determine by hand the exploration usefulness of every request from larger $S_s$ set to each request from $S_a$ set of actual requests. As the result of these estimations, to every request from $S_s$ set, ten real numbers from $[0,1]$ are assigned, each illustrating its usefulness for the expansion of a corresponding request from $S_a$ set. An intuition behind the estimation of the usefulness is to assign the number that is closer to 1 when the requests have several overlapping words, which do not have so distinct values, and at the same time play the important roles in corresponding requests by reason of not having insignificant weights. The fulfilled manual estimation finally provides the needed data to find for every request from $S_a$ the so-called top5 values, being the average sum of 5 largest estimations, which correspond to a particular $S_a$ request.

What is more important, the manually determined usefulness can simulate the output of a perfect distance function in a given domain for the purpose of finding usable requests. In the function evaluation block on Figure 8.12, this ideal similarity solution can be then utilised for estimating a goodness of the realised combined distance, having the different values of $\delta_E$ and $\delta_J$, tuning parameters. Tested values for $\delta_E$ and $\delta_J$ are complementary chosen, where $\delta_E$ takes values from $\{0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1\}$ and $\delta_J = 1 - \delta_E$. Each distance function, obtained for the given $\delta_E$ and $\delta_J$, is afterwards used for finding 5 best requests from $S_s$, having the largest $d_c$ values, for every request from $S_a$. The manually given scores, corresponding to found requests, are finally averaged and given in Table 8.6. As an useful guideline for a comparison, average scores for top five $S_s$ requests, which have been already computed after the manual estimation has been performed, are given in the column top5.

Table 8.6: The average scores obtained by combined distance function having different $\delta_E$ and $\delta_J$ values, as well as the best possible manually achievable score, for any request from $S_a$ set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S_a$ request</th>
<th>$\delta_E = 1 - \delta_J$</th>
<th>top5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td><strong>0.83</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results from Table 8.6 are encouraging mostly by demonstrating that practically any combination, where both $\delta_E$ and $\delta_J$ are not zero, outperforms solutions where either solely Euclidean distance or Jaccard index is utilised. The performed experiment clearly shows that while the most successful weighting is almost regularly $\delta_E = 1 - \delta_J = 0.4$, the best results are sometimes obtained for $\delta_E = 1 - \delta_J = 0.6$, and also for the 8th $S_A$ request even with $\delta_E = 1 - \delta_J = 0.2$. Since little better results are obtained for $\delta_J > \delta_E$, the role of Jaccard index is slightly more important in a realised combination scheme. On Figure 8.13, the best combination, being marked by a bold font in Table 8.6, is separately compared to the ideal solution, given in a column top5, for every $S_A$ request. While the bar with a red filling corresponds to the value of the best combination, the blue bar shows for how much top5 is better than the best $\delta_E = 1 - \delta_J$ result. By analysing the size of blue bars, it might be noticed that the achieved accuracy is always within 10%, with the exception of 6th and 7th $S_A$ requests, where the obtained results are for around 15% below the top results.

Even though the very small sample of requests ($S_A$ and $S_S$ have 10 and 100 requests, respectively) is created in not very high dimensional space (only 467 distinct words take part in created requests), the results from Figure 8.13 and especially from Table 8.6 can at least motivate the combination between different distance functions. Since the best values for weights $\delta_E$ and $\delta_J$ cannot be universally set to always bring the best possible results,
the more sophisticated combination of distance functions can maybe take care of request properties, such as number of words, standard deviation and mean value of weights, and so on. The idea of learning during the runtime, based on the received relevance feedback, which distance function is more applicable for which types of requests, seems to be quite appealing, at least because something similar is already achieved in a complex domain of information retrieval and a selection of filtering strategies [17]. Similarly as each filtering strategy has its unique abilities towards various types of requests [15], the contribution of different distance functions can be controlled based on the properties of the actual request. The possible ways, how this analogy can be ambitiously utilised to design one intelligent self-improving distance function, is going to be certainly one of topics for future author’s investigations.

8.3.2. Comparison with Other Explorative Techniques

The Section 5.2, where background knowledge for the exploration has been presented, has pointed out that an idea of performing the intelligent query processing is not new, and that many other techniques are also trying to cope with that challenge. In this sub-section, the exploration approach, presented in Chapter 5, is going to be compared with the pure collaborative filtering, as well as with mutation and crossover mechanisms, in the domain of received user feedback values. The skyline technique is not realised by reason of not being able to effectively handle requests in highly dimensional attribute space, whereas a so-called similarity versus diversity approach is not interesting because of assuming that users are always capable to perfectly articulate their thoughts about their current interests and therefore not providing the adequate support for imprecisely formulated information needs.

As a test environment for performing necessary user studies, PIA system is going to be utilised mostly by reason of currently maintaining around 500 thousand distinct words, as well as having processed almost 25 thousand various filtering requests. Since the filtering framework, which is behind PIA system, is one collection of various filtering strategies, ranging from different indexing techniques [58][59] to the wide palette of self organising map algorithms [46][88][134][148][218], somebody might speculate that obtained user feedback values are not solely the consequence of deployed exploration approaches. A deployment of the single filtering strategy is unfortunately not manageable by reason of making completely useless comprehensive coordination [13][17] mechanisms, which PIA exploits in order to achieve an optimal trade-off between the response time and quality of results for any received request in the current runtime situation. The found workaround, minimising the influence of deployed various filtering strategies, is summarised as set-up block on Figure 8.14, which formally gives the used testing scenario. As the ability of a particular community to deliver solid results critically depends on the installed filtering strategies, communities are made equally good by owning the same searching algorithms. The potential advantage of a particular community of solely having the access to the right documents is also cancelled by letting that everybody uses a whole collection. These two set-up steps have therefore made as equivalent as possible different communities, which are still necessary by reason of balancing a load, and making a whole system more robust to single failures.
Since the performances of the exploration approach from this thesis depend on really many configuration parameters, such as $\delta_E$, $\delta_J$ from expression (5.4), $\beta_E$ from (5.6) and $\beta_p$ from (5.7), performed analysis has been simplified by setting $\delta_E = 0.4$ and $\delta_J = 0.6$, being values for which the combined distance function has shown the best performances.
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...in the small control experiment from the previous sub-section. The possible values for the exploration $\beta_E$ and prediction $\beta_P$ rate are afterwards independently chosen from a small set $\{0.25, 0.5, 0.75\}$, which is necessary in order not to risk too much the patience of users. These different strategies, obtained for any combination of $\beta_E$ and $\beta_P$, are, together with collaborative filtering and mutation & crossover approaches, tested in the way that no one is continually used in the given longer period of time by reason of potentially producing the high users’ dissatisfaction when a bad strategy is deployed over the several days. The optimal testing strategy is found in arbitrary selecting the exploration approach for every received request, being done in the job handling block on Figure 8.14, and afterwards in keeping track on the obtained user feedback values, which update the statistics about the responsible strategy in feedback handling block. Although the users’ feedback values are highly subjective, where the same user can also inconsistently provide diverse ratings for the same article in the different points in time [29], the obtained results can provide some evidence by reason of being based on more than 8 thousands filtering requests, which are processed within the three month long testing period.

Before discussing the experimental results, presented in Table 8.7, the short summary about the collaborative filtering and mutation & crossover evolution techniques will be given. On the one hand, the realised collaborative filtering uses user ratings to first find like-minded users, and then to recommend articles being liked by them. This strategy completely ignores the actual user’s preferences, and consequently does not manage to control the level of exploration. On the other hand, the mutation & crossover evolution technique is first measuring the fitness of the different requests based on the obtained feedback values, and then using the most fitted requests to exchange the words with the actual request. While such an exchange of words is actually crossover, both values and weights of words can be mutated by being randomly changed for a small amount. This technique also ignores the content of the actual request while searching for requests that will be used for exploration, and practically leads the exploration towards the most successful requests, which have produced results that have got high user ratings.

**Table 8.7**: The distribution of obtained user feedback values for nine different configurations of the realised exploratory approach, collaborative filtering (CF) and mutation & crossover (MC) strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta_E$</th>
<th>$\beta_P$</th>
<th>Obtained user feedback values</th>
<th>Very Good</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Bad</th>
<th>Very bad</th>
<th>Off-topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>40 (33.61%)</td>
<td>42 (35.29%)</td>
<td>15 (12.6%)</td>
<td>10 (8.4%)</td>
<td>12 (10.08%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>47 (38.21%)</td>
<td>35 (28.45%)</td>
<td>19 (15.45%)</td>
<td>7 (5.69%)</td>
<td>15 (12.19%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>31 (27.67%)</td>
<td>24 (21.43%)</td>
<td>21 (18.75%)</td>
<td>13 (11.6%)</td>
<td>23 (20.53%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>38 (37.25%)</td>
<td>25 (24.51%)</td>
<td>18 (17.65%)</td>
<td>11 (10.78%)</td>
<td>10 (9.80%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>41 (35.96%)</td>
<td>30 (26.31%)</td>
<td>17 (14.91%)</td>
<td>13 (11.4%)</td>
<td>13 (11.40%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>20 (18.86%)</td>
<td>23 (21.69%)</td>
<td>23 (21.7%)</td>
<td>15 (14.15%)</td>
<td>25 (22.58%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>19 (17.11%)</td>
<td>30 (27.03%)</td>
<td>24 (21.62%)</td>
<td>16 (14.41%)</td>
<td>22 (19.82%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>23 (21.49%)</td>
<td>20 (18.69%)</td>
<td>21 (19.63%)</td>
<td>13 (12.15%)</td>
<td>30 (28.04%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>28 (20.58%)</td>
<td>28 (20.59%)</td>
<td>28 (20.59%)</td>
<td>16 (11.76%)</td>
<td>36 (26.47%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td></td>
<td>23 (13.37%)</td>
<td>17 (9.88%)</td>
<td>32 (18.6%)</td>
<td>22 (12.79%)</td>
<td>78 (45.35%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td></td>
<td>18 (13.13%)</td>
<td>15 (10.95%)</td>
<td>29 (21.17%)</td>
<td>19 (13.87%)</td>
<td>56 (40.88%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Both absolute number of ratings and percent distribution for each strategy are given in Table 8.7, where for example 40 (33.61%) in row $\beta_E = \beta_p = 0.25$ and column “very good”, should be understood that in total 40 “very good” user ratings are received in the configuration $\beta_E = \beta_p = 0.25$, and that these “very good” ratings make 33.61% of all the ratings obtained when $\beta_E = \beta_p = 0.25$. While the absolute values are excellent to identify for example that collaborative filtering has got the largest number of ratings (on average each strategy has received 121.72 ratings, whereas the collaborative one has obtained 172), percentage values are more objective for speculating about a successfulness of each strategy. Even though for example both the configuration with $\beta_E = 0.75$ and $\beta_p = 0.5$, as well as collaborative filtering, have got 23 “very good” ratings, these 23 “very good” ratings make 21.49% of all ratings obtained for $\beta_E = 0.75$ and $\beta_p = 0.5$, and only 13.37% of all collaborative ratings.

In addition to usually available four rating scale (very good, good, bad, very bad), the opportunity of specifying that a particular result is off-topic, is intentionally provided not only to minimise the potential dissatisfaction of users, who have only known that various strategies have been tested and that sometimes completely unexpected or off-topic results can appear, but also to illustrate the cornerstone advantage of the presented approach for performing the intelligent exploration without making many fatal mistakes. While both collaborative filtering and mutation & crossover technique result in really many off-topic results (78 collaborative and 56 mutation & crossover results are rated as off-topic), the intelligent exploration approach from this thesis produces on average not more than 25 off-topic results for $\beta_E \leq 0.5$ and around 29 for $\beta_E = 0.75$.

![Figure 8.15: Comparison of the amount of off-topic results that are obtained by different algorithms](image-url)
The maybe more expressive comparison of relative values of the got off-topic ratings for different exploration strategies is presented on Figure 8.15, where the exploration rate $\beta_E$ is explicitly given on a horizontal axis, and the prediction rate $\beta_p$ is drawn inside the bar corresponding to a particular configuration. A relative or percent point of view shows that while 45.35% of all collaborative and 40.88% of all mutation & crossover results are rated as the off-topic, the proposed exploration algorithm gives on average only 14.6% for $\beta_E \leq 0.5$ and 24.8% for $\beta_E = 0.75$ off-topic results. An observed number of off-topic results is even smaller when both $\beta_E$ and $\beta_p$ are equal or below 0.5, in which case the average number of off-topic results is only 12.5, or expressed relatively only 10.87% of results, being obtained in these four configurations, are rated off-topic. It can be finally seen, in Table 8.7 and Figure 8.15, that even the worst observed cases, when $\beta_E = 0.75$ and $\beta_p \geq 0.5$, are at least around 15% better than CF and MC approaches.

![Very Good + Good [%]](image)

Figure 8.16: Comparisons between very good (darker bar filling) and good (lighter bar filling) ratings that are obtained for different algorithms

As far as the comparison of other obtained feedback values is concerned, more “very good” and “good” received ratings, are especially got when both $\beta_E \leq 0.5$ and $\beta_p \leq 0.5$ than for collaborative filtering and mutation & crossover strategy. These “very good” and “good” ratings are both separately and cumulatively presented on Figure 8.16, helping in getting as clear picture as possible about a superior behaviour of the exploration scheme from this thesis. Both Table 8.7 and Figure 8.16 shows that while 36.26% of “very good” and 28.64% of “good” relevance ratings are received on average in four configurations with $\beta_E, \beta_p \leq 0.5$, only 13.37% or 9.88% of all collaborative, and 13.13% or 10.95% of all mutation & crossover results, are rated as either “very good” or “good”. Even the
much higher exploration rate, having $\beta_E = \beta_p = 0.75$, has managed to clearly outperform collaborative filtering and mutation & crossover techniques, by getting 20.59% of “very good” and the same amount of “good” ratings.

The obtained results for various $\beta_E$ and $\beta_p$ values also motivate a decision to try to vary these parameters, and to intelligently control the level of exploration. The results of the performed study show that the best user satisfaction, regarding both the sent ratings and the number of off-topic results, is generally achieved for both $0.25 \leq \beta_E \leq 0.5$ and $0.25 \leq \beta_p \leq 0.5$. The further step can be in trying to find the optimal values for these parameters not globally for all users, but separately for each user, being reasonable since various users probably prefer to get results with different levels of exploration.

Table 8.8: List of actual requests that are adapted always by adding five most promising words, being found in the similar request neighbourhood of the size three. The added words are both in the neighbourhood of the found similar old requests, as well as in adapted actual request, typed in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual request</th>
<th>Three most similar old requests</th>
<th>Adapted actual request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{agent}</td>
<td>{agent, negotiation, reactivity, coordination, agent-builder}</td>
<td>{agent, negotiation, reactivity, “gaia neighbourhood telecommunication}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{agent, telecommunication, neighbourhood, network, isdn}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{agent, gaia, methodology}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{agent, negotiation}</td>
<td>{agent, negotiation, auction, coordination, bdi, simulation}</td>
<td>{agent, negotiation, auction, blackboard, coordination, bdi, agency}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{negotiation, auction, blackboard, coordination, jade}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{agent, auction, agency, jess}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{agent, reactivity}</td>
<td>{agent, reactivity, scalability, communication, protocol}</td>
<td>{agent, reactivity, communication, protocol, ontology actor, intelligence}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{agent, communication, actor, intelligence, message, ams}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reactivity, event, ontology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{agent, neighbourhood}</td>
<td>{agent, neighbourhood, tfidf, similarity, query, feedback}</td>
<td>{agent, similarity neighbourhood, tfidf, filter, fitness, query}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{neighbourhood, tfidf, filter, stemming, metric}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{agent, filter, fitness, query}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{agent, gaia}</td>
<td>{agent, gaia, methodology, aose, technique, process}</td>
<td>{agent, gaia, methodology, message, aose requirements, environment}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{gaia, aose, requirements, environment, task-oriented}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{agent, message, methodology}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{agent, telecommunication}</td>
<td>{agent, telecommunication, tcp, isdn, wap, udp, ftp, wlan}</td>
<td>{agent, network telecommunication, tcp, seamless, bluetooth, isdn}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{agent, isdn, network}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{telecommunication, seamless, bluetooth, network, motorola}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 8: Evaluation

8.3.3. Exploration Examples

The quantitative evaluations, given in the previous two sub-sections, can be strengthened by giving few examples, which demonstrate the ability of presented exploration approach to both find usable old requests and afterwards extract important words from them. Since PIA was mainly only internally used inside the author’s laboratory, most of the processed filtering requests are from the agent technology domain. The following examples, being given in Table 8.8, will consequently demonstrate the adaptation of requests, which one, for the agent domain naïve, user can post to the PIA system. Giving exploration examples with requests from other domains will not be fair, because there is not a needed previous experience that is encapsulated in similar requests. As soon as the PIA system establishes its competence in other domains, it will become possible to provide such examples.

In order to make as illustrative and as simple examples as possible, only underlying words from the selected requests are given, and their values and weights are omitted. In the case where the found similar requests are analysed, instead of basing the extraction of the representative words on $\beta_r$, which depends on not presented weights, always five best words are extracted and included into the actual request. The most common request, being posted to PIA 107 times, contains only one word “agent”, and currently, for one such request, PIA will behave as it is presented in the first part of the Table 8.8. Obviously, the exploration is limited because word “agent” occurs in many different contexts. The second part of the Table 8.8 illustrates the adaptation of requests, which are little better formulated. It is noticeable that requests are always expanded with related words, being the most important property of the presented intelligent exploration.

8.4. Evaluating Coordination Approach

The greatest contribution of three coordination schemes, being introduced in Chapter 6 as resource aware, job aware, and self-healing, should be found in describing the different capabilities of filtering strategies by the adequate fitness values, and then in utilising that knowledge to achieve the optimal usage of system resources and a solid user satisfaction. Since the exploitation of resource related fitness values, being introduced in Section 6.1.1, naturally requires the methodology for estimating the load of relevant system resources, the evaluation algorithms, which measure the execution time, and which are proposed in Section 6.3.1, will be consequently tested in Section 8.4.1. The applicability of a realised coordination scheme to be applied inside large communities will be afterwards checked in Section 8.4.2. In a controlled environment Section 8.4.3 then demonstrates the abilities of resource aware coordination scheme to autonomously improve itself during a runtime by adapting its resource related fitness values. The last three sub-sections finally utilise a real PIA system to examine both the abilities to eliminate the long lasting filtering jobs (Section 8.4.4), the influences of taking care of the properties of jobs while selecting the filtering strategies (Section 8.4.5), and the capabilities to autonomously recover after the failures (Section 8.4.6).

8.4.1. Estimating CPU and Database Server Load

The load estimation technique, being proposed in Section 6.3.1, is based on giving the task to either CPU of database server, and afterwards measuring the time, needed to fulfil
it. A natural expectation is that more loaded CPU or database server will result in longer execution, as well as that the needed time will be proportional to the average load during processing. The following experiments thus have a goal to artificially load either CPU or database, and afterwards to check whether a produced load can be deduced by measuring the execution time.

Figure 8.17: Estimation of CPU and DB server load by simulating load through extra threads
A testing algorithm is formally summarised on Figure 8.17, where the separate blocks for CPU and DB load estimation are noted. The CPU is artificially loaded by utilising so-called CPULoader threads, which infinitely keep computing an expression \( \sum_{i=1}^{n_{SL}} f(i) \) for CPU load estimation. A level of the actual CPU load is therefore precisely controlled by lunching the given number of such CPULoader threads. The execution time \( t_{CPU} \) can be finally measured for a different summation length \( n_{SL} \) in order to additionally check how the sensitivity of estimation depends on \( n_{SL} \).

An experimentally found the dependence of \( t_{CPU} \) from \( n_{SL} \), when the different number of CPULoader threads have been lunched, is presented both in Table 8.9 and Figure 8.18. A measured \( t_{CPU} \), corresponding to a duration when as CPU one Pentium IV on 2.5 GHz is utilised, shows that a grow of either \( n_{CPULoaders} \) or \( n_{SL} \) has as a consequence the increase of \( t_{CPU} \). This observation further enables that a measuring of \( t_{CPU} \) with a known \( n_{SL} \) can be used for finding the actual load of CPU.

**Table 8.9: \( t_{CPU} \) dependence from a summation length \( n_{SL} \)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n_{CPULoaders} )</th>
<th>( n_{SL} ) [in thousands]</th>
<th>( t_{CPU} ) [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>8.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>15.578</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The database server is examined in DB load estimation block on Figure 8.17. Its load is similarly simulated by defining the so-called DBLoader threads, which send all over again SQL queries to a database server. By lunching a given number of such DBLoader threads, a DB load can be controlled, and therefore makes feasible experiments where the response time \( t_{DB} \) is measured for different cluster size \( n_{CS} \).
Figure 8.18: Dependence of $t_{CPU}$ for $n_{SL}/n_{CPUloaders}$ from Table 8.9 that can be visually presented.

Figure 8.19: Dependence of $t_{DB}$ for $n_{CS}/n_{DBloaders}$ from Table 8.10 that can be visually presented.
In the case where as the database server one Pentium IV on 1.6 GHz is utilised, the experimentally found dependence of $t_{DB}$ from $n_{CS}$ and the number of DBLoader threads $n_{DBLoaders}$ is given in Table 8.10 and on Figure 8.19. On the one hand, it might be noticed that for the fixed sensitivity, being defined by the cluster size $n_{CS}$, the $t_{DB}$ proportionally grows with $n_{DBLoaders}$. On the other hand, larger cluster size $n_{CS}$ also results in longer $t_{DB}$. A final conclusion is that the measuring of $t_{DB}$ can provide reliable information about an actual DB load.

### Table 8.10: $t_{DB}$ dependence from a cluster size $n_{CS}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n_{DBLoaders}$</th>
<th>$n_{CS}$ [in thousands]</th>
<th>$t_{DB}$ [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16.244</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performed experiments with measuring $t_{CPU}$ and $t_{DB}$ have shown, as being expected, that a higher load of CPU or database results in longer $t_{CPU}$ or $t_{DB}$. A proposed technique for load estimation can be thus used not only when the inbuilt system functions for giving load values are not available, but also when the average load over the particular period of time is needed.

### 8.4.2. Coordination Scaling Abilities

The resource aware coordination algorithm from Section 6.3 is designed to address the challenges that arise when the size of a filtering community is scaled to the hundreds or thousands of members. That is mainly achieved by establishing evaluation and selection coordination mechanisms in a way that the most time consuming activities should be the ones that compute CPU and DB server load, and that at the same time do not depend on
the number of filtering agents. In order to check the last scaling assumption, communities with a different number of filtering agents ($n_{FA}$) are created and to each 100 jobs are sent. As being algorithmically given on Figure 8.20, it is afterwards measured how much time is needed to compute CPU load ($t_{\omega_{CPU}}$), to estimate DB server load ($t_{\omega_{DB}}$), and to perform all other coordination activities ($t_C$), being the evaluation of total fitness $F^{(i)}_t$ values and the computation of selection probabilities $P^{(i)}$. Figure 8.20 shows that while neither $t_{\omega_{CPU}}$ nor $t_{\omega_{DB}}$ depends on $n_{FA}$, $t_C$ should grow with $n_{FA}$ as there is, inside a strategy selection block whose duration is represented by $t_C$, a loop that iterates over all installed filtering agents.

The obtained average values for $t_{\omega_{CPU}}$, $t_{\omega_{DB}}$ and $t_C$ are presented in Table 8.11. While $t_{\omega_{CPU}}$ and $t_{\omega_{DB}}$ slightly fluctuate regarding $n_{FA}$, by reason of being measured in real time conditions, $t_C$ heavily depends on $n_{FA}$, mostly because of being concerned with the evaluation of a total fitness $F_t$, which has to be done for each filtering agent. Furthermore, $t_C$ additionally assumes the application of a proportional selection, which also depends on $n_{FA}$. The last column $t_C$ [%] in Table 8.11 gives the percentage contribution of $t_C$ in the overall time that is necessary for performing coordination. As it can be seen, for the communities, having less than 200 agents, that $t_C$ contribution is below 1%, which is a quite encouraging observation. Even in a case of very large community with 5000 agents, $t_C$ contribution is only around 10%, being also acceptable.

Table 8.11: Durations of coordination activities for different size $n_{FA}$ of communities. $t_C$ is duration of selecting a strategy after computing $\omega_{CPU}$, $\omega_{DB}$ and $\omega_m$ ($t_C$ includes neither $t_{\omega_{CPU}}$ nor $t_{\omega_{DB}}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n_{FA}$</th>
<th>$t_{\omega_{CPU}}$ [ms]</th>
<th>$t_{\omega_{DB}}$ [ms]</th>
<th>$t_C$ [ms]</th>
<th>$t_C$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>32.97</td>
<td>83.75</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12834774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>32.74</td>
<td>107.27</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.32747206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>33.39</td>
<td>87.39</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.49431537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>32.79</td>
<td>81.26</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.57536396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>32.29</td>
<td>82.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.71570234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>32.53</td>
<td>81.23</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.07826087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>32.49</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.57063665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>32.58</td>
<td>87.74</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>2.77171717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>33.03</td>
<td>82.61</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>10.9365373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>32.81</td>
<td>83.74</td>
<td>33.91</td>
<td>22.5375515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>32.35</td>
<td>82.82</td>
<td>61.24</td>
<td>34.7145853</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results presented in Table 8.11 prove that in Chapter 6 described resource aware coordination mechanisms are scaling well, and that they can be applied even inside very large filtering communities, having thousands of agents.
8.4.3. Controlled Versus Real Environment

In a real environment, load values $\omega_x$, $x \in \{CPU, DB, m\}$, introduced in Section 6.3.1, are always more or less unpredictable. On the one hand, it is reasonable to use current $\omega_x$ values for the evaluation of resource strategy fitness value by expression (6.4), because in the selection process only the idea about the actual suitability of every strategy is needed. On the other hand, when fulfilling the adaptation of resource related fitness values, being described in Section 6.3.4, maybe it is not fair to punish strategy for its bad performance,
because in real conditions $\omega_x$ values are not fixed during the processing of a filtering job. It is possible that $\omega_x$ values have been changed in a way that is particularly inappropriate for a chosen filtering strategy, and a final consequence is the probably long response time $t_r$. Without any doubt, for that big $t_r$ a particular strategy should not be so responsible, because it has not declared that it is good in that changed environment. The influence of $\omega_x$ unpredictability to the adaptation of resource related fitness values is therefore a main motivation for performing an experiment, being algorithmically presented on Figure 8.21, and having the following five steps:

[Step I] A real PIA system log is used to get statistics about $\omega_x$ values. It is found that $\omega_{CPU} \in [0.01,4.7]$, $\omega_{DB} \in [0.04,20.5]$ and $\omega_{m} \in [0.02,0.9]$.

[Step II] A strategy $FS$ is asked to process 100 jobs in the controlled environment, which can change its properties only because of a $FS$ activity. For each job, different $\omega_x$ are used as an environmental description by applying controlled threads, which will not suddenly be finished during a $FS$ activity. A response time $t_r$ is measured, and as output 100 pairs $(\omega_{CPU},\omega_{DB},\omega_{m},t_r)$, describing $FS$ behaviour in different situations, are got.

[Step III] A multiple polynomial regression on response time $t_r$ with basis functions $\{1, \omega_{CPU}^2, \omega_{DB}^2, \omega_{m}^2\}$, performed by program package Mathematica [270], gives:

$$t_r(\omega_{CPU},\omega_{DB},\omega_{m}) = a^{(0)} + \sum_{x \in \{CPU, DB, m\}} \sum_{i=1}^{2} a^{(i)} x_i \omega_x^{i}$$

where $a^{(0)} = 9.72$, $a^{(1)}_{CPU} = 139.42$, $a^{(2)}_{CPU} = 67.53$, $a^{(1)}_{DB} = 46.8$, $a^{(2)}_{DB} = 38.9$, $a^{(1)}_{m} = 87.31$, $a^{(2)}_{m} = 78.2$. Fitness values $F_x$, are introduced as $a^{(i)}_x = b^{(i)}_x e^{-\beta x}$, $i \in \{1,2\}$, which further for $\beta = 0.01$ and $F_x = 50$ gives $b^{(1)}_{CPU} = 232.3$, $b^{(2)}_{CPU} = 112.5$, $b^{(1)}_{DB} = 72.3$, $b^{(2)}_{DB} = 64.2$, $b^{(1)}_{m} = 144.1$ and $b^{(2)}_{m} = 129$. A larger $F_x$ means a smaller $a^{(i)}_x$ and consequently implies a minor $\omega_x$ influence on $t_r$, which perfectly corresponds to $F_x$ definitions in Section 6.1.1. The obtained $t_r$ approximation with fitness values $F_x$ is:

$$t_r(\omega_{CPU},\omega_{DB},\omega_{m},F_{CPU},F_{DB},F_{m}) = a^{(0)} + \sum_{x \in \{CPU, DB, m\}} e^{-\beta x} \sum_{i=1}^{2} b^{(i)}_x \omega_x^{i}$$

[Step IV] By utilising the obtained results from the previous step, a perfect history log $(\omega_{CPU},\omega_{DB},\omega_{m},F_{CPU},F_{DB},F_{m},t_r)$ can be synthetically created for any number of filtering agents in the community and any number of processed jobs. A table with 2000 records is created in the way that for every of 20 randomly created filtering strategy descriptions $(F_{CPU},F_{DB},F_{m})$, exactly 100 random environmental descriptions $(\omega_{CPU},\omega_{DB},\omega_{m})$ are also generated, and $t_r$ is computed by using its polynomial approximation. In order to try to
reflect a real log as good as possible, \( \omega_x \) belongs to intervals that are obtained in Step I and \( F_x \in [0,100] \). The idea is to utilise the created table as an ideal knowledge base for expected fitness value \( F_x^{(e)} \) computation.

Figure 8.21: Five steps of the performed experiment for estimating the influence of the unpredictable changes of load \( \omega_{CPU}, \omega_{DB} \) and \( \omega_m \) values when the resource related fitness values are adapted.
[Step V] \(FS\) is used for processing 100 jobs in the real environment where \(\omega_x\) can be unpredictably changed. Expected fitness values are computed by using the synthetically created log. Jobs are divided based on their durations \(t_r\) in four clusters \(C_i\), and for each cluster standard deviation \(\sigma_F^{(e)}(i)\) is computed. The information about the created clusters, being the number of jobs in the given cluster, and the computed standard deviations, are finally presented in Table 8.12.

The adaptation of the actual fitness values can be successful only when computed \(F_x^{(e)}\) values for a particular filtering strategy are not varying greatly. A standard deviations for \(C_1\) and \(C_2\), where 65% of all jobs belong, has reasonably small values, mostly because only short jobs are in \(C_1\) and \(C_2\). This actually means that a probability for unpredictable \(\omega_x\) variations is low, and the adaptation process can work as it is expected. For longer jobs, probability that something unexpected will happen is much higher, which will result in larger \(F_x^{(e)}\) deviations.

Table 8.12: Standard deviations for clusters with \(s\) records, created based on different job durations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(i)</th>
<th>(t_r) condition [s]</th>
<th>(s)</th>
<th>(\sigma_F^{(e)}(CPU))</th>
<th>(\sigma_F^{(e)}(DB))</th>
<th>(\sigma_F^{(e)}(m))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(t_r &lt; 1)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1 \leq t_r &lt; 10)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(10 \leq t_r &lt; 100)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>8.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(t_r \geq 100)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performed experiment has shown that while for jobs with \(t_r < 10s\) the adaptation can be based on in the evaluation computed \(\omega_x\) values, for longer jobs the adaptation will require additional information about \(\omega_x\) during job processing. The way how that can be achieved is going to be subject for the future investigations.

### 8.4.4. Long Lasting Filtering Job Elimination

A trial to escape long lasting filtering jobs, being the ones with the duration over 1000 seconds, and being usually the consequence of the unavailability of an important resource, has been a main motivation for the realisation of the resource aware coordination scheme, introduced in Section 6.3. Although these long lasting jobs will probably produce perfect results in the next few hours, to obtain nearly perfect results within few minutes or even faster is usually much more appropriate. As a final judgement, concerning such trade-off statements, is always given by the user, this sub-section gives comparisons between PIA systems with and without resource aware coordination mechanisms in relevance feedback and response time domains.

Before the 14th of January 2004, PIA I system was working without a resource aware coordination scheme. Between 15th of January and 9th of March 2004, PIA II was using coordination approach with only evaluation and selection mechanisms, being described in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.3, respectively. After 9th of March 2004, the adaptation component,
being used for learning the realistic resource related fitness values, and being presented in Section 6.3.4, is plugged in PIA III.

Figure 8.22: Evaluation algorithm used for getting statistics about long lasting jobs in different PIAs

The algorithm for obtaining statistics about the distribution of the durations of filtering jobs is based on mining the available logs, as being illustrated on Figure 8.22, where the mentioned 15th of January and 9th of March 2004 are marked as $d_i$ and $d_j$, respectively. Every single log, encapsulating both the duration $t_i^{(a)}$ of a corresponding job, as well as a
time stamp $d_a$ when the particular job was processed, is analysed in the block, named as updating statistics on Figure 8.22. The got statistics about the durations of jobs is finally presented in Table 8.13.

The statistics data in Table 8.13 clearly show that resource aware coordination scheme successfully eliminates long lasting filtering jobs (6 problematic long lasting jobs having the response time that is longer than 1000 seconds, do not occur anymore in PIA II and PIA III). At the same time no noticeable difference in a received user feedback has been detected. A logical conclusion is that by optimising the usage of available resources by resource aware coordination mechanisms, which are also able to autonomously improve themselves during runtime, PIA can provide better filtering services to a significantly larger user community.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t_r$ condition [s]</th>
<th>PIA I</th>
<th>PIA II</th>
<th>PIA III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t_r &lt; 10$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>8743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10 \leq t_r &lt; 100$</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>3482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100 \leq t_r &lt; 1000$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_r \geq 1000$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4.5. Job-Aware Versus Pure Resource Aware Coordination

To exploit an assumption that each strategy also has very different capabilities towards processing the various types of filtering jobs, the job aware coordination scheme has been introduced in Section 6.4. Its major property is surely contained in making the weighted combination between resource $F_r$ and job content $F_c$ components while computing total fitness $F_{t}$ value by expression (6.18). Since the weighting in (6.18) is fulfilled by $\alpha$, the cornerstone of the performed experiments will be contained in varying $\alpha$ value, and in making comparisons in both user relevance feedback and response time domains.

From the 30th of August till 10th of September 2004, each two days the PIA inbuilt coordination mechanism was changed by incrementing $\alpha$ value for 0.25, starting from $\alpha = 0$. In order to make comparisons as fair as possible, only working days are taken into account, being done because of the minor PIA usage during weekend days by DAI Labor workers. Figure 8.23 formally presents the utilised evaluation methodology, being split in updating coordination, feedback handling and job handling blocks. On the one hand, the role of updating coordination part is to increment $\alpha$ value after the tested period of two working days is expired for a particular configuration. On the other hand, both feedback and job handling parts are waiting for either new filtering request or user explicit ratings. One should note that job handling part will consider only requests, being received during working days, as potential candidates, whose results might finally inspire a user to give a feedback that will be counted.

The obtained results are given in Table 8.14, where $n_{fj}$ corresponds to the number of filtering jobs for which a feedback has been received, $n_{lj}$ represents the number of long-
lasting jobs, having a duration of more than 1000 seconds, $\text{avg}(d_J)$ is the average duration of jobs with a feedback, and $\text{avg}(q_J)$ is the average received user feedback. The most important $\text{avg}(d_J)$ and $\text{avg}(q_J)$ are also graphically presented on Figure 8.24.

Figure 8.23: Algorithm for evaluating job aware coordination scheme with different $\alpha$ weights
Table 8.14: Results of the two week internal PIA usage that illustrate strengths and weaknesses of coordination mechanisms, having different influence of resource and job content fitness values
(different \( \alpha \))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( n_{\tilde{g}} )</th>
<th>( n_{\tilde{g}} )</th>
<th>( \text{avg}(d_{\tilde{g}}) ) [s]</th>
<th>( \text{avg}(q_{\tilde{g}}) ) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>68.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.24: Average duration of filtering and obtained user relevance feedback values, corresponding to \( \text{avg}(d_{\tilde{g}}) \) and \( \text{avg}(q_{\tilde{g}}) \) columns from Table 8.14.

The results of this 10 day long experiments with the various coordination mechanisms clearly show that the exclusion of a resource fitness component (\( \alpha = 0 \)) potentially leads to the appearance of long-lasting filtering jobs, being exactly the same conclusion as in Section 8.4.4, where the pure resource aware coordination scheme has been tested. At the opposite side, taking care only of the resources (\( \alpha = 1 \)) will successfully eliminate long-lasting jobs, but the average obtained feedback value will also be reduced to only 58.3\%. Because the user satisfaction should always be the imperative, the optimal solution is searched for \( 0 < \alpha < 1 \). While the average durations \( \text{avg}(d_{\tilde{g}}) \) are almost the same when \( \alpha \in \{0.25, 0.5, 0.75\} \), the best average user feedback \( \text{avg}(q_{\tilde{g}}) \) is obtained for \( \alpha = 0.5 \). The increase of \( \text{avg}(q_{\tilde{g}}) \big|_{\alpha=0.5} \) is for almost 12\%, when compared with \( \text{avg}(q_{\tilde{g}}) \big|_{\alpha=1} \), whereas at the same time, \( \text{avg}(d_{\tilde{g}}) \big|_{\alpha=0.5} \) is for around 5 seconds longer than \( \text{avg}(d_{\tilde{g}}) \big|_{\alpha=1} \). Users are obviously not ready to pay unreasonably high price for the reduction of filtering time, and they are ready to wait little longer in order to get much better recommendations.
8.4.6. Self-Healing Added Value

The efforts to create a smart filtering engine, which will be able to autonomously heal itself, has been the major driving force for extending resource and job aware coordination approaches from Sections 6.3 and 6.4 to additionally take care of how every strategy is promising to be used for recovery. On the one hand, both resource \( R \) and job content \( C \) fitness values show how in the current runtime situation a particular strategy can process a received filtering job. While larger \( R \) means that for a given strategy more favourable resource situation exists, the better suited job will result in higher \( C \) value. On the other hand, the abilities of every single strategy to be deployed for the recovery are illustrated through healing \( H \) fitness value, being defined by expression (6.22). In situations where successful recovery is an imperative, large \( H \) should be a good guideline for selecting promising strategies.

![Evaluation of different self-healing coordination schemes](image)

**Figure 8.25: Evaluation of different self-healing coordination schemes**
To estimate how each of $F_r$, $F_c$ and $F_h$ fitness values are successful in fulfilling their roles, the performed experiments will be based on varying $\alpha$ and $\beta$ values in expression (6.23), and in afterwards making comparisons in both relevance feedback and response time domains. The robustness of the self-healing coordination algorithm will be estimated by additionally monitoring the number of corrected failures, showing how many times the requested results have been delivered in spite of problems with the initially selected filtering agent.

From 20th of April till 29th of April 2005, each day different $(\alpha, \beta)$ configuration was tested, where only working days were again taken into consideration in order to make as fair comparisons as possible. The utilised testing algorithm is summarised on Figure 8.25, having as a main point a loop, where every working day $(\alpha, \beta)$ configuration is changed to take its new value. The roles of both feedback handling and job handling blocks are the same as it has been the case on Figure 8.23.

The obtained results are given in Table 8.15, where $n_f$ corresponds to the number of filtering jobs for which a feedback has been received, $n_l$ represents the number of long-lasting jobs, having a duration of more than 1000 seconds, $n_f$ is the number of both detected and corrected failures, $\text{avg}(d_f)$ is the average duration of jobs with a user feedback, and $\text{avg}(q_f)$ is the average received feedback.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$n_f$</th>
<th>$n_l$</th>
<th>$n_f$</th>
<th>$\text{avg}(d_f)$ [s]</th>
<th>$\text{avg}(q_f)$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>69.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>54.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>65.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>70.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>57.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>55.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of this 9 day long experiments with the different coordination mechanisms clearly show that the exclusion of a job content fitness component, being the case always when $\alpha + \beta = 1$, i.e. $(\alpha, \beta) = (0.25, 0.75)$, $(\alpha, \beta) = (0.5, 0.5)$ and $(\alpha, \beta) = (0.75, 0.25)$, leads to a reduction of a user satisfaction. That is the same conclusion as in Section 8.4.5 where the lowest user satisfaction has been obtained in the configuration where only the resource fitness component has been taken into account. As far as the elimination of long lasting jobs is concerned, only one is detected in a configuration $(\alpha, \beta) = (0.25, 0)$, which can lead to a conclusion that assigning a weight $\alpha = 0.25$ to the $F_r$ is maybe not enough.
Chapter 8: Evaluation

More long lasting filtering jobs are not detected by reason of not testing the problematic configurations where $\alpha = 0$. These configurations are intentionally omitted as the results from Section 8.4.4, and especially from Section 8.4.5, have already clearly shown that the resource fitness component has to be taken into consideration in order to even think about the elimination of long lasting jobs.

The number of both detected and recovered failures $n_f$ proves that it has been quite reasonable to improve resource and job aware coordination schemes, being presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, in a direction of integrating the automatic healing functionality. The recovery is successful due to both the presence of multiple iterations in a coordination approach, as well as the integration of healing fitness component. Even though a recovery is possible in configurations where $\beta = 0$, the obtained relevance feedback shows that users are more satisfied with filtering results, being obtained when a healing component has influence in coordination process ($\beta > 0$). A difference of more than 20% between the lowest ($\text{avg}(q_{\beta})_{(\alpha,\beta)=(0.5,0.5)} = 52.3\%$) and the highest ($\text{avg}(q_{\beta})_{(\alpha,\beta)=(0.25,0.25)} = 72.4\%$) average user feedback values, being detected in spite of the longer duration of filtering ($\text{avg}(d_{\beta})_{(\alpha,\beta)=(0.25,0.25)} = 32.5s$ and $\text{avg}(d_{\beta})_{(\alpha,\beta)=(0.5,0.5)} = 28.9s$), definitely proves that the system performances can be significantly tuned by finding the optimal trade-off between $r_F$, $c_F$ and $h_F$ values. Users are obviously ready to wait little longer in order to get better recommendations, and the well tuned filtering system should know how much that longer can be.

8.5. Conclusion

Cooperation, exploration, and coordination mechanisms, being introduced in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, have been evaluated in both the simulated settings and the real time conditions in this Chapter. Always when being necessary, a solid test environment has been found in the PIA system, being locally developed to serve as one intelligent personal information assistant.

The cooperation approach has been evaluated in Section 8.2 by using both the small-scale simulated environment, as well as the real PIA system. On the one hand, centralised and distributed systems have been compared in Section 8.2.1 by computing precision and recall values. It has been found that a distributed system with 5 cooperative communities has resulted in the precision and recall values that are 6% and 4% smaller than when the centralised solution has been used. On the other hand, the elimination of the long filtering jobs (Section 8.2.2), updating descriptions (Section 8.2.3) and utilising the inaccurate descriptions (Section 8.2.4) have shown in real PIA settings that there are no more jobs with a duration over 1000 seconds, as well as that a distributed system is able to learn and track the dynamics of the underlying domains.

A combined distance function has been analysed in the course of the evaluation of the exploration approach in Section 8.3.1, and it has been got that the combination between Euclidean distance and Jaccard index provides better results than any separate similarity solution. The comparison with the pure collaborative filtering and mutation & crossover
techniques has shown in Section 8.3.2 that a proposed exploration approach has superior behaviour especially when the number of off-topic results is taken into account.

The most important coordination approach has been evaluated in Section 8.4, first by finding that the load of system resources can be reliably measured by a proposed method, based on a measurement of the execution time (Section 8.4.1). The evaluation of scaling abilities in Section 8.4.2 has demonstrated that proposed approaches scale quite well, and that can be applied even inside communities with 5000 agents. The most important tests have been reported in Section 8.4.3, where it has been shown that jobs with durations that are shorter than 10 seconds can be efficiently used as the past experience while adapting resource related fitness values. The evaluation of coordination approach has been finished by proving the abilities to eliminate the long lasting jobs due to not choosing the filtering agent for which unfavourable resource situation exists (Section 8.4.4), the reasonability of taking care of the job properties (Section 8.4.5), and finally the increased robustness due to the ability to recover after failures (Section 8.4.6).
Chapter 9
Conclusion

This thesis has aimed to provide an agent-based solution for information filtering and retrieval problems, and to make at the same time the abstraction from algorithms that any particular searching strategy uses in the course of finding requested results. The presented cooperation, exploration and coordination mechanisms have been therefore realised to be completely independent from the utilised filtering strategies. Due to the usage of JIAC IV for developing the underlying filtering framework, whose foundation has been made from these mechanisms, novel searching heuristics can be easily integrated as new agents even during the runtime.

A distributed information retrieval has been addressed as cooperation among multiple filtering communities, being compactly represented by their descriptions that contain the chosen set of the most important words from underlying collections. While communities find each other by simply exchanging their descriptions, the largest contribution has been achieved by learning when the particular description becomes obsolete due to the changes of a supported collection, and consequently the new one should be requested. An optimal usage of network resources has been reached, being very important for every distributed system.

A contribution of proposed cooperation mechanisms has been also found in resolving the information fusion. Instead of performing too costly re-examination of results, which will unacceptably extend the delivery of final recommendations, the results are re-ranked based on their locally predicted relevance and the reliability of a responsible community. Since such reliability represents the successfulness of the given community in finding the results that users have liked, its adaptation routine has been developed to utilise available user relevance feedback values.

The solution for intelligently handling imperfect queries has been found in exploration mechanisms, which are able to fix human mistakes and to increase chances that the good results will be delivered. These corrections have been reached by finding the most similar old requests and in using them while adapting the actual one. The needed adaptation has been fulfilled not only by adding the attributes that are missing in the actual request and that are important for the found similar ones, but also by correcting suspicious attributes again under the guidance of similar requests. The most important added value has been found in controlling the level of adaptation, being the insurance that the provided results will not be far away from the manually specified preferences.
Chapter 9: Conclusion

The comparison of requests in the highly dimensional space, being typical in a domain of text documents where every distinct word plays the role of a separate attribute, might be a quite challenging task. Since different distance functions have usually their strengths and weaknesses, the solution has been found in combining two of them. While Euclidean distance has been chosen due to its good behaviour when both values and weights of an attribute should be taken into account, Jaccard index has happened to be quite important by reason of its solid performances in sparse spaces. The fulfilled small experiment has shown that such combined distance outperforms any single solution, and has also opened a challenging field of somehow learning the optimal combination weights.

The biggest contribution of this thesis, which has also attracted the greatest attention, relates to three coordination mechanisms, being used for making a benefit from multiple strategies. All these mechanisms have been based on the usage of proportional or roulette wheel selection scheme for deciding which filtering strategies should fulfil the actual job. Since the probability of being selected is proportional to the estimation of an applicability of a given strategy, a roulette wheel approach gives fair chances to everybody. A system is finally capable to learn about the real capabilities of a chosen strategy, either based on a measurement of the response time or utilising user feedback values. Such an adaptation of knowledge about available strategies has finally completed a picture about a trade-off between exploiting well-known strategies and exploring the novel ones.

The first coordination scheme has been named resource aware by reason of taking care of the available resources before deciding which strategy will do filtering. The motivation has been found in the reasoning that even the brilliant filtering strategy will fail to deliver the expected results in the case where the needed resources are not enough available. As the accurate estimation of resource load values has been found to be very important, the specially designed expressions are executed, and the load is computed by measuring the execution time. By not basing the load estimation on integrated system functions, which are maybe not available on all platforms, the proposed approach has become independent from the supporting operating system.

The idea to take into account the properties of jobs, while estimating the applicability of every filtering strategy, has mainly motivated a development of job aware coordination mechanisms. The currently used job properties are rather very simple, such as the number of words and phrases, mostly because there are strategies, which index the positions of words and therefore can explicitly search for sought phrases, but there are also techniques, which apply a dimensionality reduction and consequently are excellent for requests with many words. Never the less, the proposed approach is fully open for the integration of the additional properties as soon as available filtering strategies manage to prove the reasons for doing that.

The major coordination achievement has been realised as a self-healing scheme, which is able to autonomously recover after the failures of the selected filtering strategies. The proposed approach is able to formally represent the seriousness of a particular situation, regarding the lost time and the number of currently available results. By using a previous experience about other strategies, a system has been consequently capable to optimally recover itself, and to deliver as good filtering results as possible.
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